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SUPERB FOR STEREO
... and

better than ever for monaural records

When it comes to the selection of a record changer to meet
the exacting requirements of both modern stereo and modthere is only one
ern high fidelity monaural records
choice, the GS -77
From the day this modern record changer was born, strict
adherence to rigid precision standards and advanced engineering made it the ideal high fidelity record changer.
Now, new features have been added to make it the ideal
stereo changer. An easily accessible stereo -monaural switch
directs the stereo signal to the proper speaker. On monaural records. it provides a signal to both speakers adding
extra depth. A double channel muting switch assures complete silence at all times except when the stereo record is
being played. New GS -77 quick- change cartridge holder
makes it easy to change from stereo to monaural cartridge
with the turn of a knob.

-

Other GS -77 features assure the finest reproduction,
stereo or monaural. The tone arm exhibits no resonance

in the audible spectrum, and virtually eliminates tracking
error. The arm counter- balance is so designed that stylus
pressure between the first and tenth record in the stack
does not vary beyond 0.9 gram. These characteristics virtually eliminate vertical rumble to which stereo is sensitive. Turntable pause eliminates the grinding action which
takes place where records are dropped on a moving turntable or disc protecting the delicate stereo record grooves.
The GS -77 is the perfect record changer for stereo as it
is for monaural high fidelity. $59.50 less cartridge and base.
Hear it at your hi -fi dealer, or write for complete details:
Glaser -Steers Corp.. 155 Orator' St.. Newark 4, N J. In
Canada: Alex I.. Clark, Ltd.. Toronto. Ontario. /ìspo?t:
NI. Simons & Sons Co.. Inc.. New York C:ity.

-

-
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GLASER-STEERS GS -77
the modern record changer

enSen'4
NEW

"TRi- ette *"
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LITTLE * *BEAUTY . . .
WITH THE MIGHTY HI -FI VOICE!

-WAY HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE FAR BEYOND COST AND SIZE

...

if you want
If space is a problem, but only true hi -fi sound is for you
to delight the eye (as well as the ear) ... if you listen to organ music on occasion,
and want the pedal notes to be there ... if you thrill to the full, clean, smooth
separated sounds of the orchestra in all their wonderful detail ... then
Jensen's new TR -I0 TRI -ette 3-way speaker system is for you! Use one
for your compact hi -fi system, a pair for space- saving high quality stereo
or add one to your present speaker for stereo conversion. Drives with
good 10 -watt or larger amplifier. Choice of Walnut, Tawny Ash or Mahogany.
Net Price $114.50. Table Base (illustrated) extra $5.45. Floor Stand $12.95.
Send for Bulletin JH -I.

...

ADVANCE DESIGN

3 -WAY

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

A. New 12' Flexair' high compliance superlow resonance woofer for useful
response down to 25 cycles with a new low in distortion for such
a small reproducer.
B. Special 8" mid -channel unit handles the range from 600 to 4,000 cycles,
through L -C crossover network.
C. Compression- driver horn -loaded tweeter carries the response to 15,000 cycles
(H -F control for balance adjustment).
D. Tube- loaded port for amazing bass response in Jensen's new
Bass-Superflex cabinet.
137t," H., 25' W., I? x" D (not including base)
I

Trad..mark J.m.en Min. Co.

en9en
DIVISION

OF THE MUTER COMPANY

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 S.

Laramie Avenue

Chicago 38, Illinois

In Canada: J. R. Longstatte Co., Ltd. , Toronto
In Mexico. Radios Y Television, S. A. Mexico, D. F.
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Precision ...
precisely
for music
a

:
pickup precisely designed for
music! A stereo pickup with all
the compliance, frequency
response and distortion -free
performance required for the
highest quality music reproduction. This...is the
STANTON StereoFLUX VAL VF..'... where
quality starts and the
music begins!
A

Hermetically sealed for

a

The STANTON Model 196 UNIPOISE Arm
with integrated Stereo- FLUXVALVE pickup
mounts easily on all quality transcription turntables. Precision single friction -free bearing adds
gentleness to quality. $59.85 with replaceable 0.7
mil diamond T -GUARD Stylus.

lifetime of trou-

ble -free use, the STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE performs in a way no oilier

pick-up can equal. Ilse it in automatic or

all pickup arms -automatic or manual
STANTON Model 371 StereoFLUXVALVE cartridge. On monophonic records it will outperform any other pickup except
the original FL(1XIr.LI'I.... on stereophonic
records it is peerless! $29.85 with replaceable 0.7
mil diamond T-GUARD Stylus.
For

use in

- choose

manual record playing systems.

the

PMOTOGRAPHEO BY MORT WELDON

Foi those who con

PICKERING

{earl the

&

difference

FINE QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCTS BY

COMPANY, INC., Plainview,
LUXVALVE. T-GUARD.

UNIPOISE are registered trademars'

^

°ckenng

N. Y.
8

Co

Inc

Address Dept. 8118 for a free copy of IT TAKES TWO TO STEREO by Walter O. Stanton.

HIGH F10L'1.rrr NIAc,ztxE
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number

volume 8

11

The montage decorating the cover, which
includes a fragment of the Met's first -night program,
was assembled by Roy Lindstrom.
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NEW! LAFAYETTE "STEREO"

HI FI PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM
An Ideal Quality System For Listening
To The New High Realism Stereo Sound!

t' (
l,(s

FOR STEREO E MONAURAL REPRODUCTION

COMPONENTS

Lafayette LA -90 28 -Watt S
Amplifier
Garrard RC121 /II Changer
Lafayette PK111 Wood lase
GE GC-7 Stereo Magnetic Cartridge
2- Lafayette 51(.58 Coaxial 12" Speakers ....

NEW GE GC -7
STEREO

CARTRIDGE
WITH
DIAMOND
STYLUS

Total Reg. Price

_

72.50
41.4S
3.95
23.47

59.00

300 -SP-

YOU PAY ONLY 167.50 SAVE 33.07!
ONLY 16.75 DOWN
12.00 MONTHLY

ß(121/A

-

A superb complete phono music system brought to you by Lafayette's top stereo engineers. Heart of the system is the new Lafayette LA -90
with
14 watts per channel and with oll the inputs necessary for a complete
stereo control center. Other fine components of the system ore the
new Garrard RC121
4 -speed automatic record changer ready to
accept stereo cartridges, the Lafayette PK -111 wood base for changer,
of fine selected woods; the new GE GC -7 stereo /m
I variable reluctance cartridge with 0.7 mil genuine GE diamond stylus; and 2 of the

/II

unbeatable, for performance- value, Lafayette 5K -58 12" coaxial speakers with builtin crossover network and brilliance level control. Supplied complete with cables, connectors, and easytoinstall
instructions.

Shpg. wt., 66 lbs.
HF -374
Stereo Phono System, with mahogany or blonde wood changer base (please specify)
Net 167.50
HF -375
Same os HF.374 but with 2- Lafayette CA8.16 mahogany or walnut or CAB -17 blonde Resonator -type
speaker enclosures (specify which)
_..
Net 222.50

LAFAYETTE STEREO FM /AM -PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM
Same as 14374 above but with new Lafayette stereo Model LT99 FM /AM Tuner.
NF -376 Stereo FM /AM -Phono System _.
_ Net
237.00
14F-377
but with 21.afoyette CAB16 mahogany or walnut or CA8.17 blonde speaker enclosures

Some as HF376

Net

292.00

NEW! LAFAYETTE 28 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
28 WATTS MONAURALLY WITH 1 OR 2 SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
14 WATTS PER STEREO CHANNEL
SPEAKER PHASING SWITCH
3.5 MILLIVOLTS
SENSITIVITY FOR TAPE HEAD OR PHONO CARTRIDGE
20-20,000 CPS RESPONSE

versatile stereo control center preamplifier -amplifier whose excellent
performance and low cost make it easy to start enjoying stereo sound right
is 14 wafts per channel for stereo, or -by placing
the Stereo Monaural Switch in "Monaural" position and connecting the
output transformer taps in parallel -2B watts are available to drive a single
ONLY 7.25 DOWN
speaker system monaurally; or-each individual amplifier output may be
connected te a separate speaker system for 28 -watts total m
I out8.00 MONTHLY
put with the amplifier used as either an electronic crossover, feeding
low frequencies to
speaker system and highs to the other, or to create o pseudostere-,phonic effect with
monaural program material. Response is 20.20,000 cps; distortion is below P%,% at 12 watts; hum is 75 db
below full output, 'either channel; output taps are 8, 16, and 32 ohms (4, 8 or 16 ohms when strapped together); controls include 6position selector switch (Aux, Ceramic or Crystal, Tuner, LPRIAA, POP, Tope
Head), Balance Channel A, Balance Channel B, Master Level, Treble A and Treble B (dual concentric), Bass A
and Boss B (dual concentric), Channel Reverse Switch, Stereo -Monaural Switch, Tape Monitor Switch, Speaker
Phasing Switch. Inputs include dual Tuner, Crystal /Ceramic, Mag, Phono, Tape Head. Tape Monitor Output.
Tubes ore 4-12AX7, 44184; 2 -EZ80 Rectifiers, Size is 4. 11/16" h x 14.9/16" w x 9.1/4" d. Shpg. wt., 22 lbs.
A new,

72.50

nowt Power output

1

LAFAYETTE 1A-90 Stereo Amplifier

..

Net

..

72.50

NEW! LAFAYETTE STEREO
MONAURAL FM -AM TUNER
FLEXIBLE DESIGN!

INSTALL STEREO

LOW BUDGET PRICE!

NOW!

FM -AM STEREO RECEPTION

FM OR AM MON-

AURAL RECEPTION

FM MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
(REQUIRES DECODER)
FOR SIMULTANEOUS FM b
AM LISTENING IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
3 MICROVOLTS
FM SENSITIVITY
ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUIT
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
An excellent unit with many outstanding features whose low cost and high
degree of flexibility combine to make it practicable to enjoy stereo FM /AM
broadcasts NOW without fear of obsolescence. The Lafayette LT -99 Stereo
Tuner may be used for standard AM or FM (monaural) or for FM -AM stereo
listening. Or, you con use it as o 2- channel receiver and feed FM to one
ONLY 7.25 DOWN
room and AM to another at the some time. Outputs are provided for stereo
or monaural tape recording directly off the air. Styling is modern and de8.00 MONTHLY
signed to please the style- conscious modern young homemaker.
Circuitry is of the Armstrong FM type, with limiter and discriminator; sensitivity is 3 microvolts (on FM) for
20 db quieting, 75 microvolts loop-sensitivity on AM; frequency response is, for FM, 20- 20,000 cps ± I db,
and for AM 20.5,000 cps ± 2 db; output voltages are: FM -2'h volts for 100% modulation, AM -1 volt
average. Output jacks include AM -FM Monaural, AM Stereo, AM Tope Recording, FM Tape /Multiplex. Controls
include Stereo Monaural switch, Selector Switch (AM, FM -AFC, FM, Off), AM Tuning, FM Tuning, Multiples.
Tape,switch. Built -In FM and AM antennas. Tubes are 68E6, 2.6BA6, 6U8, 12AT7, 6ÁU6, 6AL5; diode AM
detector, selenium rectifier. For 105.120 volts, 50/60 cps AC. Size 8 -1/2" d x 13. 5/16" x 4 -1/4" h. Shpg. wt.,
16K lbs.
LAFAYETTE LT -99 Stereo Tuner
Net 72.50

LT-99

72.50

-

/1--ye#e Rao
-`=

Send FREE

P. O. BOX 511
JAMAICA 31, N. Y.
LAFAYETTE Catalog

Dept. WK

590

CUT OUT

Name
I
1

!

AND
ON
POSTCARD
PASTE

Address

City

Zone....

Francis Robinson, who on page 36 guides
its through the history and geography id'
the Metropolitan Opera House, is the obvious c-k -crone for this task. He has been
assistant manager of the \lot since 1952.
and is patently interested in its story and
the story of opera in general, witness his
editorship of the recent book Caruso: His
Life in Pictures. Before coming to the Met
he was one of the best -known and hardest- working press agents the American
theater ever lead, in une rear- 1948 -11e
crossed the continent six times. stop by
stop. Among plays he promoted have been
Abe Lincoln in Illinois, Knickerbocker
Holiday, No Time for Comedy. Song of
Norway. and '/'here Shall Be No Night.

Ilerhert Kupferberg is, of course, a regular contributor of ours, his contribution
this month being the interview with Mario
del Monaco that appears on page 40
He is records editor of the New fork
Herald Tribute.

\Villiam Flanagan, Jr.,

Superlative Features and Low Cost
make it easy to GO STEREO NOW!

LA -90

AUTHORitatively Speaking

State

is a newcomer to
our pages. He is a composer and what is
known as a "guest reviewer" for the Herald Tribune. Which is to say, he reviews
up to a half -dozen concerts a week for
that paper, but is not a staff member. He
studied composition at the Eastman
School, at the Berkshire Music Center
with Aaron Copland. and privately, for
two years, with David Diamond. His
works have been performed reasonably
often, especially, he says. considering his
predilection for the human voice. His latest: a c'antatalike work, twenty -five minutes long, called The Lady of Tearful
Regret. He thinks it will get performed.

l IOne can locate a coloratura soprano
who digs modern music. He inhabits a
Greenwich Village apartment which contains

a

piano,

a

droving board,

a

hi -fi set,

million

ree'clyds ( quote), two cats called
Cunegonde mud Vanessa, and a nifty new
a

Olivetti typen Titer, on which he wrote
"The Riotous Garden of American Opera"
(page 421.
John Culshaw, our mentor in the ways of
making stereo opera records ( see page
45), is English Deceit's chief classical
production man. He lias been with the
company since 1946, except for a brief
stint with Capitol. Before conaing to
Decca, lie was a tat igator in the Royal
Naval Air Sers ice. He still does a good
deal of Ikiu_. hilt now it is to Paris,
Vienna, Bowe. :Ind Tel Aviv, tu supervise
recording sessions. 13ehceeu trips, he lectures occasionalh at (Mord and London
Universities. He has published a critical

biography of R.I htnaninoll (Oxford University Press, New fork).
Louis E. Garner, Jr., who tells how to
convert to stereo on page 48, almost
turned in his story unillustrated. A bulldozer working in a lot near his Maryland
home bulldozed through an underground
pipe, sending an unwelcome supply of
fine Maryland topsoil into his photo developing trays. There are hazards in all
professions, are there not?

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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RCA VICTOR
ARTISTS LIKE
THESE WILL RE

REPRESENTED

IN THE
FIRST YEAR'S

!

RECORDINGS
J

PIAIIGORSKY

LANDOWSgA

GOULD

REINER

TO DEMONSTRATE THE ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP IN

tqP F.

g;.Ca Vutor _Sockty,offCreat 611usic

MONTEUx

FIEDLER

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE BOOK -OF- THE -MONTH CLUB

The common -sense purpose of this Society is to help music
lovers build up an excellent record library systematically
instead of haphazardly ... and at an immense saying
SHAW

BEGINNING MEMBERS WHO AGREE TO BUY SIX SELECTIONS WILL RECEIVE

The Five Beethoven

Piano Concertos
PLAYED BY

Irrur Rubinstein
JOSEF KRIPS

CONDUCTING THE SYMPHONY OF THE AIR
A FIVE -RECORD ALBUM FOR ONLY

[Nationally advertised price. S24.98]

RCA VICTOR Society of

$2)98

v

Great Music V12_11

Book -of- the -Month Club, Inc.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
o

a

AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Most musk
lovers, in the hack of their minds, certainly
intend to build up for themselves a representative record library of the World's Great
Music. Unfortunately, almost always they are

haphazard in carrying out this aspiration. Recause of more syslemdlic collection, operating
costs can he greatly reduced. The remarkable
Introductory Offer above is a dramatic demonstration. It can represent more than a one third saving the first year.

SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF, General .Music
rector,
JACQUES BARZUN, author and

man;

u,:;

Dimu-

JOHN M. CONLY, editor of )ligll
Fi,lclity; AARON COPLAND, composer; ALFRED
FRANKENSTEIN, music editor of San Francisco
OIII lr; DOUGLAS MOORE, Composer and
f

sic critic;

1

Profe.sl'r Ilt \Iu>ic, Columbia University; WILLIAM SCHUMAN, composer and president of
luilliard School of Music; CARLETON SPRAGUE
SMITH, chief of \lu'ic Division, N. Y. Public
Library; G. WALLACE WOODWORTH, Professor
of Alusic, larva rd U li5 cr-it y.
.

Please register me as a member of The
RCA Victor Society of G-.-at Music and
send me immediately the five-record Rubinstein- Beethoven album. billing me 5:1.98
plus a small charge for postage and handling. I agree to buy six additional records
within twelve months from those made
available by the Society, for each of which
I will be billed $4.98. the price nationally
advertised I plus a small charge for postage
and handling 1. Thereafter. I need buy
only four such records in ally twelvemonth period to maintain membershit. I
may cancel my membership any time alter
buying six records from the Society. Alter
my sixth purchase. if I continue. for every
two records I buy from the Society I will
reC -ive a third RCA VlcToa record. free.

r-

Tor
Thereafter, continuing members can build
up their record libraries at almost a ONE -THIRD
SAVING. For every two records purchased
(from a group of at least fifty made available
annually by the Society) nu'rnbery will receive
a third RCA VICTOR Red Seal Record free.

*

A cardinal feature of the plan is GUIDANCE.
The Society has a Selection Panel whose .I do
function is to recommend "must -have" works
for members. Members of the panel are: DEEMS
TAYLOR, composer and commentator, Chair-

HOW THE SOCIETY OPERATES

E

n month, three or more

12 -inch

3313

VICTOR Red Seal Records are announced to
members. One is singled out as the record-in-Menlo.* and, unless the Society is otherwise in-

structed ton a simple form always provided), this
record is sent to the member. If the member does
not want the work he may specify an alternate. or
instruct the Society to send him nothing. For every
record purchased. members pay only Sa9K, the
nationally advertised price. For every shipment a
small charge for postage and handling is added.)

hr'

I

lle,rk
It
i-h
. -1
Ilh TCHAIKOVSK 'S FIRST PINO
CONCERTO nl:lvrlI ny VAN CLIRURN.

I

III..

..

>II..
,A

.

.............
.....Itirx. nrhi nlanh'1

pelt E:Ss
ZIPS

cnTv
s

I

I

''t1

NOTE: If
._I.r.l III

x INT

AHs'II'rlN
name and

1, enroll IIlnmgh
I'dealer. tien -e riti aIn Lis
.dares, here:

DEALER'S NAME
ADDRESS

YOU MAY BEGIN MEMBERSHIP WITH THIS RECENT SELECTION

-IF

YOU WISH

CITY

ZONE

STATE

ttlVali

Cliburn

PLEASE

playing TCHAIKOVSKY'S FIRST PIANO CONCERTO
(This counts toward fulfilling the six - record contract)

.

NOTE: Iteenr,Is enn
shipped .mir II)
the I'. S. aand Its Irr II.RI, -s. s II
Ii-'- -'r'I- t..r l'
.Ilan II'.I errs art m:dr
alada und shipped ,INS, Ir. afrom Ilnlarhl.
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New
N -33H

Rondine

Hysteresis
Powered!
Only

$69.95

RFKO WI-

why

a

Rondine turntable is a must for stereo!

"A problem that often shows up on conversions hon) monaural to stereo
systems is that of turntable rumble. Borderline turntable, meaning those
which are acceptable in a monaural system, may prove to have too much
rumble for use in a stereo set -up. The reason for this is that stereo utilizes
both vertical and lateral groove etchings (unlike monaural recording
which uses only the lateral etching). Thus, a stereo cartridge must respond to both motions and will respond to rumble both laterally and
vertically... This problem seems to be most severe with record changers.
Good turntables are more apt to be free of excessive vertical rumble."

- Reprinted from THE AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE

GEORGE NELSON, one of America's great industrial designers,
created the new fashion -keyed Rondines.
The result: you can point out to the lady of the house that Rondine
is not only the

finest performer. but also the most beautiful!

a Rondine is your best buy in a turntable! The self -lubricating Ron dine turntable shaft and shaft well are precision -machined as perfect
"mates" to assure smooth rotation. The shaft is "micromatically"
checked to be absolutely perpendicular to the table ... eliminating "wow"
and "flutter" from this source.

Why

All tables are cast of resonance-inhibiting aluminum alloy. They are lathe turned for perfect concentricity and balance. No "pull" is exerted on
magnetic cartridges. Tapered shape permits easy disc handling.

The new Rek -O -Kut hysteresis synchronous motor has an extremely small
external stray field -a unique advantage where magnetic recording heads
are in the vicinity of the motor. High efficiency and exclusive fan shape

rotor surface insure a cooler running motor. Extremely accurate dynamic
balancing for each motor, minimum stray field in the air gap and use of
large surface sinter -metal bearings assure smoother, quieter operation
year after year.

FOR YOUR

Rondine Model N -3311 (illustrated
above)- Single Speed (33 rpm),
Belt Drive with hysteresis syn-

-

chronous motor. Noise level:

RONDINE...REK -O -KUT STEREO-MONAURAL TONEARMS

...

fasten with single nut. CorProvide instant mounting
rect mounting position is pre -set on Rondine deckplates.
All leads fully shielded in special chamber, insures 100% hum -tree performance! $27.95.

Built -in strobe disc
lathe-turned cast aluminum turntable. $69.95 net.

-53db.

-

Rondine, Model 8.126H
Three speeds, powered by hysteresis synchronous motor. Built -in
strobe disc and retractable 45 rpm
hub. Pilot light for "on 'off" indiNew

cation. $99.95 net.

Write for new Rek -O -KUt catalogs

REK-O-KUT

HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES TONEARMS
38 -19 108th Street, Corona 68, N.V.
ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO... DESIGNED FOR THE HOME
Export Morhan Exporting, 458 Broadway,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Canada: Atlas Radio, 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10, Ont.

n.:e

NOTED NV1TH INTEREST

eeiZ'in

incomparably

knighf=kìt

Continued from page 6
Line Center, Philadelphia, Pa.) has
now been appointed exclusive United
States agent for the Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.'s products. These
include the well -known amplifier; also tuners and electrostatic speakers.

AN ALLIED RADIO PRODUCT

build -your -own hi -fi

STEREO

Money-Saving Hi -Fi at its Finest
Advanced, Easiest -to -Build Design
Superb Musical Performance

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE

The FM Front
Best news to be heard in a long time
for hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of FM listeners along the East
Coast is that the \VQXR network has
been reactivated. As many readers will
remember, once upon a time there was

ti

the Rural Radio Network. This put on
a lot of good music, much of it coining
from \VQXR. Things shifted around
and \VQXR continued to be relayed by
some stations. We here in Great Barrington had VQXR through \\'FLY in
Troy, N. Y., almost steadily.
According to an announcement from
\VQXR, the Network started August
18, with eleven upstate New York stations included: WFLY, Troy; WKOP,
Binghamton; \VRRL, Buffalo; \1'ßßA,
Ithaca; \\'ITN, Jamestown; \VRRC,
Mohawk Valley; \VHLD, Niagara
Frontier; \\'IIDL, Olean; \VRRE,
Rochester; \\'RRD, Syracuse; \\'RUN,
Utica. May we extend our heartiest
congratulations to the Network and
wish it continued success in relaying
the fine programs originated by

knight -kit

Stereo Deluxe Preamplifier Kit

nothing finer in Stereo -it's in a
class by itself
control center that will do
anything and everything you want.
Superior Features: Amazing input flexibility
Stereo inputs (including tape heads).
additional 4 inputs for monaural; all can be
permanently connected and controlled from
single switch. 6 record equalizations for
monaural; RIAA for Stereo. Volume, bass
and treble controls on concentric shafts with
special clutch for both individual channel
adjustment and overall control. Single
switch selects straight Stereo, Stereo ReThere

s

$8450
$8.45
down

Greener Pastures Division

Y

beauty."
In another line, fields look greener,
too. Don Davis, formerly of the Golden
Ear in Indiana and now embarked on
a mission to carry high fidelity to the
Brussels World's Fair, stopped in to
talk plans. He was driving a very sleek
Porsche which had all the Volkswagen
owners on the Hicu FIDELITY staff
drooling. Don had gone to Germany
in the spring to pick up the Porsche

knight -kit

r.

$4450
S4.45

-

a.......down

There is an easy -to -build
knight -kit for every hi-fi need...
sec catalog for full details

-

Printed circuitry for easy assembly. Black and
chrome styling; 9 x 14 x 814'. 36 lbs.
Model Y -777. Net, F.O.B. Chicago, only $84.50
Y -779. Gray metal cover for above
$ 6.50

Amplifier Kit

Alone in its class for (lawless output and high CS! stability. Harmonic Disl.,0. /1 %;
at %a1125 watts. Response: ± 0.5 db, 9 to 70,000
cps. Calibrated variable damping control. Balance control for precise adjustment of output
tubes. Extreme stability even with speaker loads
of high reactance. Black and chrome styling;
43/ x 14% x 7 W. Printed circuit board,
Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.
Model Y-793. Net, F.O.B. Chicago, only $44.50
Y-794- Gold- finished metal cover
$ 475
Stereo Control Unit
FM -AM Tuner
12 -Watt Amplifier
FM Tuner
18-Watt Amplifier
Hi -Fi Preamplifier
30 -Watt Amplifier
2 -Way Speaker Systems
3 -Way Speaker Systems

ALLIED RADIO

(FREE 452 -PAGE 1959
ALLIED CATALOG

1

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 12 -L8
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Send for this value-packed cata-

log featuring: the complete line
of superb Hi -Fi KNIGHT-KITS;
the world's largest selection of
quality Hi -Fi components and
complete music systems- everything in STEREO; the world's
largest stocks of Electronic equipment and supplies. Send for your
FREE copy today.

Amplifier Kit

Absolutely the finest amplifier you can build
equal to highest- priced factory -built units. Ideal
for use with preamp above, either as two 30watt stereo amplifiers or 60 -watt monaural
amplifier Response flat from IO cps to 42,000
cps. Amazing 0.08% distortion at full 60 watts.

25 -Watt Basic Linear Deluxe

Model
Y -793

or either

Exclusive printed- circuit switches and
printed-circuit boards. Step-by -step construction manual with wall -size picture diagrams for simplified assembly. Beautiful
custom -styled case, 414 x 15 x
1712 lbs.
Model Y -776. Net, F.O.B. Chicago,
only
362.50

knight -kit 60 -Watt Stereo Basic
Model
Y-777

down

channel into total monaural output. Continuously variable loudness control; cathode
follower output and special recorder outputs: hum - free -DC on all tube filaments.
Distortion, 0.15 %; response, 7- 120,000 cps.

-5

\VQXR.

We Americans, ever Glazed by the excitement of advertising superlatives,
sometimes look longingly upon the
calm restraint exercised by our British
brethren in the craft. That's what
Dave Hoffer (Dynaco) did when he
read some advertising in a Covent
Carden program not long ago. This is
the Ferguson Company talking about
its "Radiogram ":
"Asked if its performance was hi -fi
our chief engineer said. 'strictly speaking, no!' Strictly speaking, of course.
he's right -but then he does speak
very strictly. The fact is the Ferguson
'Fantasia II' sounds, and looks, a

7iÁ $62"

erse, either channel separately,

-a

Ship the following Hi -Fi KNIGHT -KITS:

erclosed

E

Send FREE 1959 ALLIED 452 -Page Catalog
Name

Address
City

Zone

State

Continued on next page
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NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from preceding page
personally and had talked with many
of the engineers there. Seems that
while traveling Americans are busy
admiring the achievements of German
automotive engineering, all those engineers can talk about are the miracles
of American high fidelity!

New Developments

Don't be too ouch alarmed if you hear
that loudspeaker magnets are now
being made out of plaster! It isn't quite
true-but Indiana Steel has developed
a ceramic magnet which has considerable interest to loudspeaker manufacturers because it's lighter, less expensive, and more compact than current metals. Could mean an improvement in quality for a given cost to the
consumer.
Stereo \Vire

$99.75
New 4 -speed Thorens TD -124, with 11

flutter

net

lb. table, has lowest wow,

and rumble of any 12" turntable with equal or less inertia

The most advanced turntable design plus precision Swiss craftsmanship make the
new Thorens TD -124 a turntable that will give you years of rumble -free, wow -free

performance.
A year, two years, from now you'll find the TD -124 is giving you the same top
quality performance as the day you bought it.
And you'll be getting longer life, lower surface noise, from your records, too.
That's because of the easy, fast starts you get with the Thorens Roto -Drive clutch.
It lets you set the stylus down gently on a stationary record, and then start the

turntable.
Check the TD -124's outstanding features, and you'll see it's small wonder that
the new TD -124 is the hottest hi -fi turntable on the market today. At your Thorens
hi -fi dealer's now.
6.2
leaving unsightly permanent marks: -just
replace low -cost arm mounting board, available for 12" or 16" arms in various finishes.
Easy to mount, the TD -124 requires only
23/4" clearance below mounting board. Fur.
nished with attached line cord, shielded
cable and solder plate. 50/60 cycles, 100 /250
volt operation. Simple adjustment; no extra
parts.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES: Four speeds.
each with ±-3% speed adjustment. Built -in
illuminated strobe disk for all speeds. Built.
in level bubble and leveling screws. Precision 4 -pole motor, extra -compliant belt drive and idlersystem plusexclusiveThorens
Roto -Drive principle, provide complete vibration isolation, absolutely constant speed.
Provision for easily changing arms without
t

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE. Now all Thorens units are covered by
times as long as the usual 90 -day eleca 1 -year guarantee
tronic equipment guarantees! Ask your hi -fi dealer about this.

-4

NO

SWISS

MADE PRODUCTS

HI-FI COMPONENTS
SPRING -POWERED

Ili -Fi

Hearing

Anyone think that ears are high fidelity? Well, they aren't! Turn down the
volume -be it live or reproduced music-and you hear the middles better
than the lows. That's why we have
varions loudness controls and contour
controls, etc. Permits you to turn down
the volume while maintaining the illusion of high -level acanstie balance.
One of the favorite h lmiess control
units is made by Centralab and called
Compentrol. It can be added to your
present system by any competent service nian if you don't already have such
a device in operation.
im

Stereo Records

+

MADE

-

We now have stereo %%ire. Seriously
this is a fine item and will be much
needed by home constructers. Alpha
\Vice Company has announced a series
of seven constructions of flexible, lightweight cables- having two, three, and
four conductors, with and without
shielding.

LIGHTERS

SHAVERS

The battle still rages among manufacturers of stereophonic records, some
saying that a stereo record can be
played with monophonic equipment
and others vigorously protesting that it
can't.
London Records joins those who
claim that a stereophonic record should
not be played back on monophonic
equipment. The reason is because of
the different stylus radius required for
the two systems. The standard stylus
for a long- playing monophonic record

MUSIC BOXES

NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK

Continued on page 12

IIIGII FIDELI-n' MAGAZINE
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NEW STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT
HF85: Stereo Dual Preamplifer is a complete stereo
control system in "low silhouette" design adaptable to
any type of installation. Selects, preamplifies, controls
any stereo source -tape. discs, broadcasts. Superb vari.
able crossover, feedback tone controls driven by feedback amplifier pairs in each channel. Distortion borders

STEREO

AND
M ONAURAL

on unmeasurable even at high output levels. Separate
to -level input in each channel for mag. phono, tape head,
mike. Separate hi-level inputs for AM & FM tuners &
FM Multiplex. One each auxiliary A & B input in each
channel. Independent level, bass & treble controls in
each channel may be operated together with built -in
clutch. Switched -in loudness compensator. Function
Selector permits hearing each stereo channel individu.
ally, and reversing them; also use of unit for stereo or
monophonic play. Full -wave rectifier tube power supply.
5- 12AX7 /ECC83, 1 -6X4. Works with any 2 high -quality
power amplifiers such as EICO, HF14, HF22, HF30, HF35,
HF50. HF60. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Includes cover.
HF81: Stereo Dual Amplifier -Preamplifier selects,
amplifies S controls any stereo source tape, discs,
broadcasts -8 feeds it thru self-contained dual 14W am.
plifiers to a pair of speakers. Monophonically: 28 watts
for your speakers; complete stereo preamp. Ganged level
controls, separate focus (balance) control, independent
full -range bass & treble controls for each channel.
Identical Williamson-type, push -pull EL84 power amplifiers, excellent output transformers. "Service Selector"
switch permits one preamp -control section to drive the
internal power amplifiers while other preamocontrol
section is left free to drive your existing external amplifier. Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Incl. cover.

the
experts

say...

-

in HI -FI

the best buys are

MONAURAL PREAMPLIFIERS (stack

2

for Stereo)

NEW HF65: superb new design, Inputs for taoe head,
microphone, mag -phono cartridge & hi -level sources. IM
distortion 0.04 °° pr 2V out. Attractive "low silhouette"
design. NF65A Kit $29.95, Wired $44.95. HF65 (with power
supply) Kit $33.95. Wired $49.95.
HF61: "Rivals the most expensive preamps"
Marshall,
AUDIOCRAFT. HF6IA Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95, HF61 (with

`7E/COQ

World-famous
EICO advantages
guarantee your complete satisfaction:

-

power supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95.

MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)

HF6O: 6O -Watt Ultra Linear Power

Advanced engineering

Finest quality components
"Beginner- Tested," easy step -by -step instructions
LIFETIME service & calibration guarantee
IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment -right "off the shelf" -from 1900 neighborhood EICO dealers.

Amplifier with

Acro TO-330 Output Xfmr.; "One of the best.performing

amplifiers extant: an excellent buy." AUDIOCRAFT Kit
Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95. Cover E -2 $4.50.
HF5O: 50 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Transformer. Identical in every other respect to HF60, same
specs at 50W. Kit $57.95. Wired $87.95. Cover E -2 $4.50.
NEW HF35: 35 -Watt Ultra- Linear Power Amplifier.
Kit $47.95. Wired $72.95. Cover E2 $4.50.
HF3O: 3O-Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $39.95. Wired
$62.95. Cover E3 $3.95.
NEW HF22: 22 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $38.95.
Wired $61.95. Cover E2 $4.50.
NEW HF14: 14 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $23.50.

-

Wired $41.50. Cover

E

-6 $4.50.

MONAURAL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
HF52: 5O -Watt Integrated Amplifier with complete
"front end" facilities & Chicago Standard Output Trans.
former. "Excellent value " -Hirsch -Houck Labs. Kit $69.95.
Wired $109.95. Cover

E

-1

$4.50.

HF32: 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. Kit $57.95.

Wired $89.95. Both include cover.
HF2O: 20 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Well -engineered"
Stocklin, RADIO TV NEWS. Kit $49.95. Wired
$79.95. Cover E -1 $4.50.
HF12: 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Packs a
wallop " -POP. ELECTRONICS. Kit $34.95. Wired $57.95.

-

SPEAKER SYSTEMS (use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: Natural bass 30-200 cps via slot- loadee 12 -ft.
split Conical bass horn. Middles & lower highs: front radiation from 81/2" edge -damped cone. Distortionless spike.
shaped super- tweeter radiates omni- directionally. Flat
45-20,000 cps, useful 30-40,000 cps. 16 ohms. HWD
36 ", l5r.a ", 111/2 ". "Eminently musical: would suggest
unusual suitability for stereo." -Holt, HIGH FIDELITY.
Completely factory -built, Walnut or Mahogany. $139.95;

Stereo

Amplifier.Preamp
HF81

Blonde, $144.95.

HFSI: Bookshelf Speaker System. complete

w th factory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen
Compression- driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth
clean bass: crisp extended highs. 70- 12.000 cps range.
Capacity 25 w. 8 ohms. HWD: 11" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring
time 15 min. Price $39.95.
FM TUNER
HFT9O: surpasses wired tuners up to 3X its cost. Prewired. pre -aligned. temperature -compensated "front end"

Bookshelf
Monaural Integrated Amplifiers:
50, 30. 20, and 12 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

Speaker System

-1.5drift -free.
Precision "eye -tronic"
for 20 db quieting -

HFSI

meow

fer

-

Speaker System HFS2

Monaural Preamplifiers:

36"

H x

15yí"

W x

114x"

tuning. Sensitivity
us
6% that of other kit tuners.
Response 20-20,000 cps -t-1 db. K- follower & multiplex
outputs. "One of the best buys you can get in high
fidelity kits."
AUDIOCRAFT KIT REPORT. Kit $39.95.
Wired 565.95'. Cover $3.95.

D

.

`

tl

HF65, HF61

(stack 2 for Stereo)

EICO, 33 -00 Northern Blvd., L. t. C.
I

I
I

Monaural Power Amplifiers:
60, 50, 35. 30, 22 and 14 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

I

I

N. Y. HF -11

-

I

Over

1.

SHOW ME HOW TO SAVE 50% on 60
models of top -quality equpment as
checked below.
Hi -Fi
p Test Instruments
Ham Gear.
Send FREE literature & name of neighbor
hood EICO dealer.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
CITY

MILLION EICO instruments io use throughout the world.

\OVENIBEII 1958
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INTEGRITY
evidenced by the finest
woofers and tweeters available

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 10

has a tip radius of 1.0 mil. For a stereophonic record, the stylus tip is slightly smaller: 0.7 mil.
Therefore it is presumed that the
larger stylus will wear unnecessarily,
and perhaps to a serious extent damage,
the grooves of a stereophonic record.
Record versus Book Reviewing
Guess we never thought about it before
so found it interesting to
read about Elmo Roper's talk at the
American
Booksellers Association,
where he pointed out the difference
between book reviewing and record reviewing. He said there wer, hundreds
and hundreds of items of capsule criticism of records going the rounds: in
new magazines devoted exclusively to
recorded music, or in old magazines
that have set up new departments. He
contrasted this with the solitary one hook- per-day practice of our newspapers -and even that maintained by
only a few big city papers. Roper said,
"Might something be done to put book
reviewing on the saine hard, sharp
plane that has grown up for records?
It seems to me that book reviewing is
being done the same old way it was
fifty years ago, except that there is
even less of it."
Anybody want to start a book review magazine?
.

The Speakers with
the Red Cone

Stromberg - Carlson
RW -490 15" Soft Skiver
Woofer
Performance exceeds those of any other woofer made. The
cone, constructed of specially selected high mass materials, makes it optimum for maximum air movement. The
spider and soft skiver edge, especially designed for this
speaker, give maximum compliance and optimum damping. The high strength magnet, special pole piece design
and 3" voice coil provide maximum control of the cone at
all frequencies for outstanding transient response. Properly
quarter wave
mounted in an "Acoustical Labyrinth
length duct enclosure by Stromberg- Carlson, it produces
a flat response to 16 cps and below. Write us for detailed
specifications. $99.95 (Audiophile Nett

"'

R4S9

SOFT SKIVER WOOFER: An unusually fine
low frequency transducer, with cone of stiff, high.
mass materials. Properly mounted in our "Acoustical labyrinth' x quarter wave length duct enclosure,
it produces a flat response to 18 cps, with minimum
distortion and excellent transient response. $4995
(Audiophile Net)

of the weight of the voice coil, resulting in on ex
tremely light, easy to-move cone element. The in
duction principle makes flat reproduction of the
full frequency range possible for the first time.
Dispersion angle: 140-. Flat in response up to and
over 20,000 cycles. Power handling capacity: 50
watts. 549.95 (Audiophile Net).

is

nothing finer than

a

\Ve haven't had an item about a new
custom installation engineer in a long
while. George Prouty of Stowe, Vt.
stopped in to sere us last summer when
Ile was passing through the neighborhood. It seems he had been fussing
around with high fidelity as a hobby
since 1947, then recently decided to
make a business of it. Is covering quite
a wide range of territory- nearly all of

Best of success to him!

41ID

RT476 21/4" TWEETER: A cone tweeter with fine
performance characteristics. It hos on effective fre
quency ronge up to 18,000 cps with minimum dis
tortion. The cone design gives on unusually wide
angle of dispersion and very distortion -free per.
formance. $9.95 (Audiophile Net).

"There

Custom Installations

the New England States. fir. Prouty
says that framed certificates on the
walls of his office testify to some eleven years in electronic engineering
work, a degree from Rensselaer, and
a professional engineering license
from the State of Vermont.

IT -477 INDUCTION TWEETER: A patented, exclu
sine StrombergCorlson design, this tweeter employs
an induction field to transmit signal strength to the
cone. This removes the weight of the wires and much

CHARLES FOWLER

Stromberg -Carlson"

-CARLSON
STROMBERG
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
A

DIVISION

OF

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N.V.
5`.` ,`D

Electronic and communication products for home, in
dusty and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles:
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems:

R1s

MICH FIDELITY \I.aGAZINE
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evidence by a tuner
incorpora i ig t he latest,
most acce ;ed concepts

-n

o

Abroad
'"

.,

1

LONDON -The British public spent
£24.000.000 (something over $70,000.000) on records last year -a record figure indeed, if not to be compared with the $350. 000.000 spent
in the United States. What is curious
is that ten million of this amount
went for old -style 78 -rpm discs,
only fourteen million for LPs and
45s. Now for the first time, however,
the production of 78s is beginning to
slacken. By June of this year LP had
captured 23% of the market production. and the number of 45s being
made had nearly doubled. When
LP first arrived here, the industry had
planned to turn over their factory
space progressively to the manufacture of microgroove; instead. they
found they had to make more 78s as
well as the new -type discs. This year,
it seems, they can start cutting into
their 78 plant space.
This country remains the world's
biggest exporter of records, with one
of every three discs macle here going
abroad. Of the four-million pounds'
worth exported in 1957, 46% went to
Europe, and 24% to the U.S.A. and
Canada. Africa came next, with 127.

Face Lifting. Jackets are becoming
increasingly important as a selling
point, as witness EMI's newly modernized old store in London's Oxford
Street. Once it presented to the world
neatly stacked rows on dignified rows
of discs encased in brown -paper envelopes-H\IV, Columbia, and Parlophone only, of course. Now the place
is a splash of bright sleeves. All makes
are stocked. Recommendation lists in
the "browser boxes" suggest Decca,
RCA, or Philips versions with fine impartiality. Decca's monthly handout
has turned into a big full-color news
sheet with reproductions of all the
current jackets. The advertisements
for all labels now "plant" the sleeve
designs for the latest releases.
Continued on page 16
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Stromberg - Carlson
SR -440
AM -FM Tuner
Designed for easy, accurate tuning and extended range
performance. Extremely high sensitivity provides outstanding reception in fringe areas, or of distant stations. Wide
peak -to -peak separation (550kc) and long, linear slope
(350kc) of the balanced ratio FM Detector, and low noise
golden grid cascode front end (first used for FM tuners by
Stromberg. Carlson) are the reasons for the high signale
low noise, exceptionally stable output. In conjunction with
this, the SR -440 features a hair trigger "Feedback Tuning
Eye" that is better than a meter for sharp, accurate tun.
ing. Improved temperature controlled circuits entirely
eliminate drift. The special and exclusive dual antenna circuit provides optimum reception on both AM and FM from
one FM dipole antenna. Also equipped with a ferrite loop
for local AM and terminals for AM and FM antennas if desired. Front panel gain knob (with pull -out off -on switch)
controls the v. cathode follower output. Tuner also has a
detector output (not controlled by gain) for tape monitoring and multiplex output. AFC in -out, Local -Distant switch
for AM and FM, Broad -Sharp switch for AM and flywheel
tuning complete the front controls. Meets FCC requirements for minimum radiation. White face plate, burnished
brass escutcheon and knobs. Cover in morocco red extra.
Write us for specifications. $159.95 (Audiophile Net)
1

"There

is

nothing finer than a Stromberg- Carlson"

STROMBERG -CARLSON
DIVISION
A

OF

GENERAL

DYNAMICS

1419C N. Goodman Street

Electronic and communication products for home, in.
dustry and defense, including High Fidelity Consoles.
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems.

NOVEMBER 1958

CORPORATION

Rochester 3 N.V.
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Make Christmas fun last through
The wonderful sounds of Christmas merrymaking need never grow old when you
record on tapes of Du Pont "Mylar" polyester film.
Here's why: Trouble -free tapes of "Mylar" cannot dry out or become brittle with
age ... offer an extra safety margin against stretching ... are unaffected by changes
in temperature and humidity. What's more, you get 50% or more extra playing time
plus superior performance. When you buy tape for your own use or for gift giving this
Christmas, be sure to ask your dealer for your favorite brand of tape made with "Mylar ".
FOR THE BEST IN TAPE, LOOK FOR
HIGH FIDELITY 1\'IACAZL E

14
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the years ... on tapes of Mylar
LASTING STRENGTH. Under normal
operating conditions, tape of "Mylar"
will not stretch or break. There's a

300% margin of safety against
Stretching offered in no other tape.

LASTING RESISTANCE TO MEAT, HUMIDITY. Tape of "Mylar" can not dry
out or become brittle with age
.
withstands radical changes in heat
and humidity. Tape of "Mylar" needs
no special storage care.

..

LASTING FIDELITY. Even after years
of playing, tape of "Mylar" has no
flattened -out or condensed sounds

dimensional stability assures
flawless fidelity.

OU
BETTER

PONT

DU PONT

MYLAR
POLYESTER FILM

THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
THROUGH CHEMISTRY

THE NAME ''MYLAR" ON THE BOX
flA AIIi1 ltl.-'0")
I

"bfylar is

a registered trademark for Du Pont's brand of polyester film.
Du Punt manufactures " dlylar ", not finished recording tape.

Il

www.americanradiohistory.com
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NOTES FROM ABROAD

Websters are

Continued from page

MADE FOR

Price Skirmish. The latest move in
the "Chub' war Cumes from Decca,
ss ith a series of cut -rate discs on the
Ace of Clubs label. These are old recordings but good ones (e.g. Ansermet -s Boutique. Kra11SS S Till and Don
Juan. Katchen's Rachmaninuff Second
Concerto). selling at about club prices
(22s bel) but through the ordinary
stores and dealers. E. R. Lewis, Deceit's chairman. refused to start a mail urder club along the lines of RCA's
int the grounds that you couldn't rely on your dealer and undermine him
at the sanie time; this way he both
meets the clubs' low -price challenge
and supports his retailers.

EACH

FIDELITY -MATCHED

With Webster you get all you expect from
your stereo installation! Each Webster
Ekotape component is the perfect mate
for the other. Each one is Fidelity Matched to the Ekotape in -line heads.
A Webster advantage that gives
you superb reproduction, professional
results. Ekotape components
feature a minimum of controls,
precise operation, compact design
...compliment the finest custom

installation. Finished attractively
in gold and black.

-

One of the finest, most
precise tape handling mechanisms in the industry. Gives you Webster's acclaimed "true life" stereo reproduction. Easy to install and
operate. Features in -line heads ... one central
control to eliminate tape loops. Off /on switch
and speed control are combined to neutrolize
tope mechanism when in "off" position. With
an Ekotape SS694A preamp, and power amplifiers, it is possible to record and ploy back
stereo as well as monaural sound. One or both
340
channels can be erased. Two models
(as shown) just $99.50. Deluxe (Model 342)
STEREO TAPE DECK

STEREO COMPONENTS

-

with tope -out switch and program selection finder, slightly higher.
STEREO RECORD -PLAYBACK PREAMP -Com-

..

.-

MODEL 55694A

(7

plete dual channel control center for stereo
recording, erasing and playback. Volume control, record /playback switch and speed compensation switch for each channel; erase
switch and on /off switch. Tone controls do
not affect preamplifier during recording. Professional VU meter for each channel permits
equalizing settings in both record and playback positions. Six inputs, 4 outputs. Signal
to noise ratio: 45db. Frequency response: 30
to 15,000 cycles.

PREAMP- provides dual channel volume and speed compensation controls ... equalizes stereo playback when tape
deck is installed in existing hi -fi sets. Signal to
noise ratio: 45db. Frequency response: 30 to
15,000 cycles. Cinch -type input connector
from tape deck head for each channel.
STEREO PLAYBACK

MODEL 55693 A

ELECTRONICS

WEBSTER

D

I

V

I

S

the Yellow Pages for your Ekotape
dealer, the man from Webster. Ask him
to show you these Webster stereo components . . . Fidelity- Matched for the best
in stereo! Write direct for complete specifications and illustrated catalog.
See

I

ON

ELECTRIC
RACINEWIS

1.3

I

Festival Notes. AIX -EN- PROVENCE:
Watch for the name Teresa Bergan /.a.
This
twenty-three -year -old
Spanish mezzo. as Rosina in The Bar ber. produced some of the most perfectly accomplished singing I have
ever heard. Basic color dark and glowing. A little rapid vibrato, well controlled. adds liveliness to its lustrous
burnish. \lade for the Rossini mezzo
roles. but no recording plans so far
Vouchsafed. MUNICH: The Residenztheater, jewel of rococo opera houses
until it was bombed in 1944, has risen
phoenixlike. Its carved interior, removed before the destruction, is now
reassembled in another hall of the
Residenz. A strange and moving experience, to sit in the theater where
/donna/ea was first performed and
which one thought had been lost
forever. SALZBURG: Vanessa was
handled roughly by the European
press, found to be thoroughly old fashioned, by Strauss out of Puccini.
BAYREUTH: For his productions Wieland Wagner culled new singers from
all over- Regine Crespin, Rita Gorr,
and Ernest Blanc from Paris, Jon Vickers from London, Jerome Hines from
New York -and assembled his strongest casts to date. Most impressive of
all- Vienna's Eberhard \1'iichter. as
Kothner, Amfortts, and the Herald in
Lohengrin. Gloriously strong, steady,
beautiful tone; vigorous and effective
delivery. EDINBURGH: Almost everything here seems to be a recording
come "live"- Klemperer and the Phil h:umonia in Beethoven. the Juilliard
Quartet's Bartók cycle, Ansermet conducting Stravinsky :Ord \logens \Wyfldike The Creation. Victoria de los Angeles in La Vida breve. But the audiences didn't come at all to Stravinsky,
didn't flock to Bartók. and even stayed
away from Klemperer when they saw
Bruckner's Fourth on his program.
ANDREW PORTER
111611
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Exclusive McIntosh I'ltra -Sonic nutting enhances tuning ease and listening pleasure. All annoying noise between stations has been eliminated by this McIntosh
featue. The revolutionary McIntosh designed A. F. C. (automatic frequency)
control) locks on the tuned station. eliminating all need for re- tuning even in
severe fringe areas without degrading the high quality sound.

the

6Pl,i

MR -55

AM SPECIFICATIONS

FM SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity:

Sensitivity:

-75 K.C. Dev.)
3 Microvolts at 100% modulation (`
for a total of less than 3% total noise and distortion. (Based on I.H.F.M. (proposed) standards for
measuring F.M. Tuners.)

1.5 microvolts

Selectivity *:
4 K.C. Bandwidth,
Narrow Position
'10 K.C. from center down 53 D.B.
Medium Position 13 K.C. Bandwidth,
'10 K.C. from center down 20 D.B.
Broad Position 20 K.C. Bandwidth

Capture Ratio:
1

I.F.

Compare the

1

I.F.

Less than 1% at 100%

home.

in your

Hum:

I.F. @ 600 K.C.
R.F. @

600 K.C.

--

Bandwidth:
20 K.C.
21

K.C.

trD

I.F. Transformers:
Mechanically captive, assuring alignment in your

modulation.

-

Limiters:
Two; zero time constant gated -beam followed by
0.5 micro -second pentode limiter.

below Full Signal guaranteed.

.50 D.B.

McINTOSH

2

1600 K.C. --- 20 K.C.

ln' 1600 K.C.

Narrow Position

'-3
'-3
'-3

D.B.
D.B.
D.B.

--

--

20 to

23 K.C.

SHOWROOM

20 to 6.5 K.C.

75 D.B. below full signal guaranteed; typical production
80 D.B.

-

20 to 2.0 K.C.

Sensitivity Selector:

A.F.C.:

Three Positions

Separate detector; strong, distortion free, completely variable.

'

Constant bandwidth, band pass input.

Drift:

-30

Whistle Filter:

K.C.

300 ohm balanced; 72 ohm unbalanced.

Dimensions:
high

x

without A.F.C.; negligible with A.F.C.

Antenna Input Impedance:

70 D.B. rejection at 10 K.C.

43/4 "

20- 20,000 cycles.

Hum:

Front End:
21 K.C.

Megacycles

Frequency Response:
-3DB;

10 K.C.

a

Limiter and Detector Bandwidth:

DEALERS

Audio Bandwidth:
Broad Position
Medium Position

Bandwidth:

200 K.C.; Flat on top.

Unparalleled MR -55

Distortion:

Amplifiers:
Four

A.V.C.:
Exceptionally strong; less than 4 D.B. audio output change with input changes from 10 microvolts
to 00,000 microvolts.

to 0.8

Output:

143/4" wide by 12" deep.
2

low impedance, cathode follower;
plus MULTIPLEX.

Measurements include R.F. and I.F. circuits. Character.
istics substantially unchanged over entire R.F. tuning

Radiation:

range.

Substantially below F.C.C. requirements.

III4utosh

LABORATORY, INC.
www.americanradiohistory.com

4 Chambers St., Binghamton, N. Y.
Export Division: 25 Warren St., New York 7, N.Y.
Cable: SIMONTRICE N.Y.

Mixed Drinks
Sin:
If nine or ten hundred more of your
readers don't catch the snafu in t'
lead on page thirty -two of the Au_ .'t
issue, they just aren't up on their
drinking.
As for the lemon and salt hit. these
accompaniments are reserved solc for
tequila. With vodka, this is slicer
horror. Better to use it for shampooor do you hate Commander \1 hitchead?
Ben Rinaldo

Los Angeles. Calif.
culpa! Your editor is strictly
'Martini man. -Ed.
.1Iea

a

Golden Age Singing
Sm:

Allow nie to congratulate you and
express my appreciation of \Ir. Miller's
series of reviews in Reissues of Vocal
Music [Jane and Jul' issues]. These
installments contain, in my opinion.
probably the best discography available of Golden Age singing. In those

Photo from Hi -Fi Music at Home 'March, 19581

LOUIS ARMSTRONG IN HIS DEN,
EDITING TAPE
(Note his AR -2 loudspeaker at the left)

clays, singing was singing and great

sopranos slid not classify their voices
according to some particular style,
which is the practice generally prevalent today. It was not uncommon during the Golden Era of Opera for a
lyric or dramatic soprano to essay
coloratura roles; she was also expected
to be the complete mistress of bel
canto, possess a legato of liquid
smoothness, be able to execute bravura
passages flawlessly, and have a range
equal to the most grueling parts, often
a good two and a half octaves!
Jenny Lind, although primarily remembered for her coloratura roles,
sang the intensely dramatic title role
in Norma and Nellie Melba once even
attempted to sing Wagner! Claudia
Muzio sang Amina in Bellini's Son nambula as well as Sieglinde in Die IV alkiire -quite a gamut in any operatic
star's repertoire. Geraldine Farrar mastered many diverse roles in several
styles and languages including Mimi
in La BoWine, Elizabeth in TannNasser, and Juliet in Gounod's Romeo

Continued on next page

is required, without
pseudo -hi -fi exaggerations, AR -2 speaker systems are
a logical choice. They are used in recording studios,
in broadcast stations, and in the homes of leading
figures of the musical world- including Louis
Armstrong above, and John Hammond, director of
the Newport Jazz Festival.

Where natural, musical quality

their patented
acoustic suspension design, must use small cabinets.
These small enclosures mean an advance rather
than a compromise in quality, particularly of the
AR speaker systems, because of

bass range.
AR2's are $89 to $102, depending on cabinet finish
15% higher in the West and Deep South.) Literature
is available for the asking.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.

24 Thorndike st., Cambridge 41, Moss.

l'1
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LETTERS

new

AMPEX

Continued from preceding page

RECORDS STEREO
and plays both 2 -track and 4 -track tapes

and Juliet. Lillie Lehmann. %yhom \1r.
\liller calls "a vocal miracle,- sang just
about everything! These singers refused to accept vocal and stylistic
limitations, and audiences who WC1('
fortunate enough to hear them at their
prime were treated to some astonishing and accomplished singing.
Today, only one artist of note comes
to mind who possesses the same vocal
agility as these great names of the
past. The range, flexibility, and temperament of \l ria \lencghini Callas
voice have already made her something of a legend in the operatic aviary. She beaus the saine stamp of
greatness that distinguished other
American singers of the past- Lillian
Nordica. Mary Carden, and Geraldine
Farrar-namely the marvelous ability
to create credible and highly diverse
characterizations.
.
Her vocal
agility is a source of %yonder. Just to
mention a few roles she has essayed
clearly indicates she is %vorthy of carrying on the great tradition of her
predecessors-she has sung Isolde,
(her Liebestod was recorded for Cetra in the album "Maria Callas Sings,"
now out of print), Mimi, Cho Cho San,
Amnina, Violetta, Norma. Santuzza,
Turandot, Medea. and the Puritani
Elvira as well as Lucia.
\1'alter Kitts
Philadelphia. Pa.
.

Record stereo off the air; copy stereo tapes and discs

Here's stereo recording of full professional quality. The Ampex
Universal Series 950 recorder/reproducer enables you to build a
stereo tape library of highest quality at lowest cost. Records monaurally, too, from radio, tv sound, phonograph records, and "live"
from microphone. (Also available is the Ampex monaural recorder/
stereophonic reproducer, model 910.)
Benefit from traditionally fine Ampex engineering features

With the Universal's instant- acting head switch, you can shift
from 2 -track to 4 -track operation at will, and play back as long
as 4 hours and 16 minutes of stereo music on a single reel of tape
(2400 ft.). Automatic stop at end of reel.
Enjoy years of flawless, trouble -free operation

The Universal's performance will be within specifications the day
you install it and for years afterwards. Its three precision dual
head stacks (one each for record, playback and erase) are built to
tolerances as close as 10 millionths of an inch. Twin pre -amplifiers
provide output to match either your own amplifier -speakers or
Ampex units.

Quality Pricing
Sln:

For some time I have been deeply
concerned by the failure of record
companies to provide the purchaser
with specific information regarding
dates of recordings, pressings. etc. My
thought (which I am convinced is a
practical one) is simply this. Let the
recording companies be honest with
the public; print, on the jacket or record label, the recording date and
date of record pressing. Then let them
simply price their records according
to their quality. The response of the
public would be terrific, and there
would never be any form of objection
to paying top prices for quality records. and certainly not to lover prices
for inferior records.

SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND

.

.

.

Webster T..1Iagtire,
\ ;oi(ouvcr. B. C.
( ;ural ai

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AND DETAILS

AMPEX
STEREO

.

AI.11.

:

AMPEX AUDIO, INC.

1058.LKIFER ROAD
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
Please mail me full information on the
UNIVERSAL "A" (900 series):

Russian Bartered Bride

Name

I

Address

City

Zone

State

found the article, "Once More

Continued on page 22

IL( ;i

°_0
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New G -E "Golden Classic"

stereo - magnetic cartridge
I

to ISKC WESTREX STEREO
ISKC to 20KC RCA MONAURAL 12 -569
TEST RECORDS: 0

IA

+15
+10

+5
DR.

ERE

UENC

RESP

NSF

0

IO

-1S

SEPARATION

100

IKC
C/S

10KC

20ßC

Smooth response on both stereo and monaural records.
Consistently high separation between stereo che.nnels.

Compatible with both stereo and monaural
Full frequency response, 20 through
records
20,000 cycles
"Floating armature" design
for increased compliance and reduced record
wear
Effective mass of stylus approximately
2 milligrams
High compliance in all directions- lateral compliance 4 x 10" cm,: dyne;
Recvertical compliance 2.5 x 10' cm 'dyne
ommended tracking force with professional type tone arm 2 to 4 grams Consistently high
separation between channel signals. (Specifications for Model GC -5.)

Stereo is here! General Electric makes it official -with
the new "Golden Classic" stereo-magnetic cartridge, a
fitting climax to the famous line of G -E cartridges. It
makes stereo a superb, practical reality
a very realistic price. Model GC -7 (shown) with .7 mil diamond
stylus, $23.95. Model GC -5 (for professional -type tone
arms) with .5 mil diamond stylus, $26.95. Model CL -7
with .7 mil synthetic sapphire stylus, $16.95. (Mfr's suggested retail prices.)

-at

...arid new "Stereo Classic" tone arm
A professional -type arm designed for use with G -E
Feastereo cartridges as an integrated pickup system
tures unusual two -step adjustment for precise setting of
tracking force from 0 to 6 grams Lightweight brushed
aluminum construction minimizes inertia; statically balanced for minimum friction, reduced stylus and record
wear $29.95. (Mfr's suggested resale price.)

and hear the G -E "Stereo Classic" cartridge and tone arm at your Hi -Fi dealer's
now. For more information and the name of
your nearest dealer, write General Electric
See

Company, Specialty Electronic Components
Dept. HF11, W. Genesee St., Auburn, New York.

GENERAL

NOVEMBER 1958

ELECTRIC
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LETTERS
Continued from page 20
Kondrashin," by Harold C.
Schonberg in the September issue, to
be of considerable interest. However,
I was surprised to find the statement:
"Kondrashin cites as another of his
favorite recordings Smetana's Bartered
Bride, sung in Russian and not yet
available in this country."
I have a very pleasing concert version of the Bartered Bride by the soloists, chorus, and orchestra of the Bolshoi Theater, conducted by Kiril Kondrashin. This is a Musical Masterpiece
Society recording distributed by the
Opera Society, Inc. in the early part
of 1957. I imagine that a considerable
number of these records were distributed.
This recording may not currently be
available, since the Opera Society (and
also the Musical Masterpiece Society)
apparently has gone out of business. I
have heard nothing of the firm in over
a year, and have been curious concerning its fate. If any of your readers
have any information concerning the
organization which dici business under
these two names, as well as several
others, I am sure that its former members would be glad to share it.
John P. Do.sicr
Asheville, N. C.

Kiril

Fifty Voices from Twenty -five
Stn:

The owner of a Fairchild Stereo Cartridge takes justifiable pride in its possession, for it reflects
in tangible form a quarter century's consistent policy of building up to a high quality standard
cost remaining a secondary consideration.
He is sure that the new Model 232 Stereo Cartridge is an investment in the finest record
reproduction -both stereo and monaural. He knows that its superb performance is the natural
result of advanced engineering -the very same engineering which produced the first Stereo
cartridge ever demonstrated to the public (December 1957). Its phenomenal tracking ability,
absence of distortion, and gentle treatment of records, are taken for granted by the Fairchild
owner, although they are often a revelation to those accustomed to ordinary cartridge performance. Its transparent, shimmering sound quality, so faithful to the original, as well as its full
range channel separation, are further evidence of Fairchild's engineering leadership
Therefore, he is not surprised to learn that many major recording studios are using Fairchild
cartridges to test the quality of Stereo and other high fidelity recordings. His pride of ownership,
in short, stems from the added satisfaction which only a quality product can provide, and from
his secure knowledge that the name Fairchild is synonymous with integrity of manufacture.

-

Price of this superbly engineered cartridge ... $49.50.
Hear the Stereo 232 at your hi -fi dealer. Write for booklet
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT COMPANY

KI, the complete Stereo Disc Story.

10-40 45th Ave., L t.
Fairchild "Sound of Quality" Components include:
cartridges, arms, turntables, pre-amplifiers and amplifiers..

C. 1, N. Y.

n.

\Ve've found still another use for a
tape recorder!
The Jersey City Choral Society's
Spring Concert included a selection
written in eight parts for a double
chorus -I Wrestle and Pray by
Bach.
\Vhen it became apparent that a
relatively small group would be on
hand to sing the night of the concert,
I had an idea. We taped the first
chorus part during one of the final rehearsals. The night of the performance, we played back the first chorus
part from the tape, and we joined in
singing the second chorus part. Using
the tape recorder in this manner, we
sang with ourselves, accomplishing a
fifty -voice, rich eight -part choral
sound with only twenty -five amateur
voices!

The performance was balanced and
beautifully synchronized, including a
perfectly -timed cutoff at the final
chord. . . . I believe the Jersey City
Choral Society has achieved a worldwide musical first performance by
singing with themselves in this manner. As a matter of fact, Iln willing
to bet a roll of new tape on it!
Gordon Myers
New York, N. Y.
HIGII FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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New G -E 40 -watt
"Stereo Classic"
Amplifier
60

rU

. control

b

,.p..,,

m

60

icwi

MCC

F

64

m

RA

Versatile, convenient switches and
controls. In this completely new and
striking General Electric design you'll find
every useful variation in stereo and monaural amplification, controlled swiftly and
accurately. Balance control allows you to
adjust for maximum stereo effect without
overloading one channel when the other
is cut down. New contour control boosts
the bass smoothly, gradually, without increasing sound intensity. Each con-rol
handles both 20 -watt channels.

Full 20 -watt power output from each channel at the same time.

No audible distortion at full power. Flat response within .5 db
from 20 to 20,000 cycles.
Outstanding sensitivity, extremely
low hum and noise level.
Inputs: FM -AM tuner (and FM multiplex adaptor), stereo and monaural phono cartridge and tape,
auxiliary.
Speaker modes: stereo, stereo reverse, single or two channel monaural.
Speaker phasing switch saves manual phasing. $169.95 *.

New 28 -watt Stereo Amplifier has similor features, except for speaker phasing switch.

$129.95.

...and new FM -AM Tuner
Top performance in a trim, modern
cabinet. Receives even weak signals with
unusually low distortion, hum and noise
level. No audible drift. Visual meter provides center channel tuning of FM and
maximum AM signal. RF amplifier stage
in both FM and AM for increased sensitivity. FM multiplex jack for stereo adaptor.
Built -in AM antenna; folded FM dipole included. $129.95 *.
Model FA -11 (left) has russet leather
vinyl finish. Model FA -12 finished in willow
gray vinyl. Both models are style- matched
to the amplifiers. Cabinet removable for
custom mounting.
-:Monufacturer's suggested resale prices.

See

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

and hear the G -E "Stereo Classic"

amplifier and tuner at your Hi -Fi dealer's
now. For more information and the name
of your nearest dealer, write General
Electric Company, Specialty Electronic
Components Dept., HF11, W. Genesee St.,
Auburn, N. Y.

NOVEMBER 1958
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knight®
created by

ALLIED RADIO

Íßu01s ín RFVIaW

QU4,ivt,STEREO HI -FI
money -saving hi -fl comparable to the very finest
advanced design, features, performance and styling
outstanding for superb musical quality
each unit guaranteed for one full year

The Musical Life. Like a prophet in
his own contrv. the musical commentator one reacts regularly over it period
of many years is more likely to command respect than they special honor
paid to less familial' seers. It's particularly exciting. then. when WC Set, a familiar friend writing sshut he himself
most deeply feels and believes rather
than conscientiously purveying depersonalized information. Much as I have
respected Irving Kulodiu's old-pro reliability and inexhaustible practical
knowledge, I have deeply regretted
that his prolific activities have left him
so few opportunities to speak leisurely
and from the heart, or to exploit the
rich vein of puckish humor svhic'I most
readers can only have glimpsed. But
at last, in the present whose (only
partly confined 10 pre\jonsly published
Sun and Saturday Review pieces and
these in greatly revised and more spirited form) I feel that Kuhxlin is completely himself-and himself at his best.
For me at least, his present portraits
of Stokowski, Revellam, Gershwin,
Lambert, Rubinstein, and many other
musicians are quite incomparable fin
both their insights and warmth; "My
Version of `The Day'" (of Toscanini's
farewell broadcast) is an invaluable
documentation that nips a sshole harvest of apocrypha in the bud; and his
opening chapter on the mature of "The
:Musical Life" itself is as fine a statement of the catholicism of the enlightened listener as I've ever seen ( Knopf,
$4.50).
-

knight

KN734 deluxe 34 -watt stereo amplifier
compare these "royalty of value" features:

only

$12950
easy terms:
$12.95 down

knight

Full stereophonic and monophonic controls
17 watts per
stereo channel...34 watts monophonic Separate bass and treble
controls for each channel 5 pairs of stereo inputs...input jack
for accessory remote control DC on all preamp heaters
Wide range balance control 3 -step loudness contour Variable
input loading control for any magnetic cartridge May be used
as 34 watt add -on with special preamp output Mar -proof
vinyl-clad metal case...solid aluminum anodized front panel.

KN120 deluxe stereo FM -AM tuner
compare these "royalty of value" features:

only

$12950
easy terms:
$12.95 down

Separate FM and AM sections for simultaneous or separate
operation Dynamic Sideband Regulation for minimum distortion
of FM Dual limiters on FM Tuned RF stage on FM and AM
3- position AM bandwidth switch Cathode follower multiplex
output jack Four cathode follower main outputs Dual
"Microbeam" tuning indicators Illuminated 9'/,' tuning scale;
inertia tuning with advanced flywheel design High -sensitivity AM
ferrite antenna Handsome solid aluminum front panel,
gold anodized, with beige leathertone case.

FREE 1959 ALLIED CATALOG
Send for your complete, money-saving guide to the world's largest
selection of hi -fi systems and components. See everything in thrilling
stereo; all the new KNIGHT systems and components; every famous
make line. For everything In hi.li, for everything In Electronics, get
the 452.page 1959 ALLIED Catalog. FREE -write for it today.

order f ro
m

aftls^i^a
nn1V

ò

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Dept.
Chicago 80, Illinois

49 -L8

21

Talking of Music and Listening to
Music. Probably only the professional
or the most onmivorous concertgoer
will relish eycrythiug in two of the latest c'ollecti(Lls of periodical music re-

porting -one drawn from some twentyfive years of Neville C ;uclus' Manchester Guardian columns, the other from
Winthrop Sargeant's contributions
( 1949 and 1934 -7) to the Neu: Yorker
-but each has at least documentary
value. There are obvious contrasts, vet
surprising philosophic-al kinships, between two such dissimilar veterans, but
both the urbane Briton and the more
polemical American are alike in their
earnestness,

consistency, and basic
conservatism. And both make a great
deal of sound 111115k: l sense even when
one disagrees most violently with their
personal opinions (Cardiis: Talking of

Music,

Macmillan, $3.50; Sargeant:

Listening to Music, Dodd, Mead,
$4,00).

Continued od page 28
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Improved performance in Small In,Iomre

Extended east 17'

Load,.

New

e

General Electric
"Stereo Classic"
Speaker Systems

Improvled Respon,e Area

Standard

17

Lovdspeolrer

I

"Stereo Classic" speakers are offered in three
Model LK -12 woofer-tweeter kit
different forms:
with crossover network for those who prefer a
biaxial installation using their own enclosure.
Model LC -12 coaxial speaker with
$89.95*
crossover network. Same basic woofer with tweeter
Model
mounted coaxially in front. $89.95*
1H -12 speaker system. Separate woofer, tweeter
and crossover factory -installed in a 2 cu. ft. wood
enclosure. Available in mahogany, blond oak,
cherry and walnut veneers. $129.95*

G.E.'s new 12" Extended Bass speaker systems produce
four times as much undistorted power at low frequencies
(+6db) as standard 12" speakers in the same enclosure.
These systems require amplifiers of only moderate power,
since their efficiency is two to four times higher than comparable speaker systems. The new direct radiator tweeter

provides unusually smooth response and exceptional
sound dispersion at higher frequencies, without unnatural
tone coloration. For overall flat response, we invite you
to compare these speakers with all others.

Only 9" high, 1758" wide and 838"
deep, yet provides better low frequency response than speakers

Bookshelf
Speaker System
.. and

tested in enclosures up to twice the
size. Also offered as kit without enclosure. From $49.95 to $57.50`

"Stereo Classic"
Equipment Cabinet
Long, low modern styling. Three spacious compartments
for easy placement of tuner, amplifier and changer or
turntable. Two large sections for records. Mahogany,
blond oak, or cherry veneer finishes. 31" high, 39 1"

wide, 171ä' deep. $109.95*

all the new G -E "Stereo Classic"
components at your Hi -Fi dealer's now. For more
information and the name of your nearest dealer,
See and hear

write General Electric Company, Specialty
Electronic Components Dept., HF -118, W.

GENERAL

Genesee St., Auburn, New York.
'Manufacturer's suggested resale prices.
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All- purpose "SCOTCH" BRAND
Magnetic Tape No.

111. Flawless
sound reproduction at low cost. Has

acetate backing and exclusive built -in
dry lubrication. Recommended for all
general recording needs. The international standard of recording industry.

......y...

-- -

--

--

Weather -balanced

Long -playing "SCOTCH" BRAND
Extra Play Magnetic Tape No. 190.

"SCOTCH"

BRAND Extra Play Magnetic Tape
No. 150. Made for use in extremes of

50% more tape on a standard -size reel.
Gives you as much recording time as
1% reels of standard tape -plus brilliant
sound, from new high- potency oxide.
You enjoy freedom from reel change.

temperature and humidity. Ideal for all weather outdoor recording. 50°%, extra
playing time. Super-potent oxide produces uniform response, crisper tones.

111

Low Print "SCOTCH" BRAND Magnetic Tape 131. Reduces print -through

to a point below noise level on most
professional machines
in fact, 8 db
lower print level than conventional tapes.
Has excellent recording characteristics.

...

New Quick -Load Cartridge! Fits new

Tensilized 200 "SCOTCH" BRAND
Magnetic Tape. The original no-

quick -load cartridge machines. Records
both monaural and stereo sound.
Eliminates threading, rewinding, spare
reels. Convenient, pocket size is ideal
for easy storage in home tape libraries.

break, no- stretch tape that plays twice
as long ...double strength, and double
length. You get as much recording time
as with two reels of conventional tape.

Send coupon for full details
If your dealer does not stock these new items,
send for complete information.

MINNESOTA

3M Company, Dept. A -67
St. Paul 6, Minn.

MINING

Rush me detailed information on:
"SCOTCH" BRAND Quick -Load Tape Cartridge
"SCOTCH" BRAND Magnetic Tapes
"SCOTCH" BRAND Plastic Storage Box
"SCOTCH" BRAND Splicing Tape

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Name

... WHERE

Address
City

L

My Dealer's Name

Zone

AND

RESEARCH

IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

State

J
HIGH F1Dtil.l "i 1 NI.IGAZINE
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There's something for everyone

in the great new "SCOTCH" BRAND line!
NEW Package Designs!
Fresh, bright, colorful new designs for instant identification of "SCOTCH" BRAND
Magnetic Tapes! Look for your favorite in its brand new package!

High -fidelity "SCOTCH" BRAND
High Output Magnetic Tape No.120.
With this tape you enjoy music with

Super -strong "SCOTCH" BRAND Magnetic Tapes Nos.
and 122 (formerly 120 AM). Coated on weather -balanced 1'

102

(formerly

111

AM)

mil polyester backing,
these are the toughest tapes made. Their superb recording characteristics are similar
to
Nos. 111 and 120. Ideal for long term storage of your valuable, irreplaceable recordings.

greater dynamic range, freedom from
distortion on signal peaks and 133%
more output for brilliant sound reproduction. A must for all high -fidelity fans.

1101-i

SCOTCH 1101

spQu:%. t
-

811i

-

r

a

..

1

0

Fill
11W

sa
'
'w:a

<.

sa.rr 5..., w.
#

New Plastic Storage Box! Tight sealed, moisture protected storage container of unbreakable plastic. Maintains
ideal storage conditions for your valuable tape recordings. One of the most
practical accessory items you can buy!

"SCOTCH" BRAND Splicing Tape
has a special white thermosetting adhesive that is guaranteed not to ooze.
Makes splices that actually strengthen
with age. Available in handy blister -pac
display card at your tape dealer's now.

Look for them all at your dealer's
"SCOTCH" BRAND TAPE CENTER!
You can't miss the inviting new "Plaid Pole" with its bright plaid design, convenient
banks of "SCOTCH" BRAND Magnetic Tapes and, new Ouick -Load Cartridges.
Everything you need for high -quality tape recording is yours in the "Tape Center."

SREG. U. S. PAT.

r

Orr.

COTCH magnetic Tapes
BRAND

"SCOTCH" and the plaid deign

are registered trademarks of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Perk Ave., New York 16. Canada: London, Ontario.
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BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 21
And the Bridge is Love. The title of
Alma (Schindler) Mahler i(:rupius)
\Verfcl's "memories of a lifetime is an
explicit tip -oll to the true -confessions
nature of that remarkable hub's tale
of her stormy life as companion (in
or out ul ntahinunn to several outstanding celebritic, in the whole field
of the arts. Unhappily. she is too consistently cnnccrnetl w'itli her oxen cne)tionatl pulse rate to add to our understanding of the artists themselves. and
most of the \lahlerian materials are
simply reprinted Gant her earlier
.Ilemories tool Letter. of (;nstur 11tdtIc r. Yet as a highly colored picture of
ktirr,llerlebcn in Vienna, anti later in
1

New Turk and IhIII \wood. and for its
diverting anecdotes of the off -stage
lives of mane famous \ames, lute.
\\'erfels ecstatic bnrblings seemingly
unctrbetl by her nllici ;d collaborator.
E. B. Ashton) snake fascinating reading. And the sixteen pages of photographs are incontrovertible evidence
I

with GRAY

Exclusive GRAY slide -clip feature interchanges 2 -wire monaural, 3 or 4 wire
stereo cartridges easily, without rewiring!

that the author t, as indeed cast h nature for the I lelen -of- ro role she has
plavcd u -ith such innnens( relish ( lIar)
cuurt, Brace,
I

9'

.

Personal Recollections of Arnold I)olmetseh. In nntsic's heaven there are
many mansions -and il turns ont that
not the least inviting to visit, in a guided tom by the tyidmv of the celebrity
\-hi untc inhabited it, is a cottage

all -new GRAY STEREO TONE ARM
Model 212 -SP, 34.00. Model 216 -SP, 36.50
Your cartridge will sound best in a
Owners of GRAY 212 and 216
GRAY tone arm. Dual viscous damptone amts may switch easily
to SP series with new GRA\
ing absorbs noise and vibration on
STEREO CONVERSION KIT
widely separated vertical and lateral
... Only 3.95.
pivots, thus reducing tone arm resonance. Other features include static
balance, stylus pressure control, slide -clip for quick cartridge switching, multiple wiring for monaural and stereo applications, simple
installation, and overall precise metallurgy to insure freedom from
distortion and life -long operation without wear. Get the "easy feel"
and superior performance of a GRAY tone arm now at fine High
Fidelity showrooms everywhere.
For new literature on
GRAY RECORD PLAYING EQUIPMENT
write to:

GRAY High Fidelity Division
DEPT.
See page

H

1:30

16 ARBOR STREET, HARTFORD 1, CONN.
for new GRAY record player.

cyorkshop. Mabel Johnston I)olntetsch
dwells little un her inner life, if indeed
she had une apart from that as a musician. mother. and helpmate to the innocent fanatic. \\ bo was her husband.

Arnold Duhuctscb believed that nothing \vas mure important than the discover) of ol(l tntisic. the reconstruction
of its authentic instrnnnnts. and the
sharing of these resurrected delights
itli s\ugrtbetic interpreters and lis tenr,. His ,yife's recollcelions are alnn,t incredibb unsophisticated for
IIii, day and aie and happily the
publisher Iras made nu tni,gnidetl attempt to polish lier ,iinitlr but moving sincere pru,c t. luit the are as
l

charming ;und poignant -if srnnetitncs
as lightweight -as the recorder -consort

and viol treasure, the I)ulmetsch family labored so y;tli;uit- to rescue from
legacy.
a once disdained historical
Here, too, i, a kindly album of photocandidly reveal that
hnwtver 0(1(1 mavericks in the arts May
seem to the world at large. they cyan
racliatc :t truly enviable happiness
(

\lactnillan, S6.00).
H. D. DARRELL

Htctt Flnl:Lrrv
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STEREO EQUIPMENT CABINET KIT
MODEL SE -1 (center
Shpg.

M.

162 lbs.

ulit)

$14995

(specify wood desired)

MODEL SC-1 (speaker enclosure;
Shpg. Wt. 42lbs.(specity
wood desired)

R.

or

L.

$3996 each

also

Superbly designed cabinetry to house your complete stereo
systerr. Delivered with pre -cut panels to fit Heathkit AM -FM
tuner (PT -I), stereo preamplifier (SP -I & 2) and record
changer (RP -3). Blank panels also supplied to cut out for any
other equipment yot may now own. Adequate space is also
proviced for tape deck, speakers, record storage and amplifiers. Speaker wings will hold Heathkit SS -2 or other
speaker units of sinilar size. Available in 3/' solid core
Philip,ine mahogany or select birch plywood suitable for
finish of your choice. Entire top features a shaped edge. Hardware and trim are of brushed brass and gold finish. Rich tone
grille ;loth is flecked in gold and black. Maximum overall
dimensions (all three pieces); 823/x' W. x 36yí' H. x 20' D.

PROFESSIONAL STEREO- MONAURAL
AM -FM TUNER KIT
MODEL PT -1

$$995

The 10 -tube FM circuit features AFC as well as AGC.
An accurate tuning meter operates on both AM and FM
while a 3- position switch selects meter functions without disturbing stereo or monaural listening. The 3 -tube
front end is prewired and prealigned, and the entire AM
circuit is on one printed circuit board for ease of construction. Shpg. Wt. 20 lbs.

MODEL SP -2 (stereo)
Shpg. Wt.
15 lbs.

$55696

MODEL SP -1 (monaural)
Shpg. Wt.
13 lbs.

$5796

MODEL C -SP -1
'converts SP -1 to SP -2)
Shpg. Wt.
5 lbs.

$2196

World's largest manufacturer of
electronic instruments in kit form

HEATH
COMPANY
Benton Harbor,
Michigan
El,

Ua 44.

sldiary of Daystrom, Inc.

MONAURAL -STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT
(TWO CHANNEL MIXER)
Complete control of your entire stereo system in one compact package. Special "building block" design allows you to
purchase instrument in monaural version and add stereo or
second channel later if desired. The SP -I monaural preamplifier features six separate inputs with four input level
controls. A function selector switch on the SP -2 provides
two channel mixing as well as single or dual channel monaural
and dual channel stereo. A 20' remote balance control is
provided.

9
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HIGH FIDELITY RECORD CHANGER KIT
MODEL RP -3

$6496

Every outstanding feature you could ask for in a record
changer is provided in the Hcathkit RP -3, the most advanced
changer on the market today. A unique turntable pause during the change cycle saves wear and tear on your records by
eliminating grinding action caused by records dropping on a
moving turntable or disc. Record groove and stylus wear arc
also practically eliminated through proper weight distribution
and low pivot point friction of the tone arm, which minimizes
arm resonance and tracking error. Clean mechanical simplicity and precision parts give you turntable performance
with the automatic convenience of a record changer. Flutter
and wow, a major problem with automatic changers, is held
to less than 0.18';,, RMS. An automatic speed selector position allows intermixing 331/3 and 45 RPM records regardless
of their sequence. Four speeds provided: 16, 331/2, 45 and 78
RPM. Other features include RC filter across the power
switch preventing pop when turned off and muting switch to
prevent noise on automatic or manual change cycle. Changer
is supplied complete with GE -VR -II cartridge with diamond
LP and sapphire 78 stylus, changer base, stylus pressure
gauge and 45 RPM spindle. Extremely easy to assemble. You
simply mount a few mechanical components and connect
the motor, switches and pickup leads. Shpg. Wt. 19 lbs.

Model RP-3 -LP with MF -1 Pickup Cartridge $74.95

HIGH FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER KIT

HIGH FIDELITY AM TUNER KIT

Includes tape deck
MODEL TR -1 A
assembly, preamplifier
(TE1) and roll of tape.
The model TR -I A Tape Deck and Preamplifier, combination
provides all the facilities you need for top quality monaural
record /playback with fast forward and rewind functions.
71/2 and 3% IPS tape speeds arc selected by changing belt
drive. Flutter and wow are held to less than 0.35. Frequency response at 71/2 IPS ±2.0 db 50- 10,000 CPS, at 3%
IPS ±2.0 db 50 -6,500 CPS. Features include NARTB playback equalization -separate record and playback gain controls- cathode follower output and provision for mike or
line input. Signal -to -noise ratio is better than 45 db below
total harmonic disnormal recording level with less than
tortion. Complete instructions provided for easy assembly.
(Tape mechanism not sold separately). Shpg. Wt. 24 Ib.

MODEL BC -1A

$9996

*2696

Designed especially for high fidelity applications this
AM tuner will give you reception close to FM. A
special detector is incorporated and the IF circuits are
"broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sensitivity
and selectivity arc excellent and quiet performance is
assured by high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable
components are prealigned. Your "best buy" in an
AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

1

if

Model TE-1 Tape Preamplifier sold separately
Shpg. W t..10 lbs. $39.95.

desired.

HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT

IT'S EASY

..

.

IT'S FUN

MODEL FM -3A

And You Save Up To 1/2
With Do- It- Yourself Heathkits
Putting together your own Heathkit can be one of the most exciting
hobbies you ever enjoyed. Simple step -by -step instructions and large
pictorial diagrams show you where every part goes. You can't possibly go wrong. No previous electronic or kit building experience is required. You'll learn a lot about your equipment as you build it, and,
of course, you will experience the pride and satisfaction of having
done it yourself.

$2696

For noise and static -free sound reception, this FM
tuner is your least expensive source of high fidelity
material. Efficient circuit design features stablized
oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm -up and
broadband IF circuits for full fidelity with high sensitivity. All tunable components are prcaligned and
front end is preassembled. Edge -illuminated slide rule
dial is clearly marked and covers complete FM band
from 88 to log mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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No Woodworking Experience Required
For Construction

CHAIRSIDE ENCLOSURE KIT
MODEL CE -1

All Parts Precut and Predrilled

TRADITIONAL

CONTEMPORARY

Model CE -1T Mahogany

Model CE -IB Birch
Model CE -1M Mahogany

World's largest manufacturer of
electronic instruments in kit form

"BOOKSHELF" HI -Fl
AMPLIFIER KIT

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor, 8, Michigan

12

MODEL UA -1

MODEL EA -2

*2195

or your present system may
be converted to stereo by adding the UA -I. Harmonic
distortion is less than 2'-i, from 20 to 20,000 CPS at
full 12 watt output. "On -off" switch located on chassis
and an octal plug is also provided to connect preamplifier for remote control operation. Shpg. Wt.
13

lbs.

SP -2,

12

WATT

$2895

WATT

Ideal for stereo or monaural applications. Teamed
with the Heathkit WA-P2 preamplifier, the UA -1 provides an economical starting point for a hi -fi system.
In stereo applications two UA -I's may be used along

with the Heathkit

model

w
orderìng.jd

An amplifier and preamplifier in one compact unit, the
EA -2 has more than enough power for the average home
hi -fi system and provides full range frequency response
from 20 to 20,000 CPS within ± I db, with less than 2''i,
harmonic distorition at full power over the entire range.
RIAA equalization, separate bass and treble controls and
hum balance control are featured. An outstanding performer for the size and price. Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.

4t)bsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.

"UNIVERSAL" HI -FI

cif
dese

Your complete hi -fi system is right at your fingertips with
this handsomely styled chairside enclosure. In addition'to
its convenience and utility it will complement your living
room furnishings with its striking design in either traditional or contemporary models. Designed for maximum
flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive
appearance, thisenclosure is intended to house the Heathkit
AM and FM tuners(BC-IA and FM -3A) and the WA -P2
preamplifier. along with the RP -3 or majority of record
changers which will fit in the space provided. Well ventilated space is provided in the roar of the enclosure for
any of the Heathkit amplifiers designed to operate with
the WA -P2. The tilt -out shelf can be installed on either
right or left side as desired during construction, and a
lift -top lid in front can also be reversed. Both tuners may
be installed in tilt -out shelf, with preamp mounted in
front of changer .... or tuner and preamp combined with
other tuner in changer area. Overall dimensions are 18'
W. x 24' H. x 351/2' D. Changer compartment measures
171/2' L. x 16' W. x 914' D. All parts are precut and pre drilled for easy assembly. The Contemporary cabinet is
available in either mahogany or birch, and the Traditional
cabinet is available in mahogany suitable for the finish
of your choice. All hardware supplied. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs.

For Ease of Assembly

AMPLIFIER KIT

*4395 each

"EXTRA PERFORMANCE"
AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL W7-M

55

WATT HI -FI

*5495

This hi -fi amplifier represents a remarkable value at less
than a dollar a watt. Full audio output and maximum
damping is a truc 55 watts from 20 to 20,000 CPS with
less than 2' -;- total harmonic distortion throughout the
entire audio range. Features include level control and
"on -off" switch right on the chassis, plus provision for
remote control. Pilot light on chassis. Modern, functional
design. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.

"MASTER CONTROL" PREAMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL WA -P2

$1975

All the controls you

need to master a complete high

fidelity home music system are incorporated in this versatile
instrument. Featuring five switch -selected inputs, each
with level control. Provides tape recorder and cathode follower outputs. Full frequency response is obtained
within t 11/2 db from 15 to 35.000 CPS and will do full
justice to the finest available program sources. Equalization is provided for LP, RIAA, AES and early 78 records.
Dimensions are 12',í L. x Sys' H. x 51/2' D. Shpg. Wt.
7

lbs.

NoVh:N[BEü 195S
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HEATHKIT

"HEAVY DUTY"
MODEL W6 -M

70

WATT

HI -FI AMPLIFIER

KIT

$10995

"ADVANCE DESIGN"
AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL W5 -M

25

WATT

HI -FI

$5975

Enjoy the distortion-free high fidelity sound reproduction from this outstanding hi -fi amplifier. The W5 -M
incorporates advanced design features for the super
critical listener. Features include specially designed
Peerless output transformer and KT66 tubes. The circuit is rated at 25 watts and will follow instantaneous
power peaks of a full orchestra up to 42 watts. A
"tweeter saver" suppresses high frequency oscillation
and a unique balancing circuit facilitates adjustment
of output tubes. Frequency response is ±1 db from 5
to 160,000 CPS at I watt and within ±2 db 20 to
20,000 CPS at full 25 watts output. Harmonic distortion is less than l'; at 25 watts and IM distortion is
l'; at 20 watts (60 and 3,000 CPS. 4:11. Hum and
noise are 99 db below 25 watts for truly quiet performance. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

For real rugged duty called for by advance hi -ti systems or
P.A. networks, this high powered amplifier more than fills
the bill. Silicon -diode rectifiers are used fo assure long life
and a heavy duty transformer gives you extremely good
power supply regulation. Variable damping control provides
optimum performance with any speaker system. Quick
change plug selects 4, 8 and 16 ohm or 70 volt output and the
watt
correct feedback resistance. Frequency response at
is t1 db from 5 CPS to 80 kc with controlled HF rolloff
above 100 kc. At 70 watts output harmonic distortion is below 2 %, 20 to 20,000 CPS and 1M distortion below 1% 60
and 6,000 CPS. Hum and noise 88 db below full output.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.
1

YOU'RE NEVER OUT OF DATE WITH HEATHKITS

20

WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT

MODEL W4 -AM

Heathkit hi -fl systems are designed for maximum flexibility. Simple
conversion from basic to complex systems or from monaural to
stereo is easily accomplished by adding fo already existing units.
Heathkit engineering skill is your guarantee against obsolescence.
Expand your hi-fi as your budget permits ... and, if you like, spread
the payments over easy monthly installments with the Heath Tame
Payment Plan.

GENERAL -PURPOSE
MODEL A9 -C

20

*S975

This top quality amplifier offers you full fidelity at
minimum cost. Features extended frequency response,
low distortion and low hum level. Harmonic distortion is less than 1.5% and IM distortion is below
2.7% at full 20 watt output. Frequency response
extends from 10 CPS to 100,000 CPS within ±1 db
watt. Output transformer tapped at 4, 8 and 16
at
ohms. Easy to build and a pleasure to use. Shpg.
Wt. 28 lbs.
1

WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

$3550

The model A9 -C combines a preamplifier, main amplifier and
power supply all on one chassis, providing a compact unit to
fill the need for a good amplifier with a moderate cash investment. Features four separate switch -selected inputs.
Separate bass and treble tone controls offer 15 db boost and
cut. Covers 20 to 20,000 CPS within ±I db. A fine unit with
which to start your own hi -fi system. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER KIT
MODEL XO -1 $1555
This unique instrument separates high and low frequencies
and feeds them through two amplifiers to separate speakers.
It is located ahead of the main amplifiers, thus, virtually
eliminating 1M distortion and matching problems. Crossover
frequencies for each channel are at 100, 200, 400. 700, 1200,
2,000 and 3,500 CPS. This unit eliminates the need for conventional crossover circuits and provides amazing versatility
at low cost. A unique answer to frequency division problems.
Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

3
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"BASIC RANGE" HI -FI SPEAKER
SYSTEM KIT
MODEL SS -2

"LEGATO" HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
MODEL HH -1

$3995

Legs optional extra. $4.SS

Outstanding performance at modest cost make
this speaker system a spectacular buy for any hi -fi
enthusiast. The specially designed enclosure and
high qulaity 8' mid -range woofer and compression type tweeter cover the frequency range of 50 to
12,000 CPS. Crossover circuit is built in with balance control. Impedance is 16 ohms, power rating
25 watts. Cabinet is constructed of veneer -surfaced
furniture -grade t/2' plywood suitable for light or
dark finish. Shpg. Wt. 26 lbs.

"RANGE EXTENDING" HI -FI
SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
MODEL SS -1B

Not

a

(or

DIAMOND
STYLUS HI -FI
PICKUP
CARTRIDGE

$9995

complete speaker system in itself, the SS-1B

is designed to extend the range
SS-1)

of the basic

SS -2

speaker system. Employs a 15' woofer
and a super tweeter to
extend overall response
from 35 to 16,000 CPS
± 5 db. Crossover circuit
is built -in with balance
control. Impedance is 16
ohms, power rating 35

watts.

3'

Constructed

of

veneer- surfaced ply-

wood suitable for light
or dark finish. All parts
precut and predrilled for
easy

assembly.

Wt. 80 lbs.

NEW I "DOWN -TO- EARTH"

High- Fidelity Book

The "HOW AND WHY OF HIGH FIDELITY", by Milton Sleeper explains
what high fidelity is, and how you can
select and plan your own system.
This liberally -illustrated 48-page book
tells you the hi -fi story without fancy
technical jargon or high- sounding
terminology. 25e.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
Write today for free catalog describing
over 100 easy -to -build kits in hi-fltest-marine and amateur radio fields.
Complete specifications, schematics,
and detailed information to help you
In your selection.

$29995
...

Words cannot describe the true magnificence of the "Legato"
speaker system
its simply the nearest thing to perfection in
reproduced sound yet developed. Perfect balance, precise phasing,
and adequate driver design all combine to produce startling realism long sought after by the hi -fi perfectionist. Two 15' Altec
Lansing low frequency drivers and a specially designed exponential
horn with high frequency driver cover 25 to 20,000 CPS. A unique
crossover network is built in. Impedance is 16 ohms, power rating
50 watts. Cabinet is constructed of 3/' veneer-surfaced plywood
in either African mahogany or imported white birch suitable for
the finish of your choice. All parts arc precut and predrilled for
easy assembly. Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.

Shpg.

SPEEDWINDER KIT
MODEL SW -1

$2496

Rewind tape and film at the rate of
1200' in 40 seconds. Saves wear on
tape and recorder. Handles up to
101/2' tape reels and 800' reels of
8 or 16 millimeter film. Incorporates
automatic shutoff and braking device. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

MODEL MF -1

$2696

Replace your present
pickup with the M F -1
and enjoy the fullest

fidelity your library

of LP's

has to offer.
Designed to Heath
specifications to offer
you one of the finest

cartridges available
today. Nominally flat
response from 20 to
20,000 CPS. Shpg.
Wt. I lb.

HEATH
pioneer In
"do- it- yourself"

COMPANY
nn

bsid ary of Daystrom, Inc.

I

Please send the Free Heathkit catalog.

electronics
Enclosed find $
Please enclose postag
or parcel post -exores
orders are shipped de
livery charges collect
All prices F.O.B. Bento
Harbor, Mich. Aßó de
posit is required on all

Price
C.O.D. order
subject to cha ge with
out notice.

BENTON HARBOR 8, MICH.

Enclosed is 25c for the Hi -Fi book.
name

address

.

city d state

QUANTITY

NOVEMBER 195S

ITEM

MODEL NO.

PRICE
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British Industries Corporation Stereo Demonstrations
at high fidelity shows throughout the country...
We used the Garrard Model RC88 because this
changer reproduces stereo music precisely as recorded, without introducing any disturbing or distorting factors such as rumble or wow. In fact, the
Garrard changer performs better than most so- called
"professional" turntables, because this changer is
actually a superb turntable combined with a scientifically engineered aluminum tone arm which tracks
at the correct stylus pressure without undesirable
resonances. You have the added convenience of not
only being able to play records simply by hand, but
also stacked, with the assurance that they are being
handled automatically more gently than by any
human hand. This is true on a Garrard changer and
at a price much lower than you may have been led
to expect. When considering the claims of changers
"specifically designed for stereo ", or turntables "to
play stereo properly ", it is well to remember that for
years Garrard changers have had all the qualities
ry for this type of sensitive reproduction. Now
more than ever before, it is essential to
insist on a Garrard changer, and accept no substitute. if you want the
finest Stereo or, of course,
Monaural reproduction.

WORLD'S FINEST RECORD CHANGER

The Garrard line
includes changers, manual
players and transcription turntables:
six models: $32.50 to $89.00.

LEAK

stereo amplifier and preamplifier were used to control
the sound. Leak professional quality amplifiers are unique because
they keep distortion down to a trivial onetenth of one percent (0.1%)
at full rated power...the lowest figure ever achieved! This explains
why the Leak stereo sound you heard was so natural, and
why you could have enjoyed it for hours without fatigue.
Low distortion is the key to quality stereo reproduction. Invest wisely.
It is important to remember that the amplifier and preamplifier
are the very heart of your stereo system.

. The new

The Leak line includes two stereo amplifiers and a stereo preamplifier
plus a complete group of monaural power amplifiers and

\w'

were the alternate
such spie
The answer li
that no of

Stereo does
are east

.

You heard the

W

=t

super 8's
A pair of
ystem. You may have wondered how
uld come from so small a speaker enclosure.
R -J design principles, which mean
enclosure can match the RJ in performance.
Some new problems in room arrangement which
ed with versatile R J enclosures.

hirfeCIAle

SFB /3

sand-filled speaker systems...one "Custom"
and one "Deluxe "... both models identical in speakers
and sound but in different enclosures. This is an
entirely new development in three-speaker systems
by England's G. A. Briggs. You may have noticed how the
absence of resonance and the clean, spacious
sound, heightened the stereo effect.
The Wharfedale line includes full range. bass and treble speakers; two
and three way speaker systems and speaker enclosures.

The R.J line Includes 5

enclosures...shelf and floor models.

various BIC product
We have prepared a series of Comparator Guides covering the
lines. If you have not already obtained them at the show, we will be happy to send
GS -2e
them to you. Please write, specifying the BIC products which interest you, Dept.

BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, Port Washington, N. Y.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Arias for All ?
THE UNITED STA'I ES

is today the world's most
musical nation, or so we are told by travelers from
abroad. We have more and better instrumentalists and

40
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orchestras than any other country.
'/'here is one area, however, wherein we lag. To wit,
opera. We have much Icss opera than, for instance, the
West Germans. Young American opera singers have to
go abroad for jobs. This is an oxldity for which there is
no simple single explanation. (Forget about "government support." Government support is just a convenient way in which nve pay for certain things when we
want them enough.) Surely, though. some of the opera
shortage owes to the fact that among the legion of American music lovers there is apparently a formidable contingent which is resistant to opera, out of either indifIcrence or prejudice.
indifierence we can do nothing about. Prejudice we
can at least talk about, remembering that prejudice betokens potential interest. .\ lot of reasons have been
adduced for antioperatic sentiment.
One is that opera here has peen, for several generations, snob entertainment. I don't put much stock in
that (except for one point, to be dealt with next). .Ns a
general thing, glamour and elegance, tiaras and tailcoats,
attract the public to events, they do not repel it. \lore over, one secs few tiaras and tailcoats now, even at the
Met. Further. even the most puritanical of serious music
lovers realizes that opera is expensive and that box rents
are a necessity.
.\ more substantial hedge now confronts us, in our
ramble through the brambles. Incomprehensibility. This
is obstructive. We are only lately become an urban people, acquainted at all with serious music. At very first
meeting, Schulert's unfinished or Tchaikovsky's Fifth
makes sense. Rosenkaralier doesn't, and for a very good
reason. It's in German. The novice listener may well
conclude, and quite pardonably, that Rosenkaralter isn't
meant for him. Ilc's being excluded on educational
grounds. He has his pride, and he withdraws. \Vhat he
doesn't know, of course, is that Germans and Italians
can't understand operas sung in German and Italian
any letter than he can, or he might feel a little better
about it. Which brings us to another hedge.
Enjoying opera is work. The only way to get the utmost out of an opera is to know the libretto pretty well
by heart before you hear the performance. Listening by

phonograph is, of course, a little easier than listening in
the opera house. No one dims the lights, and there is
nothing to watch, so you may read the libretto as you
listen. 'ihis is likely to be a hectic procedure, however,
and it is extremely unsociable. As I said aboye, it is hest
to know the opera before you listen.
Another prejudice likely to beset the earnest listener
who has probed his tray to the Brahms Fourth and the
IYaldstcin Sonata is to the effect that opera consists
largely of vocal athletics or, as Mr. Andy Griffith put it
in a deathless lecture on Carmen, "high class hollcrin'."
in some degree, it does. But Nvhy be stuffy about it?
There is a legitimate thrill in watching Ted Williams
belt a homer into the bleachers at Fenway Park, and so
there is in hearing Renata Tebaldi loft an incredible
pearly high C. You can't have philosophical significance
all the time.
You can have it, or something akin. much of the time,
though. And there is nothing essentially preposterous
about having it sung. There is a point at which art is
entitled to go beyond realism. Verdi's Violetta comes
downstage to wing her woes at us in song. Does not
Shakespeare's Hamlet do very much the same thing,
except that he uses spoken verse? Is the one any Tess
realistic than the other? Yet often the man who likes
Beethoven will lay proud claim to a feeling also for
Hamlet, while denying even an audition to Tratiata. (if
this seems an inequitable comparison, substitute Otello
for Trariata.)
Some opera plots are nonsensical. These can be avoided
by neophytes, until they are seasoned enough to seek
out scenes and arias where the composer overrode the
script. I doubt if even slozart could make sense of The
Magic /lute when it was done, but each section makes
almost incomparable musical sense by itself. At the
opposite end of the axis is Figaro, which makes perfect,
joyous, and cynical sense from first note to last. Even
among the works of one composer, the dubious listener
must stop and shop. The endeavor is very much worthwhile, however.
The pickings are going to be even better in recorded
opera as stereo invades us. The combination
which is
of storytelling, play acting, and music will
opera
batten upon living-room 3-D. And, eventually, we may
see a growth of opera houses across the nation. At least,
it is worth hoping for.
J. M. C.

-
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by Francis Robinson

Memories can inhere in stone and steel, and
a

little grime does not always forfend love.

This year the Metropolitan Opera House is

three-quarters of

a

century old. Such an anni-

versary by itself would be

a

champagne occa-

sion, but for this one there will be more than
bubbles to mist the eyes. The days of the old
house are numbered. New York's great opera

company will move in the early 1960's to

brave new quarters at Lincoln Center, west of
Central Park. But many

a

dream will stay and

die with the storied building south of Times
Square. For a last tour of the

GTZ

house-espe-

cially for opera lovers who seldom or never
have been inside the

Met-we prevailed

upon

Francis Robinson, the assistant manager, to

6
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serve as conductor.
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ALITTLE over a year ago this correspondent was
making the rounds of the New York newspapers
with a release on Rudolf Bing's new contract, an instrument designed by the Metropolitan directorate to insure
his continuation as general manager until the opera
should complete the journey to the Promised Land of
Lincoln Centcr.
The story was judged rightly to be of sufficient importance for reference from music editor to city desk.
There your courier was turned over to a comely young

ttr

woman whose bylines grace the main news section as
well as the Sunday amusement pages. Before she put
pencil to paler, she asked:
"Do you think my son will ever see the old house ?"
"How old is he ?"

"One year."
"He may see it, but how much he will remember

.

.

.

who knows ?"
This tiny incident illustrates the place tvhich "the
great yellow brewery" and "the Old Lady of Thirty ninth Street," as the Metropolitan has sometimes and
not always respectfully been called, holds in the affections of the public. This is as it should be. In his preface
to the N'crdi letters (incidentally, perhaps the best short
history of opera ever written) Franz \1'erfcl reminds us:
"At the heart of the cities stand the great opera
houses. This is true not only of Milan and Naples, but
equally, and more significantly, of Paris and Vienna. The
Metropolitan Opera is not exactly the geographical
center of Manhattan; still, every New York child knows
the social glamour that has always surrounded it. The
historical fact that places of public amusement where
Thespians, the dagger already in their hearts. sing glorious melodies for minutes on end before dying a stage
death, can occupy the places of honor along with cathedrals, parliaments, and royal palaces in the great cities
(instead of being banished like the circus or vaudeville
to the amusement center) is one we have long since
learned to take for granted."
Application of the foregoing to the present Metropolitan Opera House has to be more figurative than literal.
Even the most loyal standee never is going to compare
the façade of the Metropolitan with Notre Dame's.

Nevertheless, the old house, choked though she be today
by the garment district, has her special charms. And now
that she has reached the mellow age of seventy -five
years, it is appropriate to contemplate them afresh; that
is what this piece is about.
"Before long there is going to be nothing old left,"
a New Yorker opined recently. The facts bear out this
conclusion. With the diamond jubilee of the Diamond
Horseshoe coming up, the Metropolitan's press department went to a leading women's magazine which this
year also is celebrating its seventy -fifth birthday. The
reaction was a strange one. "We are hardly going to
notice it," was the gist of the reply. "We think of ourselves as forward -looking." So, we hope, does the Metropolitan; but need this rule out an occasional affectionate
and pardonably prideful glance at the past? Stringfellow
Barr, onetime moving spirit of St. John's College at
Annapolis, has said, "The trouble with the present generation is it hasn't read the minutes of the last meeting."
Outside, the Opera House rises pretty much today as
it did when it first threw open its doors. October 22,
1883. The shops on the Broadway front. to be sure, have
a modern look and the sober trust company which occupied the southeast corner long since has given way to a
fabric concern. It was always a hope of Edward Johnson,
the former general manager, to have a swank bar and
small café there. leading by a handsome stairway to
Sherry's directly above.
In Mr. Gatti's second season, 1909 -10, a big rehearsal
room was erected on the roof, above Fortieth Street and
Seventh Avenue. There is a wonderful caricature by
Caruso of a rehearsal in this room, Puccini's Girl of the
(:olden If'est, with the bored composer in attendance.
This space is now used by the ballet, which stores its
costumes behind the practice bars and dressing rooms.
I ligh up one wall the brick arches of the exterior of the
house still can be traced. So useful did this addition
prove that a corresponding room was built on the other
side of the backstage eleven years later. A metal catwalk
high above the stage connects the two.
On the street level the Thirty -ninth Street door near
the back of the building is, and always has been, the
entrance to the executive offices. Some of the artists
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also use it as the stage door. The barred windows at the
corner have marked the office of the general manager
since time immemorial. It is probably the noisiest corner
in \lanhattan. If you 'ant to know what hell can be like,
try to transact business there during an election cam-

paign, with a sound truck blaring away outside. If \Ir.
Bing can stand that. he can take anything. Television
reception is impossible, because of the tall buildings
which flank lath exposed sides.
There is an outside door to this office, which, so far
as is known, neither \Ir. Bing nor any of his predecessors
ever has used. The temptations to press it into service
as an avenue of escape, however. must have been many
and great. \Ir. Gatti used to take cover for hours. peering
sheepishly around corners. when someone he did not
wish to meet was lurking at the reception desk (strange
for a man who could be blunt as only a great gentleman
can be). The names of some of the prima donnas who
have swept from that office, like Tosca, in a flood of
tears, would surprise you.
When the Metropolitan Real Estate Company threw
in the towel in 1940 and the newly organized \lctropolitan Opera Association had to buy the house. the office
corresponding to the general manager's on the north side
fell to a little counter restaurant. The tiny space between
it and the Fortieth Street stage door is a fruit stand, a
lxond of kinship between the \lctropolitan and the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden. which this year. still
sitting proudly in the middle of I.ondon's fruit and
vegetable market, is celebrating its centenary. For the
royal gala at Covent Garden, incidentally, someone with
a sense of humor incorporated generous helpings of
produce from the neighboring stalls into the decorations.
;\ luxuriant bunch of red radishes adorned the front of
the box where the Queen sat with Prince Philip.
The prospectus for the Metropolitan's inaugural season, 1883 -84, claimed the architects had "availed themselves of every scientific improvement in the construction of the latest opera houses in Europe. having personally examined one and all before preparing their own
designs."
Whoever contributed those lines was stretching the
facts a bit -quite a bit. By the testimony of his own
family. 1. (for Josiah) Cleaveland Cady. whose firm was
the winner over three others invited to enter the cornpetition, "had never been to Europe. never seen one of
the world's great opera houses. never attended a performance in his life." .\ Sunday School teacher, his major

accomplishments seem to have been churches, hospitals,
and college buildings, although he was responsible also
for the main building of the Museum of Natural History.
And he did have in his organization a most remarkable
young man.
Louis dc Coppet Bergh, by contrast with his employer,
did come of a musical family. His father was organist of
the Little Church Around the Corner. and he sent his
son at the age of nine to study at the Royal Palytechnicum in Stuttgart. At the age of seventeen De Coppet,
as the family called him. had a degree in civil engineering
and was well versed in architecture. He was twenty -four
when Cady summoned him to his mansion on the Hudson, for a week's seclusion in which he was to pore over
pictures of the world's great opera houses and then get
going on some plans of his own.
When the award went to Cady, Bergh took this for an
omen as good as any to get married, which he did forthwith and promptly disappeared to Lake Mohonk to
honeymoon. It cost Cady three telegrams to get him
back to the drawing board. Bergh's name did not emerge
in connection with the \lctropolitan until the building's
completion. when finally he was taken into the firm. At
the grand opening night, Cady took kudos from a conspicuous box, while the young Berghs sat unnoticed in a
remote corner of the house. \\'hat must their thoughts
have been that epochal evening?
Before the house was finished, their infant son died.
The young architect made one of the cherubs on the
pilasters in the likeness of his own child. \\'ould we
knew which one! Surely it can be identified and saved
before the house comes flown. Sorrow as well as joy is
woven into the fabric of the old place.
When \Ir. Gatti, that most silent of men, entered the
auditorium for the first time, he was moved to exclaim,
"It is indeed a noble house. We have no such structure in
Italy." When one remembers La Scala and San Carlo,
this is high praise. But once backstage, Mr. Gatti's experienced ewe saw the need for many improvements.
Most of them never came about.
The original capacity of the Metropolitan was 3,045.
Torbay it is 3,614. \\'hen the house was opened there were
three tiers of boxes, with a row of baignoirc boxes (so
called because they resembled bath tubs) on the main
floor. Now there is one. .\ breakdown of the seating looks
something like this:
1958

1883

Parquet
12 Baignoire boxes
37 Parterre boxes
37 First tier boxes
36 Second tier boxes

Balcony
Gallery

Total

38

600
72

216
222
222
735
978

3,045

Orchestra
1,177
280
35 Parterre boxes
164
Grand tier
Guild and club boxes 124
Dress circle
Balcony
Family circle

516
647
706

3,614

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Today's red plush and gold interior must give something of the same effect that pre% ailed seventy -live years
ago: but if one is to judge from pictures, the present
lines arc more inviting. The original proscenium had
square corners. unrelieved. like a ccvcrc picture frame.
The one which replaced it aÌtcr the disastrous tire of
1592 was almost as stiff. No one could possibly call the
massive present arch graceful: its height and weight
have killed off many a singer. But it does have a sweep,
a majesty, that is breathtaking. Since the beholder isn't
singing, from his point of view this is line.
The first curtain was blue. It was followed by crimson,
which in turn gave way to gold damask in 1905. The red
velvet was given to the Atlanta Auditorium where the
company played a week every spring.
present curtain, bong in 1940, is an exact copy of the earlier gold
one. It has come to be almost the symbol of the Metropolitan. One of the few details so far reveled by the
architects about the interior of the new house is that
the curtain will be gold. For many opera lovers. without the gold curtain the \let rop )litan would not be the
let ropolitan.
Five years ago the sections on either side of the auditorium known as the orchestra circle. from which cus-

ilk

..

tomers had to watch performances Side- saddle. Were
replaced with chairs facing the stage. This added I I5
seats to the capacity of the lower floor and increased
potential box office receipts by more than S100,000 a
year. The operation meant a new concrete base to the
Iloar, curved bowl-like from side to side; but the old
boards were saved and laid again. Being dry and therefore not subject to shrinking, the danger of a squeaking
floor during "Celeste Aida- 55as eliminated.
The 1953 remodeling also gave the present generation
its lirst look at an amazing detail which earlier it had
only heard about, a great egg -shaped sound chamber of
masonry under the orchestra pit which through all the
years had been making its big contribution to the Metro politan's celebrated acoustics. Only one other theater in
America is known to have such a reverberating shell, the
Academy of Music in Philadelphia.
.\ hook could be written on the Metropolitan as a
building marvel. In some places the walls are four feet
thick. "It is like going through steel," says Frank Warren, chief of construction, whose father was at the Met
before him, And Mr. Gatti must have been reminded of
the Sforza Castle in Milan, or the Este fortress in the
middle of his native Ferrara. Consider the construction
of the stage, built of brick, 125 feet high and 106 feet
wide, roofed with a clear span. Originally it was supported by an iron truss, set on rollers to allow for expansion and contraction.
Once a well -known Broadway theater was ready to
open, when it was discovered they had forgotten to build
a box office. One can almost believe this of the Metropolitan. The cubbyholes back of the original windows
can

only have been afterthoughts, hardly large enough to

handle the single sale, let alone a big subscription. The
wickets on the smith side of the lobby, in use for years,
are obvious makeshifts, as are their companions across the
foyer. opened only last season. Both areas have false tops,
alloy

c

which you can

see

the original ceiling decorations.

Until Sherry's took over, not

so

many years ago, there

was no running water in the

kitchen. One wonders how
this (Itlictton escaped the Sanitation Commission. .\ not her flagrant disregard of the law was prevalent during
the years 1919 to 1933. Some American artists took a
slim view of the \'olstcad Act. The European artists took
no view of it at all; it just neyer existed. Liquor was not
actually sold in the opera house, but the concessionaire
(again pre- Sherry) was personal purveyor of wine and
spirits to thirsty songbirds. The big trucks used to line up
on Thirty -ninth Street straight from Shcepshead Bay.
It was a scene for Scott Fitzgerald. Where the D.. \.'s
office was hooking, it is best perhaps not to inquire.
(Long lxii re Prohibition was even a wild dream, the
management had banned the serving of champagne in
the anterooms of the boxes. The lopping of corks and
munching of macaroons must have been somewhat trying
on the poor artists -not to mention those naive customers who curiously had come to listen to the music.)
Opening nights during \1r. Bing's incumbency, with
subscribers getting strict priority, have been in the main
free of the monkeyshines which reached record lows in
1939, when a well -known first -nighter stood on his head

for reporters, and eight years later, when

a

certain

patroness of the arts perched an aged gam on the table
in Sherry's and demanded, "What's Marlene got that I

haven't got ?" The latter incident brought a rebuke from
the late chairman of the board, pointing out that some
"news photographs" had been reproduced "in some
cities abroad, including Moscow."
Leaving Sherry's, and bearing left past the magnificent
bronze of Scot ti :s Scarpia, you cone to the doorway of
the Metropolitan Opera Club, perhaps the most exclusive club in New York. Three evenings a week and at
Saturday matinees its hundred
Continued on page 138

The screen behind the Family Circle is for standees' said).
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by Herbert Kupferberg

Del \lonaco talks with the ..ant eagerness and energy
he sings. His English is heavily accented and explodes
into Italian occasionally, but he makes himself understood in conversation almost as directly as he does across
the footlights.
He holds the distinction of being one of the few singers
to have made a \letropolitan debut at a one -shot "guest
appearance." Ile came to the United States for the first
time in 19511 to sing not in New York but San Francisco.
There journeyed Rudolf Bing, who was about to open
his first season as general manager of the Metropolitan
Opera. This expedition was possibly the most fruitful
scouting trip to San Francisco since Paul Kriebel) found
Joe DiMaggio there, for Bing "discovered" not only Del
\lonaco but Renata Tcbaldi as well.. \ithough Tcbaldi
didn't make her \tct debut for another live years (singing opposite I)el \lonaco in (hello, incidentally), Bing
practically brought his new tenor back on the same
plane. Since Ikb Monaco had European engagements
that prevented him from joining the Met on the spot,
Bing had him make a single appearance, on November
2î, 1950, in Puccini's .\ /anon Lescau t. \\'hen the 1951 -52
season began. Ikl \lonaco was not only on the roster, he
was getting opening night under way with "Celeste
as

Ai

Tue FINAL, Metropolitan Opera matinee last season,

a group of standees whiled away the between -acts
interval by debating the virtues of Carious Met tenors.
.Mier a number of names had been raised and wrangled
over, a thin voting man in a sports shirt said decisively:
"That's all very true, but Del \lonaco you can hear."
\tario del \lonaco was then concluding his sixth year

let by singing the tenor lead in Saint- Saens's
I)aliI,. I le has just started his seventh \let
season with an opening -night performance in Tosca,
opposite Renata Tcbaldi, and with a second -week apat the

Samson et

a new production of Leoncavallo's Pagliacci.
Since his first appearance at the 'letropolitan, Del
\lonaco has been one of the "big" tenors in the business

pearance in

-big

in voice, big in temperament, big in the excitement he stirs up. He has had his detractors as well as his
admirers: he has been criticized both on the score of his
acting and his musical insight. But his audibility is denied
by no one.
Del Monaco himself is the first to admit that he likes
to be heard. "I feel more natural when I sing loudly," he
says. "I think I was born a dramatic tenor. \ly father, he
tell me when I am thirteen years old that I am dramatic
tenor. I tt :os so thin, I didn't believe it. 'You remind me
of Zenateilo,' my father say. Ile was laughing; everybody was laughing. Thirteen -year -old boy like Zenatello!
But the voice, it was large like now."

slida"
Looking back on those early American appearances,
Del Monaco concedes they may not have been all they
should have. Ile recited their shortcomings most willingly as he sat in his suite at a New York apartment
hotel and talked about himself and his singing. \\'ith

IItclt
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him was his wife Fedora, who shares his travels while
their two young sons attend school in Switzerland.
"I came here from singing in South America and
Italy," explained Del Monaco. "In South America and
Italy, the people like very warm temperament. So I do
the parts with good action-you know what I mean?
For this taste, this American taste, it is too much. I
thought at first the critics don't like me here. But now I
come to see the critics right. I realize it, that I moved
too much my arms, made too much action. I like roles
where there is action; I don't like standing still. But here
it is enough to give Bonne movement of eyes, of head,
some small movement."
More interested in Ikl Monaco's vocal than histrionic talents during his first appearance at the \Ict was
Remy Farkas of London Records, who had been invited
to hear the new tenor by a friend, Luigi Lucioni the
artist. Farkas liked what he heard, especially since
British Ikeca, London's parent company, was just then
abut to record an .lids with Tebaldi. Farkas found that
Del Monaco had been recording in Europe for I -1 \IV
but had had nothing released in America. t le signed him
up, and soon Dcl Monaco was making the first of his
many recorded appearances with Tebaldi. Del \Ionacoi s
contract with London, incidentally, has been torn up
and improved several times.
"I le was very cheap in 1950," says Farkas. "l le's very
expensive in 1958."
Dcl Monaco comes to opera naturally. His mother
sang as an amateur and gave him his first vocal instruction; his father was an avid operagoer and, during a
sojourn in America from 1908 to 1911, became an
admirer of the powerful- voiced Giovanni Zenatcllo,
then a reigning deity at the Manhattan Opera House.
Del Monaco was born in Florence and studied painting
and sculpture as well as music. He is a graduate of the
Pesaro Art School. "When I go to school," he recalled,
"my father tell me, 'If you have nice voice, you can
sing. But you cannot go to school just to learn to sing.' "
Just how long ago all of this happened is not recorded,
for Del Monaco, however lightly le \\cars his years,
prefers not to count them. When you ask him how old
he is, he counters with the suggestion that you guess,
and when you guess that he is just under forty, he hastens
to agree with you.
"The public don't want to know how many year a
tenor have, but how many he show," is the way he expressed it. "All the time, a tenor must be young. The
baritone, the bass, can play the part of old man, but the
tenor is dilkrcnt. When he play Civaradossi or Des
Grieux, is not good if public say 'this tenor is old.' "
Actually, Del Monaco's problems in impersonating
romantic heroes are minimal, for his own appearance is
youthful and his dark eyes, curly black hair, and regular
features combine to form what lady interviewers have
described as a "classical Italian face." He is of average
height and, for his trade, of trim figure. All things

considered, the formation of a Mario del Monaco fan
club among standees at the Met shortly after his arrival
there came as no great surprise.
Despite his father's adjurations, Del Monaco began
his operatic life as a lyric rather than a dramatic tenor.
I lis amateur debut at thirteen -the performance that
evoked the parental comparison to Zenatcllo-was in an
early cantata of Massenet entitled :V,rcisse. His first
stage role, in 1940 at the Teatro Puccini in Milan, was
as Pinkerton in .1Ltrlanat Butterfly; his La Scala debut,
three years later, was as Rodolfo in La Boh?nte.
".\t the beginning I sang light roles," said Del Monaco,
"but now mostly dramatic. I prefer dramatic because in
dramatic roles I find the color of my voice is much better.
In lyric roles, my voice come out hard, aspro, like lemon.
But now, after five years of dramatic roles, I find again
there is something in lyric roles. In Gioconda now there
are some bars of 'Cielo e mar' that I find easy for my
voice."
\1'hethcr the bulk of Del Monaco's audiences appreciate these earnest endeavors to rein in the horses is at
least open to question. On his last South American tour
Del Monaco found himself scheduled by the Teatro
Municipale in Rio do Janeiro to sing the Prologue to
lagliacci -music written for baritone, though Caruso is
said to have essayed it and Del Monaco himself has
recorded it as a filler in his album of the Leoncavallo

ofert.
"Never have I asked to sing Prologo," said Dcl Monaco
with some indignation when the question was raised.
"In South America is not like here. I lere they want the,
how you say, the artistry, the music. There they want
the top of the voice. lit Rio the baritone, they tell me,
doesn't give the top when he come to `ally pari di vol..'
So they put my name on advertisement, that Del
Monaco sing Prologo. But I never ask. There are plenty
of good baritones in Italy -write that down. You know,
in Italy I have never heard term `bass-baritone.' I hear
it only when I come here. So here, maybe I am tenor baritone!"
\lost singers will tell you that they sing differently
when they record from when they sing on the stage.
When the question was put to Del Monaco, he answered
with great firmness.
"No sir, I sing the same."
After reflecting a moment, he added that since a
recording was "for life," a singer naturally approaches
it with somewhat more care than a stage performance.
But Del Monaco said he disliked singing repeats during a
recording session -"In a repeat, the spirit is not the
sane. Maybe I have made altogether one or two in a
dozen operas I hays recorded."
Del Monaco conceded that he misses the presence of an
audience when he records; microphones don't appreciate
acting and they call for neither make -up nor costumes,
both of which are fields in which Del Monaco says he likes
to exercise his Pesaro art training. Continued on page145
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by William Flanagan, Jr.

e

Votous garden of
merlcun Opera

-

The author is a critic
mostly, for the New York Herald Tribune
and a composer who has written, among other things, an opera.

-

.ssutsetc.sx COMPOSER, to \chat must surely be his
bug -eyed syonderment, has within the past year
struck his strongest blow for public recognition since
the orchestral heyday of the Thirties and Fort ics, when
the reputations of men like Roy Harris and \aron
TIII,

.

Copland were being built by others like Serge Koussevitzky and Leopold Stokowski. I k has, moreover, struck
this blow in the arena of the opera house, a place ss here
his talents have been most commonly observed with
deep suspicion, syhere auudiences arc rigidly conscrauiyc
in their musical tastes, and where novelty of any sort is
generally regarded
both by management and public
with an aversion bordering on the supernatural.
The let ropoli tan Opera Company's production last
season of Samuel Barber's opera I anessa, and its attendant success with public and press, struck most spectators
as the symbolic high -point of a new tolerance for American-composed opera. But to others the New York City
Opera Company's history- making spring season of 1958
it was devoted exclusively to \merican works was
the actual point of breakthrough: its full -scale repertory
gave us a real glimpse of what kind of thinking American
composers. the country wide, have been giving to opera.
Still, the fervor and fuss that attended Barber's
storming of the fortress on Thirty -ninth Street was awe inspiring. Who, for a fact, could name a recent event
involving American music that aroused more enthusiasm
and anticipation? For my own part, I had awakened the

-

-

.

-

morning of the premiere with one of those fiuish things.
and though my doctor had ordered. "No Vanessa for you
tonight," I swallowed pills, went anyway, and admired
the pomp through a lightheaded gloss induced by lever
and antibiotics. Judith Anderson arrived in ermine.
Elsa sfaxwcll beamed from a box. and Katharine Cornell
jostled me in the Sherry Lounge.. \rtur Rubinstein and
Leonard Bernstein were there. too; so was Aaron
Copland, smiling rat her strangely. I t bought. Just about
everyone from everywhere was there. And
it struck
me
all of this was for Barber. who ryas. just like rue,
a composer. It was any composer's dream of earthly bliss

-

-

-Of

make no mistake

alxut it!

course, we've always had American operas. had

them, moreover, practically

as

long

as

there have been

nurican composers. \nd the pre-Bing \lctrupolitan
used to show them, too. In 1933, for a case, I toward
Ilansunt's Verri 1 /intnt and Louis Gruenbcrg's The
/Emperor /ones were forth in repertory. Each enjoyed a
kind of sudden success, but neither survived. Merry
.Yount suffered from a libretto that sounded like an
awful translation of something. and from an orchestral
consideration that was so supersy [opium ic and perorative
that the presence of solo singers must have seemed rather
beside the point. Deems Taylor's penchant for the music
dramas of Richard Wagner resulted in operatic tone
poems like Peter /hhetson and The King's Henchman; the
Metropolitan management did its duty by them but they
.

.
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had only fleeting success. Bernard Rogers' The Warrior,
the last : \merican opera to sec Metropolitan realization
before the eleven -year hiatus that preceded Vanessa,
was an astonishing disaster eaten alive by the critics and
greeted by a public at first silent, then merely, absent.
Yet these operas, for all the talent poured into them,
were but isolated examples. In fact, a spurting, widespread interest in the medium began, with coincidence
both odd and apt, just about the time that The Il ;rrrinr's
failure seemed, as it were, to close the doors of the Met
to the American composer. In the late Forties, it became
delightfully and rather alarmingly clear that dozens of
composers in the town of New York and elsewhere
at all ages and levels of success -were of a sudden dying
to make an opera. I recall terrified writers being cornered
and ruthlessly badgered for librettos, whether they knew
anything about this particular art or not; I recall composers, who previously wouldn't have been caught dead
at an opera much the other side of Alban Berg's Lau,
suddenly dissecting a piece like Rigoletto for techniques
and elements they might use themselves. But even in
yicw of the sheer numbers of composers who were operaminded, one fact was yet more striking: neither in terms
of the kind of opera theater it represented, nor as a prospect for the production of the works most typically being
composed, was the Metropolitan looked upon as a source
of either inspiration or comfort.
The inspirations were, for one thing, less likely to be
Merry Mount or Peter IbGetson than the intimate, more
"contemporary" achievements of such men as Marc
Blitzstein or Virgil Thomson. And who could doubt that
Gian -Carlo Menotti's success with The Medium and The
Telephone, and thereafter with The Consul and The
Saint of Bleecker Street, did more than its share in awakening American composers from their torpor? Menotti is
not, never has been, a "composer's composer." But he is
one of practically none in the United States who has
conic by international fame on the basis of opera alone;
what is more, he turned the trick in the commercial
jungle of network- television and the Broadway theater.
And there was plenty that even the more "advanced"
composers -who turned up their noses at \Ienotti's cunning musical eclecticism- could, and did, learn from him.
His successes were born of the unlikely merger of old fashioned operatic hokum, slick Broadway -paced performance, and the lifelike staging technique of the realistic, post -Ibsen theater; and as such they were the basis
for something much more original in opera than the

-

"tone" of the music would by itself have suggested.
The operas composed in this era -Lukas Foss's The
Jumping Frog of Calaeeras County, \Villiam Schuman's
Casey at the Bat, for instance -were also part of a trend
that saw even established American composers consciously scaling the size of their works not to the vast
Metropolitan stage, but to the facilities of college workshops, television studios, or conservatory opera departments, and to such operatic equivalents of the off- Broadway theater as the Punch, After Dinner, and Lemonade
opera companies. A great majority of the works presented by the New York City Opera Company last
spring could have found reasonable comfort in such
limited surroundings.
I don't think I would get much of an argument from
anyone if I were to suggest that Barber's Vanessa is far
and away the most highly praised new American opera in
at least a couple of decades. The New Yorker's Winthrop
Sargcant has all but officially declared it a masterpiece,
and other critics have concurred. On the other hand, I
don't anticipate realistic protest if I suggest that Vanessa
has virtually nothing to do with the kind of grass roots
evolution I have described, an evolution mainly characterized by our composers' search for a lyric -theatrical
expression that, if not specifically' American, is at least a
recognizable product of this generation. \\'ere it not a
fact that Vanessa was designed and in part composed
before it was brought to Rudolf Bing's attention, one
night have supposed it was written with the \letropolitan specifically in mind.
Nothing one sees on the stage could be anything but
a comfort to an audience suspicious of contemporary
opera: ladies who, seen through the half- closed eyes of a
momentary reverie, might be either Tosca or Violetta;
gentlemen whose prototypes arc readily found in any
one of several nineteenth -century French or Italian
operas. Among the listed characters we find a Majordomo named Nicholas; a Footman; an Old Doctor;
and. for good measure, an Old Baroness. Cecil Beaton's
handsome décor, which includes "Vanessa's richly
appointed drawing room" and "an entrance hall to the
castle" is. similarly, no affront to those who insist that
their operas be "romantic," nor are his gasp -getting,
feminine costume fantasies. And Gian -Carlo Menotti's
libretto is a labyrinth of such nineteenth- century devices
as mistaken identity and renunciation. There is even an
assignation over a lavish dinner table that reminds one
for all the world of the second act of Tosca.
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Barber's music, quite as it should, underlines the mode
and manner of this period piece with alert musical emphasis. The only jarring note is that he should have
elected to write in this fashion at this late elate. For
Samuel Barber, surely one of our finest composers,
has indicated over the last fifteen years or so no small
as to exactly what kind of composer he wants
to be. Vanessa would have been an appropriate project
for his catalogue several years back, when Ile was composing, with enormous suavity, in an overtly post Romantic idiom. But the years since have found him
sharpening this stylistic bias with experimental forays
into Late-Stravinsky Land (The Capricorn Concerto);
homespun Americana (Knoxville: Summer 1915); and
serial technique touching lightly on the methods of the

indecision

twelve -tone school (Prayers of Kierl¿egaard).
The score for Vanessa is not without evidence of
commerce with modernism and it contains, as a result,
isolated passages that would clearly have been impossible
without these adventurous dabblings. But its basic
orientation is nineteenth-century romantic, it simulates
the same gesture; and in spite of a score that remains
beautiful on rehearing, a wealth of genuinely distinguished musical detail, and some of the most handsome
vocal writ ing ever accomplished by an.\merican, Vanessa
has little more to do with our own time and place in
history than does Der Rosenl¿aralier.
Let nie hasten to add that I do not suggest that in
order to be American an opera's locale must be Tenth
Avenue, the prairies, or Our Town; nor need it deal with
psychoanalysis or atomic energy to be of the twentieth
century. Contemporaneity is. rather, the result of a
frame of mind, an attitude- -and both Virgil Thomson
and \bare Blitzstein are men whose work mirrors it.
Thomson has given us two operas: Four Saints in Three
.Icts and The Mother of Us .111. The limner is set in
sixteenth- century Spain in the time of the saints; the
latter, a life of Susan B. Anthony, in nineteenth- century
America. But in Spain or the United States, now or
then, loth librettos are by Gertrude Stein, whom no
one is going to confuse with Illica or Giacosa. And
Thomson invented for these works a style so selectively
commonplace and simple in its materials that, on first
encounter, it sounds vaguely foolish, and after further
hearing, both original and eccentric. Give the music a
little more time, though, and it glows with a sweetness of
sentiment that quite exceeds its celebrated wit.
Composers are not bound to "prove" anything with
their music, and I have no idea if it was Thomson's
notion to do so with his two operas; but, willy- nilly, he
has done it. Put simply, he demonstrates that the music
of an opera of itself may account for its dramatic contrast, variety, and continuity. The Stein sentences are
set for the beauty of their word sound, rather than for
precise and literal meanings. And since the "plot" of
neither opera has a conventional story line, Thomson
creates his own dramatic contrast by allowing the listener

to respond to the emotional coloration inherent in certain musical attitudes -like hymnic or dance forms, folk
or popular songs. Both Four Saints and The Mother of Us
1/1 are wonderfully funny, touching, moving stage
pieces even without usual plot or cerebral meaning. As
such, there arc no operas in the history of music quite
like them. No one else could have written them and,
except for the inherent suggestion that all good music is
not heavyweight, they point no way to other composers.
They lead nowhere but to themselves, and this is the
essence of their beauty and their originality.
Marc Blitzstein, whose Regina was in the City Opera
Company's repertory last spring and is due for release
on records, is a man with a premise about opera that,
contrariwise, does point a direction to other composers.
Kurt \\'eill's early stage works, like The Threepenny
Opera, are the inspiration for Blitzstein's modus operandi,
and he makes no secret either of this fact or of his hero
worship for \\'till. Blitzstein's early successes, No For an
Answer and The Cradle Will Rock, dating from the
Thirties, in themselves assert their composers theories
about the lyric stage, theories from which Ile has not
deviated to this day. Both of these works, like their
Weill prototypes, arc a versatile blend of social commentary, popular-styled melody, and the rhythmic and
harmonic sophistications that characterize the "serious"
music of our century. In such union does Blitzstein
illustrate his notion of what the twentieth- century lyric
theater is all about. And since he writes his own librettos,
he is thereby better able than most opera composers to
accomplish exactly what he wants.
His most ambitious work to date is, I suspect, Regina
-an opera of blood -curdling power that, for all its
faults, is as rich in purely musical value as any composed
in the decade since it was first performed on Broadway.
Its career has been touch and go since that production
a failure -partly because people keep comparing it,
often adversely, with the source of its libretto, Lillian
Ilellman's famous play The Little Foxes. Probably this
criticism is irrelevant, but it affects audiences. Still,
Regina turned up in a City Opera revival a few years
back and tyas present in the recent all -American season.
For all the controversy, it seems to be holding its own.
Blitzstein's musical influence on his younger contemporary, Leonard Bernstein, has been observed by more
than one musician; but although the latter has one opera
to his credit, Trouble in Terhiti, it is my opinion that his
contributions to the lyric stage are most impressive in
musical comedy. Bernstein's work here is, I think, more
than deserving of discussion in a piece on American
opera. Practically everyone has, of course, come to look
upon the Broadway musical stage with hugely less condescension since George Gershwin's Porgy and Bess
turned out to be not a hit at all, but a classic. Bernstein,
in On the Town, Candide, and West Side Story, and perhaps less so in Wonderful Town, has widened the rhythContinued on page 140
mic and harmonic syntax of

-
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Songsters

in Motion
The promise and problems of stereo opera

giiroammigiimiEW

by John Culshaw
The author, who is recording director for the Decca
Record Company, Ltd.-London Records, to us in
Au,ericaprohably has had more experience with
stereophonic opera recording than anyone else anywhere. Accordingly, we asked him to write for us
an account of its complexities. As you see, he did.

Tu.

.sxe Two

"'.VS of getting "action" into stereo
opera prcxluctions: cou can keep cour singers stamling still and have them seem to move about by mixer
control, or you can leave the mixer alone and make the
singers actually move around. To my mind. the first
system is no more than a useful adjunct to the second.
-Artificial- nut Litwin in stereo opera. though ocra
sionally it may yield spectacular momentary effects. is
acceptable only il you define action in its most limited
sense. Stereo opera is. or should he. capable of suggesting
much more than the simple physical ellect of a sin aer'.

changing pu.ition front right to center. or right to left:
It should giyc the singer freedom to move in such degree
that. as on the operatic stage. the movement itself may
well, to some extent. determine the inflection of whatever musical phrase is being sting. In other words. the
singers have to art. and in acting. they move. This seems
to me to be the only way Ur produce stereo opera, and
whatever I have to sac is based upon experience with
such a system. It remains for the public toelcetch: whetter
the degree of dramatic realism attainable through purely
aural means is worthwhile.

Until the ad um of stereo the requirements of recorded opera were Iiirl' simple. The sheer impact of
voices placed close to the microphones compensated for
the absence of any sustained action perspective. More

than

a few microphone -assisted singers built up hopelessly unjustified reputations through their monophonic

recordings. and eventually came to lace the sad facts of
operatic bile when vanity and good sales ligures persuaded them to appear in the flesh at one or another of
the great opera houses. Even worse. truly great voices
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suffered from the grave limitations which monophonic
recording imposed upon them. Vocal collectors, it is true,
dial not seem to mind. So long as the top Cs and Fs were
(more or less) in position. they apparently did not care
one jot what else

%was happening. The disparity between
perfbrmanccs on stage and on records was more than the
difference between real and reproduced sound, fix, in
recording, the singers worked in an environment that

little or no encouragement to think of opera
as drain!. Ilow can you throw \ourself into a part at
eleven in the morning in the bright lights of a studio,
gave them

laced with nothing much more comforting than the
cold stare of a microphone? There are a few examples
where opera came to lite despite all this: \\'clitch's old

final scene from ,Salons is one. But most of the time the
antidramatic atmosphere and the inaccurate balance
made many operatic records no more than a sort of acceptable hybrid.
The history of monophonic recording reveals very few
examples of accurate balance (and balance is the first
principle of recording). London's Huller-11v and 1I \IV's
Tristan. loth made in 1951, have something like correct
balance. monophonically speaking. London's 1951 Rusifad. recorded off the stage at Bayreuth but mixed with
independent vocal and orchcst rad control, also slums how
even a static work can cone to life when the artists have
more to think about than the number of feet between
themselves and the nearest microphone. while Angel's
Pais/a/and London's II'aikiire. \ct III loth. in their very
different ways, show the laudable effect of stereo techniques upon monophonic procedures. But no monophonic
recording can give a true perspective: even distant effects
like Don rosé's entrance in Act II of Carmen have to be
much exaggerated to make any sort of impression, while
nothing whatever can be done to convey the dramatic
import of complex perspectives like those in .Meistersinger Act II.
I am aware. of course, of the direct power of purely
rodal acting. Whether on records or in the theater. it
is invariably the mark of the greatest artists: and inasmuch as it is a question of phrasing, intonation. intensity
or stress, it can be captured just as well monophonically
as stereophonically. Yet I am convinced that the existing
difference between an operatic performance on records
and the same performance in the theater is, musically
speaking. all but eliminated by the arrival of stereo.
Stereo, by granting the artist freedom to move and thus
to act, stands a chance of realizing the dream of many
opera enthusiasts: a wholly accurate reproduction of the
voice in balance plus the effect of that voice in action.
All that one misses is the visual element, and that is
perhaps

It

a

mixed disadvantage.

of course, fallacious to argue that in the opera
house one doesn't get much sense of movement. The
fact may be that in a seat back of the eighth row a blind
man might not know whether Leonora was right of
center, half right, or extreme right (or all of these in
is,

the course of one aria); the ears arc not so selective as
the eyes, but the job of the stereo opera producer is to
realize the essential movement of the drama in aural
terms: in other words, far from attempting to duplicate
the sound one hears in an opera house, he is trying to
use his own medium to compensate for the fàct that all
his listeners are necessarily blind. Whereas on the stage

the sight of a waved hand maw convey more than three
of explanatory notes in the program. his problem
is to convey the import of that waved hand through
some perceptible and audible movement. Isoldc's excitement can no longer be confined to the castle terrace. nor
conveyed by however frantic a beckoning: she must
more towarels her lover. and she may perceive him several uxnnents earlier than would be necessary in a stage
prcxluction. She must go from here to there- -otherwise
the action is ambiguous. in a stereo medium. When the
firing squad eventually gets Cavaradossi, Tosca must
move towards the realization of her betrayal- though
this instantly invites the criticism that the producer
is merely replacing one sort of artificiality lay another.
Move she may on a recording session: but there is the
tenor standing large as life before her. ).lovemcnt alone
and for its own sake is a questionable asset: it is of use
only insofar as it helps to create the right environment
for great singing; and in the ultimate dramatic situation,
it may eventually become necessary for all participants
to enact their parts exactly as in a stage pr (luction.
Among the first to realize the importance of action
through aural means have l ten the major operatic artists.
The "stars," as usual, present little problem. In any
operatic cast there will be two or three principals who
know that frontstage or backstage positioning makes little difference except in terms of vocal output or breath
control, and who are therefore willing to "act out" their
parts more or less as they would in a theater. They have
nothing to fear, for inevitably the voice production
problems are less than in the kindest theater: inevitably
the singers will be nearer to the nearest microphone than
they would be to the third row in the opera house.
The recording director's problem is to get his voices correctly placed before they tire -he cannot afford to experiment at the cost of precious top notes, and yet he
cannot always be sure of position effect and balance
without full -voice trials. Crop Cs, as Zinka Milanos'
pages

.\ number of top line artists become almost too enthusiastic when they
first discover the possibilities of stereo recording. I
remember. with a mixture of amusement and admiration,
Leonard Warren's wildly ecstatic oil -stage leap at the
end of Gioconda and Flagstad's sincere inquiry "Am I
not too near ?" after the most enthralling "Siegmund!
Sieh' au% ,rich!' ( "Siegmund. look at me! ").
With the big voices there arc no problems of production and few of temperament: but with the smaller
once remarked. do not grow on trees.)

artists, the would -lx Florestans and the pseudo- \'ioletContinued on page 136
tas, one is deep in trouble.
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Adding Channel Two
by

Louis E. Garner, Jr.

PERSPECTIVE describes, perhaps better

SPATIAL
than any other term, the quality added to reproduced sound by a good stereo system. When listening to
the sound reproduced through such an installation, one
need but close his eyes and the sense of "being there"
takes over. The percussion instruments, strings, wxxl
winds, and other components of an orchestra no longer
are crowded into a small lxhx, but, instead, assume distinct and easy identity.
There arc, basically, two acceptable techniques for
incorporating spatial perspective in reproduced sound.
Although based on different theoretical approaches, botch
use approximately the same type of physical (electronic
and mechanical) equipment and have essentially the same
gal: to provide the listener with sounds of increased
realism and depth.
In the binaural ( "two- eared ") system, the listener,
in essence, is provided with electronic "extensions" for
his ears, much as if he were fitted with a pair of hearing
aids, connected by cables to a pair of closely spaced
microphones at a remote location. In a stereophonic
( ".solid -sound ") system, the microphone pickups arc
adjusted for reproduction by a pair of separated loudspeakers rather than by headphones.
If \Ye ignore technical differences in the equipment
used in these two systems, it is easier to compare their
operating characteristics. In a sense, a binaural system
transports a listener to the auditorium or studio. But a
stereophonic (or, simply, stereo) system, by contrast,
transports the original audio source (orchestra, opera
company, or what have you) to the listener's room.
A binaural system has two serious disadvantages. First,
listeners must wear headphones; second, their position
relative to the orchestra is fixed by the position of the
closely spaced pickup microphones. Thus, if a listener
turns his head to the right or left his headphones move
a corresponding amount, and the apparent position of
the entire orchestra seems to shift from one location
to another. This can be a rather startling experience.
Contrariwise, even though a stereo system of only two
channels is further from theoretical perfection than a
binaural system, the reproduced program source remains fixed with respect to the listener as he turns his

head from side to side, or even shifts his chair. Therefore
the stereophonic technique, rather than the binaural,
has been adopted as standard.

SINCE a stereo system requires two audio channels. it
might appear at first glance that such an installation
would cost exactly twice as much as a conventional single channel (monophonic) system. Fortunately, that isn't
true. Several of the more expensive components of a
typical audio installation will serve both channels. The
turntable and pickup arm (or record changer), if of good
quality, need not be duplicated. fiere, a conversion to
stereo may be made simply by changing the phono cartridge and the wiring within the arm. The radio tuner, if
a late-model combination \ \I and F \I unit (or a pair of
individual tuners) may, in many cases, serve for the
reception of stereo as well as conventional radio broadcasts. Finally, a good-quality tape aleck often can be
converted to handle multitrack stereophonic tapes.
For any audio system there are only two basic sources
of program material: radio broadcasts and recordings.
Recordings, of course. are available either as pressed
discs or as reels of magnetic tape.
Of the two recording techniques, tape is by far the
simpler for multichannel work. All that is necessary
is to record the individual channels in two (or more)
adjacent and parallel tracks across the tape, with pickup
heads to match the individual tracks. With modem
techniques and equipment, two, four, or even more channels can be recorded on standard quarter -inch tape.
Older tape recorders were adapted to stereo simply
by adding a second pickup head to pick up both tracks
simultaneously. The two channels making up the stereo
program material were recorded in parallel tracks along
the tape, with corresponding parts of the material
staggered to correspond to the physical displacement of
the two heads.
Later, however, a number of manufacturers in t ro dticed
single pickup heads having dual elements stacked one
above the other. Tapes recorded for use with these
stacked heads cannot be used on machines designed for
staggered -track tapes. In tape catalogues stereo tapes arc
listed in both "staggered" and "stacked" versions.
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Three -pin stereo cartridge, left; four pint unit, right.

could be recorded in a single groove, and which made use
of a single -stylus cartridge that could also be used as
a satisfactory pickup for existing single -channel records.
Raclin broadcasts constitute a second source of stereo
program material. Since two independent channels are
required, stereo broadcasts made in the past required the
facilities of two broadcast stations. Perhaps the most
common technique has been the use of an FM broadcast
station for one channel and an .\ \I station for the second
channel. The signals picked up by the two stereo microphones are fed separately to the F \I and \ \I transmitters, which, in the hone, are tuned in by separate F \I
and .\ \I receivers (or FNI and \ \l tuners). The twochannels need not necessarily be \ \I and F \I stations. Two
['NI stations, two .\ \1 stations, an F \I station and the
audio channel of a T \' station, or any similar combination can be used.
Separate facilities for broadcasting what amounts to
(practically speaking) a single program arc extremely
wasteful of the already overcrowded radio spectrum.
From the individual station's viewpoint. they are uneconomical. As a result, several studies have been made
toward more efficient stereo broadcasting methods. One
technique (F \I multiplex) which shows considerable
promise was adopted originally for the use of F \I stations
broadcasting commercial (background) music to restaurants. night clubs, and other subscribers. Although only
it single F \I transmitter is used. this technique permits
the simultaneous broadcast of two. three, or even more
independent programs.
In practice. the output signal of one microphone is
transmitted by the F \I station in a conventional manner.
The output Of the second microphone is used to modulate
a high -frequency subrxrier (which distinguishes it from
the radio -frequency station carrier signal, oser which
all program material is transmitted). The subcarrier, in
turn. is superimposed on the train F \t carrier. The resulting composite signal is broadcast and picked up by
a single FM tuner (or receiver). with the suhcarrier
separated and detected by a special multiplex adapter
that delivers the audio signal of the second channel
Since all stereo) broadcasts are still officially , xpertmental, it is difficult to say. at his tine. which technique
eventually will become the industry standard -or even
whether stereo broadcasts ever will attain the status of
present -day monophonic radio. But because multiplex
F \I represents a much more efficient method of broadcasting stereo material, there is every likelihood that future stereo broadcasts will he made using this technique.
Should you have occasion to purchase a new F \I tuner,
then, make sure that the unit is designed for reads adap
talion to multiplex F \I: many late-model tuners are
fitted with a special multiplex adapter output jack.
.

Now there is a lot of discussion about four -track
(two-pair) tape. When used with an appropriate pickup
head, twice the program material can be recorded on a
single red of tape. At least one manufacturer is introducing a series of tape machines that employ !Our-track tape
magazines (rather than reds) and that operate at half
the normal speed (that is. at 3% inches per second instead of 71 ips) to provide lour times the recording time
available on a conventional two -track reel operating at
standard speed.
Since it is such a relatively simple matter to record
multiple- channel material on magnetic tape. recorded
stereo tapes have been available commercially for many
years. I losvever, it was the adoption of a practical stereo
disc- recording technique that has produced the current
popular interest in stereophonic sound. The most important factor delaying the introduction of stcrcu discs
was the need for nnnpatihility. While it is not essential
that a conventional record player (without modification)
he able to handle stereo recordings, it czars essential, for
public acceptance of stereo, that a stereo player he
able to play conventional LPs. if e\pensise record libraries were not to he made obsolete.
Practical disc stereo recordings became a reality with
the development of a system in which loth channels

.

.

I

a quite satiditctory single channel audio system. You've heard stereo. at an audio
show, at the home of a friend, or at a local equipment

LET'S SAY that you have
stereo adapter. This one has stereo !monophonic,
channel reverse, balance, and dual volume controls.
A

Ilimt

4S
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distributor's showroom. Perhaps you've never heard

a

stereophonic system in operation but have reached a
firm decision on the basis of what you've read. You've
decided that stereo is for you.
What do you do next?
The components making up a complete stereo installation are illustrated in block- diagram form. This diagram
can serve as your guide in converting to stereo. The
shaded items are used in a typical single- channel installation. One additional item that may he needed in future
installations is not shown: the Fsl multiplex adapter;
this unit would be connected between the FM tuner and
the preamp to which the \NI tuner is now connected.
From the diagram it is obvious that the most important difference between a conventional and a stereo
installation is the use of a second audio channel and loud speaker-enclosure system. Thus, the record player (except for the type of cartridge used). radio tuners. and
tape deck (except birr the pickup heads employed) are
common to both monophonic and stereophonic systems.
The stereo adapter shown in the diagram, although most
desirable for convenience in a converted system, is not
absolutely essential.
The two channels of a stereo installation should lx
similar, if not identical.:\ gtxxl general rule to follow
when converting an existing single -channel system to
stereo
and this applies to every component of the
system from pickup cartridge to loudspeaker and enclosure
is to obtain equipment Of a quality at least equal
to that of your present installation. As in a single -chanel
system, the quality of sound is directly proportional
to the quality of the components making up the system.
Best results are obtained when the components of the
two channels arc of matched high quality.
This dues not mean, of course, that it is impossible
to reproduce stereo program material with dissimilar
audio channels. In fact, a system made up of one highquality and one moderate -quality audio channel may give
superior performance to a system made up of two moderate- quality channels, even if the latter are matched in
every detail. However, if one channel of a stereo system
is to be of lower quality than the other, the sacrifice in
system resixmse should be made at the low -frequency end
of the audio range. Low frequencies contribute less to
the directional qualities of sound than do the middle range and higher frequencies.
On the other hand, if you now own an audio system
of moderate quality and plan on upgrading the insta lla -

STEREO
ADAPTER

TURNTABLE AND ARM
OR CHANGER WITH
STEREO CARTRIDGE

TAPE Deco WITH
MULTIPLE PICKUP HEAD

ONNNELC

1

W
I

Major components added to system for

MICROPHONES

a

stereo appear in white.

less audio power is needed for
of
channel
a
stereo
installation than would be reeach
similar
single
quired in a
-channel system. If you're ac-watt
customed to using a 3O
power amplifier, a pair of
I5 -watt units, in a stereo system, will give comparable

Generally speaking,

results. Remember that the total power available from
the complete system is still 311 watts. However, ifvoucan

afford high-power amplifiers operating at relatively low
power levels, with plenty of reserve power for peaks, it
is well to have them.
One component peculiar to stereo installations is the
stereo adapter. This instrument generally is located between the output of the preamplifiers and the input of
the power amplifiers. If integrated amplifiers are used
(those in which the preamp and power amplifier are
assembled on a single chassis), the stereo adapter is connected between the unit's Tape Output and Tape Monitor jacks, depending on the design of the individual
amplifier.
.\ stereo adapter is designed to simplify stereo system
interconnections and cont rol. First it permits the relative
output levels of the two amplifiers to be balanced properly. Second, it provides a single control of over -all
system volume. Third. the unit permits interchanging
the connections to the stereo amplifiers and loudspeakers.
Continued on page 146
This switching provision is de.

STFRFAPHOPIIC
CHANNEL"A"
AMPLI FER

gA

DUAL CIMNNEL

(g

RECOROING-PLATBACK

USTENERS
HEAOFHONES

OR BROADCASTING

*NOD"

LDUOSPF/V2R

fine stereo system.

I

ARTIFICIAL

OIANNEL"B"

Lion at some future date, a gtxxl place to start is with its
conversion to stereo. You can purchase a higher -quality
preamp. power amplifier, and loudspeaker system for the
second channel, later replacing your original components
with others of the sane high quality. You'll end up with

BINNJR/1L

FINCHES

POWER

AMPLIFIER

CONTROL

.

-

L-

PREAMPLIFIER

FACILITIES

f

%

p

1I
/rd.

Mikes in binaural system are closely spaced for headphones.

REPRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT

C HAN N CL "B"
RECORDING OR
BROADCAST

CHAN NEL"B"
REPRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT

MICROPHONES

jJ

CHANNEL"B"
AMPLIFIER

CHANNEL'A'

CHAN NEL'W"
RECORDING OR
BROADCAST

LISTENERS

Stereo system reproduces
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CHAT NEL "A"
LOUDSPEAKER

POSITION

-C \OMNNl"B

LOUDSPEAKER

wide sonadfield with loudspeakers.
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Ralph Bellamy, starring in "Sunrise At Campobello ", listens to stereo on his Collaro changer and Goodman Triaxonal Speaker System.

Collaro

your S11212í partner for Stereo

-

and silent performance is
Silence is the requirement
what you get when you select the new Collaro stereo
changer for your stereo system. Collaro engineers have
designed the high fidelity changer precision -engineered
to meet stereo's rigid quality demands. Collaro's silent
operation assures flawless reproduction of the exciting new
stereo records every time. Here is why Collaro is your
best buy.
Five -terminal plug-in head: Exclusive with Collaro.
Provides two completely independent circuits thus guaranteeing the ultimate in noise -reduction circuitry.
Transcription -type tone arm: Another Collaro exclusive. As records pile up on a changer, tracking pressure
tends to increase. Result may be damage to records or
sensitive stereo cartridge. This can't happen with Collaro's
counter-balanced arm, which varies less than 1 gram in
pressure between the top and bottom of a stack of records.
The arm accepts any standard stereo or monaural cartridge.
Velocity trip mechanism: Unique design of this sensitive mechanism insures that the Collaro changer will trip
requireat extraordinarily light tracking pressures
ment of many stereo cartridges.

-a

New Collaro changers include all of the best features which
have made Collaro the largest manufacturer of record
as well as important new features
changers in the world
vital for superb stereo as well as monaural performance.
There are three Collaro changers priced from $38.50 to
$49.50. The changer illustrated here is the new Continental,
Model TSC-840.

-

For full information on the new Collaro stereo changers,
write to Dept.HF-ll,Rockbar Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

American sales representative for Collaro Ltd. and other fine companies.

ne7
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EVER SINCE. stereo discs first appeared
on the far -off horizon. the nxchamics of
reviewing them has posed something of a
problem. For the last fcw months. SI)s
have been treated in the pages of Itch
Ft or.t.rn as a breed apart. It made goxxl
sense to isolate and highlight the new
records in a separate "Stereo" section as
long as they were unusual and, so to
speak, problematical. But the time has
now cone, we feel, to consider the stereo
disc not as a novel phenomenon but simply as a conveyance of music. In line
with this decision, our entire staff of reviewers has been equipped to play SIX.
I

lenccliarth. the Messrs.. \Ililder, Rrcxler,
Frankenstein, et a/. trill deal with twochannel records in the normal course of
I

reVicwing.
Single and double "bullets" in Htcu
Ftnn.t.rry's record -review listings will
enable readers to tell at a glance whether
a review concerns the 1.1' or SI) ccrsion
of a given performance, or whether it is
a tandem res kw of Ix th versions.
Whenever possible, we shall appraise the
merits of 1.1' and SI) in the same review.
\lost companies intend to issue mono
and stereo Versions of their ntcw recordings simultaneously. As this intention
turns into reality there nill be an increasing number of tandem LP -SD reviews in these pages. There are already a
few in this issue.
Aside from the admission of stereo
discs, we contemplate no significant
changes in the "Records in Res kw"
section nor in the basic philosophy that
has guided its editorial direction during
the past several years. perhaps it might
be apropos, inasmuch as sse arc talking
shop anyway, to state briefly_ w hat that

philosophy is.
The editors of Ilicit Fit n.uis persist
in the old -fashioned and \ate belies e not
entirely misguided conviction that readers can read. Further, we assume that

-

reader' - our reads r'. at any rate
prefer to draw their own conclusions
about ss hat they read.. \nd sse operate,
finally. on the principle that readers
take a certain relish in encountering
prose that is customarily literate. oecr
sionall\ ss iuc. and never
wc t rust

-

comicscen,Jini4.

-

We do not decide 1òr the reader which
records 'sill interest hint and which will
not: our policy is to review every reputably recording of classical music that
is snbmined to us for appraisal. We do
not pick out the "best" recordings of the
month: it seems to us. first. that the resiesss each month speak liar themselves
and. second. that what is one man's
meat may be another man's poison. We
do not pros ide ratings \\Inch attempt to
give the gist of a review in convenient,
predigested capsule liana: our view of the
one-word suinntar (or its variant, the
direr -star s\mlol) is that it signally
bails to capture the shades of opinion in a
resiew and that it rather 1xnntedly insults the reader's intelligence.
Our recipe liar running a record rc\ ic\\ section is simply this: to engage a
staff of musically expert, readably fluent
critics and turn them lase on the
month's new records. It may be an oldfashioned approach. but it suits us, and
We suspect from what they tell us that it
suits our readers as well.

TO \IOVE, OR NOT to move: that
appears to be the question in stereo opera
recording. At Decca- London the tide
runs strongly in las or of motion, as lohn
Culsha\\ makes clear on page 45 of this
issue: and at R(..\ Victor too the cause
of "stereo action" opera recording seems
to Ix in the ascendant..\ few weeks ago,
RCA assembled :a cast of Metropolitan
Opera stars in Manhattan Center and
recorded there The Barber cf Seville with
pill stereo trimmings.

NOVEMBER 1958

I\Luthattan Center is the Xc\c fork
equivalent of London's Kings-\.n Ilall,
a big barn of dismal appearance and first rate sonic properties. At the tar end of
t he hall t here' is a stage. hui t seldom if oyez
has it been used for opera recordings
(there have been several made at Manhattan Center, among them the Carmen
conducted by Reiner and the 13(V:fine by
Beecham). The usual practice in the past
was to group singers together somewhere
near the center of the hall- usually
behind and to the k-ft of the conductor.
This positioning probably made excellent
acoustic sense. but it proved to be a
decidedly nondramatic and artificial way
of mounting an opera performance. If
Beecham's ßuhrnre sounds at times more
like a cantata than an opera, the setup at
\Ltnhattan Center was largely :o blame.
For ll Barbiere RCA put the singers
where they rightfully lx-long-on stage.
storeover, they were allowed to do on
stage what comes naturally to goxxl opera
singers. They did not just sing. They
acted their parts. And they moved. It
is extraordinary how swiftly musical
spontaneity rises when songsters are in
mot inn.

'l'o permit this freedom and still maintain acceptable monophonic and stereo
balance was the responsibility of RCA's
engineers. They solved the problem by
spreading six microphones across the
width of the stage, three for the stereo
pickup and three lòr the monophonic.
Each of the stereo mikes fed into a separate channel of a three -track tap: -ccorder,
\licrophone I into Channel I. Microphone 2 into Channel 2, and so forth.
The monophonic mikes were placed
adjacent to the stereo mikes, and each
of these fed into the one channel of a
single -track tape recorder. Thus. \shun
Roberta Peters moved from one side of
Continued on page 53
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THE TRIO, Model A -224, Stereo

-

Amplifier actually embodies
three excellent instruments in
one handsome, compact unit.
The Trio is: A complete stereo
preamplifier with two separate
12 watt power amplifiers (24
watt peaks each.) A complete
24 watt monaural amplifier (48
watt peak.) A 24 watt monaural amplifier with complete stereo preamplifier arranged to
convert an existing monaural
amplifier to stereo. Outstanding

LIì1LJE

IMO

features include: Separate
ganged treble and bass controls,
balance control, mode switch,
speaker selector switch for local
and remote speaker systems,
contour control, tape output
for recording application and
rumble filter.

SIM

THE TRIO, Model A -22.1 $99.95
the (:14. i.(7-23) optional 7.00

DUET, Model T -224,
Stereo Tuner: Monaural! Binaural! Whatever the application. this new tuner is designed
to give maximum performance.
A superb monaural tuner-the
T-224 incorporates separate AM
and FM channels for receiving
stereo broadcasts through this
one unit. Rear jack makes it
adaptable for multiplex reception.
While the DUET is an ideal Am/
FM monaural tuner -it's specifically designed for the growth in
stereo broadcasting. As stereo
broadcasting grows the value
of the nu) :T multiplies for you.
Costs just a few dollars more
THE

-

MSO

than conventional monaural
tuners! (The nvET incorporates
a simple indexing scale to permit easy identification of five
pairs of "stereo' stations).

r

THE DUET, Model T -224
$ 114.95

Harman -Kardon stereo instruments are the most

flexible on the market today. Intelligent design assures
ease of operation. The new Duet stereo tuner and

Trio stereo amplifier
effective, inexpensive

-

- make stereo attractive,

and sensible.

Prices .slightly higher on the West Coast.

For additional inlhrmat inn on I lannanI.;u'don slrrru:,nd npmnur:d unil., sinr
srnd a postr:ud ssü h Ihr aurd slno
on il io Ilnrm;m-lardon, Uopm.1lF I l,

pl

.

harman kardon
fIlctl nor!

)_
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the stage to the other, her motion was
clearly apparent in the stereo control
room presided over by RC.\'s Dick
lohr but quite imperceptible in the
monophonic control room presided over
by Jack Pfeiffer.
Erich I-vinsdorf, who conducted, had
no hesitation in endorsing the "stereo
action" techniques. "We arc going farther and farther away from the laboratory," he said, "and arc moving that
much closer to the re- creation of opera
house performance." Morel' the fact
that singers could move freely on stage
was, the conductor felt, a tremendous
gain. And there were innumerable small
details which, he added, could be more
effectively realized in stereo than ever
before. "Consider, for instance, the aside,
which plats such an important part in
The Barber. One character is supposed
to take the audience into his confidence
while the other character is presumably
out of earshot. With the old system of
recording, the aside made little dramatic
sense, since there was no way of separating the singers. Now we put them on
opposite sides of the stage, and an aside
really conies out as an aside."

I.cinsclorf didn't minimize the extra
hurdles that have to be cleared when
making a stereo opera recording with
stage action. Ile mentioned, as lobs
Culshaw does in his article. the careful
planning of each scene that n>ust be done
before recording begins. But the difficulties, he emphasized, do not belong
exclusively to the conductor and the recording director. The singers have their
burden of troubles too. I.cinsclori defined an important distinction between
movement on the opera stage and nx>vement on the stereo-recording stage. In
the opera house a singer generally moves
when he has nothing to sing. For a stereo
recording. however, he must nx>yc awhile
he is singing: otherwise the "blind" listener at home would be unable to follow
his peregrinations. It takes a bit of doing,
we were assured, to sing Rossini roulades
and in the sanie breath, literally, move
about on stage.
The Barker is RCA Victor's second
full -length opera to he recorded in collaboration with the \letropolitan Opera
Association (I',,nessl was the first). Roberta Peters plays Rosina, Robert Merrill is the Figaro, and Cesare Valletti the
.\Imayiya. It will be the first complete
performance of the opera to be put on
records. Every "traditional cut" has been
restored, about twenty -two minutes of
additional music. I einsdorf is delighted
with the restorations, not only because
they contain some very beautiful music,

The "basic library" concept has so thoroughly permeated the ranks of conductors and recitalists these days that we
encounter facer and fewer musicians
who dare to pamper a prejudice. But
hots much poorer we should all be were
it not for Lauldossska's prejudice for
Bach, Schnabel's for Beethoven, or
Beecham's for Delius. The eclectic musician who performs everything from Bach
to Boulez too often performs none of it
particularly well.

Leindorf leads a stereo Barber.
but also because they give some continuity to the denouement. ".\t last,"

"the finale of the Barber begins
to make sense."

he says,

DAVID OI'PENI lEIN I, chief

classical

& r man at Columbia Records, put
forth sonic refreshing sicws in the \'ery
a

.

York Times a few weeks ago concerning
the so- called "balanced record library."
\Ir. Oppenhcittt counseled his readers to
forget about it. "The problem," he suggested. "is not how to build a balanced
library but how to build one which is
properly unbalanced for each of us."
Ile then proposed a point of de1'.i ure
for the neophyte record collector. "Simply start aith your musical prejudice of
the moment." Ile wrote, "and pamper it.
Treat it as a friend. It is all you really
need to begin a badly balanced record
library. And nothing you own (balanced
or unbalanced) is going to give you quite
as much pleasure."
It gave this reader a good deal of
pleasure to find such sensible ads-ice in
tic public prints. The idea that we must
all relish the musical masterpieces of
every age and every st le is nonsensical.
And yet time and again we encounter
"basic library" lists compiled precisely
on that absurd assumption. Well-meaning experts prepare these lists and %vellneaning listeners presumably follow
their advice. But it is all extremely silly,
and David Oppenheim's witty article
threw sonic needed cold water on the
whole notion.
I wonder whether he would agree with
me that his plea for more prejudiced
listeners might he extended further into
a plea for more prejudiced musicians.
%

NOVEMBER 1958

A RECORDING SESSION figured
prominently in the newspaper accounts
of Ralph Vaughan Williams' death. It
was reported that the composer had been
scheduled to attend a recording of his
new Ninth Symphony by Sir . \drian
Boult and the London Philharmonic on
the morning of August 26. When the
instrumentalists arrived at Walt hams tow
Assembly I lall that morning, Sir Adrian
broke the sad news that Vaughan Williams had died suddenly at 4:00 a.m.
The recording session went on, nevertheless.
I had assumed at the time of reading
this newspaper story that the Vaughan
Williams Ninth had been recorded for
Decca- London, since Sir . \drian and the
London Philharmonic had previously
recorded the other eight symphonies for
that company. But I was mistaken. The
Ninth was recorded for a new American
label, Everest Records, which makes its
debut this month.
Es crest is an outgrowth of a large
ekctronic company, the Behock Instrument Corporation of College l'oint,
N. Y. Belock has been engaged heretofore chiefly in government work (missiles and that sort of thing) and Everest
Records is its first venture into the
consumer market. Sir Adrian and the
London Philharmonic hate recorded
\Iahler's First and Ilindcnlith's E flat
Symphony for Everest in addition to
the Vaughan Williams Ninth. Other
classical items in the new company's
initial release are Prokoliev's Chotrt
(Walter Susskind conducting the London
Symphony Orchestra) and the ballet
suite Corrol>orec by the Australian composer John . \ntill (Sir Eugene Goossens
conducting the ISO). Coming up later
is a series of recordings by Leopold
Stokowski and a New York "pick -up"
orchestra: their repertoire includes

Tchaikoysky's Francesca da Rimini,
Prokofiev's Cinderella, and the Shostakovich Filth. Pop records will come
from Everest too, and everything will
be issued in monophonic and stereo
versions.
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Cello

Another historic collection from Angel!
COMPLETE SONGS OF MOUSSORGSKY
Sung by Boris Christoff

FOURNIER: THE CELLIST'S HOUR
Wherever he plays (in this recording, too) Pierre Fournier earns
anew his title as "prince and poet of the cello" (Figaro, Paris).
"I do not know anyone who gives more profoundly the feeling of
having been present at the music-making" (Virgil Thomson).
This recital of beloved mu -ic for quiet lire -ids eujo ment includes
, Faurs.,
pieces by Bach, Chopin, Haydn, Sell tun:
Weber, _Mcndelssohn, Rinlsk.- Korsakos, Saint- Saiens,
Granados, Kreisler. With Gerald Moore, Pianist. Angel 35599
STARKER plays KODALY and DOHNANYI
CELLO VIRTUOSO WORKS

"the outstanding bass of today's operatic stage"
Tender, tumultuous, sometimes exultant, sometimes desperate;
the voice of the Russian people speaks through the songs of
Moussorgsky. Now for the first time, all 63 of his known songs
have been recorded. in a monumental work by the great Bulgenius
garian Bass, Boris Christoff. The spell of Moussorg -k,
has always influenced Christnlf's career; his portrayal of Boris
Golounor has been called "without doubt the best of our generation" (N.Y. Times).
COLLECTION INCLUDES THESE SONG CYCLES: SONGS AND D NCES OF
DEATH, SUNLESS, THE NURSERY. (AND, OF COURSE, "THE FLEA. ")

-

The Koditly Sonata for Solo Cello is a fantastic exploitation
of the cello- p.,_ -iI iI tie written by a composer who played
and understood the ill -trunient. Janos Starker first played it, at
1 -I, before Kodak in Budapest --and later for his own debut.
"Called one of the greatest since he was 1 1" (Time), Starker's
virtuosity is "lint rank" (London Times). The broad!, kneat
Dohnányi Cello Conserto, Op. 12, is recorded oith the
Philharmonia, Walter Süsskind, Conductor
Angel 35627

Gala Ballet
THE SLEEPING BEAUTY

(Complete)

Orchestral

The Royal Ballet, Cot ent Garden, revived the full -length performance of Tchaiko, -k, 's Sleeping Beauty in 1939... made its
debut with it in Annrira to historic acclaim! This is the score
which Tehaiknv.kv said "will be one of my best works." In its
enchanting silver-and-white recorded performance by the Philharmonia Orchestra, /mile/on/ernes will surely agree wilh the
composer. Conducted by George \Veldou, Principal Conductor
of the Royal Ballet, Covent Garden.
(book of the ballet, illustrated with photographs of the Royal Ballet
Angel Album 3579 B
production) :' record,

VON KARAJAN conducts BRUCKNER SYMPHONY NO. 8

Other c

With Orchestre National de la Radiodiffusion Française, conducted by George Tzipine. Pianist: Alexandre Labinsky.
Magnificent look with lyrics in the original Russian, translations in
English. French, Italian. Notes on .songs by Christo(l: Biographical
detail, illustrated with photographs and contemporary paintings.
4 records
Angel Album 3575 D/L

prodiNewest symphony recording from the conductor who
gious feats have earned him the title "Ceneralmusikdirchon of the
continent of Europe." "Ile belongs in the topmost le%el of the
world's conductors" (Time). Here he conducts the titanic,
massive C Minor Symphony of' Bruckner in its original version.
Berlin Philharmonic. 2 records
Angel Album 3576 B

KLETZKI conducts BRAHMS SYMPHONY NO.

De Falla's

plete Cala Angel Mallets:
Three Cornered Hat (. ingel 35553) Eduardo Tondra,

conducting. Orchestre National the la Radiodiffusion Française.
Consueln Rubio, soprano soloist.
Giselle (Angel Album 3583 B) Yuri Fayer, conducting Royal
Opera Orchestra.

Bawl
play GILBERT and SULLIVAN
Seleelious from Iolanithe The Mikado
The Pirates of Penzance

SCOTS GUARDS
1

Paul Kletzki's first American release since his appointment as
Conductor of the Dallas Symphony, following his U.S. debut this
year. Initially introduced to American audiences through Angel
recordings, his concert interpretations of Brahms have been
the broad German tradition" (Howard
called "spacious
Taubman). Royal Philharmonic.
Angel 35619

-in

SCHIPPERS conducts TCHAIKOVSKY SYMPHONY NO. 4

Born in Kalamazoo, known throughout the world as "the outstanding young American conductor" (Music & Musicians),
Thomas Schippers, at 28. has conducted the N.Y. Philharmonic,
the Philharmonia and at La Scala and Metropolitan Opera. This is
his second symphony album recorded with the Philharmonia. (His
first: Prokofiev Symphony No. 5, on Angel 35527.) Angel 35443

WILLIAM WALTON conducts his own music
1 & 2
Portsmouth Point Overture
Crown Imperial March Orb Sceptre March
Johannesburg Festival Overture

Façade Suites

score can hardly be niggled at"
(High Fidelity). Here is Walton's mordant wit and elegant
individuality in delicious high- spirited performances In' the
Philharmonia Orchestra. Includes the marches cnmmis.inrne.l
for the coronation of King George VI (Crown Imperial) and his
Angel 35639
daughter Elizabeth II (Orb Sceptre)

The Hielan' Laddies return again ...skirlin' and twirlin' their
way through the delightful operetta melodies of that bandmaster's
soli, Sir Arthur Sullivan. You've never heard "A POLICEMAN'S
LOT..." (Penzance) until You've heard its rousing sound as
played by the Regimental Band of the historic Scots Guards.
"These are Scots what Lae what it takes" (N.Y. Herald Tribune).
The Guards are making their third tour of the U.S. this rear!
Angel 35625

Angel Debut!
AASE NORDMO LOEVBERG sings GRIEG and STRAUSS

Young Norwegian soprano. often likened to Flagstad, whose 1957
Loudon debut had critics commenting on the "glorious and quite
individual beauty of her voice...natural womanly expressiveness' (London Times). Her first Angel recording includes 9 songs
by Eduard Grieg. sung in Norwegian, with Robert Levin, pianist,
and 8 songs by Richard Strauss, sung in German, with Gerald
Moore, pianist.
Angel 35590

ANGEL

"Sir William's reading of his own

"Aristocrats of High Fidelity"

ANGEL RECORDS, NEW YORK CITY
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JOHN S. WILSON

CLASSICAL
BACII Passacaglia and Fugue, in C
minor, 5.582; Toccata and Fugue, in D
minor, S. 565; Prelude and Fugue, in
A, S. 536
4ndrí \larchal, organ.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18720. LP. 84.98.

The performances all are first -class. Mar chars interpretation of the Passacaglia
is on the monumental side beg'
g
slowly and very gradually building up.
His A major Prelude and Fugue is tenderly and poetically colored. And no one
plays the D minor Toccata and Fugue
poorly on records. The only reservation
have concerns the sound of the organ,
that of St. Eustache in Paris, where
Marcha) is organist. To mue it sounds
rather rasping in the Passacaglia and the
Toccata.
N.B.
I

BACII: Toccatas and Fugues: in C, S.
564; in D minor, S. 565; in F, S.
540; Fantasia and Fugue, in G minor,
S. 542

Fernando Germani, organ.

E\II- CAPITOL C 7111. LP. 84.98.
Germani plays here on the organ of St.
Laurens Church in Alkmaar, Holland,
built in the seventeenth century and re-

stored a few years ago -a splendid instrument. If his performance of the C major
Toccata and the G minor Fantasy is a
little too regular, he finds a convincing
tempo for the flowing F major Toccata;
and if the pedal is too lightly registered
for the G minor Fugue, he chooses a very
effective registration for the Adagio of S.
564. In gecr,ral, the Toccatas and Fantasy are not as imaginative as they might
he but the Fugues arc satisfying. Excellent recording.
N.B.
BARBER: Vanessa
Eleanor Steher (s), Vanessa; Rosalind
Elias ( ins), Erika; Regina Resnik (ms ),
the Baroness; Nicolai Gedda (t), Anatol;
Robert Nagy (t), a Footman; George
Cehanovsky (h)), the Major -domo; Giorgio Tozzi (1)s), the Doctor. Metropolitan
Opera Chorus and Orchestra, Dimitri
Mitropoulos, coud.
RCA VIc:Ton LM 6138. Three LP.
514.94.

taped Vanessa when it was broadcast
from the Metropolitan on February 1 of
this year, and I've listened to that tape
often enough to have acquired an intimacy with the work. Therefore shall be
I

1

less reticent about

making pronouncewould be if it all were

ments than I
strange and new. Vanessa seems to me a
failure -a heartbreaking failure.
add
"heartbreaking" because Samuel Barber
is a composer of genius. because he brings
to the score an integrity that glows in
every page, and because so many of us
1
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have been yearning for a great American music drama. That it shoukl be
"American" (by which I mean nothing
more than "by an American composer")
is, I grant, a desideratum puerile and
chauvinistic; but it is none the less intense for that. One of the nl:uw troubles
with Gian-Carlo \lenotti's libretto is that
it has not only no American nationality
but no nationality at all. It attempts to
substitute atmosphere for country, and
succeeds merely in constructing an artificial and contradictory stage décor.
Barber, strii__liug to congose music for
a story svhich is constantly switching
from Chekhuvian wispiness to blatant
Gothicism or old -fashioned melodramatic
"realism," ends by incorporating several
equally contradictory styles in his score,
including a purely American one that has
no echo at all in \Ienottl's libretto. Significantly, the "American" music is some
of the best that Vanessa contains (especially the jolly ballad 'Under the Willow
Tree" and the band music that opens Act

Ill).

The libretto accounts for a good deal
of what is wrong with this work, from
the double standpoint of literary and
dramatic craftsmanship. All of slenotti's
texts have the habit of falling into the
most pedestrian prose, but here we are

constantly encountering impossibly unmusical phrases as well as such hoary
stage language as: "And now, will he do
the honorable thing ?" and "That night
when first we met." The plot is briefly
this: Baroness Vanessa von
(we

...
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never find out "von" what) is awaiting a
reunion with her old -time flame, Anatol,
in her country mansion in a "northern
country." Since parting with him years
before, she has become an eccentric recluse, living with her mother, who for
reasons not eminently clear refuses to
speak to her, and her niece. Anatol arrives, but he is Anatol junior, come to
announce his father's death and to take
Over where senior left off. Va nessa's
niece, Erika, is seduced by hint on the
night of his arrival; and when he and
Vanessa announce their engagement several months later, Erika runs out into the
cold night in order that his child "shall
not be born." She does indeed have a
miscarriage and is left a lonely recluse,
just as her aunt formerly ws, while Vanessa and Anatol go ell to Paris for their
honeymoon. The implication is that the
marriage will be a failure and that all the
characters are fated to lead frustrated,
unhappy lives. There is also a musically
important but dramatically irrelevant
part for an old family doctor, whom \Icnotti seems to have invented solely because lie needed a baritone.
With such materials no composer could
do very
h. Barber, who is essaying
his first opera with Vanessa, did his best.
And his best is largely to be found in
what is going on in the orchestra. Some
of the vocal set- pieces are certainly impressive; the ensemble writing in the
much praised quintet is too thick and
shapeless for my taste, but the arias
"lust the Winter Conte ?" and "For Every Love" are first -rate. It is the web of
the orchestral sound, however, that is
most impressive Of all. Barber is in complete command here, whether in unifying the tone of a whole scene or in brilliant bits of illustrative instrumentation
.rat to Vanessa's
( note
the accompa
skating narrative: the dogs barking in the
horns at the opening of Act IV ). He is
perhaps at his best in the virtuoso fugal
introduction to Act III and the reworking of the love music in the Intermezzo
before the final scene. All this is so good
that it makes the tentative and often
downright amateurish handling of
h
of the "recitative" time more painful.
But the singing per se is far too good
to be ignored, even in the most arid
pitches of vocal writing. The cast is exactly that of the premiere performance;
and although its mnembers undoubtedly
approach perfection more closely than
they ever did on stage, they aet manage
to impart the sense of a stage performance. Steber's English is not as dear as
it should be but she handles her high lying, coolortura- sprinkled music well.
Rosalind Elias uses her big voice intelligently and amply deserves the praise
she has won in the role of Erika. If Nicolai
Gedda doesn't quite make sense out of
the role of Anatol, the fault is hardly his;
I can think of no tenor %vho would have
done better. Giorgio Tozzi, as the superfluous but endearing doctor, the most human and believable character in the opera, sings superbly in the ballroom scene
( "Doctor, dear Doctor, not quite so fast,
dear Doctor" ).
Álitropoulos elicits from the Metropolitan Orchestra what is perhaps their most

distinguished playing on records. As to
the engineering (I haven't yet heard the
stereo version), it proves conclusively
that homemade tapes will never replace
professional LPs.
One word of protest about RCA Victor's filling up Side 8 with odds and ends
from other recent complete opera sets.
With so much of Si
4 Barber's music
unrecorded, here was an ideal opportunity to introduce one of his orchestral
works to a large audience.
D.J.

BERLIOZ: Orertures
Le Carnaval romain, Op. 9; Les FrancsJuges, Op. 3; Benecnuto Cellini, Op. 23;
Waverly, Op. 2 bis -on 14008. Le Corsaire, Op. 21; Rob Roy; Béatrice et
Bénédict; Le Roi Lear, Op. 4 -on 14009.
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult, coed.
WESTMINSTER 14(08/9. Two SD.
$5.98 each.

It is just about a year since I reviewed
these performances on monophonic discs.
At that time, I remarked upon the clean
sound, admirably free from distortion,
but lamented the fact that the recordhugs were made in an acoustically dead
studio. Stereo renders a vast improvement, counteracting the cramped feeling
of the monophonic versions with a sense
of spacioustuss. Although it is not especially directional, 'Westminster's two channel reproduction spreads the sound
out nicely and firmly. \Vhat it cannot
improve is Bottlt's rather routine handling
of the potentially exciting music.
Y.A.
BERLIOZ: Syntplaonie fantastique, Op.
14

Cento Soli Orchestra of Paris, Louis
Fourestier, cond.
OMEGA »ISK OSL 9. SD. $5.95.

Tozzi: Barber's endearing doctor.

BEETIIOVEN: Sonata for Piano, No. 29,
in B flat, Op. 106 ( "llanunerklarier ")
Egon Petri, piano.
WESTMINSTER X \VN 18747. LP. $4.98.

Although very possibly the greatest of
all the Beethoven piano sonatas, the
Nanunerklacier has received only about a
dozen recordings in the history of the
phonograph. None of thew. moreover, is
so satisfactory as to eliminate hope that
a better one will appear some clay. For
many the Schnabel version of the two
middle movements is supreme, but even
he found the technical and artistic demands of the opening movement and
final fugue beyond his powers at the
time he recorded his "Beethoven Society' edition. Few pianists have fared
much better. When the technique was
there, the interpretative skill often failed;
when the insight was present, the fingers
were unable to shape it into sound.
The new Petri edition, the seventh
version presently available ( along with
an orchestration of the work), is a worthy
assault against this pi ;mlistie Everest. It
is not without faults. To name three, the
pedal often slurs the bass excessively,
the scherzo is lacking in grace, and the
tempo of the Adagio Sostenuto is taw fast.
For all this, it has stature. The sense
and structure of the opening and closing
movements arc excellently grasped and
forcefully conveyed -in itself a distinction. 'Phe listener is not shown cverything
there is in the musk, but its form, magnitude, and content are communicated
on an appropriate scale.
The result is a disc to respect.

Fourestier's Fantastique is fairly much
of ;t surface- skimming job, one that fails
to bring to aural realism the fantasies
and terrors inherent in Berlioz's highly
charged score. He misses fire particularly
in the Scene in the Fields, which is taken
almost at the tempo and in the mood of a
barcarolle. The effect of this movement
is spoiled further by splitting it between
two record sides (as also in the recent
London disc by Argenta). The playing,
however. especially of the strings, is
quite good, with the Cento Soli appearing to have more cohesion and unity of
purpose than might be expected from a
hundred soloists. Omega's sound is clear
and generally well defined, though a bit
light on the bass end; and the stereo effect is considerably, better than that on
the aforementioned London disc, which
failed to track consistently on my turntable. All this is pretty academic, however; I would advise waiting until the
Munch-Boston Symphony performance is
made available on stereo by RCA VicP.A.

tor.

BERNIER: Le Café -See Delalande: Les
Fontaines de Versailles.
BIZET: Symphony in C
{Prokofiev: Symphony No. 1, in D, Op.
25 ( "Classical")
{Weinberger: Schlcande: Polka and

Fugue
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, cond.
CoLummA ML 5289. LP. $3.98.
When Ormandy and the Philadelphians
Play the two symphonies here, the re-

Continued on page 58
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Stereo records are wonderful
r

LA MER

IsaRIM

1812

Deutschmeister on Parade

MOZART

REQUIEM

ROMEO M\U .I1 LIFT

WST 14005

WST 205

but WESTMINSTER STEREO
D

0
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is just a little bit better!
IN A CHINESE TEMPLE GARDEN

IN

GERSHWIN

BERLIOZ

üY!'s0i! !p 110f :-....
MI AK
IN II MIS

WST 14002

Additi onal Stereo Rel eases
MAHLER: Symphony No.

2

in

C

Minor ("Res-

urrection"); Vienna Academy Chorus,

Vienna State Opera Orchestra; Scherchen,
cond.
(WST 206)

LEIBERT

WALTON: Symphony 11935); Philharmonic

OUT OF

Promenade Orchestra; Boult, cond.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1 in
B Flat Minor; Jacob Lateiner, Piano; Vienna
State Opera Orchestra; Aliberti, cond.
(WST

14018)

ELGAR: Symphony No.

2 in E Flat Major;
Cockaigne Overture; Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra: Boult, cond. (WST 202)

14012)

(WST

BACH: Toccata and Fugue in D Minor; Prelude and Fugue in A Minor; Passacaglia
and Fugue in C Minor; Prelude and Fugue
in E Minor: Carl Weinrich at the Organ of
Varfrukyrka in Skänninge, Sweden.
(WST 14043)
BEETHOVEN: Moonlight and Pathétique So-

BERLIOZ: Overtures: Corsair, Rob Roy, Beatrice and Benedict, King Lear; Philhar-

monic Promenade Orchestra: Boult, cond.
(WST 14009)
BERLIOZ: Overtures: Roman Carnival, Les
Franc -Juges, Benvenuto Cellini, Waverly;

Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra: Boult
cond.
(WST 14008)
BRITTEN: Matinées Musicales, Soirées
Musicales; Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra: Boult, cond.
(WST 14011)

TAKES BROADWAY: A program of
popular hits with Dick Leibert at the
Mighty WurliTzer Pipe Organ. (WST 15006)

Symphonies No. 1. 2, 3, 4;
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra; Boult,
cond. (WST 14013, 14014, 14015, 14016)
SCHUMANN:

NOWHERE:

Bea Abbott,
(WST

with the Hal Otis Quintet.

Sweet music by Sy Shaffer
and his Orchestra.
(WST 15023)
LOVE STORY:

SPIRITUALS: Graham Jackson Choir conducted by Graham Jackson.
(WST 15029)

14019)

PROKOFIEFF, SAINT- SAENS: Peter and The
Wolf, Carnival of The Animals; Garry Moore,

narrator; Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of London; Rodzinski, cond.: Vienna
State Opera Orch.; Scherchen, cond.

14040)

NATURAL

Major;
Erica Morini; Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of London; Rodzinski, cond.
(WST 14017)

BALANCE

(WST

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in

D

For complete Westminster Catalog, write Dept. HF -11 Westminster, 275 Seventh Avenue, N.Y.C.
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15027)

FOOLISH HEART: Music from the repertoire
of radio station WPAT.
(WST 15014)

natas; Raymond Lewenthal, Piano.
(WST

vocalist

sults are truly distinguished. Particularly
deserving of note is the sinuous, oriental sounding slow movement of Bizet's
youthful work, in which the playing of
the oboe soloist (John de Lande) is a
real joy. And the Prokofiev has just the
right proportions, making its witty points
with compact and muscular grace. To
choose a high point once more: the
truncated reprise of the gavotte, with its
almost insolently leisurely rallentando.
For some reason the Weinberger Polka
and Fugue is decidedly unsatisfactory,
but the other works more than comD.J.
pensate.
BRAHMS: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 1, in D minor, Op. 15

Leon Fleisher, piano; Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
Eetc LC 3484. LI'. $3.98.
Young Leon Fleisher is coming along admirably. His reading of the piano part in
this difficult assignment is an extraordinarily massive one; and it also has some
tonal virtues, something not always asso-

ciated with Fleisher, whose tone has
been inclined to be bleak. The present
recording has none of the percussive approach that he has demonstrated in the
past. The slow movement is beautifully
shaded, and in the two other movements
Fleisher never bangs. His naturally big
style dominates the orchestra ( the recording engineer may have had a hand
in this), he securely outlines his solo part,
and he plays with a good deal of character. Even against the competition of
Backhaus, Rubinstein, and Serkin he
holds his own; and although he may not
have the experience and maturity of
those masters, he brings to the music a
degree of youthful ardor that has its own
appeal. Sz.ell contributes a beautifully
paced reading of the orchestral part. He
and Fleisher work together with comH.C.S.
plete unanimity and freedom.
BRAHMS: Magelone Lieder, Op. 33
Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau, baritone; Joerg
Demus, piano.
DECCA DL 9401. LP. $3.98.
Among the many works of the German
writer Ludwig Tieck (1773 -1853) is a
version of a Provençal legend of the
beautiful \lagelone and her knight.
Tieck interspersed his legend with seventeen poems, of which Brahms used
fifteen for a song cycle, publishing the
first six in 1865 and following with nine
more in 1868. Not many of these songs
are familiar in the concert hall, and only
one is really well known -No. 9, Ruhe,
Siissliebchen, one of the most beautiful
songs Brahms ever wrote. Some of the
others, however, are almost as impressive, and the cycle as a whole- rarely
performed -is fresh, ardent, and lyric music. A song like No. 4, Liebe kam aus
fernen Landen, is Brahms at his very
best.
Fischer -Dieskau is the man for this
music. He sings with strength and style,
with a thorough realization of the text,
and with more than enough voice to put

his interpretative values across. This is
one of the year's most important Lieder
discs. It is beautifully recorded, too. and
the balance between voice and piano is

ideal. Demos accompanies Fischer -Dieskau in a note -perfect manner: but, having played the notes, be seems to feel
that his job is clone, and he completely
misses the poetry of the piano part. H.C.S.
Sca Interludes, Op. 33a; Passacaglia, Op.
33I; The Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra, Op. 34
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult, cond.
WST 14010. SD.
WESTMINSTER
$5.98.

BRITTEN: Peter Grimes: Four

symphonic excerpts from Peter
Grimes are in many ways the strongest
part of the opera from which they are
drawn. Certainly few examples of equally
forceful tone painting can be found in
recent music, and for comparable deep
water effects one must go to La Mer.
To all sailors, actual and landlocked, I
recommend Sir Adrian's eloquent invocation of the great gray stretches of the
North Sea.
These

The Young Person's Guide is a good
score, but not one that, as I find it, holds
up well with frequent rehearing. The
performance here, which appeared monophonically some time ago, benefits from
the richer sonority of the stereo med.
and the added tonal depth that also
makes the seascapes so memorable.
R.C.M.

CHABRIER: Bourrée fantasque -Sec
Ravel: Boléro; Ma Mère l'ove.

-

COPLAND: Billy the Kid: Ballet Suite
See Gershwin: An American in Paris.

COUPERIN: Messe

à l'Usage des Cou-

vents

}Titelouze: Four Versets on "Are Maris
Stella"

André Marchai, organ.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18674. LP. $4.98.
This organ Mass is rather less elaborate
than Couperin's Mass "for the parishes";
but many of the short sections have the
same kind of quiet charm and devotional
feeling, and there is considerable splendor in the Offertory. Both this work and
the more severe composition by Titelouze
are played with his usual skill by Marchai
on a seventeenth- century organ at the
former Jesuit College at La Flèche. N.B.
DEBUSSY: La Mer; Prélude ri l'aprèsmidi d'un faune
}Ravel: Rapsodie espagnole
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LP. $3.98.
LONDON LL 3017.
DEBUSSY: Trois nocturnes
}Ravel: Ma Mère l'oye
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON LL 3029. LP. $3.98.

Although these two discs do not constitute a set. it seems advisable to review
them together, for exactly the same thing
is to be said of both. Ansermet is one of
the world's leading interpreters of Debussy and Ravel. He has recorded all
four of these works before ( some of them
several times before), but here his sensitive, erudite, not- too-forceful interpretations are brought up to date with the
latest sonic techniques. From this point
of view both releases are beyond criticism. From the point of view of performance-well, if you are shopping around
for your first records of the masterpieces
by Debussy, don't fail to hear what Mon A.F.
teux sloes with them.
DELALANDE: Les Fontaines de Versailles

}Bernier: Le Café
Soloists; Orchestre ale Chambre Maurice
Hewitt, Maurice Hewitt, cond.
Ern: LC 3487. LP. $3.98.

The Fountains of Versailles is a secular
cantata in which gods and goddesses
come off their pedestals and join in welcoming Louis XIV back from a journey.
Delalande's music here is not quite as
rich as in the big sacred works that have
been recorded, but there is much fine
stuff, as in the air of Ceres and the graceful Chaconne. The perfonuance would
have been better than adequate if everybody, including the orchestra players,
were always in tune. The Coffee Cantata
by Nicolas Bernier ( 1664 -1734) is not at
all like Bach's. It is a poem in praise of
the "favorable liqueur," the music consisting of an instrumental prelude and
three airs, each preceded by a recitative,
for soprano, flute, and continuo. A pleasant piece of considerable quality, it exposes the vocalist to the cruel competition
of a duetting flute; not many sopranos
nowadays can come away unscathed from
a contest with a flutist who has a steady
(breath and a good car, and Janine
clheau here is, unfortunately, not one of
N.B.
the exceptions.

DELIUS: Orchestral Works
Brigg Fair; A Song Before Sunrise;
Marche Caprice; On Hearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring; Summer Night on the
River; Sleigh Ride; Fennimore and Gerda;
Intermezzo.

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas Beechen, cond.
EMI- CAr1TOI. G 7116. LP. $4.98.

Some old friends are here: Beecham,
Delius, and some of the British composer's most popular short pieces. There are
also some novelties: the Marche Caprice
and Sleigh Ride have never before been
available in America. Neither is important Delius, though pleasant. The other
pieces are delicate, atmospheric, minor
masterpieces. No better introduction to
this composer can be imagined. Beecham
has been associated with Delius through
the years -his pre -war Society sets are hisContinued on page 60
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"...MERCURY HAS STRUCK GOLD
WITH CHERUBINI,
SERAFIN AND CALLAS ..
this recording
of Cherubini's MEDEA ..
seems to me
one of the most faithful
likenesses ever taken
of an opera
as musical drama...
.

.

MARLI MENEGH!N

CA LLAS

Deluxe factory- sealed Medea albums
available both monaurally (OL 3104) and stereophonically (SR 39000).

'I

... Able to rely on unfailing exactness of pitch and incomparable agility, (Callas) dyes her vocal color with anger, with
pleading, with fury, finally with marrow -freezing dementia...
Her Medea must rank as one of the most operatically effective
of the more than twenty characters she has brought to life on
records."
THE SATURDAY REVIEW, Herbert Weinstock

Recent releases:

MOZART

SLVIA

SERENADE i. s.... owe. m .a
FOR WIND INSTRUMENTS.
FREDBACN FENNEL

THE COMPOSER
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

main wim eHahE

NIDI DORI WgfNJUS SrYflaNt Da1E9a

',ORIENT SCHMITT
EA TRACEDIE

RICHARD

ALOME:

RAUS

SALOME

:r.l

T.

`tñ

DANCE OE THE SEVEN VEIL

EDOUARO 1,1_0

.6.4

NAMOUNA

PAUL

DETROIT SVNIPHO
ORCHESTRA

_41`

"

'

fltr
DELIBES Sylvia (complete ballet). London Symphony, Fistoulari. OL 2 -106
THE COMPOSER AND HIS ORCHESTRA. HANSON Suite from "Merry Mount." Eastman -Rochester Orchestra,
Hanson. MG50175
MOZART Serenade No. 10 for Winds. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Fennell. MG50176
SCHMITT La Tragédie de Salomé; LALO Namouna; STRAUSS Dance of the Seven Veils. Detroit Symphony, Paray. MG50177
STRAUSS FAMILY ALBUM A Night in Venice; Bahn Frei Polka; Music of the Spheres; Lorelei -Rheinklänge, and others.
Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. MG50178

For the best in stereo records, ask your dealer for Mercury Living Presence Stereo:

GERSHWIN Concerto in F; Rhapsody in Blue. Eugene List, piano. Eastman -Rochester Orchestra, Hanson. SR90002
RAVEL Boléro; Ma Mere l'Oye; CHABRIER Bourrée Fantasque. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90005
PROKOFIEV Love for Three Oranges Suite; Scythian Suite. London Symphony, Dorati. SR90006
STRAUSS Voices of Spring; Vienna Bon -bons; Champagne Polka; Artist's Life; Roses from the South.
Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR90008
MUSIC OF LEROY ANDERSON Vol. 1. Sandpaper Ballet; Forgotten Dreams; Serenata; Trumpeter's Lullaby; Penny -Whistle
Song; Sleigh Ride;
Bugler's Holiday; Irish Suite. Eastman -Rochester "Pops" Orchestra, Fennell. SR90009
RACHMANINOFF Symphony No. 2 in E minor. Detroit Symphony. Paray. SR90019
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toric-and nobody brings to the music this
degree of sensitivity, luminous command
of the orchestra, and sense of style.
H.C.S.
DVORAK: Symphony No. 5, in E minor,
Op. 95 ( "From the New World ")

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA VtcToR LM 2214.

LP.

84.98.

Orchestre National de la Radiodiffusion
Française, Constantin Silvestri, cond.
ANGEL 35623. LI'. 54.98.

.

Two fine versions of the Dvoiák E minor
are available here. Silvestri reveals none
of the eccentricities that made his recordings of the last three Tchaikovsky symphonies such spectacular examples of
misplaced virtuosity. He is steady, adheres to the basic tempos he sets (close
to the ones selected by Reiner), and
conducts with flair. His is a very exciting
version. My own tastes, however, incline
toward the Victor dise. For one reason,
it has glorious recorded sound, much better than the slightly muffled Angel; and
it has correspondingly clearer instrumental definition. Interpretatively, Reiner
shapes the elements of the symphony with
a stronger hand, and I feel a more cultivated musical mind. There are also Kubelik (London), Szell (Columbia), and
Toscanini (Victor) to consider in the
way of New Worlds, though when it
comes to sheer sumptuous recorded sound
the new Reiner is miles ahead of the
field.
H.C.S.

ELCAR: Symphony No. 2, in E flat, Op.
63; Cockaigne Overture, Op. 40
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Bank. cond.
WE5Tmts vin \\'ST 202. Two SD.
811.96.

Westminster could take justifiable pride
in its monophonic recordings of these two
important Elgar works; now its realistic
sound has been enhanced and expanded
in stereo. Of particular note is the clean
response to the percussion instruments.
The strings are a trifle light in the Overture, but in the Symphony they emerge
with full resonance. Boult's approach to
Cockaigne and the first two movements
of the Symphony is on the cautious side;
in the last two movements, however, he
gives more positive treatment to the long
but often noble score.
P.A.

GERSHWIN: An American in Paris
ICopland: Billy the Kid: Ballet Suite
RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra, Leon-

ard Bernstein, cvnd.
RCA CAxIuwN CAL 439.

LP.

$1.98.

GERSHWIN: An American in Paris;
Rhapsody in Blue
Reid Nihley, piano (in the Rhapsody);
Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel, cond.
WESTMINSTER X\VN 18687. LP. $4.98.
WESTMINSTER \VST 14002. SD.
$5.98.

GERSHWIN: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in F
Reid Nibley, piano; Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel, cond.
\VESrxussTER XWN 18684. LP. $4.98.

GERSHWIN: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in F; Rhapsody in Blue

Euttne List, piano; Eastman -Rochester
Symphony Orchestra, Howard Hanson,
cond.
NIERCCRY SR 90002. SD.
$5.98.

Three of George Gershwin's principal orchc.trtl cxnnpositions receive a wide variety of interpretative and sonic treatment
on these five discs.
From the technical standpoint, the performances by Ahravanel and the Utah
Symphony are excellent. Interpretatively,
however, the playing leaves something
to he desired- mainly a feeling of ahandon, strangely missing from everything
but the Rhapsody in Blue and the last
movement of the Concerto. Elsewhere,
everything is very clear but quite
straightforward , even sedate. Reid Nib ley's piano solos are well handled, though
there certainly could be more flash in his
playing of the Concerto, which is positively sleepy in the second movemtent.
The engineers have provided clean,
transparent monophonic sound, which
even allows the banjo to emerge in the
original scoring of the Rhapsody. The
only place they have failed is in An
American in Paris, where the upper frequencies are markedly distorted. This,
however, may have been due to a faulty
pressing of the review copy, because the
stereo version is exceptionally bright and
clear. The two-channel version of the
Rhapsody -while it is inclined to lose the
aforementioned banjo -is remarkable for
over -all perspective, in depth as well as
breadth.
For the convenience of those who may
want only two of the above works in
some other monophonic combination,
Westminster has considerately coupled
An American in Paris with the Concerto
on XWN 18686, and the Rhapsody with
the Concerto on XWN 18685.
Musically, Mercury's List -Hanson disc
of the Rhapsody and the Concerto far
outranks the Nihley-Ahravanel efforts.
Not only chops every note conic out with
perfect clarity but both soloist and conductor infuse everything with a lively
spirit, at the sanie time maint: ' g a
judicious balance between symphonic
and jazz elements. \Vlaile the disc is
emitumtly satisfying sonically, the stereo
effect, however, is much less marked than
in the Westminster recording, so that
there is little appreciable difference between last year's monophonic version
( MC 50138) and the new stereo release.
This is rather surprising, since Mercury's
stereo tape of the Rhapsody ( MWS 5-47 )
is among the most startlingly lifelike and
wide -range I have encountered.
Bernstein recordings, made back in
78 -rpm days, are completely out of the
running. The sound quality is not up to
that of many other Camden reissues, and
the performances, while acceptable in

most respects, are not distinctive enough
to outweigh the sonic shortcomings. Morton Gould's monophonic readings of
both An American in Paris and Billy the
Kid on RCA Victor are definitely superior.
P.A.

GLINKA: Ruskin and Ludmilla: Overture; Valse faantaisie; A Life for the
Tsar: Overture; Jota Aragonesa; Kamarinskaya; A Night in Madrid
Bamberg Symphony Orchestra, Joncl Per lea, cond.
Vox l'L 10600. LP. 84.98.
Vox STYL 10600. SD. $5.95.
Although Mikhail Ivanovitch Glinka, the
first important Russian nationalist composer, found means for exploiting the
characteristic nationalistic music of Spain,
as is evidenced by his Jota Aragonesa and
A Night in Madrid, he made his greatest
mark when working in the Russian idiom,
best displayed on the present dise by his
Overture to Russan and Ludmilla and
Kamarin.skaya. The Overture to A Life
for the Tsar is more Italiana to than
Slavic, and the Valse fantaisie i. interesting particularly as foreshadowing the
ballet waltzes of Tchaikovsky, which it
must surely have influenced.
Unfortunately, l'erlea doesn't get very
excited over his assignment. His tempos,
especially in Ruslan and Ludmilla and
Kaunarin.skaga, are decidedly on the slow,
deliberate side; and nowhere aloes he
whip up much enthusiasm either in orchestra or in auditor.
Here is one instance where the monophonic version definitely outshines the
stereophonic one. Even the record surfaces of the former have a shinier appearance, and the sonies are sufficiently
clearer and brighter to offset what little
spatial illusion is present in the stereo
disc, which is noticeably lacking in clean
highs. Furthermore, though the label indicates its presence, A Night in Madrid
is omitted from the stereo edition.
All in all, Glinka could have been
better served.
l'.A.

MENDELSSOiIN: Symphonies: No. 4, in
A, Op. 90 ( "Italian "); No. 5, in D, Op.
107 ( "Reformation ")
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch, cond.
RCA Vic roa LM 2221. LP. 84.98.
RCA Vieron LSC 2221. SD.
$5.98.

Munch seems perfectly at home in this
kind of nnusic, and presents both scores
in ultratuilished performances. His ideas
about the Italian are orthodox, well considered, and thoroughly reliable in execution. \IendeLssohn's Italian has not
lacked good recordings, and this is one
of the best. The Reformation-mislabeled
D minor on the sleeve and disc; every
reference saes D major -also receives a
fine interpretation, though aside front the
second nuoveuant it is one of the composer's most solemnly turgid scores, and
it is hard to see how any conductor could

Continued on page 62
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Boris Christoff

Sir Thomas Beecham

Louis Kentner

bass
Orchestra and Chorus of the
Opera House, Rome
VITTORIO GUI conductor
Operatic Arias by Verdi and Bellini
G 7125

conducting
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Haydn: The Salomon Symphonies
Volume I (Nos. 93-98) three records

piano
The Philharmonia Orchestra
SIR ADRIAN BOULT conductor
Brahms: Concerto No. 2 in B Flat
for Piano and Orchestra

Sir Eugene COOSSells

Rosalyn Toreck

conducting
The Philharmonia Orchestra
Albéniz: Iberia (orchestrated by Arbós)
Scriabin: Poème d'Extase, Rêverie

Rudolf Kempe

piano
Bach: Goldberg Variations
Two records

The Philharmonia Orchestra

GCR 7127

G 7133

GBR 7134

G 7129

Crani Jolianne,cn

conducting
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Debussy: Printemps
Danse (orchestrated by Ravel)

piano
The London Symphony Orchestra
SIR EUGENE GOOSSENS conductor
D'Indy: Symphony on a French
Mountain Air, Op. 25. Fauré: Fantaisie
for Piano and Orchestra. Op. 111
LAWRANCE COLLINGWOOD cond.
Saint- Saéns: Wedding Cake
(Caprice -Valse)

Turku': Danzas Fantásticas
Procesión Del Rocio, Op.
G 7130

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No.
B Minor (Pathétique)

6 In

G 7128

Robert Irving

La

conducting

9

Sir 112lcolut Sargent
conducting
The Philharmonia Orchestra
Dvo -rék: Symphonic Variations, Op.78
Tchaikovsky: Theme and Variations
from Suite No. 3 in G
G 7131

G 7132

Capitol EMI

HEAR EUROPE'S

MOST RENOWNED ARTISTS

NOW ON THIS NEW
LABEL:

WITH THE NEW RECORDINGS listed here,
important high-fidelity albums from the most distinguished
classical catalogue in all Europe are now available in this country.
Among them -and the many significant releases to come
you will hear performances precisely to your taste.
35

-

Recorded by Electric & Musical Industries Limited, Hayes, Middlesex, England
Released by Capitol Records, Inc.

NOVEMBER 1958
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vitalize it. Munch is aided by flawless recording.
Direct comparison of the stereo version
against the monophonic played through
two speakers gives the edge to the stereo
for its more rounded quality, greater presntal color. The monoence and instr
phonic edition naturally is flatter, but
without direct comparison few ears would
be able to tell the difference.
H.C.S.
MOZART: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: No. 23, in A, K. 488; No. 16,
in D, K. 451

Rudolf Serkin, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Alexander Schneider,
cond.
COLUMBIA

\IL

5297.

LP.

53.98.

Anyone looking for a recording of the A
major Concerto is advised to consider this
one carefully before making a decision.
Up to now the best available ones, in my
opinion, have been those by Haskil and
Badura- Skocla. Now comes Serkin with a
first-class porforulanec, balance that is almost as perfect as in the Haskil, and
sound that is as wool as in the other two
If I had to split hairs, I would put the
Haskil first and the Serkin next, mainly
because Serkin's tempo for the Andante
seems to he imposed upon the
while Haskil's appears to be imposed by
the msic, and because his touch in the
finale is less percussive than RaduraSkoda's.
Anyone looking for a recording of the
D major Concerto need look no further.
There isn't any other in the catalogue,
and this is a fine one. The neglect of this
work is hard to understand. It is broadly
conceived, mostly extrovert in character
but full of
xpoeted touches, such as
the chromatic modulating passales in the
first movement, or the sudden shift to a
dance rhythm near the end of the finale.
The whole thing has a brio and sparkle
that make one think of Mozart's operas.
N.B.

MOZART: Idomeneo, K. 366
Sena Jurinac (s), Ilia; Lucille Udovick
(s), Electra; Richard Lewis (t ), Idomeneo; Leopold Sinoneau (t), Idamnante;
William McAlpine (t), High Priest;
James \hilligan (b), Arbace; Hervey
Alan ( I's ), Voice of Neptune. Gly'ndeIourne Festival Chorus and Orchestra,

John Pritchard, coed.
ANGEL 3574C. 'l'hree LP.
$11.94).

$15.94 (or

Mozart's great opera seria, composed in
his twenty- fourth year, is, except for
Don (:imuaoi. the biggest -scaled work
he ever undertook. We no longer see it
staged very much because the music
makes terrific demands upon the singers,
because the paraphernalia of opera seria
are now either outnxxled (long secco
recitatives, few ensembles, a predominance of high voices) or outlawed (castratos), and finally because the plot
moves at a snail's pace.
The priest \'aresco, Mozart's librettist,
was a fairly talented poet, but he was no
dramatist at all. He borrowed the story

not from classical mythology, but from
several early eighteenth -century French
sources which in turn trace hack to the
Biblical narrative of Jephtha. King Idonteneo, returning by ship from the Trojan
war, saves himself from drowning in a
fierce storm by vowing to sacrifice to Neptune the first person he meets when he
reaches land. He meets his son, Idantante. In horror he attempts to evade
his oath, but Neptune forces hint to fulfill
it by sending a sea -monster to harass
Crete. Just as he is abut to sacrifice his
son, however, the voice of Neptune
rumbles an absolution from the deep.
This, in essence, is the plot. I have not
indeed mentioned two of the uuajor characters, but they are quite independent of
the plot: Ilia, the captive Trojan princeSS, who wins Idantante; and Electra.
daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, who doesn't.
These elements Varescon strong out in
a libretto of heroic length; even with the
generous cuts \lozart made in the text.
the opera takes well over three hours to
perform. There have been a number of
attempts in the present century to streamline Idomeneo, those of Richard Strauss
and Ermanno Wolf- Ferrari being the lxst
known. The Wolf-Ferrari edition had a
short career on LP but soon vanished.
Strauss's version, which contains long
lf,
stretches of
sic composed by I
is not likely to be resurrected, fascinating though it would be to hear it.
Around six or seven years ago the Haydn
Society pnxluced a four -record, almost
completely uncut Idomeneo which insic that Mozart
cluded the long ballet
wrote for the end of the opera. This recording lacked great singers, bit the
work was done with a real sense of style
and magnitude as well as with a reverence for the t'r -text only too rare in recordings of unfamiliar operas.
This sense of reverence is just what is
absent from the new Gh'ndebonrne recording. Cuts were inevitable since the
recording represents an actual staged version (as the Haydn Society's did not),
but the number and kinds of cuts are
completely inexcusable. At last seventy
per cent of the secco recitative is gone, a
great part of the recitative for which \lozart wrote wonderful orchestral accomnpaninxnts is also gone, virtually every
aria and ensemble has been sliced into,
a huge chunk of the great chorus "Net tan o s'onori" is missing, even half of the
brief subterranean pronouncement of
Neptune, the climax of the work, has
been left out. All this doesn't merely
Mean that the listener will miss hearing
the tiny, expressive recitative just before
Zcfferiti lu'inghieri, most of the middle
section of Electra's tremendous aria,
" D'Oreste, d'AÍace," and dozens of other
equally fine things. More importantly, it
means that the Glyndebourne version
gives an entirely misleading conception
of the opera. ldomeneu is a vast work,
not only of epic size but of epic intention.
To pare it down to suit a small opera
house and an audience that wants to
make the 10::32 back to London is to
do it a grave injustice.
The performance? Quite beautiful, but
again small-scaled. The Electra of Lu-

cille Udovick is almost perfect technically
( she protes once for all that Electra's
music run he sung). but it lacks even a
suggestion of fire; the saute is true of the
passive Idantante of Leopold Sinoneau,
whose high voice has to contend with a
boa -king part written for a male soprano
and inespertly transposed for tenor. Sena
Juriiae is so splendid, vocally and dramatically. that it is almost worth the price
of the album to have the sections in
which she sings. As Idnmenco, Richard
Lewis undertakes a role for which he
simply does not have the techui,nu.
Even with most of the fioraturr \cised
from his arias he has a difficult tinte of it.
The el orus is very good, the orchestra
reasonably so. The engineering is somewhat thin -sounding.
D.J.

MOZART: Quintets for Strings: No. 5. in
G minor. K. .516; No. 3, in C minor, K.
406
William Primrose. viola; Griller Quartet.
\'.vxcc.xnn VHS 1029. LP. 8498.
Magnificent performances, beautifully recorded. The Grillers are remarkably
niit mils in style. sshich is ex-

pected of all good quartets, but in quality
of tone. \shish is less cuunnon. And Primrose fits in perfectly on both counts. Evenhaxly sings. and everybody knows his
function in the ensemble at even moment. Those of us who learned to know
stork as the great Son mule
the C
for eight wind instruments will probably
always regard Mozart's arrangement of it
tot as only an arrangement.
for string q
But it must be admitted that the Grillers
stake a very persuasive ease for it. They
bring oat, with great sensitivity. all the
passion and the pathos in Toth of these
masterpieces.
For the benefit of those who find themselves doing a double take at the photograph on the sleeve, it should perhaps
be explained that the caption "Mozart by
Rodin" is eurrect. even though the sculptured bead depicted looks exactly like
\Iahler. It seen us Rodin decided that \lozart LNOkeel very much like \Iahler,
N.13.
whom the sculptor knew.
\IUSSORGSKY: Pictures from an exhibition mesh. Ravel )
t Ravel : Boléro
Reval Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Eugene Geossens. cond.
E \II- C.serruL C 7120. LP. 8498.
I

\IUSSORGS1Y: Pictures from an exhibi'
torch. Ravel); Pictures from an
exhibition (original version)
Nadia Heisenberg, piano; Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra of Lnndun. Artur
lmlzinski. cond.
\VIsrxuNSTER N \\'N 18271. LP. 5398.
a gaxxl orchestra, it is very hard to
gist- a had perfnrntance of the \Inssorgsky -Ilav el Pictures. Rodzinski and Goossells hase the required orchestras and
both men are e\periencrd conductors:

Given

Continued on page 64
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GREAT OPERATIC
ADDITIONS
TO THE WORLD'S

GREATEST CATALOG
OF

Lp

RECORDS

EILEEN FARRELL
'LEEN

FARRELL AS MEDEA

ML 5325

RICHARD TUCKER
MOZART: t .,i FAN TUTTE
3-record set SL 122
MASCAGNI: CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA and
LEONGAVALLO: PAGLIACCI
3- record set SL 124

OONIZETTI: LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR
2- record set

SL 127

ANTONIETTA STELLA
PUCCINI: LA BOHÈME
2- record set M2L 401

HIGH -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

rio rte Marc., Rol.
division of Columbia Broadcasting system, Inc

® "Columbia'. "Masterworks"
A
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NEW FOR CHRISTMAS
the
glowing sound
on

STEREO AGE
stereophonic
discs
Appearing below are the titles now available in the most distin
guished library of stereophonic music yet offered to music listeners.
Stereo Age, though barely a year old, is already winning the en
thusiastic recognition of critics and collectors for the unusually high
and for its
character of its repertoire and its artistic standards
"glowing sound" that is at once utterly natural, true, clean, and in
realistic dimensional balance. Logically, this stereo product is packin handsome library albums
aged to reflect its superior character
with linen -bound title edges. The appeal throughout is to music
listeners of judgment and of developed taste. For your collection, or
to give as a fine gift this season, choose stereo discs by Stereo Age
at leading music dealers.

...

-

-

-

A surpassingly beautiful recording of
The Harp of Edward Vito
performed by
works by Hindemith, Prokofieff, Debussy, Pierne
one of the world's leading harpists. CD-1, $6.95.

the results are bound to be fine. On the
whole, I lint the Rodzinski a little more
exciting. the COOssens somewhat better
recorded. Yet, paradoxically, %%hile the
Westminster disc is a little muffled in
sound, some of the details are clearer.
The ponticello eflects in Commis are
mach more to the fore. and >tunning1v
SO, than in the contpetiti\o dise. This was
Probably due to microphone placement.
for on the whole the E \II- Capitol disc
has much mure tonal Vitality and presence.
Westminster has come up with they fine
idea of bracketing the orchestration with
the original piano Version. played by
Nadia Heisenberg. here, as always, the
most tasteful and proficient Of pianists.
It's too bad her recording suffers from a
thick-sounding ha SS that was impossible
to time out. The (.00SSenS filler, Navel's
Boléro, moves :dong at a steady, %well controlled clip, Vcith the conductor maintaining his basic tempo. Veil fine, all
%V0>11(1
rev: uunend the
around, but
Westminster disc for the sake of the
tauter quality that Rodzinski gets, and
also for the interesting coupling. H.C.S.
1

OFFENBACH: Gatti Parixienne

(arr.

Rosenthal)
Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,
conci.

RCA CxxinEx CAL 4:38.

...

LP.

81.98.

Modern Chamber Masterpieces. Kurka: Sonata #4 for Violin &
Piano. Ben -Haim: Trio, Opus 22. Two remarkable modern works, recorded in concert. Robert Kurka (1922 -1957) is an American composer of rapidly increasing stature. Ben -Haim is Israel's leading

As practically everyone knows, Gaîté Parixienne is a frothy romp arranged by
\lanuel Rosenthal from several Offenbach operettas. The present recording of
the work, first issued nine or ten .ears
ago on 78 rpm. offered the first complete
performance of the ballet on discs. Since
it was also One of the earliest recordings
to be made on magnetic tape, its transfer
to LP at the Very inception of the RCA
Victor LP catalogue was easy and exceptionally t fi ti.,. 'There have been subsequent versions of the complete ballet
on records, inclucliug a later one by Fiedler and the fops. They may have slightly
superior sonic qualities. hill to my way
of thinking, none has ever come as close
to the true carefree spirit of the music
as this one. Now reissued at a bargain
price, it still wins my vote as the pre-

contemporary.

ferred interpretation.

-

Kohon String Quartet. "
Bartok: 2nd String Quartet
mirably brilliant, lucid and well -balanced." (High Fidelity) "
" (Saturday Review) CD -2, $6.95.
auspicious send -off

...

..

...

adan

Shostakovich: Concerto for Piano & Orchestra; Britten: Variations
Strings of the New York Chamber
Symphony, with piano and trumpet soloists. The first orchestral reand a
two modern masterpieces
cording by Stereo Age
brilliant new standard in sound. CD -3, $6.95.
on a Theme of Frank Bridge

-

...

...

-

.

Songs beautiful
Songs of Charles Ives; Devy Barnett, soprano
and moving, expressively performed by a gifted young Stereo Age

discovery. CD -4, $6.95.

CD -5,

$6.95.

Modern Masterpieces for Piano. Works of Bela Bartok, Dmitri
Kabalevsky, and Paul Ben -Haim. Isabelle Byman, a Schubert Memorial
artist, performs in this group of brilliant pieces which test the full
range of Steinway "D" tone and dynamics. CD -6, $6.95.
Jazz From New York /Stereo Mosaic. Side 1: "Bedrock" jazz featuring Coleman Hawkins, Joe Thomas, J. C. Higginbotham & All -Stars

very exciting
.
.
brightly crisp, well- localized stereoism
("
High Fidelity). Side 2: Excerpts from Stereo Age releases
indeed."
an ideal, all -music stereo demonstration disc. SD -1, $4.95.

-

-

SThe Seal of Master Quality
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144 UPPER MON T C LA T R,
NEW JERSEY

PROKOFIEV: Sinfonia Concertante for
}

Cello and Orchestra, Op. 125
'
If: Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 14

Rachma

\Istislav Rostropovicb, cello: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Malcolm Sargent,
cowl.
EMI- CAerrot. C 7121. LP. 84.98.
This is the work \chith Rostropovich introduced to American audiences two or
three years ago as l'otkoliev's second
cello concerto: the change in title is unexplained and the new title is not eery apt,
for the piece is a full -blown concerto in
the romantic Virtuoso tradition. It is l'rokofiev's last work, completed not long before his death in 1953, but it is based
upon another cello concerto written twenContinued
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RCA Victor brings you the finest in opera -on- records. Superb casts, superior

sound! These full -length performances come complete with librettos.
RCA

VICTOR

RCAVICTOR

DONIZETTI

!'a

LUCIA
DI LAMMERMOOR
PETERS
PEERCE
TOZZI
MAERO

&

Puccini

TOSCA

Rome Opera of se Ore
Chorus Leinsdorf, Conductor

Peters, Peerce, Maero, Tozzi. Leinsdorf.
records. Recorded in Rome, with Rome
Opera House Orchestra and Chorus.
2

PUCCINI
MADAMA

Milanov
Bjoerling

Warren

BUTTERFLY

Rome Opera House
Orchestra and Chorus
Erich Leinsdorf,

MOFFO VALLETTI
ELIAS CESARI
CORENA LEINSDORF,
cond.

Conductor

Milanov, Bjoerling, Warren. Leinsdorf. 2
records. Recorded in Rome, with Rome
Opera House Orchestra and Chorus.

RCA VICTOR
ICTOR

Moffo, Valletti, Elias, Cesari. _einsdorf. 3
records. Recorded in Rome, with Rome
Opera House Orchestra and Chorus:

RCA VICTOR

RCA b icor Atclrupulrtan

Opera Krcordino

SAMUEL BARBER

PONCHIELLI
La Gioconda
MILANOV DISTEFANO WARREN
ELIAS

PREVITALI

i

rp"oocT

Mascagni

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA=:
Tebaldi, Bjoerling, Bastianini,
Corsi, Danl.

Vanessa
LIBRETTO
BY

GIAN -CARLO
M ENOTTI

STEBER GEDD
ELIAS TOZZI
RESNIK
DIM ITRI

MITROPOULO
CONDUCTOR

METROPOLITAN OPERA
ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

PULITZER PRIZE

Irk
Milanov,
Previtali.

OPERA

.soufi.

Stefano, Warren, Elias, Amparan.
records. Orch. and Chorus of
the Accademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome.
Di

3

Tebaldi, Bjoerling, Bastianini. Erede. Side
4: Bjoerling arias. 2 records. Recorded in
the Teatro Communale, Florence, Italy.

Pulitzer Prize Opera. Steber, Gedda, Elias,
Tozzi, Resnik. Mitropoulos. Side 6: scenes
from great operas. 3 records'

*ALSO AVAILABLE ON NEW LIVING STEREO RECORDS.

The world's greatest artists are on

RCA-VICTOR
®

\I>\

f:NIBPa1

1

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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ty years earlier. It is a rhapsodic piece,
extremely rich in thematic material and
complex devices for the soloist; its first
movement is weak, but the other two are
in the great line of a composer whose
contributions to the literature of the concerto are outstandingly successful.
The performance, especially that of the
solo part, is superb; Rostropovich is the
David Oistrakh of the cello. The recordA.F.
ing will have to do.

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 1, in D,
Op. 25 ( "Classical ") -See Bizet: Symphony in C.
RACHMANINOFF: Vocalise, Op. 34,
No. 14 -See Prokofiev: Sinfonia Concertante for Cello and Orchestra, Op.
125.

RAVEL: Boléro -See Mussorgsky: Pictures from an exhibition.
RAVEL: Boléro; La Valse; Rapsodie espagnole
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
Cot.urnuA ML 5293. LP. 83.98.
ItiplicEach of these works has had a
ity of fine LP recordings, and the present
her. Bernstein has a
disc adds to the
tremendous flair for music of this sort, and
he conducts the three scores with all the
Tire one would imagine. The Philharmonic plays for 1' as it does for few
conductors; here it sounds like the great
orchestra it can be and not always is.
Bernstein interpretation of the Rapsodie
espagnole falls midway between Ansermet's supple, suave conducting and Rein er's precise, virtuoso approach. Color and
rhythm predominate in Bernstein 's reading of all three works, and plenty of temperament. The recorded sound is excelH.C.S.
lent.

RAVEL: Boléro; Ma Mère l'oye
(Chabrier: Bourrée fantasque
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Paul Paray,

tond.
Mew:mix SR 90(1(15.

SD.

$5.98.

Here is an instance where a stereo disc
gives a stereo tape very stiff competition.
On tape, Party's moderately paced reading of the Boléro emerges with the cleanest, least distorted sound I have ever encountered in this work. Because Mercury
has not tried to crowd it onto one record
side with something else, it also comes out
with amazing freedom from distortion in
the stereo version. Only the strings lack
some of the brightness to be found on the
tape; and for once, the disc's surfaces are
far quieter than the tape's, where a
steady hiss is present. The Mother Goose
Suite, carefully set forth, and Felix Mot tI's admirable orchestration of Chabrier s
Bourrée fantasque, done to a spirited turn
by Paray and his fine orchestra, also compare most favorably with the tape recordings. The stereo effect is less evident in
the former, because most of the important
music emanates from the left and center,
P.A.
but in the latter it gets full play.

RAVEL: Ma Mère l'oye -See Debussy:
Trois Nocturnes.

SCHUBERT: Songs

ROSSINI: Overtures

Der Wanderer an den Mond; liber
\Vildentann; Der Einsame; Aufliisung;
Der Kreuzzug; Totengriibers llci,uecla;
Nachtciolen; Früldingssehnsucht; Geheimes; Rastlose Liebe; Liebesbotschaft;
im Abendroth; Abschied.

Il Barbiere di Siviglia; La Scala di seta;
Guillaume Tell; La Guzzat ladra; L'ltaliana in Algeri; La Cenerentola.

Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau, baritone; Cerald Moore, piano.
ANGEL 35624. LP. $4.98 (or 83.98).

Orchestre Natimma dc la Radiodiffusion
Française, Igor Markevitch, cond.
ANGEL 35548. LP. 84.98 (or 83.98).

The only matter not to rejoice about
here is that Angel does not give us the
texts of the songs. One needs the texts
in order to savor fully the marvelous
things that Schubert, Fischer-Dieskau,
and Gerald Moore do with them. ('ber
\l'ildesuau was the only piece I had
newer heard before; so far as I know, this
is its first recording. It is one of Sehubert's 'big" utterances, a turbulent, Byronic outburst with a treacherously diffilit. But the two jewels
cult accomp:
of the collection are Totengriibers Hcimittii and Liebesbotschaft. The latter, the
first of the Sehteanengesang, is a perfect
illustration of Fischer- Dieskaui s fabulous
legato phrasing.: if this be not bel canto,
then I never s' rit, nor no man ever sung.
The text of tiI other song does not deserve the condescending attitude of the
notewriter: it provided Schubert with a
whole draina in miniature, and when, after its tormented opening pages, FischerDieskaum conics to the serene resignation
felt
of the final phrase -"ich komme
konum "' -one experiences something very
D.J.
like catharsis.

RAVEL: Rapsodie espagnole -See Debussy: La Mer.

Seven other conductors are included in
current lists of LP discs devoted entirely
to Rossini overtures. 'Toscanini has always, of course, occupied the locus class icus; ranged round him on the lower
slopes of Parnassus, boasting brighter
%vices but confessing duller spirits, are
Rossi, Calliera, Van Beinum, Dorati,
Fricsay, and Camba. Now cones a new
Jove to challenge the throne.
After liste g and reliste g to these
six overtures and then comparing RCA
Victor LM 2040, I am tempted to shout,
"The king is dead, long live the king!"
But Markevitch's Rossini does not so
much supplant Tmscaninï s ( save uni (ally ) as carry on the Toscanini tradition. The tempos are wonderfully like:
graceful and alert ( never languid) in
the intnxluctions; fleet, joyous, shot
through with light in the allegros: pyrotechnic in the codas and coxlettas. And
loth conductors kuuww. as no one else
does, how to build the Rossini crescendo.
The one conspiciwns deviation from
the Toscanini approach -a highly interesting one-is the prominence given to
the martial elements ( particularly side
dnnn and triangle) in the overture to
The Thieving Magpie. By such paintings
up of atmosphere (the opera has to do,
among other things, with a deserter
from the army) Markevitch suggests lue
knows more of this fine work than the
overture. Perhaps some day he will give
D.J.
us the whole thing.

SAiNTSAENS: Introduction and Rondo
capriccioso, Op. 28 -See Tchaikovsky:
Concerto for Violin coud Orchestra, in
D, Op. 35.

SCARLATTI: Sonatas for Harpsichord,
Vol. 19

Fernando Valenti, harpsichord.
\VESuauNSTER NWN 18705. LP. $4.98.

Another fascinating Latch. L. 474, with
its innocent beginuiimg, pathetic continuation, anti dramatic finish in each half;
L. 11, wvith its highly c\prssive ornamentation; the seemingly progrunatic L. 45,
mvith its sharp changes of mood; the festive L. 240h; anti L. 483, with its easy t
guimg gaiety -these are perhaps the
striking of the group, but each of the
others has something Of interest. Valenti
stems to be getting even letter as he
goes along. i have not heard him play
more fancifully or with more feeling.
N.B.

...

SCHUMANN: Symphonies: No. 1, in B
flat, Op. 38 ( "Spring"); No. 2, in C,
Op. 61; No. 3, in E flat, Op. 97 ( "Rhenish"); No. 4, in D minor, Op. 120

Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boula, cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 2223. Two LP.
87.96.
WESTMINSTER WST 14013/16. Four
SD. $5.98 each.

The monophonic version here marks the
first time in the history of the phonograph that the four Schumann symphonies have been brought together in a
single album set. The idea is praise worthy, luit the results disappointing.
Generally, Boula either speeds off in a
great shower of gravel, as in the Third
Symphony, or is curiously listless, as in
oho slow movement of the First. Normally
une of the sanest and most dependable of
conductors, Boult is singularly unconvincann interpreter, and his
ing as a Sel
work at best cannot le called much
more than routine. Even the heavenly
slow movement of the C major, perhaps
the most persona effusion Schumann
ever penned, is spelled by Bottle's matter of -fact phrasing amid his fast tempo. The
stereo versions naturally sound fuller than
the monophonic, lut as the price differential is staggering and the performances are
questionable to begin with, it doesn't
H.C.S.
much smatter.

Continued on page 74
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AUDIO FIDELITY RECORDS

bring you unsurpassed sound reproduction
with new positive microphone techniques, emphasis on clarity, brilliance and
quality of recording consistent with maximum definition and minimum distortion,
realizing the ultimate in signal to noise ratio, plus advanced engineering
techniques to maintain maximum level and dynamic range. Pressed on pure virgin vinyl
specially formulated to result in the long -wear of the high frequency groove
etchings as well as the long life of the recording. Factually the highest standard in high fidelity.

AUDIO FIDELITY® RECORDS
The Highest Standard in High Fidelity
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AUDIO FIDELITY RECORDS, manufacturers of the World's
First Stereophonic High Fidelity Record- STEREODISC*

Please write for free catalog
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770 Eleventh Avenue; New York 19, N. Y.
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Everybody is talking about
the phenomena/

and their great Dixieland albums that leave
tradition gasping happily! Hot trumpets ... sweet

... cool clarinets ... low -down popping

trumpets
trombones

.

.

... and a wild

wicked traps . . . a crazy tuba
banjo make these the swingingest,
.

New Orleans Dixie albums ever recorded!

YOU HAVE TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT!
OR CSMRYE

with n.

...ro....u..

OF
DIXIELAND

,,,,,,,/DII,CES
vo-uRlE

ON CAMPUS
AFLP 1891
...YOU HAVE TO MEAR IT TO EELIEVE ITI

®

CIRCUS TIME .RRn the

".4----'DUICES OF
vowrE s

..ru..
._.....

DIXIELAND

041 HAVE

TO HEAR IT TO EIELIEVE IT,

AUDIO
FIDELITY®

RECORDS

CIRCUS TIME

High Fidelity plus an

AFLP 1863
MARCH ORAE

TIMER

Exciting Emotional Experience!

fr"---DUKES OF
DIXIELAND

..

Lend an ear to some of the most earthshaking sounds and musical effects ever
recorded
and the Fi is fantastically
high! These are not ordinary recordings
... but true high fidelity recordings of the

...

MARDI GRAS TIME
AFLP 1862

...

The fabulous Dukes of Dixieland Series:

AFLP 1861

total recordable frequency spectrum with
full emotional depth and meaning! This
is true sound as it should be heard .. .
felt
enjoyed!

MINSTREL TIME Vol. 5

recorded in brilliant high fidelity
ON BOURBON STREET Vol. 4
AFLP 1851 MARCHING ALONG Vol. 3
$5.95 each 12 inch LP
AFLP 1840 THE PHENOMENAL DUKES Vol. 2
AFLP 1823 THE DUKES OF DIXIELAND Vol.
www.americanradiohistory.com
AFLP 1860

1

Music of the

SPECIAL HI -PI
SHOW EDITION

LEON BERRY

I Ih.

Addle

GIANT

east

WURLITZER

PIPE ORGAN
HUB RINK. CHICAGO

Alqq IqRITYAfU

featuring

MOHAMMED EL- BAKKAR

Itil

--

A thrilling new excursion into the
world of Theatre Organ music! The
finest Hi -Fi recording on the Organ
ever made! Volume 1 AFLP 1828

Incomparable, provocative Patachou
in English. Each
sings in French
song a show stopper
each bursting
with verve, joie de vivre! AFLP 1814

Leon Berry at the Giant in the Basement and an exciting session of pop
favorites. Volume 3 AFLP 1844

A

and his Oriental Ensemble

-

a long
moon -drenched nite
and the accordion of
Jo Basile creates the enchantment
of a Rendezvous a Paris. AFLP 1821

soft sigh

.

.

.

Arm

BAGPIPES AND DRUMS :::óä`a

.....1..1.,,.1..........

801010r10uIUlP

Skirling Bag Pipes, rattling snares
and a booming bass drum! A thrilling
performance by the New York City 9th
Regiment Pipe Band. AFLP 1857

t

ccro+NS.I.,BS... ...«......

f.e tI,!

sparkling array of entertaining toe
tapping tunes, provocatively varied
in pacing make this a high fidelity
musical extravaganza! AFLP 1825
A

-

.

ELECTRONIC ORGAN
``I

}E

44,14

Exotic, tantalizing native music
that goes back to ancient slave
markets. idol worship, the
Sphinx and Pyramids. Music
that is earthy, sensuous, untamed and raw... yet orthodox!
As illustrated

-

Top to bottom:

AFRICAN ARAB

AFLP 1858

PORT SAID

AFIP 1833

SULTAN OF BAGDAD

AFIP 1834

aI.

it
/Skin
'

F.

F:ITFISIétFk9'

JACK ANDERSON at the BALDWIN ORGAN

L

Easy listening as Jack Anderson, at
the Baldwin Organ, opens a magic
portal to a panorama of sound no
instrument can match! AFLP 1856

Scintillating tropical rhythms played
by six man marimbas plus orchestra.
Latin American favorites in brilliant
high fidelity. AFLP 1802

AUDIO FIDELITY,.

AUDIO

STEREODISC'

the world's first compatible stereophonic high fidelity record
See the new

FIDELITY

STEREO

deluxe

AUDIO FIDELITY

MASTER TA PE

STEREODISC* album package

at your dealer!

1a2

r

X Apto

Tape equivalent to

lïi,

the Original Master!

SrEREODISC

FIDELITY

high fidelity

AUDIO FIDSS.ITY

u3mOW

compatible
stereophonic

:
DEAI/ISIRAi111

AND

MU EFFECTS RECORD

L

110116
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Avronxuiraë

AFSD 5890

A highly entertaining, informative demonstration of stereophonic sound on a record. Includes
instrumentation, vocalization plus a variety of
.ound effects, recorded "on location ", from
Bridgehampton Road Race Center, Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, New Orleans Railroad Yards
to lions, tigers, elephant, and fire engines.
Available on STEREODISC* only

STEREO DEMONSTRATION

EFFECTS

& SOUND

:

DDKBS OF

,,.......................

Hear for the very first time on a record, unsurpassed stereophonic reproduction of the total recordable frequency spectrum with absolute guaranteed distortion-free reproduction, maximum dynamics, maximum signal,
perfect balance, purest definition, highest brilliance, and startling realism
plus exciting entertainment!

ON

-

y

BOURBON
STREET
VOLUME 4
AFST 1860

AUDIO FIDELITY STEREODISCS'
AFSD 5825

MALLET

AFSD 5830

JOHNNY PULED

AFSD
AFSD

AFSD
AFSD

AFSD

AFSD
AFSD

AFSD

WURLITZER

5861

PIPE ORGAN

at the

AFSD 5873

SUTTON PLACE SOUTH

AFST

AFSD 5874

BEVERLY KELLY SINGS

AFST 1830

AFSD 5815

This is PAT MORAN

AFSD 5876

ZONKY

AFSD 5871

AL HIRT

AFSD 5881

INTERNATIONAL SOIREE, PATACHOU

BAWDY

AFSD 5882

5848
AFSD 5849

LA ZAMBRA

AFSD 5883

LIONEL

AFSD

AFSD 5851

Marching Along with

PIPE ORGAN

SONGS

BALLADS, Vol

AND BACKROOM

THE DUKES

OF

4

DIXIELAND, Vol.

3

5884

ELECTRONIC ORGAN

AFSD 5857

BAGPIPES

AFSD 5858

THE AFRICAN ARAB

AFSD 5859

JOHNNY PULED and his
HARMONICA GANG, Vol

AFST

1835
1836

BULLRING! La Fiesta Brava! Vol. 4
AMERICAN MILITARY MARCHES

MALLET MISCHIEF

AFST

1838

MOLTO ITALIANO

AFST

Dan's Pier 600

BAWDY SEA SHANTIES,

Vol.

STEREO DEMONSTRATION

1843
AFST 1844

5

EFFECTS

LEON

AFST

1849

THE

BERRY

Orch.

&

...

Steam and Diesel

at the

AFST

1851

Lionel Hampton
Marching Along with
LIONEL,

Campus with the

On

THE

MAGIC CARPET, Vol

2

each 12 inch AUDIO FIDELITY long play STEREODISC album

-

8

4

1857
AFST 1860

AFST

DUKES

OF

DIXIELAND, Vol. 3

BAGPIPES, 9th Regt. Band
On

Bourbon Street with the
DUKES OF DIXIELAND, Vol

$6.95

containing technical information about STEREODISC, please write to
AUDIO FIDELITY, INC., 770 Eleventh Avenue, New York 19, New York.

For FREE Brochure
reg

TANGO, Pedro Garcia

RAILROAD SOUNDS

GIANT WURLITZER PIPE ORGAN, Vol. 3

DUKES OF DIXIELAND, Vol

AFLP 5895

his HARMONICA GANG
Mohammed El- Bakkar

AFST

at

AL MELGARD

5891

Harry Breuer & Quintet

JOHNNY PULED and
PORT SAID,

AFSD 5890

3

MALLET MAGIC,

1833

AFSD 5886

AFLP
Vol

1825

AFST

& SOUND

AFSD 5856

7

ROMA,

ACCORDEON DE

AFSD 5847

AFSD

JOHNNY PULEO
and his
HARMONICA GANG
VOLUME 1
AFST 1830

6

AFSD 5871

LEON

GIANT WURLITZER

5

AFSD 5862

AFSD 5845

BERRY

Minstrel Time with the

DUKES OF DIXIELAND, Vol.
Mardi Gras Time with the
DUKES OF DIXIELAND, Vol
AFSD 5863 Circus Time with the
DUKES OF DIXIELAND, Vol.

5833 PORT SAID
5834 SULTAN OF BAGDAD
5835 BULLRING! Vol. 4
5836 AMERICAN MILITARY MARCHES
5837 CHA, CHA, CHA, Vol 3
5838 TANGO
5843 RAILROAD SOUNDS
5844 LEON BERRY at the
GIANT

Bourbon Street with the

On

DUKES OF DIXIELAND, Vol. 4

his HARMONICA GANG

and
AFSD

AFSD 5860

MAGIC

4

-

Stereophonic Tape $1 2.95
Available for stacked headsonly

7

1/2

app

C7PYRI<.NT

For FREE

i95

;f

nY

AUDIO

FIDELITY INC

POINTE,

N

T.

5

each 12 inch .4ÚD10

A

complete AUDIO FIDELITY Catalog, please write to:
770 Eleventh Avenue
AUDIO FIDELITY, INC.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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New York 19, New York

CAPITOL RECORDINGS-

IIC;W and

NEW WORLD
41

ANTONIN DVORAK
KRICR

ne\vSwi)rthy

SYMPHONY

LEINSDpRF

l91 IY6[1(5 ri,itx((.111OF/C

OiCY[1111

IN ',u r :.seoENuon of Pall I)intl'nsiunal Sound, a gifted conductor
brings to light oil of lllvoi :ík's Itohonnial spirit (for the thane
1:11ropean visitor's impressions of the New World"
is
not mere imitation of .lmerican music). A fitting follow -up to
1'8154
Leinsdorf's other hest -sellers for ('a pitul.

-

"t

`

'l'CI1:\1BU1:Sh1'
BDVBUSSY

'lllr

sill ,11 f lI.,
N.\I111 11(/\INiIN

\I

Il

,Ik(111,rk\

fIBKUSNY

7truol .erntKi'- Nr "has :dwa\ <I.55I
Pow developed

rnEsr:'ruREI: II.\t.octEs for violin and piano (1:..2911, 301, 304)
high range in mood from melancholy to witty, from gent Ir
spirited. Hill always, Nathan Milstein Understands. Here, as
in roiluert trwups around the world, Milstein's technique and
1'8453
nmsieiauship are incomparable.

I

üe

technical tools...hehas

illpres'ive freedom and freshilss of insight "

(Xt it York Tiun ., i. 'l'hu<e qualities illuminate his rendition of
short. poetic works by llehns -y, the toaster ünpre- ionist.
"Engulfed Cathedral," "Reverie" and 9 others.
1'8451

Iucompnrnblc Nigh l'irlcli(p

-l'ull Lit1u11,ioltnl

rntn \tosr eels :un\Tr :D orche-ira .le ote-: its full repertoireand its abundant talent -entirely to ballet music. Shaping
/L nultt has boon called a turning-point in hallet history You
would expect that conubinaion to produce a delight fn. per -

funnaoe. here,

It

,.t1

d.,u exportations.

1'8449

Sound :llLunt.,

\nvl:\II7RIt 1958
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SIBELIUS: Symphony No.

1,

in

many conductors are wont to do.
Altogether, it is a most refreshing, stimulating, and well -reproduced interpretation, one that ranks with the best.
P.A.

E

as so

minor, Op. 39
BBC Symphony Orchestra, Sir Malcolm
Sargent, cond.
EMI -CAPITOL C 7101. LP. $4.98.

STRAVINSKY: Pétrouchka

There must be something in the temperament of British conductors that makes
them particularly well suited to the interpretation of Sibelius' music. For some
years now, we have had notable disc performances of the late Finnish master's
works by Anthony Collins and Sir Thomas Beecham. Now *lens comes Sargent,
with a remit' of the I. jest Sxrnphony that
is not only admirably organized and
clearly executed but is al.o vibrantly dramatic. All this is accomplished without
distorting any of the phrase lines or sobbing over the more sentimental passages,
To Owners

Cento Soli Orchestra of Paris, Rudolf Albert. cond.
OSIECADISK
OSL 8. SD. $5.95.
Not having heard the present work in its
tape version and having previously encountered .tIlRrt (a young Gorman conductor, known primarily as a specialist in
contemporary music only in a monophonic taping of Stravinsky's Fire Bird
and Symphony in C, I was only partially
prepared for the powerful impact of what
is surely the most 'balletic" of all recorded Pétrouehkas to date. That isn't to say it
1

of

Dyer- Bennet

Records

Since our inception, in November of 1955, we have
received thousands of cards and letters from people who
own Dyer -Bennet Records. Your continued interest and
support has enabled us to produce three special albums
of songs and song groups that have
been most requested during the past three years.

"better" than Ansermet's and perhaps
few other more symphonic- poetic readings: for one thing, the orchestral playing here (and Yvonne Loriod's solo piano
part) is less refined and subtle: for another, the extremely sharp-focused and
more stron_ly differentiated than smoothly' blended stereo recording is sonically
less attractis e than London's, for exany1)1e.:ilthon _ lu it does expose more clearly
every inocr detail of the phenomenally
intricate scoring. \loreover. Albert's generally slower tempos and almost coldblooded rhythmic precision strip the music of ouch of its sensuous and romantic
appeal. Yet, except faint the composer
himself (awl not aiw;n s even from Min),
I have never heard a performance which
penetrated more deeply into the essential nature -and drama-of the work as a
whole and of its puppet- tragic ending in
particular.
R.D.D.
is
a

TCIIAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in D, Op. 35
tSaint- Saëns: Introduction and Rondo
capriccioso, Op. 28

Igor Oistrakh, violin: Pro Arte Orchestra,
\Vilhclm Sc huechtcr, coud.
ANCEL 35517. LI'. $4.98 (or $3.98).
Igor Oistrakh may
his famous father.
formance of hotly
exceptionally fine:

New releases available November 10th

#7
Dyer- Bennet

records

#6
Dyer-Bennet
records

Richard Dyer- Bennet 7 ors 7000*

(Stereo ',torsion: DTBS 70001)
Richard Dyer-Bennet 7 is the first high fidelity recording
of the Beethoven Scottish and Irish Songs, an unusual use
of folksong in chamber music form. The words are by
Robert Burns, Sir Wolter Scott and other distinguished
poets of the period: vocal parts ore traditional Scottish
and Irish Airs: piano, violin and cello parts by Beethoven.

Richard Dyer -Bennet 6

`5

Dyer Bennet
records

-

Richard Dyer -Bennet 5

5000*
Richard Dyer- Bennet 5 presents a group of the most frequently requested songs in the Dyer- Bennet repertoire,
songs not previously recorded or available only on inferior

long playing

records, $4.98 ppd.
stereo disc

DYB

pressings.
(:rernsleetes, The Golden Vanity, Venezuela, Spanish
is The Loviri Tongue, Westryn Wind, The White Lily, Lord Randal,
John Henry, Barbara Allen and newel others.

an four ether

albums in this series. "Belongs in *very serious
collection. Once again the minstrel lints up to the high standards he
has sot ter himself, and one. again the superb engineering captures
awry
a of his singing with Bawler clarity and lifelike pr.
All the songs are stamped with Dyer-Bennet exceptional artistic and
-from Robert Sherman ...me of limbered Dyebnner
musical integrity."
There

111 inch

6000«

Richard Dyer -Bennet 6, though recorded with young
people in mind, is by no means exclusively for children.
The songs have a warmth, humour, and exuberance which
do not limit the appeal to any age group
it is a recording for the whole family.
The Leprechaun, The Piper of
Dundee,The Hole in the Bottom of the Sea, The Three Jolly Rogues
of Lynn. John Peel, The Frog Went a Courting, Go Tell Aunt
Risodie, The Keeper Did a Shooting Go, Green Corn and eight other..

7f

12 inch

DYB

s

(DYES 7000

only),

$5.95 ppd.

write for
free catalogue

in the American Record Guide

of your dealer or order direct from

Dyer- Bennet Records
Dept. 5,

P.

someday surpass es-en

The -onog man's perworks on this disc is
technically it is flawless, tonally it is warm and highly polished, and interpretatively it Iias a rich
glow. Perhaps a fesy subtleties that might
be forthcoming from a Ilcifetz or a Grumiaus are missing- but the are not noticeable. \lust of the enstonsary cuts in
the first and third looseuants of the
Concerto are observed. but one or two
have been restored (Grmnissus's is the
only iuucnl recording). Schuecbler's accompaniment. are discreet, yet not too
self- elfaciuig, and the repnnluction is
clear and scnsitivcic balanced. This disc
belongs among the leading versions of
both works.
P.A.

O. Box 235, Woodside 77, New York

TI

TCIIAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6, in
minor, Op. 74 ( "Pathétign,e")

B

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz
Reiner, colaL
RCA \'n:ron LM 2216. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vl(:rols LSC 2216. SD. $5.98.

In every way but one this is a finer
Patlictiyue than the recent one conducted
by Dimitri \iitropoulos. The stereo engineering has a rich beauty that makes the
rival Columbia SD sound gutty and
rough -hewn by comparison. The two cb;uusel effects, true enough, are not so

obviously discernible nor so novel, but
they are handled with far greater sensitivity and are calculated to give pleasure in receded listenings.
Reiner's performance has style, restraint, and devotion -he obviously loves
this music. All these qualities are conspicuously absent from the Mitropoulos
reading. The last movement takes Reiner

Continued on page 76
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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The Greatest Operatic Artists of Our Time
are on

ffss
OPERATIC RECITAL

BY RENATA TEBALDI

Lehar: GIUDITTA

Mozart: "Le Nozze di Figaro" -Porgi Amor; Dove Sono; Cilea:
"Adriana Lecouvreur " -lo son l'umile ancella; Poveri fiori;
Catalani: "La Wally" -Ne mai dunque avro pace; Mascagni:
"Lodoletta Flammen perdonami; Rossini: "William Tell"
Selva Opaca; Refice: "Cecilia" -Per amor di Gesu; Morte di

-

"-

Cecilia.

$5.98 OS 25020

OPERATIC RECITAL BY MARIO DEL MONACO

Verdi: "Ballo in Maschera " -Ma se me forza; "Ernani" -Come
rugiade al cespite; Giordano: "Fedora" -Amor ti vieta; Zan donai: "Giulietta e Romeo " -Giulietta, son io; Puccini:
"Madama Butterfly" -Addio fiorito asil; Massenet: "Le Cid " -O
Souverain; Bizet: "Carmen " -La fleur que tu m'avais jetée;
Meyerbeer: "L'Africana " -0 Paradiso; Catalani: "La Wally"Oh come furon lunchi; Quando a solden; Donizetti: "Lucia di
Lammermoor" -Fra poco a me ricovero; Tu che a Dio spiegasti.
$5.98 OS 20521
GREAT SACRED

SONGS

Elijah -Hear My Prayer (Mendelssohn); St. Paul- Jerusalem
(Mendelssohn); Silent Night, Holy Night; 0 Divine Redeemer
(Gounod); Jerusalem (Parry); Jubilate; O Come All Ye Faithful;
Abide With Me. Kirsten Flagstad.- London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult.
$5.98 OS 25038

Mahler: KINDERTOTENLIEDER; LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN
GESELLEN

Kirsten Flagstad. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian
Boult.
$5.98 OS 25039

Gilbert and Sullivan: THE MIKADO
The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company and the New Symphony
Orch. of London cond. by Isidore Godfrey.
(2 records) $11.96 OSA 1201

Gilbert and Sullivan: THE PIRATES

OF PENZANCE

The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company and the New Symphony
Orch. of London, cond. Isidore Godfrey.
(2 records) $11.96 OSA 1202

Wagner: DIE WALKURE -Act 3; Act 2-"Todesverkündigung" Scene (4th side)
Kirsten Flagstad, Otto Edelmann, Set Svanholm. Vienna Philharmonic Orch., Georg Solti.
(2 records) $11.96 OSA 1203
DIE WALKURE -Act 1; Wagner: GOTTERDAMMERUNG -Dawn, Siegfried's Rhine Journey and Funeral

Wagner:

Music (4th side)
Kirsten Flagstad, Set Svanholm, Arnold van Mill. Vienna Philharmonic Orch., Hans Knappertsbusch.
(2 records) $11.96 OSA 1204

Hilde Gueden, Solists. Vienna State Opera Chorus and Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera, Rudolf Moralt.
(3 records) $17.94 OSA 1301

Ponchielli: LA GIOCONDA
Anita Cerquetti, Giulietta Simionato, Mario Del Monaco,
Cesare Siepi, Ettore Bastianini with Chorus and Orch. of
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Gianandrea Gavazzeni.
(3 records) $17.94 OSA 1302

Giordano: ANDREA CHENIER
Renata Tebaldi, Mario Del Monaco, Ettore Bastianini with
Chorus and Orch. of L'Accademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome.
Gianandrea Gavazzeni.
(3 records) $17.94 OSA 1303

Mozart: DON GIOVANNI
Cesare Siepi, Fernando Corena, Anton Dermota, Suzanne
Danco, Lisa Della Casa, Hilde Gueden with Vienna State Opera
Chorus and Vienna Philharmonic Orch., Josef Krips.
(4 records) $23.92 OSA 1401

Mozart:

LE NOZZE DI FIGARO

Cesare Siepi, Hilde Gueden, Lisa Della Casa, Alfred Poell,
Suzanne Danco, Fernando Corena with Vienna State Opera
Chorus and Vienna Philharmonic Orch., Erich Kleiber.
(4 records) $23.92 OSA 1402

Gluck: ALCESTE
Kirsten Flagstad, Soloists
Singers, Geraint Jones.

SIBELIUS SONGS -KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD
Om Kvällen; Var Det En Dröm; Pa Verandan Vid Navet; Den
Första Kyssen; Demanten Pa Marssnön; Arioso; Flickan Korn
Ifran Sin Alsklings Möte; Varen Flyktar Hastigt; Se'n Har Jag;
Men Min Fagel Märks Dock Icke; Hästkväll; Svarta Rosor; Säf
Säf Susa; Korn Nu Hit Död.
$5.98 OS 25005

Verdi: IL TROVATORE
Renata Tebaldi; Mario del Monaco; Giulietta Simionato,
Chorus of Maggio Musicale Fiorentino. L'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande, Alberto Erede.
(3 records) $17.94 OSA 1304
R.

Strauss: ARABELLA

Lisa della Casa; George London; Hilde Gueden, Chorus of
Vienna State Opera. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg
Solti.
(4 records) $23.92 OSA 1404

Verdi: LA FORZA DEL DESTINO
Renata Tebaldi; Mario del Monaco; Cesare Siepi; Giulietta
Simionato; Ettore Bastianini; Fernando Corena, Chorus and
Orchestra of Accademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome, Francesco
Molinari- Pradelli.
(4 records) $23.92 OSA 1405

Over 150 London ffss recordings are now ovoilable. WRITE
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with Geraint Jones Orch. and
(4 records) $23.92 OSA 1403
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several minutes longer to prrfunTu not Ile causo he drag the tempo -both tempo.
appro\iutaiely the .:une -but because
of the losing care w itlt Which ho 0h.0rvs
Tcliaikos sky '. markings. Thus he bolds
the final chord a lull twenty seconds. as
against Mitropoulos' perhmctor\ eight.
What this reading lacks. how ex er. .std
«hat the other has. is a sense of alun in
the Middle tnrntmeul.. the -'1 "\\.11t
doesnt .\\in_ along as it eight. The third
nw'riuent is far better. Itut es on here
the Clotted rhythms need loure bounce
and incisi' eue.. at the start ( they gain
wonderfully as Reiner gathers Iiro from
his 111011 I.

;r

Special

Prepublication
OffeJ'

Records in Review

RC:\ Victors monophonic edition of
the symphony is excellent. hilt this is a
work Which gains significantly fruit stereo
reproduction.
D.J.

1958
The Fourth

on "Are
Couperin: Messe es

TITELOUZE: Four Verse's

High Fidelity Annual

Maris Stella" -See
l'Usante des Couvents.

L'ntrl .\'orember l5

VERDI: Simon Boecanegra

After November

Victoria de lox Angeles (s1, \iu,lia Grimaldi; Giuseppe Cauiupura
Gabriele
Simeon RoccaAdonio: 'l'itu Guhhi h
negra; Paolo Dari (111, Pietro: Boris
Christolf (h.l, Jacopo Fiesco: Walter
\hutachesi (1, 1, Paolo Albiani. Chorus
and Orchestra of the fiume Opera
House, Gabriel' Santini. cond.
E\II- (.AI'ITUL CCR 7136. Three LP.
i

distorted -trash -your record
collection you have played with
ordinary, old -fashioned diamond needles. It costs nU more
to own the "Needle That Re-

members-- the Duotone Diamond Needle with the memory
-that satity extra that tells you
when it is time to check or
change your needle. (let details
from leading dealers, or hook let from Duotone, Keyporr,

DUOTONE...
is different

- $5.95

The standard reference for the intelligent purchase of LPs and tapes

1

t

RUINED...

15

- $4.95

Contains reviews of classical
and semiclassical music, and the
spoken word, that appeared in
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine from

$19.93.

July

Simon 13occnnegra has perhaps the most
fascinating history of all Verdi's operas.
Coutpused in 1857, just before :1 .11a.\ked
Ball and therefore at the height of Verdi's middle period, it \ru a resounding
flop. The trouble was in part e ith the
baroque euntple\ily of Piave s libretto,
based on a story so difficult to clarify that
the synopsis ucconq)anying this alhuut
covers eight eulutnus and three large folio
pages. (1 nmst beg to be e\custd from
attempting the same task in this resie\.)
Verdi was tau has producing m:sterpicce after masterpiece -1 ut I3uliu. Enna,
Dun Goth 's, .lidrt, the Iteyuient -t0 worry
much hunt liuerartc'gras failure, et the
towering figure of the fourteenth -century
Doge of Genoa continued to haunt his
imagination. Ile had ai'.'. s \anted to
compose a king Lear, but in 1581. instead of starting a new work. lie turned
back to his almost quarter- contnr -uhf
Loaf -like opera. 'l'u Arrig i 13uitu, \N 11;1 for
some years had been olleriug to do a
lihrtttu for him, Verdi sent l'iroe's old
libretto: aunt, reluctantly' but nobly, Ruito
made ;u1 ell art it the impossible task of
patchimg it up. Though he failed. he
nonetheless prodded Verdi with the incentise to r(' isc tlurunghly his old score.
\lure important yet. boil" intented a
whole new scene, the lung and magnificent Council Chamber Scene. \\bleb
Verdi set to tnn.ie as ferociously passionate and breathtaking ;is :my thing iu the
OhIln that was to come si\ years later.
\Ve h :n, then, manifestly. a strange
mishit... u1 .l\ le. in Simms Hucruneuv,
Perhaps the !must graphic contrast be-

Reviews cover the merits of the
performance and the quality of
the recording. They also stake
comparative esa luanions with
releases of previous years.

Continued on page

1957

through June

1958.

Written

by some of this
tuntry's most knowledgeable
ritics.

Nearly 9110 reviews of records
and stereophonic tapes, arranged alphabetically and by
musical category' for convenient
use.

Almost three times as many rape
reviews as in the previous

compilation.
Includes index of performers.

Sturdily bound and attractively
jacketed.

Order Today
Use Convenient Coupon Below
The Wyeth Press

Great Barrington, Mass.

...

for which please
copies of
RECORDS IN ~ REVIEW -1958 at the
iier
price
of $4.95 per
spy-_ tt a'epobinc']
copy. INo C.O.D.s or charge orders,
I

enclose
-

$
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VANGUARD

*-0

RECORDINGS FCR THE CONNOISSEUR
VANGUARD QUALITY

°.`

CONTROL

Stereophonic and
Monaural Discs of Distinction
lf,,g/pa..

NIGH

FIDELITY

FESTIVE MUSIC
FOR A FESTIVE SEASON

ENTERTAINMENTS
FOR

CONNOISSEURS
OF ALL AGES

The QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY SALUTE
Royal Birthday Celebration and Parade Recorded
in Hyde Park, London, with 21 - gun salute
THE ROYAL ARTILLERY BAND
Monaural VRS-9038
Stereolab VSD -2011

GABRIELI: PROCESSIONAL
AND CEREMONIAL MUSIC
Motets for 3 antiphonal choirs,

4

organs, brass

and woodwinds

CHOIRS AND ORCHESTRA OF THE
GABRIELI FESTIVAL Edmond Appia,conductor
Monaural BG -581
Stereolab BGS -5004

SIOBHAN MCKENNA

SERENATA

in

Rossini Sonatas 5 and 6, Corelli Suite, Boccherini
Minuet, and other 18th Century "charmers"
I SOLISTI DI ZAGREB
Antonio Janigro, conductor
Monaural VRS-102 1
Stereolab VSD -2013
AN 18th CENTURY CHRISTMAS
Christmas Concertos of Corelli and Torelli,
Haydn Toy Symphony, Bach Chorales
I SOLISTI DI ZAGREB
Antonio Janigro, conductor
Stereolab BGS-5006
Monaural BG -569
BACH: ORGAN WORKS
Toccata and Fugue in F, the "Leipzig" Preludes
and Fugues in C major and C minor, Fantasia in C
minor FINN VIDERS6, ORGAN.
Monaural BG -580

DICKENS: A CHRISTMAS CAROL
A dramatization with Stars of the
Dublin Theatre
Monaural VRS -9040
ALFRED DELLER
sings ENGLISH FOLK SONGS
Henry Martin, Western Wind. Foggy
Dew, Sally Gardens, Black is the
Color, and other favorites
Monaural VRS -1031
Stereolab VSD -2014

LEON BIBB
sings FOLK SONGS
Work, Prison and Love Songs with
chorus and orchestra
Monaural VRS 9011
Stereolab VSD -2012
MAE BARNES
sings SONGS FOR SOPHISTICATES
A new look at 'S Wonderful. Old
Man River. and other songs by the
hit star at the Bon Soir in Greenwich
Village.Wirh Buck Clayton and all star group
Monaural VRS -9039
Stereolab VSD-2016

¡

ti,c

sI`'Is,-z::'

ì-

THE BABYSITTERS

GALA GIFT PACKAGES

present FOLK SONGS FOR BABIES.
SMALL CHILDREN, PARENTS
AND BABY SITTERS with Lee Hays.
Alan Arkin an,: others
Monaural VRS -9012

with Tomasow. Boskowski. violins and Vienna State Opera Chamber Orch.
.1 Bach Guild Anniversary Special 3 -12" boxed -BG- 572/4
$9.96

MARIO ROSSI conducts VIVALDI: L'ESTRO ARMONICO (complete)
FELIX PROHASKA conducts BACH: BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS
(complete) with Tomasow, \X'ohisch, and Vienna State Opera Chamber
Orch. A Bach Guild Anniversary Special 3 -I2" hosed BG-510/2 S9.96
41"'
iR
ANTON PAULIK conducts
%
VIENNA DANCES. Anthology of the greatest
waltzes, polkas and marches of the Strauss

Dynasty Vienna State Opera Orchestra.

4-12" boxed -- VRS -1019/22.
511.90
'
THE DELLER CONSORT
HOMAGE TO PURCELL Songs, Fantasias, Suites, Sonatas. Deller and
other soloists; George Malcolm, harpsichord, and London Chamber Players.
5296
2-12" boxed - --BG -570/1
List Price: STEREOLAB 12

$5.95

Monaural 12' $4.98

Send

for Complete Catalog to: VANGUARD

RECORDING SOCIETY, Inc., 154 W. 14th St., New York
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A

worn needle

ruins records
/eaninicaei

tweet] the original score of 1837 and the
work of 1881 is to be seen at the opening of Act II: the evil Paolo prepares to
poison Boecanegra in the very accents
of logo's great monologue; suddenly, with
the entrance of Fiesco, the listener is
plunged from the state of rapt attention
that late Verdi perhaps alone among
dramatic composers can produce into the
world of 11 Troratore. Now the world of
11 Trorature is by no means despicable
but the plunge is a hit unnerving. This.
I word(' suppose, is one reason why Boccanegra has never held the stage steadily
( the Metropolitan has tried several times
to resurrect it ). Another reason is the pre dominant gloom of atmosphere, accentuated by Verdi's dark instrumentation and
the use of no leswer than four bass-baritone voices in key roles. But if the

-

opera's unpopularity is understandable,
it is also nto.t unfortunate. For there is
not a dull phrase, not a dull bar in it, from
beginning to entl.
l'he nosy- :uti.Lotl Cetra recording of
some )ear. act] did this music ample justice. Paolo Sileri was the nobly eloquent
Boccanegra, and the Amelia Grimaldi
(tWe Maria BocearatQra) syas a very
young soprano who Icu since come into
her owl -Antouietla Stella. I remember
particularly the inspired playing of the
often mediocre Radio Italiana Orchestra.
In this respect especially, perhaps, this
album does not measure up to its predecessor. Santini does not get the exactitude and delicacy from his men that
Pradelli did from his. I particularly miss
these qualities in the great seascape that
Verdi begin, to paint in the orchestral
introduction to Act I and continuos in the
undulating accompaniment to Amelia's
aria the opera is ahuost as filled with
the sense of the sea as 1'e1has). On the
other hand, the newer recording tech nign 's add a dimension that was lacking
in the Cetra, especially in the rushing
strings and wild trumpets of the Council
Chamber Scene. "l'ito Gobbi is a rather
sterner, more remote Boccanegra than
Silveri -but what a splendid actor he is!
Ile marks beautifully the Boris -like distinction between Sit nun the tormented
private persimality and Bi cc iilegni the
public figure. former Corsair, .ind present
perilously situated rider. :\. his daughter,
Victoria de Io.:\ii,ele, brings to her role
an art almost to exquisite for some of
the turbulent nm.ie she has to sing. But
there is something peculiarly attractive
and right in this ie>i el -like sound gleaming through the pro\ ailing dusk of the
opera. Boris Christoli, as Boccamegra's
sworn enemy, the patrician Fiesco, has a
voice of sandpaper roughness, and, like
sandpaper, it grates: but he can on occasion muster a handsome mezzo -voce as
he proves both in '11 Meerut(' spirito"
(with its low F sharp as solid as Gibraltar) and in the second part of the fine
last act duet with Gobbi. The important
thing is that lie convinces dramatically,
as does Walter Monachesi as Paolo.
Giuseppe Caumpora alone is a disappointment in this otherwise distinguished cast,
and even he rises to his part's big moments.
(

Playing your records with a worn-out needle ruins them as surely as a hammer
blow. When a needle is used too long, its original ball -like point is worn flat
where it rides against the record grooves. These flat sides slowly slice away the
delicate sound impressions on the groove walls. And they ruin reproduction
before you can hear the damage.

What can you do? Have your needle checked by your Fidelitone dealer. If it's
worn, replace it with the best, a Fidelitone Diamond. This precision -made,
quality needle gives you more hours of safe playing time for your money than
any other type, any other make of phonograph needle.

FREE- For complete information on record and needle care just send your
Larne and address to: Fidelitone, Record Care Booklet, Chicago 26, Illinois.

Fidelitone
"Best bud on records"

Continued on page 82
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STEREOPHONIC

Hl FIrAPES and Hl FI RIECORI)S

-

R901 A FAREWELL TO STEAM
Recorded especially for railroad and
HIFI enthusiasts. Tells the story of the
last train to be pulled by a steam locomotive in the Los Angeles Division.

R608 BIG DIXIE

-Harry Lmmerman's

R607 LEIS OF JAZZ -Jazz from the

big band plays the biggest, wildest,
Dixie and Blues you've ever heard. Sen-

Hawaiian Islands -That's a switch!
Arthur Lyman does his interpretations

sational sounding brass!

of some Jazz standards and a few new
ones -A fresh slant on Jazz Fabulous
sound from Kaiser's Aluminum Dome.

-

R717 FLIGHT TO TOKYO

-New,

zany

Oriental sounds from the mighty Wurlitzer 5 Manual Pipe Organ by the inimitable George Wright.

all the "Highs"...
ABOBE

RGE
IGHT
Oucó
C

R810 T TOWN -- Sounds from that famous, somewhat notorious border town

-Tijuana. Authentic Mexican music,
complete with Guatamala Marimbas,
Maracas, all varieties of Gords, etc.
Sensational Sound!

-

R806 TABOO -The fabulous. exotic

sounds of Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian
Village Group recorded in Henry J.
Kaiser's aluminum dome, Honolulu.

R716 GEORGE WRIGHT GOES SOUTH
PACIFIC -A new slant on the score

from the famous Broadway musical.
George Wright's 2 million selling popularity scores another hit on the mighty
5 manual Wurlitzer Pipe Organ.

R408 ON THE ROCKS

- Features HIFI's

sensational find, the Surfers. This
young virile group brings you songs of
the Islands with a new sound.

and all the "Lows"
HIFIRECORDS and HIFITAPES recreate the original
playing, which is true high fidelity sound. You will thrill to
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass and the spine-tingling
clash of percussion instruments in these masterpieces of sound
reproduction. All HIFI releases available on Stereo HIFITAPE
and most releases available on HIFI STEREO DISCS.
Available at record shops and HIFI
equipment dealers everywhere.
"The sound that named

a

company"

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS,
7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
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Weill, Brecht, and Columbia
VIVE
IVE

YEARS

AGO

it would base been

to explain at length the history of The Threepenny Opera and its
creaL )rs. \Veil( haul, of cu irse, become
well known as the composer of several
successful Bruadxsaty shows, but few in
this conntr' knew that Bert Brecht was
the most interesting Germant playwright
of his generation. Noe', as I write, \lare
BIitZStein'S Version of The Tlurryrerunl
Opera is about to Lo into its fourth year
at the off- 13ru ;tclway Theatre dc Ls. and

the stature of this Brecht- \\'pill collaboration is no longer a fancy in the minds
of a feel intellectuals and a handful of
German refugees. \\'o have hero one of
the fo\v masterpieces of our (lite, and we
haVO it in a \\omderful recording.
For Brecht .und \\'oil(. the t\vo -Lundredtle anuiscrsary in I928 of the original
Beggars Opera prie idcd both the perfect
occasion and the perfect vehicI for the
\pressinn of their social and artistic
ideal. ('sing the characters and the situation. of John C :ti's opera. introducing (in
the German translations of K. L. Ammer)
some of l'rauçois Villon s curses, all transfigured by his own sen. special mastery
of German, Brecht created an unforgettabl stage imutgc of the world as he unflinchingly sass it. \\'oil! \vas the perfect
partner. The test setting is such that
Brecht'. .lark- toothed lines ;und \\ pill's
memorable tunes are completely inseparable. Tho untie Seems :dmost shockingly simple. ch. :uii r than the muuichall song. Irone \e hiell its main features
are derie ed, much fps. complex rhythmically ti ui the ¡au/ from which .nine
of its tstnres and sonorities are taken.
''h: general effect is one of the most
fastidiously calculated \ mlg, rit\. If music
can sound mean and grabby. this is il:
the creation of (his manner tu mach
13reclit's c) Meal and sentimental svorld
is a meuler stroke of the imagination, the
execution of the \\ hole a landmark in
humant skill.
Columbia's album. recorded in Berlin
early this
under the personal supervision of \ \'pin's widow, Lotto Leny:L is
complete musically. but just about all
the spoken dialogue is omitted. Two numbers are included that wen left out of the
published score: one is :Sirs. I'eachum's
Ballad of Sexual Depentlenryl..stitch was
restored for the De Lys rexival: the other
is a pseudo -operatic jealum._V seems for
Lucy, which has never been done presiously. 1 lie Barbara Sung is (risen back to
Poll)-: bot Pirate Jcuuy, originally placed
in the first act as part of the entertainment
provided by Polly at the svedding is
placed in the familiar and more effective
contest of the Act 11 whorehouse scene,
where it is sung by the real Jenny.
Throughout, nove :cr.,. are included
than is customary in the theater, though
in the .Voritat and the Solomon Song fewer are sung than are printed in the text of
the ply.
Not only sloes the dramatic and verbal
shape vary suuu\Vhat from what is likely
to be familiar to American listeners, but

e:r

-in

Consummate Collaboration

the whole style of performance is different. Although the tempos seemed startlingly slow, when I checked them I fotmd
that. with vini esccptinm, they \weep slightly lancer than the metronome marks indicate. The breadth that the work gains
shows for greater declamatory force.
In general the German actors seem to
take the piece more seriousl than their
:1i:eerie:In counterparts: and the orchestra
front the Berlin liadiu makes signals that
h:rd resemble at all the ssboczings of
the Let
Band. still to be heard on
the (lint) -year -old Telcfuukeu recording,
nor the carefully studied appru\iniatiuns
of these sounds that have generally been
made by bands in more recent lxrfonnance.. Instead, the playing is fastidious

most emeomfortahlc. It may be that in a
complete txrfun ii vice this gifted young
actress could reconcile the conflicting elements of her interpretation. but on records, with only the songs to go by, I remain puzzled and unconvinced.
Leu\a's performance as Jenny becomes
broader with repetition, and in certain
((plaits such as the "Itolgrla' at the end of
Pirate Jemmy becomes le ss elll
for
the broadening. There is do doubt, busy cter, that l.tmea remains a great and
fascinating theatrical personage. cannot
imagine her being surpassed in her impassioned truitigeut of the Act II finale,
and her singing with Schellow of the
Procurers BalLitl is of a warmth and humor that make it perhaps the greatest
thing. on these records. All the minor
characters are fine, too, particularly
\Tolle: i g Nei.. as the Street Singer. As
usual. flnickuer- Itiiggebcrg cannot 1)e
praised too estravagaiitly for his intentfous and achievements.
:(side from the first two numbers following the Overture, \chete the voices
rather swamp the accompaniment, and
the Barbara S.wg in which Polly sounds
sharply sibilant, Columbia '. sooncl is excellent tlroughunt. And the album is a
handsome affair. ''here are thirty -six
pages of reading matter and pictures -of
which the most useful portions are the
1

libretto with

rthor

drab translation,
The Threepenny Opera by Das'id Dross, \ \pill's biograpbor- to -bp. 'the alhnut itself twat de_
and an

Lenva and Brüekner- Biiggeherg.
and polished, and the results are most pcrsuasiee: the orchestration ( itself a miracle
of economical workmanship) for the bilaud is put into its
zarre little tel

proper perspective as a deliberately borrowed foreign element, and no attempt is
made to suggest a nouesisteut kinship with
real jazz st\ le.
Nue\, the individual performances: the
senior l'eaehvmos are wonderful. Trude
Ilesterberg is an old hand at this sort of
thing. and user) note and word she produces is something to be cherished. '1'rcnkTrebitsch is a hard -boiled and align.
-Beggar's Friend.- effective and escitimug,
find be penetrates less prothong':
foundly into the rule than did its creator, Erich ('unto, who can be beard on
the Telefuikon record. Erieb Selieiloww,
the \lauheatI can hardly sing at all, but
unless yon insist ran listening with your
eyes glued to the score you won't notice
this defect. Ills is the must rhythmic
declamation of all to be hoard on the
records, and his grasp of the part seems
ideal. I am not quite sure I understand
Johanna von Koczian's reading of folly
Pcachuni. In her farewell to \lacheath
and in the Jealousy Duet she portrays to
perfection Polly's sweetness and vivaciousness, but she chooses to do the Barbara
Song on the edge of a leer that leaves me
1

.

a

i\cellcnt

essay on

signed by Beu Shahs, alud as a bonus
there is also a Shah:: poster. "suitable for
framing- as they say,
Both an \I -( -\I record offering a faithful and enitr)-ablc reprtitluctiou of The
Tu leepcnny opera as it siuneled at the
Theatre de 1.\s some years ago. and the
famous 'ielefunkon record are saivable,
but neither anticipates in completeness or
quality the accomplishment of Columbia's
brilliant new album.
:

C.\tot.

\Il(.n :xEL

STEINnERG

\\'EI LL: Die Drcigrosehenoper
Trudy Ilesterberg, \Ir.. Peal

;

Jo-

hantut von Kocziaii, Polly Pcachum; Inge
\\'ulllberg, Lucy Bros( u: Lotte Lenva,
Jenne:
Willy ''reek- Trebitscl, \Ir.
l'eacLmm; Erich Scbcllosv, \lacheatle

Wolfgang Gruuert. 'figer Brown; \ \blfgang \cuss, Strict Singer: Kurt IIellsvig,
Paul Otto Kustur, Josef Ilausmann, \lartin
Iloeppuer, -I Gangsters. (ainther Arndt
Churns, Sender Fraies Berlin Orchestra,
Wilhelm Brüekner- Itiiggcberg, cond.
COt.usngA 02L 257. Two LP. $9.98.
COLUMBIA 025 2O1. Two SD. $11.98.

Editor's Note: Since at the time of this
writing \Ir. Steinberg was not equipped
to play stereophonic disc.. we asked R. D.
Darrell fur his opinion of the stereo Version. \Ir. Darrell writes us that it provides
an even greater immediacy in the larger
ensemble scenes and significantly more
plastic delineation of inner details than
does the monophonic edition.
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There's

a

/i'ef

ALP in your stereo

future!

HERE ARE THE REASONS...

5F

-4400

first

the world's

SF-i877

Stereo Scored Orchestra

Nearly three years of stereo music scoring and engineering experiments insure you of a program of musical taste and emotional depth
never before achieved in the recording arts. Stereo -Fidelity records
are priced at $2.98 each I2" LP and have been manufactured to the
highest possible quality level that can be reached by any label at any
price. Twenty-one manufacturers of quality stereo components use
these discs in their labs and sales rooms. It therefore becomes obvious
that if your equipment is the best, use the finest stereo records in the
world and at a truly sensible price.
Hear and sense the result of scoring "101" String Instruments that
can create a depth of sound in speaker to speaker counter lines without losing the dynamic values of either line. This is a true stereo

$F

-6700

SE-5000

realism in dimension.

WONDROUS WORT

1)4
the sound of magnificence by '101' strings
SF

at your dealer

6400

SF-4200

SF.7000

BIM

SF.7100

...

J! Jrs

riîSa

HOl'qIIET

SF-6600

SF-6200

SF-4500

/rírktir

fiy 1/üu/,

J
STEREO FIDELITY IS MANUFACTURED BY MILLER INTERNATIONAL CO., SWARTHMORE, PA., U.S.A..
Write tor /FREE Stereophonie Record Catalog.
.

tt;t:R 195S
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Continual from page 78

in this century, this complex and wonder-

fully imaginative score has been unaccountably neglected by the record companies. For about fifteen years, if one got
to know tue Walton Symphony at all, it
was by reading the score and playing the
pre-war English Deccas by Sir Hamilton
Harty and the London Symphony.
The secrind recording of the svinphuny, by the composer, was a di. :appoiuhmut in several %gays, hut this third
try seems to be a curable success. Bonk
has the style well assimilated, and his
balance nt stress between the contrasting
rhythmic insistence and lyricism of W altons idiom (rads to the kind of integration seeded to fuse \ \lalt(IIis theniatic
elements into a unified work of art. This
is powerful music, and 13oult gives us all
of its impact.
Stereophonically, the disc provides an

E \Ii- Capitol is to be warmly commended for continuing the Angel tradition of elegant packaging. The factory -

sealed album contains a brochure with
good notes, a fairly good translation, and
sonie handsome woodcuts. i am unhappy
only about the misleading method of
nnnilaering the labels, which ought to be
abandoned pronto.
D.J.

WALTON: Symphony, in B flat minor
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult, cond.

\\'ST

WESTMINSTER

11012.

SD.

$5.98.

Although twenty -three years old and
among the dozen best symphonies written

Songs- Gay, Witty, Slightly Wick

®i

of

NMD

ulri.:,

u

New! Really Different PARTY GAME!

roue

GAME

i

BARBARA COOK

sings

Songs of Perfect

HOW
t81AëMdx

Propriety

HORSE RACE
and AUTO RACE
narrated by HENNY YOUNGMAN.
One race that can't be "fixed " -No
one knows the winners until this
end -even you. Different Winners
every race. Monaural UR 9014 DL
(Deluxe Ed.) $4.98 (UR 9014 $3.98)

by DOROTHY PARKER
Music by SEYMOUR BARAB
Instrumental Ensemble, Abba Bogin, Cond.
USD 1020$5.95(Monaural: UX 113 $4.98)
IT'S TIME
FOR TINA

URANIA OPERA SAMPLER
Famous Arias and Scenes sung by
Streich, Berger, Klose, Boehme,
Schwarzkopf, etc. Monaural UCS 59
$1.98

starring

A STEREO

FIRST!

BEETHOVEN:

Missa Solemnis in

D

Major.

OFFENBACH:

La Grande Duchesse de Gerol-

stein. 2 Stereo Records: USD 1015.2 $11.90.
(Monaural: UX 115 -2 $9.96)

F

ENCORE!

&etieren
Missa

SOlenlnls

Write for Free
catalog of
Urania "True"
Stereo Discs:

A Urania exclusive!
,,/"Mozart
lovers well love.

HOFFMAN: Mandolin
Concerto; DITTERSDORF:
Harp Concerto
URLP 7110 $3.98
A

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
VLADIMIR ASIIKENAZY: Piano Recital
Rachmaninoff: Variations on a thecae by
Corelli. Prokofiev: Sonata for Piano, No.
7, in 13 flat, Op. 83. Liszt: ,\lephisto Waltz
No.

1;

Felix follets.

Ashkenazy lias been represented in the
American catalogues by ont one previous
disc, devoto l tu Chopin ( the F minor
Concerto and .Iole solo works ). it contained some admirable pbo ing. lait nothing on the order of what is heard here.
The young linssiali pianist, who will
make his first visit tu America this season,
on this record sounds like a ntaiar artist.
Ile has style, sensitii ity. and all the
technique in the world. In additio), he
has a singing tune. In each of the pieces
on this disc the playing is of a piece: it
lias lite. planning, and continuity. Ash ken:v s stile is not US big aux) massive
as. say, Fleisher's or Clihuni -s: he often
makes his point by undorrnpthasis and
suggestion. let be can rise tu the big
umnit nts. as his performance of the Prokofiev Sonatas in B flat proves. Ile takes
a very hast clip in the finale (exist Russian pianists do auKl holds it unfaltering ly without missing a auto. iii. Rachman iuoll is crisp and assured. hi. Liszt a remarkable, though not showy, rsbihition
of controlled fireworks. One anxiously
awaits his arrival. The guess here is that
Ashkenazy is going tu slake a sensation.
II.C.S.
E. POWER BICOS: "The Organ"
E. Power Biggs, organ.
COLUSIInA DL 5288. LI'. .'10.0O.
nmst interesting introduction to the history and structure of the organ. A thirty nine page booklet oilers, among other
things, a historical .ketch by Emanuel
\ \'internitz of the dcyelupulent of the instrument from ancient tintes through the
baroque period, with fine pictorial illustrations: at technical discussion of modem
organ co struction by the Dutch organbuilder D. A. Flentrop, with diagrams
and photographs; and a note about the
organ in America by John McClure. On
A

Walter Goehr,
cond.
USD 1025.2
$11.90

WEINBERGER: Sehrcanda: Polka and
Fugue -See Bizet: Symphony in C.

)

TINA LOUISE.
Buddy Weed
and Orch., with
Coleman
Hawkins.
Stereo
USD 2005 $4.98

N1`

played the earlier recordings, you will
hear things in this that they failed to
capture; and if you are unfamiliar with
the symphony, its discovery should provide impressive satisfactions.

Vladimir Ashkon ty. piano.
ANCEL 35047. 1.I'. ti -1.98 (or S3.98).

Perfect
Proprlcl\
00115111!

all but ideal example of the way in which
the new medium clarifies the textures in
works for large orchestras. If you have

vLuuU RAN IA
625 EIGHTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

Continued

on page

84
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OPERA WITHOUT WORDS

... makes listening

a

pleasure

Music for a special mood. Just hear the beautiful melodies from
the composers' original scores played by the ROME SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA under the direction of Maestro Domenico Savino.
OPERA WITHOUT WORDS... a new experience in HI -FI listening!
!1171t YrTNW.T WONtie

HIGH FIDELITY

w

PAGLIACCI (Leoncavallo)
ANDREA CHENIER (Giordano)
KCL -900?

TURANDOT (Puccini)
KCL -9000

$3.98

LA BOHEME (Puccini)
KCL -9009

$3.98
n

MADAME BUTTERFLY (Puccini)
KCL-9007

GIANNI SCHICCHI (Puccini)

$3.98

FAUST (Gounod)

$3.98

SEND FOR LONG PLAYING CATALOG

P1

1 ; 1

V1

1

1

1

i

LA GIOCONDA
KCL -9006

$3.98

KAPP RECORDS INC.

u

r

I

n

,

. ?

?

MANON LESCAUT (Puccini)
KCL -9008

$3.98

.

(Ponchielli)
KCL -9005

OTELLO (Verdi)

$3.98

KCL -9004

$3.98

136 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
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the record Mr. Biggs gives a lecture
(tenwnstration covtrin_ stmt of the
]mints touched on by \Iessrs. \ \'internitz
and hlentrup. His main thesis k the .uperiurity of the "cassie" ur_ :ul o\er the
-romantic.- une for plaicg not mil) old
but modern music. It k of course impossible tu do justice to su huge and complicated a subject on une dise. but the material offered here, uieelV selected and
'scellent
beautifelh presented. 111,1ko.
beginning. All the -classic- ergitos used
MI the record sound man elan.. The maw
criticism I have of this handsome MI) is
that the pieces from which Biggs plays
tantalizing c\cerpts are out identified: the
practically blank page at the end of the
text matter could h:ne been used for this
N.B.
purpose.

u

BOSTON

QL-I \"I7 :'I'

\\'OOl)WINI)

Telemann: Suite in D: Oc came. Reicha:
Quintet for Wind Instruments. in E Ilat,
Op. SS. Ni '_. fiston: Quintet for \\'ind
Instruments.
.

Bustun

\\'otxltind Quintet.

Burros BSI.

SD.

1(1(15.

$5.95.

The floridly lyrical, if sunn\s hat oldfashioned, Reicha Quintet ha. Iecn recorded before in LP, as has the short but
superbly vital Telemann Oserture (once
dune for Parlophone in England by the
London Baroque l :u.eulhle I: but the
jauntily engaging Pistou Quintet, commissioned by the Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge Foundation :nid giron its premiere by the present ensemble at the

now! hear "everything there is to hear"

I

Library of Congress in 1956.

is nt w to
records of any kind. 'The noteworthiness
il. its unof this micas(-. how(-ver. lies
pretontio11s musical attractions than in its
peerlessly authentic stereo recording of
the Iiutst s-,00(1 -Mind playing out is likely
to hear anvs\hore in the scorld today.
Certainly never before (e\cept in the
siuullhutonusl\ released Boston SD, of a
Ds nì ák Serenade and l'inIu it St \tut )
have the hitter -sweet timbres of Il ut e,
oboe. clarinet. bassoon. and hrncl, horn
born more pittnantly contrasted :oat (leIiciunslV bleated ill freely floating reproduced sound.
And it may be even inure significant
that such a trinnnph as this cunld Last
been produced Si earl in the stn rt o disc
era by one of the cunuparIItivel shall,
independent manufacturing companies.
if other 'minor" labels can cowl:tic Ruston', euulun:ocl of top -rank (\ccut:unts,
uuo\,tggerated stcrcu recording tocbni(pes. and faultless (1151' processing. their
contributions to the new mediums repertory promise to he even more richh rew :udulg th:uu those to the LP discograR.D.D.
phies of recent ears.

REY DE LA TORRE: "Virtuoso Guitar"
Rev de III Torre, guitar.
Ern: LC :3479. LP.

"PPS1ERE
...

GREAT

MELODIES FROM

K -10625

TURES

Frank Hunter

John Gart K-1074S

DAVID

SOUTH OF THE BORDER

Jane Morgan

ALL THE WAY

TILL

K-1080S

MOTION

THE

K

ORCH.

PLAY

FABULOUS

PIC -

1099S

K -11005

K-1081 S
Kate Smith K-1082S

FAVORITE SONGS

OF

COLLEGE

DAYS

K -1102S

Orch. & Chorus

MUSIC OF A POLISH WEDDING

(Mo-

Marty Gold & His

ments to Remember)

Alfred Deller,
D11pr&-. lute;
VANGUARD

countertenor; Desmond
In Nomine Players.
BC 576. LP. S -1.98.

GREAT

CENTURY

David Rose

Roger Williams

THE FABULOUS KATE

HIS

&

ROSE

WALTZES OF THE

-

ALFRED DELLER: English Lute Songs
rond Six "In Nomincs"

LATEST STEREO RELEASES
Roger Williams

i,tablc for the Villa Lobos Chrno.a No.
;done. this collection also contains short
works by' four other composers and gis es
an entire side tu the Sonata for (.citar.
Op. 15 of the Italian master Mauro (.iuliani. recorded here for the first time. It
is an attractive work. syorth disco\ t ring
especially in a performance as fine as
13.C. \1.
this.
I

the most
Kapp Stereo brings you Total Sound
faithful, sensitive probing of sound ever developed.

ROGER WILLIAMS PLAYS BEAUTIFUL WALTZES

$3.98.

Of the songs there are lice by John Dow 1an(1, tsvc by 'Phonos (::unpiou.:otd une
each by Francis l'ilkin_tnn. Philip Russe ter. John 1) :ul'l. :old 'I hour,us Morte\. as
.roll as the unnn\ Hum' huer Yom S(en
but n White Lillie Grntc: the In Nomiu('s
(a typo of instrumental fautas are by
John 131111. Thomas 'foutki11s. lìohort
\ hile. Christopher 'l'yc t"u I. and Jobe
I

Clare Witkowski & Orch.

K-1087S
ROGER

ROGER WILLIAMS

PLAYS GERSHWIN

Roger Williams
SOMETHING

PLAYS

FABULOUS FORTIES

SONGS

THING BORROWED, SOMETHING

BLUE

Jane Morgan

K -1091S

ALL OVER THE

Vlc Schoen

WORLD
K

10975

GREAT MELODIES FROM THE OPERETTAS OF

The Troubadors

KX -5003S

DAVID

ROSE

PLAYS SONGS

LOUS THIRTIES

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S SOUTH PACIFIC

GREAT SONGS FROM

THE

OF

David Rose

THE FABUKX -5004S

-1089S

K

The Troubadors

OF

Roger Williams

K1088S

OLD, SOMETHING NEW, SOME-

THE CENTURY

WILLIAMS

K -10985

SONGS OF THE FABULOUS

CENTURY

KX5005S

Roger Williams

GREAT SONGS FROM GREAT SHOWS OF THE

FABULOUS CENTURY

Jane Morgan

(

ranging in mood from the dullul glidim1 ul 1) novel'. Chromatic Tomes to the
g; spirit of the \lurle\ song. \shish bogies \1 ill ye buy a lime die_ s'ils :t hole
in his licaci? Deller sing. s'ith lik custumary cool perfection. I found the instromental piece. (-sen more fascivatiulg.
for their rhthluic and te\tural qualities:
N.13.
they are splendidly played.

KX -5006S

THE FABULOUS

GAY NINETIES

Various Artists

KD -7000S

SEND FOR LONG PLAYING CATALOG
KAPP RECORDS. INC., 136 EAST 57th STREET. NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

LILY PONS: "The Art of Lilo Pons"
Arias frone Lokcar. Lucia di Lot,,.,
Rignlettn. Dinorah. Die EntJiilru
dem Serail, Il Barbiert di Siri'I

.,

Continued on page 86
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trade-in your old amplifier for

TEREO NOW

Your Bell dealer is ready to offer you $30 or more for your
old amplifier to help you buy Pacemaker Stereo today.

Regularly $129.95

Now
ONLY
with trade -in
',Woes

PACEMAKER
MODEL 2221

lEOPNONIC

'NN,,,
Chortool grey cover
Sightly higher .vest of Rockies

complete Stereo Amplifier. Plays Stereo
records, Stereo tuner, Stereo tape. The

A

only component you need for stereo NOW.
Here's your opportunity to have stereo for the price of ordinary
hi -fi. A way for you to get the stereo amplifier you've always
wanted -and receive a fair trade -in price for your old monaural

Why your Bell dealer dares make this offer!
The big switch to stereo Is on. Requiring, as it does,

two amplifier channels, you could add another
monaural amplifier to the one you now own. Unfortunately, your present amplifier may not have the
features you want for stereo. And, frankly, we think
you'd prefer the convenience of one set of controls
for both stereo channels. That's the reason why your
Bell dealer offers you this trade -in plan to help you
get a real Stereo amplifier NOW.

amplifier, besides.
The Pacemaker Stereo Amplifier, pictured above, regularly sells
for 129.95. But to make it possible for you to have Stereo in
your home NOW, your Bell dealer is ready to offer you a big
$30 for your present monaural amplifier when you trade -up to
Pacemaker Stereo. This means you pay only 99.95 for a complete 2- channel stereo amplifier, little more than the cost of
ordinary hi -fi.

With Pacemaker Stereo, you can play your regular monaural
recordings
then, flick the switch and you're all set to play
Stereo
from records, tuner and tape.

- ...

Made by Bell, who developed the first 2- channel stereo amplifier, this new Pacemaker is conservatively rated for Stereo at
10 watts RMS each channel. A full 20 watts monaural through
any speaker system. The only one of its kind to have dual inputs
for ceramic and magnetic stereo phono.

For more details, and a demonstration, see your Bell dealet
today. Be sure to bring along your old amplifier ... Just in case!

Pacemaker Stereo has all these features
One set of controls operates both stereo channels
simultaneously.
Single Knob Balance Control maintains correct
acoustical balance between any two speakers.
Dual inputs for Magnetic and Ceramic Phono, Tape,
Tuner, Auxiliary.
Separate Rumble and Scratch Filters.
Stereo Reverse Switch.

Combined Output Switch.
Sound Systems, Inc., Columbus 7, Ohio
A division of Thompson Products, Inc.
IN CANADA: Thompson Products Ltd., Toronto
>4QQ

\ovt:\ustat 1958
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and the Rigoletto pieces ( "Caro name"
"ratte le feste") date from 1930 -31.
She re- recorded a fuller and far more
satisfactory version of the \lad Scene
some years later fur Columbia, and her
later recording of "Caro nome" for Columbia is also preferable to the eue in
this collection. But to be found here are
sonie of her hest things: the "Shadow
Song" from Dino,alr, "Durcit Zürtlichkeit" from The Abduction from the Seraglio (in French, of course), the Polonaise from .Mignon.
Pons was never simply a singer. She
was, and still is. a theatrical personality. There were a number of contcntpor;try coloraturas who could toss ell luulaeles better than she could (\Iiliza

gnon, Le Coy d'or, Zémire et Azor, Floridante, Alessandro, Phoebus and Pan.

and

Songs by Ponce, Dell' Acqua, Fauré, Delibes, Debussy, Hüc, Liadoff, Liszt, Bishop, and Pergolesi.
Lily Pons, soprano; Frank LaForge, piano; various orchestras.
RCA CAMDEN CBL 101. Two LP.
$3.96.
To listen through four LP sides of coloratura warbling, much of it accompanied
by an obbligato flute, can be something
of an unnerving experience. however, as
the above list suggests. I.ily Ponsians will
find
h in this ;dbnni to please them.
None of the recordings is later than 1940.
The "Bull Song," Lucia's Mad Scene,

Grand Award

STEREOPHONIC
SPECTACU LAR
Complete Selections From

3

Grand Award

STEREO ALBUMS
NOW AVAILABLE

$498each

1

The Roaring 20's

Vol.

1

2 The Flirty 30's
3 Waltzes for Dancing

4 Knuckles O'Toole plays
Honky Tonk Piano

Only

ís

2/

a9ó 12 INCH STEREO

6 Great Song Hits of the
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
Orchestras played by
All Star Alumni Orchestra
7 Great Song Hits of the Glenn
Miller Orchestra played by
All Star Alumni Orchestra

8 Paul Whiteman plays
Hawaiian Hits

9 Knuckles O'Toole
plays Ragtime

Hear The Most Spectacular

FULL STEREO SOUND
... Ever Achieved!
The president of Grand Award wants you to
hear for yourself why leading manufacturers of
stereo phonographs decided to give a Grand
Award Stereo Record free with each new phonograph so customers will hear stereo as it
should sound!
He wants you to hear for yourself why the
U.S. Department of Commerce selected Grand
Award Stereo Albums for U.S. exhibits overseas!
There must be a reason and there is! You'll
know it the instant you hear the spectacular
sound of Grand Award's exclusive Phase-X Stereo.
That's why he wants you to have this remarkable demonstration album. You'll hear selections
from some of Grand Award's fabulous Stereo
albums listed on the left. Then you'll know how
Stereo should sound.

-

Ask For Grand Award's
STEREOPHONIC SPECTACULAR!
That's the name of this remarkable Grand
Award Stereo Demonstration Record. Get yours
now while you can, Hear stereo as it should sound!

At Your Record Dealer

10 Dancing Under the Stars
Vol. 2

12 Spanish Spectacular
13 Oklahoma -South Pacific

If

he

can't supply you, send to:

Grand Award Records
S

(

t

FRITZ REINER: "Spain"

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA Vic-run L \I 2230. LI'. $4.98,
RCA \'tc:ron LSC 2230. SD. $5.98.
Played with the Central European approach to rhwthnt and color of a true
ÌsIagy ar Ses'illuto ( the central episode of
A'artrrra becomes a waltz, the Corpus
Clni 'i procession moves on the double
41M
Roiuer's performances Lick the
.unit te\tures, the light und supple
pill, And the feeling for accent necesstrs in any authentic representation of
the Spanish idiom.
\Ionopbouically. the sound is full and
booming. Stereo cleans up some of the
excessive reverberation and clarifies the
instrumental linos, wielding a disc with
.

a rich, big -ensemble

sound that sourd

Ix exactly right for Richard Strauss.
lt.C.\I.

DEMONSTRATION RECORD

-

5 Roman Spectacular

11 The Roaring 20's

THE WORLD'S
MOST HONORED
STEREO RECORDS

Forjus, for One) and one or two who
were finer, more delicate musiciansLino Paliughi comes first to mind. But
no one quite matched her as a stage presence. Only occasionally do her recordings give a hint of the exuberance and
color she esueled, hest typified here by
the rollicking duet "Dwayne in son" from
the Barber. in which She shames honors
with Giuseppe de Luca.
l'he scursions or rather -incursions")
into French art song are spectacularly
bad, and the selections from Handel and
Bach not much bettor. But this only
proves l uw well Pons knew her limitations in confining herself largely to the
opera house.
\Iu of tltc dubbings are very well
executed,
D.J.

hingsland Ave.. Harrison,

Dept. SR -7

N. J.

Write for FREE Record Catalog

I'.1UL ROBESON: Recital
rry: Jerusalem. Robinson: The House

l'.

I

Lire In. Anonymous: Water Boy; Shen-

andoah: Deep Hirer: John Brown's Body;
Sometimes I Feel Like a Mother less

Child: (;et an 1300rd, Little (:Itildren:
Loch Lommel: Drink to Ale Only With.
Thine Eyes; Joshua Fought the 13attle of
Jericho; All Through the Night.
Paul Robeson. bass: Harriet \ \'ingrec, piano; Chorus and Orchestra.

\' \ \GC:AIuD \'ltS

LP.

$ -1.98.

si\h' -une Paul Robeson lias lost little
the splendor of bis generous bass
suite. The singing is somewhat less stirring than formerly. but this is partially
the fault of the selections-une miSSCS
such passiomto songs of protest as Old
Alan Ricers l'bere is caution, too, in the
vocal ratage. which rarely extends beyond A below middle C. But what one
hears well deserves the accolade of the
San Francisco critic \vho characterized
Robesuu's \lice as "the greatest natural
basso of the present generation." The
simplicity of utterance, the purity of diction (it is a delight to hear the poetry of
Blake ;und Pinson so finch' projected),
the joy and tenderness of Get on Board,
Little Children, all reutind one that
At

of

Continued on page 88
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the full spectrum of sound. .. exclusively on

CAPITOL

ST R O
I- J

Popular Releases on Capitol Stereo Records
CAROUSEL
(soundtrack album)
SLACK SATIN
Gray.. Shearing Quinta-e
with full orchestra
SPACE ESCAPADE
Les Baxter

SW -694

ST-858
ST-965

SP -8333

RECORDS

Classical Releases on Capitol Stereo Records

SOUNDS OF THE GREAT SANDS
Gbn Gray
SW -109:
THE MILITARY SAND
Martial music conducted by
Felix Slalkin
SR'-105G
DANCE TO SOUTH PACIFIC
Les Bronn
ST-1000

Christmas Music on Capitol Stereo Records
JOY TO THE WORLD!
Traditional carols by
the Roper Wagner Chorale

J

THE MUSIC OF CHRISTMAS
Hollywood Bowl Orchestra,
Carmen Dragon Bond.
SP -5393

GYPSY!
Hollywood Bond Orchestra,
Carmen Dragon cond

SP -8342

HOUSE OF THE LORD
Boyer ICayner Charale

8P -8365

Ho1d:
Lon :1 ngrb's Philharmonic,
Leopold Stokowski cond.

SP -8389

Grefè: GRAND CANYON and

MISSISSIPPI SUITES
Hollywood Bowl Orchestra.
Felix Slalkin Bond.

8P -8347

Deóusey: LA MER
Reyel:
IS ET CHLOE (suite 2)
Los Angeles Philharmonic,

Erich Leinador! tond.

8P -8393

The cost of a Capitol Sterco Record is only slightly higher than the
standard long play album.

cost

of

NOVEMBER 1958
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Robeson is a great actor as well as a fine
singer.
The choral and orchestral accompaniments are, unhappily, pretty bad -the
former consisting largely of a dozen
voices which juin in spasmodically (le
mot juste) with some glee club crooning.
The engineering is too close-tip for my
D.J.
taste.

ANGEL

STEREO
RECORDS
To the new world of stereo sound, Angel

Records brings this great heritage:

Distinguished artists in a discriminating
repertoire, recorded with superb fidelity,
packaged with distinction. Now the most
advanced two- channel recording techniques are added, to bring about a new
sound in great music ... the sound of
Angel Stereo.
Available in No ('m
STRAUSS: DER ROSENKAVALIER

(Complete )

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Otto Edelmann,
Christa Ludwig, Eberhard Waechter,
Teresa Stich -Randall, Ljuba Welitsch,
Nicolai Gedda, and others with the Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus. Herbert von
Angel Album S 3563 D/L
Karajan, Cond.
WALDTEUFEL: WALTZES

The Philharmonia Promenade Orchestra,
conducted by Henry Drips. Angel S 35426
ROSSINI: BARBER OF SEVILLE (Complete)
Maria Callas. Tito Gobbi, Luigi Alva, Nicola
Zaccaria, Fritz 011endorf,with Philharmonia
Orchestra and Chorus under the direction of
Angel Album S 3559 C/L
Alveo Galliera.
BRAHMS: SYMPHONY NO.
in C Minor, Op. 68

1

Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Otto
Angel S 35481
Klemperer.
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM'S 'LOLLIPOPS'

Favorite concert encores ( "lollipop" is Sir
Thomas' own term for these musical sweetmeats). Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart., C. H.
Angel

35506

S

Recent Releases
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN:

MIKADO (Complete)
Glyndebourne Festival Chorus and Soloists.
Pro Arte Orchestra. Sir Malcolm Sargent,
Angel S 3573 B/L
Conductor.
THE

BEETHOVEN: PIANO CONCERTO NO. 5
in E Flat Major, Op. 73

Emil Gilets, Pianist. l'liilhannonia Orchestra. Leopold Ludwig, Cond. Angel S 35476
RIMSKY -KORSAKOV: SCHEHERAZADE
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Sir Thomas
Beecham, Bart., C.H., Cond. Angel S 35505
TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY NO. 4
in F Minor, Op. 36
Philharmonia Orchestra. Constantin SilvesAngel S 35565
tri. Conductor.
BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 7
in A Major, Op. 92

Philharmonia Orchestra. Guido Cantelli,
Conductor.

Angel

S

35640

EGIDA GIORDANI SARTORI: "Harpsichord Masters of the Serenteenth Century"
Frescobaldi: Toccata prima dal .secondo
libro; Aria detto In Frr'« o,l ablae. Partite
12 sopra rana eli Ruggiero. \I. Rossi:
Toccate e Correnti: Seventh a1111 'tenth
Correnti; Seventh Toccata. l'asquini:
Toccata con la scherzo del euoeo; Partite
diverse di Follia. A. Scarlatti: Toccatas:
in .k: in G minor.

Egida Giordani Sartori, harpsichord.

Eric LC 3480. LP. $3.98.
have heard Signora (or is it Signorina?
the liner is s :lent about her) Sartori only
as a continuo performer up to now. and
so was not prepared for the unnsoally
high caliber of her playing here. She can
stake a musical line lice :und breathe. her
rhythm has pep. and she play, t.iti the
kind of freedom that conies from a thorough knowledge of the material. In tic
Frescobaldi Toccata .ho is perhaps a littoo free. but at least she errs in the
right direction. 'there is much to admire
in these tyelhelin.en examples of Italian
harogne keybo:u'd nnn.io -the mournful
beauty of the IrescoIaddi Toccata. the
charming Ilow of the Rossi Cnrreuti and
the startling harmonic progressions of his
powerful Toccata, l'astpnini's delightful
and inmgitctite tariatioos on the twonote song of the cuckoo, and the bold
and itlh nmtic writing of the Scarlatti
N.13.
pieces.

ERNESTINE WASHINGTON: "Gospel
Singing in Washington Temple"
Ernestine Washington; Brother Miller
and the \Iilleraires: Bishop Washington:
Congregation of flu. Washington Temple
Church of God fn Christ, Inc.
WESTMINSTER

\\'P 6089.

LP.

$3.98.

Ernestine Washington's powerful, vibrant, at times harsh voice rides high and
handsome in some ten Negro gospel songs
here. 'Where is genuine devotion in her
style, whether she is shouting a brisk
rhythm or weaving lurtg rhapsodic
phrases around a slow simple melody.
Her artistry is heard in it, proper context,
moreover. for this atmospheric recording
was made at service. in the Brooklyn
church it here she sings. The cries of
"Ilalleloiah!" and ''.Nolen!.' of the respon.ivt congregation. its rhythmic clapping. Bishop Washington's little homily,
and Sister Ernestioo's simple statement of
faith heighten the sharp impact of the
R.E.
soloist's remarkable personality.

I

tl

GEORGE SZELL: "Russian Orchestral
Program"
Ill
sky: Capriccio itelien. Op. 45.
liurodin: Prince Igor: Po oUtrian Dances.
Itim.ky- Korsakov: Capriccio r.l,agnul.Op.
31. Mussorgsky: Khuran.shehioa:
to Act I.

Irrlude

Cleveland Orchestra, George Szoil, cond.
Eau: LC 3486. LI'. $3.98.
Elm: BC 1002.

SD.

$5.98.

One is not likely to atssuciate George Stoll
with showy Rn..iwu music. Nevertheless,
his constant insistence neon perfect execution from evr member of his virtuoso
orchestra enables lain to turn in performnances of there work that are notable for
their exactness :rid polished brilliance, if
not for their inner warmth.
Though there is excellent instrumental
separation on the nonupbonic disc. the
SI) in :ekes etervthing ecru clearer, especially iu the Ilea tior passages. 1)espito
faith intimate aniernphooe placement,
the jib u.iun of direction is not trey prominent. hill the over -all elleet i. aril that one
could xt ish for. \lose the unicrophoneS
hack just a bit. and Szell and the Clevelander. should be treating us to sonic
l'.A.
really nu.moralde stereo sound.

TIIE SPOKEN WORD
SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE: Sclections

The Ancient \larin'r, Kubla Khan, Dejection: An Ode, and other verse, read
by Sir Ralph Richardson.
C.xilnxn)N 'l'C 1092. LP. $5.95.
"In Nanatlu did Kubla Khan /A stately
pleasure dome decree"; as John Livingston Loues's authoritative study of Coleridge made quite clear some thirty years
:ago, the "road to Nauatlu" is far from an
easy one -and limy be too perplexing to
pro\ isle tntadultou:ted pleasure for the
auditory traveler. Coleridge was perhaps
the most intellectual of the English Romantic poets, under the influence of
German metaphysic's ate welI as of an
imaginative vision bordering on the hallucinatory. In the difficult role of guide
in this strange world, Sir Ralph Richardson serves very effectively. Kubla Khan
is declaimed in at manlier, from my point
of view very appropriate, that drowns
the senses to sense: rid the Rime of the
:Ancient .11ariuer dukes a horror that
even the too explicitly pointed moral
does not lessen. If this record fails to
elicit fully the "willing suspension of disbelief' that Coleridge lilt as esseulial to
poetry, it commaunls at least sympathetic
J.C.
attention.
Ns

\WILLIA \I FAULKNER: The Sound and
the Fury; Light in August

Selecting, from The Sound and the Fury
and Light in Angu.st. read by' the author.

\I -C -\1 E 361 ARC. LP. $4.98.
In this re:uling, \Ir. Faulkner's voice is
not, as a pin sisal instrument. especially
impressive, oor are the selections he
reads par'ticular'ly revelatory of the whole
saga of \oknapatatvpha County. Yet it
doesn't matter that the listener w ill not
Continued on page 90
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HERE ARE THE

STEREO

"VOICE OF THE THEATRE"

COMPONENTS:

803A 15" BASS SPEAKER: Designed for the sole purpose of
efficiently reproducing the full
depth of exciting bass tones.
This is assured by its limited frequency range of 30.1600 cycles.

-

Exceptional Quality
Low Cost-

Specifications: 30 watts
2.4 lbs. Alnico
cone resonance

V

Price: $66.00

with ALTEC "Voice of the Theatre°
Speaker Components
For your home you can own ALTEC "Voice of the Theatre"
speaker components, used in more professional stereo
installations than all other makes combined, for much less
than you might think possible.
The total cost for all speaker components that make up
the famous ALTEC A -7 "Voice of the Theatre" system is
only $205.50.
ALTEC can produce tremendous sound quality at low
cost because ALTEC has more experience in producing
stereophonic sound equipment than any other manufacturer of home high fidelity.
ALTEC pioneered and developed stereophonic sound
equipment for theatre installation. ALTEC stereophonic
sound equipment was used in the very first movie productions with stereo.
With ALTEC "Voice of the Theatre" speaker components you are assured of quality for monaural or stereo listening because of their exceptional smoothness of response,
high frequency range to 22,000 cps, efficiency and quality.

30.1600 cycles
3" voice coil 45 cycle

16 ohms

magnet

800E DIVIDING NETWORK:

Specifications:
cycle crossover

6 db

16 ohms

h,f. shelring

800

Price: $46.50

80211 HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER:

specifically for the 8116
horn for smooth 22,000 cycle
high frequency reproduction.
Made

Specifications: 30 watts
ohms

500- 22,000 cycles
Price: $53.00
1.3 Ib. Alnico V magnet

16

8118 HORN: Incorporates
the exclusive ALTEC direct
radiating sectoral exponen-

tial principle for brilliant
clarity in the high frequency
range.

Specifications: I.F. cutoff -800 cycles
hor., 90'; vert., 40° Price: $30.00

-

distribution

TOTAL COST ONLY $205.50

"Voice of the Theatre" speaker components also are available in three cabinet
designs for home use-

Listen to them! Compare their prices!

Buy them for sound value!
831A Capistrano

ALTE[
LANSING CORPORATION

Write for free catalogue and loudspeaker enclosure information booklet:
ALTEC

LANSING

CORPORATION, D..0. I1H -8

1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California, 161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y,

-

typical of the elegant styling
of ALTEC home systems incorporating "Voice of the
Theatre" components. In walnut, blond, or mahogany. Price: $426.00
1. g31Á Capistrano

2. The A.7 is designed for the

brilliant reproduction

of sound at low cost. Price: $299.40

32A Corona is corner designed for greater
bass reproduction. Its fine styling will enhance the
decor of any room. In walnut, blond, Or mahogany.
3. The

Price: $414.00
12.34
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learn the destiny that awaits Lena Grove,
that no explanation is given for Joe

Christina,' state of hallucination, that
l)ilsev's knowledge of "(le beginnin'
and her vision of "de Polio"' can be
learned only from the whole history of
the Compsons. These throe excerpts from
two novels are related only in that each
is in some sense an account of a journey:
an ignorant xvonnal trudges pregnant

NOW...

VOX

PUTS YOU IN THE

MIDDLE OF THE
MUSIC WITH

STEREOVOX
RECORDS
Another VOX first: packaged in
Static -free aluminum foil envelopes.
You'll be surrounded by beautiful sounds. and
you won't want to escape! Stereovou records woke
VP your ears ..set your pulse apounding in time
v. ith their exciting rhythms...over,.helm you v.nh
their large -as -life sound! Enioy the finest stereophonic sound -Stereovox -at your dealers now
MAULER:

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE. Grace Hoff-

mann, alto -Helmut Melchert, tenor- Symphony
Orchestra of the Southwest German Radio, Baden Baden -Hans Rosbaud, conductor
ST -PL 10.912
(2

-12")

-

STRAVINSKY: FIREBIRD SUITE
CAPRICCIO FOR
PIANO & ORCHESTRA. Charlotte Zelka, piano

-

Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German
Radio, Baden- Baden -Jascha Horenstein, Harold
Byrns, conductors
ST -PL 11.020

VIVALDI: 4 OBOE CONCERTOS. Alberto Caroldi,
oboe
Gli Accademici di Milano
Piero Santi,
conductor
ST -PL 10.720

-

-

GRIEG: SYMPHONIC DANCES, OP. 64. TWO
ELEGIAC MELODIES. OP. 34. Pro Musica Symphony, Vienna -Edouard van Remoortel, conductor
ST -PL 10.330
LISZT: TOTENTANZ; MALEDICTION. Alfred Brendel,

piano- Vienna Symphony -Michael Gielen, conductor

ST -PL

ORIENTAL FANTASY. Gianni

chestra

11.030

Monese and his OrST -VX

25.760

AUF WIEDERSEHEN, GERMANY. Fritz Mareczek and
ST -VX 25.790
his Orchestra

FIESTA

TROPICAL.

Bellini and his Orchestra

with vocals

ST-11X

25.690

H for
complete catalogs, specifying "Stereo" or

Also available monaurally. Write to Dept.

"Monaural ".

along (lusty roads, naïvely searching for
the father of her child; a mulatto,
(lerer and scapegoat, flees from his accusers through a desolate countryside: a
Negro servant, \rich an idiot white man at
her side, xvalks to c'hurc'h on a Sunday
morning, listens to the sermon of a visiting
Preacher from St. Lattis, and returns
home. There is nn conventionitl development of action: there are out even the
new insights and illmninatins that one
more or Less e\'wets on the part of post Joycean characters. But. ccithout regard
to came or ellect. these isolated episodes
anti
suggest the tragedy ml di..olut'
the tragedy of cu tin-am' xc all an almost
painful reality.
think,
This direct communication is,
in large part the result of \Ir. Faulkner's
own narration. In hearing him one forgets the sentences half -a -page long. the
tortured grammatical constructinm., the
Latinism. ¡u\taposctl with the local sous
of illiterate.. There is something hardic
in this (hiker). and the reading takes
on the uitiity of incantation. It's an exJ.G.
traordinnriy moving experience.
1

VOX PRODUCTIONS, INC.
New York 19, N. Y.

FOLK MUSIC

t

PENNY- PINCII INC in packaging

Hu1Y.1110 h:IPLING: lust So Stories

'l'lu' Elephant's Child, T'lic Sing -Song of
Ohl Ilan Kangaroo, Tite Beginning of
the .lrotutlillns. Ilunt' tllt' I 'upard Got
his Studs, read by Boris Karlolf.
Can :txmtx 'I'C

11188.

LP.

55.95.

If

list) -hers to this disc flu not thoroughly
enja) it. I'm afraid I'll be like the elephamls child- "very xvann and very much
astonished..' fu one who has been
brought up l more or less) on the lust
So Stories it is indeed a delightful experience to hear them again with an adult
ear.
find on each hearing that the subtlety and imaginativeness of K¡pling's
phrases and words (e.g. 'the wait -a -hit
thurnbush ") reveal themn.ehes. These are.
truly original explanation. (hut one c:m
1

alnwst beliou them, they seem so ltr,icaI) of how elephants got trunks and
Ieop;utls gut spot..
I'm slue the author would have highly
appros od of the reading \Ir. Karlulf
gives these tales. I found myself tramsported to the fur -elf lands of Africa and
Australia.
oyeu found myself, old bestbeloved, trying to write a story of how
the great yellow fuzzy bee got its buzz.
Both children and grown -ups should
enjoy this record. The recording is sparklingly clean, as is usual with Cambium.
\Iuu,vxl D. \I. N\INc
1

WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS:

236 West 55th Street

magic -not only in the loose, "poetical"
sense of otherworldly charm but as a conscious belief in the occult, which he attempted to define and systematize in
A Vision, of 19.25. \Vhat is revealing in
this recording is that those Murks expressing the poet's vastly complex olcthod for
the interpretation of history and human
life (Byzantium. The Second Coining,
Sailing to Bt /,,mien, among others) convey an motional impact quite independent of any preternatural theories
they embody. III part, this is owing to
Cyril Cll.mel.'s admirable reading; in
Part, to loo .Leer evocative power of
Yeats's language. In my opinion these
poem. cyhere ''the images of clay recede"
are the nest profoundly convincing of any
on this disc.
Side '_ is given over mainly to the
"Crazy Jane" poems, read by Siobhan
McKenna. Isere the things of the earth
and the day are given their clue, in an interpretatiuu the un(lits of which are probably a plain mutter of taste. Pur my own,
the Irish lilt (cue cannot call it a brogue)
that Miss McKenna employs reduces to a
parochial level poems that are sttunething
more than expressions of regiuual personality.
J.C.

Selections

tieIeclions from Yeats's verse, read by
tii
,ut \Ie'Kenna and Cyril Cusack.
( ;cko\utx TC
1081. LP. 8395.
I

I

The dominating motif of Yeats's poetry is

music recordings. Nowhere is this better
illustrated than with \Ve.tmtinster's Songs
of Corsica ( \VE 12(07, LP), a Grand Prix
du Dimple winner under its original Vega
label. This hauntingly beautiful evocation
of the \Iediterrane;tu island consists of a
simple but poetic narration interspersed
by characteristic songs, laments, calls, and
childlren's games. "Ihe narration, however. is in French; the natixt' material is
in the difficult Corsican dialect. By neg-

lecting to provide a translation, West'c(-.sarily It:tndicapped
minster has
those \hose French is inadequate; the
carefully set mood becomes a waste Of
time. Still, the sheer beauty of this disc
necessitates a warm reeanameltdatitn.
On their newest release, The Wearers
at !Ionic ( VHS 91)34, LP), the veteran
quartet happily forsake the pseudo -coolie
chatter that has marred their recent offerings. Building their recital around solid old Limnites -Awl Iliadic, 11d,-tight
Special, This Land Is Your Lanni -they
display the spontaneity and exuberatice
that have placed them at the top of their
profession. Vanguard's engimoc'rs L. :y..
risen to the occasion with first-rate soma',
Cavaliers A- Raring With Tony CcIdell C \-LI' 61)0.5. LP ,hors t'' ' r:.
carefully cotseu sea chautrx. n'' li
stripe of Shenandoah, Ltudu:'
Vic 11mn Down. Gartle'iFs puce iui
breathes a swinging life into the or,
up, intelligently polished versions II:
fers. Ilk free. adaptive style is in nt :tr. :e
contrast to the studied authenticity of
Ewan \laeC Ill and A. L. Lloyd on TraI

1

:

Cuntinned on page
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far too

fnquently impairs the value of folk
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introducing the

Jans eti

presenting the

Z -300

model 35 0

DYNAMIC WOOFER
clear challenge to the
largest bass speakers
a

11)
The remarkable 11" woofer of the
new JansZen Z -300 System is available
separately for built -in single or

multiple speaker installations.
Specifically designed to complement
the delicate clarity of JansZen
Electrostatic Tweeters, the Model 350
driver offers clean, "honest" bass
devoid of all false resonances,
hangover or boom. Transient and
harmonic distortions are almost
immeasurable at any listening level.
Response is uncannily flat from
45 to 2000 cycles with excellent
response to below 30 cycles.
The special light -mass cone of the
Model 350 is judiciously weighted
at the apex to give smooth rolloff
above 2000 cycles without the need

sound without fury

for transient -degrading crossovers.
A very flexible rim of foam -treated

to gladden stereo fans

cloth attaches the cone to the
cast aluminum frame and allows Vs"
piston -like cone excursions without
breakup at any frequency. This
unique cone is so perfectly controlled
by a powerful 31/4 -lb magnet structure
that it will handle powers up to
100 watts on music.

considered impossible within its size and price framework.

BUILD YOUR OWN SMALL ENCLOSURE

Only an infinite baffle -easily built
with hand tools -should be used with
the JansZen driver. An enclosed volume
of 2.2 cubic feet, totally filled with

fiberglas chunks gives optimum
results. Complete enclosure plans
are furnished with each driver.
At only $44.50 (slightly higher in
West), the Model 350 makes an
excellent foundation for any good
high fidelity system. Hear it soon
in the JansZen Z-300 System.
Literature and name of nearest
dealer gladly sent on request.

Nose:\ ;tat

Only slightly larger than "bookcase" speakers

...

...

of musical transparency and bass response which,

In the

Z -300 a

harmony with

a

2-

priced less than $200

the new Z-300 console achieves
a

measure

a

few years ago, was

element lansZen Electrostatic Tweeter works in sonic

new JansZen dynamic woofer. Response is exceptionally

uniform from an honest 30 to 30,000 cycles /second. Musically, however,
this wide range would be painful were it not for the almost total lack of
audible or measurable distortion inherent in the JansZen principle.

Transparently clear, shrill -less trebles are faithfully reproduced by two
push -pull electrostatic elements -thin virtually massless diaphragms
driven over their entire areas by 176 pairs of carefully- spaced sheathed
conductors. Both elements are checked for distortion and matched for

output within
A new

1

db.

long -travel dynamic woofer perfectly complements the distortion -

free electrostatic tweeter. Its lightweight 11" cone with slight apex
weighting and specially- treated cloth suspension achieve near perfect
piston action without breakup or doubling. Sealed in a 2.2 cubic -foot,
fiberglas- filled baffle, its clean, solid bass consistently shames most of
the largest speakers now available.
The complete lansZen

Send for free

literature

Z -300

measures only 28"

h by

20"

w

and name of your nearest dealer where

by

it

13"

d.

may be heard.

*including designs by 4rfbur.1..1,, :en
made only by NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP., Neshaminy, Pa.
Export Div.: 25 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y. Cable: Siu ontrice, N. Y.
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TAPES

RECORDS

RECORDS

FOR

á

The Connoisseur, The
Ñ
Perfectionist, The Hi Fi
Addict, The Jazz Buff or
N
anyone from 9 to 90 ineterested in music on records or tapes

THE MUSIC BOX
offers the MOST

PERSONAL MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE AVAILABLE
IN THE COUNTRY.

THE MUSIC BOX

can supply you with ANY
available long playing
record, stereo disc or pre-

recorded monaural or
stereo tape, on ANY label
in the catalog.
Not just any old copy,
pulled at random from
stock, but a BRAND NEW,
FACTORY FRESH, UNPLAYED PRESSING.

Each one

rigorously

in-

spected for any visible
imperfections.
Carefully dusted, cleaned
and de- staticized, then enclosed and sealed in one of

our own polyethylene

envelopes.

Stoutly packed to reach you in
PERFECT condition.

Mailed to
On orders
there is no
On orders

you by Parcel Post.
of more than $6.00

charge for postage.
less than $6.00,
please add 40e to cover postage
and packing.
All records and tapes sold at
manufacturer's suggested list
of

prices only. No discounts.
To ensure prompt shipment, please
list alternate choices. Occasionally we do run out of certain items.
We do not make substitutions
without the written permission of
the customer.
We will gladly offer you our considered opinion of any recording
in the catalog, and help you, when
possible with any record or tape
problem you may have.
We will be pleased to send you,
on request, a list of worth while
recordings likely to be swept into
oblivion by the introduction of
stereo discs.
Hundreds of already deleted
.10 and 12 -inch LP records in

If interested, please
send us your want list. We do
not issue any listo! these items.
stock.

MUSIC BOX
á THE Main
Street
Great Barrington, Mass.

RECORDS

TAPES

RECORDS

M

N

x
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ditions's fine Blotc Boys Blow (TLI' 1026,
LP), btt the average listener %ill find
the Carclell approach far more palatable.
Cavalier's brilliant engineering is a perfect vehicle for Garden's big, thrilling
voice. In the annotation, Carclell is credited with composing the music to his versions Of .Mass Bailey, High Barlarce, and
Fifteen \Icn on N Dead 1 1an's Chest,
but actually- the airs he uses are those
traditionally associated %vita these songs.
Another gifted singer, Theodore Bikel,
appears in Ruwauy guise on Songs of n

MERIT
CATCHES THE

.

70

N

Russian Gypsy (Eliktri 1511, LP). Bikel
brings his habitual serve and insight to
the genre: and in spite of his tendency
to overdramatize, these attractive ballads are nowhere bettor smug (note particularly the intricate \neat dynamics of
Bikel's Torn Guitars). Elektra's crosknn;uy luminous sound is 1nuch in evidence,
\n accompanying booklet contains texts
111(1 translations.
\ less successful offering from the saine
eoulp;u k unholy/ .\Icttrimunp (Elektra
117. I.P wherein Paul Clayton satirizes
In;lrri;r_e through eighteen more or less
uuosth less -droll folk songs. Clayton's
approach is somewhat too rely\cd; he has
a propensity to "talk" rather than sing.
In addition, lie is inermiked, imparting
an unbalanced quality to the sound.
\I iitir cOntinmes its e\cellent series of
.

-

Pastern European folk recordings with
Lithuanian Songs and Dances ( \IF 305,
LP). '!lie polkas are infectiously gay and
-while ono regrets that accumpaniulcnls
are nett presided by smmulhi11g more atiuusplieric than a Piaui, -Ile songs, called
Dulness are melodic and stirring. l'erluruaulces are by prulissiuual artists :mcl
the sound, despite a certain muffled effect, is more than acceptable.
Russian Folk Songs (\'ItS 912:1. I.I'1 is
reissue of two Vanguard 111 -imel discs
of sun, ears hack. .1 he assorted soloists
mud choruses are lap drawer -you will go
syay before bearing a more impresa
sive Ilendou loud -but the sound shoves
its :age. The prospective purchaser would
do well to compare this with more recent
olleriligs. such as Monitor's Russian Folk
Songs \I F :302. I.I' before committing
himself.
From Folkways comes an unusually appealing release, Iri.eli Traditional Songs
( F\\' 87(i2, LP), suing in Gaelic by Deirdre Ni Fhlionn, will, tarp accompaniment. The singer's soprano is on the light
side, but its texture is ideally suited to the
delicate g usnnler Of her repertory. The
ballads are sad and gay and very Irish.
.\anther sss vet- voiced soprano, Gloria

OF MARTIN

Wow

PRIMITIVA

-

DENNY

Monaural LRP -3087

The newest and most exotic yet. Demanded by
his fans, who know a good thing when they

hear it.

FORBIDDEN

ISLAND--

STEREO LST -7001 Monaural LRP-3081
A magic spell woven for your en-

joyment. Designed
the Stereo fan

In

expressly with
mind.

a

II

1

Le\\.

¡

graces the same

-

-

EXOTICA
Vol. 2
STEREO LST -7008 Monaural LRP -3077

Exciting, delightful sounds to tempt
the ear and the heart. Musical
ambrosia
a "Natural" for stereo.

-

company's Se-

phorrlir Folk Songs (l' \C 97:37, LP).
-These haunting fragments culled from the
heritage of the Spanish Jews exiled by
Ferdinand and Isabella are, to my cars,
the ¡must immediately captivating in the
variegated Jewish tradition.
Strictl in the ethnic vein are American tuition Dances ( FD 6510, LI') and
the dances. songs, and chants of The Pygmies of the Puri Forest (FE 4457, LP I,
both e\celleiIt of their kind. All four l'olkways releases are well recorded. and all

feature an accompanying booklet with
copious notes. texts, and translations.
EosvAro L. 13ANUAL

-

Vol. 1
Monaural LRP 3034
EXOTICA

-

The album that pioneered

the use
of rare tropical instruments for lush

listening. The all -time great in this
field.
,,,,

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

i/BERTY
Dept.

H -11,

RECORDS, Inc.

1556 North La Brea Avenue.

Hollywood, Calif.
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for Ultimate Fidelity

for Ultimate Fidelity

WHAT'S THE
SHER MOOD'-

SHEROOD*

MEANING OF
AN AWARD?
Clerirkoo

co

Pke
outstanding honors bestowed. unsolicited, by most
recognized testing

re, ye

/Jr

organizations.

Those

illustrated

above

mean

every-

thing!
But some awards mean little -only that
the manufacturer shook hands in the
right place, or paid the right price.

Fortunately, for the audiophile, this sort
of meaningless award "giving" has
never been a part of the High Fidelity
industry. Here, awards come the "hard
way" for outstanding performance
based on high technical standards.

No matter what your source of music
-FM, your own discs, or tape -you

Therefore, Sherwood is justly proud of
its many outstanding honors bestowed,
unsolicited, by most recognized testing
organizations, plus many other special
recognitions.

will enjoy it at its best coming from
Sherwood's complete home music center
... most honored of them all! Sherwood
tuners for example .. .
First to achieve under one microvolt
sensitivity for 20 db FM quieting increases station range to over 100 miles.
Other important -features include the
new "Feather -Ray" tuning eye, automatic frequency control, flywheel tuning output level control and cathode follower output.
Model

Model

S -2000

FM -AM Tuner $109.50 net

S -3000 FM

(only) Tuner $99.50 net

For complete speülications, wr te Dept. H -11

SHERWOOD
ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES,

4300

N.

California Ave.,

Chicago

11,

INC.
III.

The "complete high fidelity home music center."

For the
American Pavilion of the
Brussels World's Fair, the only tuner
selected was the Sherwood S -2000.

Undoubtedly the most commonly displayed seal in the United States is
the "UL" of Underwriters Laboratories
-commonplace except in the Hi -Fi field!
Only Sherwood and two other popular
Hi -Fi tuners bear this seal of acceptance
-your guarantee of safety from the
hazards of shock and fire.

Model S -100) li Je watt
empllller- $109.50 net.

'outstanding honors
bestowed, unsolicited, by
most recognized testing organizations.

Why will your records sound better
with the new Sherwood 36 -watt am-

plifier, though you seldom play them
at levels exceeding 11/2 watts? Because amplifier peaks in many musical passages demand 100 watt peak
capability and the new Sherwood
S -1000 II delivers this instantaneous
peak power while operating at 114

-

watts!
S

Engineering,

many,

many testing

Inc.

just

one

panel controls

compensation switch, scratch and
rumble filters, phono level control,
tape -monitor switch 6 inputs, output
tube balance control and test switch
on rear.
For complete specif cations,

write Dept.

H -1

I

SHERWOOD

of

laboratories (one

particular must remain anonymous)

in

II front

set" loudness control, loudness

And when the editors of Hi -Fi Music
at Home created their performance
commendation seal, Sherwood's S -2000
AM -FM tuner was the first to be chosen
for the honor.

Wyeth

-1000

include 6 -db presence -rise button;
record, microphone and tape -playback equalization; exclusive "center -

4300

Sherwood Electronic Laborator es.

Inc.

California Ave., Chicago 11,

Ill.

N.

recently tested

Sherwood tuners and
certified their adherence to F.C.C. and
I.R.E. standards of conducted and, or

radiated interference.

The "complete high

fidelity home music center.

ask High Fidelity dealers -you'll
find a majority recommend Sherwood
as "the best buy" in a complete High
Fidelity Home Music Center.
Just

S. Miller
General Manager

Edward

\óßl<n ;Fat

1938

411
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9LEEfiUOOcTLin

tune with

HIGH FIDELITY
Custom Television is the only system
FLEETwooD
built and built -in to complement your home
high fidelity sound system!
High and low impedance audio outputs furnish
distortion-free sound . . . Fleetwood's fully electronic remote control provides not just channel

selection and volume control

-

but contrast,
brightness, volume, channel selection, fine tuning
and the exclusive Definition Control that tailors
picture texture to individual taste. (Non- remote
Fleetwoods also available.)

-

Fleetwood has four I.F. stages for full four megaemploys 27 tubes exclusive of
the picture tube, will mount a 21 ", 24" or 27"
rectangular picture tube. In technical perfection,
Fleetwood matches the professional broadcast
monitors also made by Conrac for major networks.
it belongs
Anywhere you want Fleetwood
beautifully! In a wall, room divider, bookcase,
in the living room,
piece of heirloom furniture
den, kitchen, bedroom, recreation room -Fleetwood
installations are unlimited!

cycle bandpass

-

-

Write today for free booklet of installation ideas, complete information and the name of your nearest dealer.

9LEEfcUoOL CUSTOM

TELEVISION

Crafted by CONRAC, INC.
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"After Theatre at the Little Club." Kurt
Maier, piaam mi rhythm. Decca DL
8699, $3.98 (LP).
If New York's Little Club has a dance
floor, it must be a very congested area
when Kurt Maier is at the ivories. These
fine performances of hit songs from recent Broadway musicals are played with
a beat that (Lancers will find almost irresistible. Yet. if yon have no terpsichorean tendencies. you will be just as well
rewarded by sitting back and listening.
a

"'Bram' Smith and His Trumpet." Golden
Crest 4012, $5.95 (LP).
"Brant" Smith may not vet be another
Del Staigers, hit he is an extraordinarily
fine trumpeter. capable of 5011x astonishing feats of tonguing and breath control.
It is unfortunate that he has been betrayed by inferior recorded sound and
some really ghastly arrangements. His
supporting griip includes some of the
finest trombonists in the country, but
they too are bogged down by the inept
sound and poorly balanced recording.

"Concert In Rhythm." Ray Conniff and
His Orchestra and Chorus. cuhunbia
CL 116:3, $3.98 (LP).
Ray Conniff has fashioned some bold and
ingenious arrangements, for orchestra
and wordless chorus, of a number of
classical themes. As usual, Peter Bich
Tchaikovsky is the main contributor, with
Chopin,
uff, Gershwin, Ravel,
et al. chipping in a piece. I'm sure this
isn't going to be everyone's cup of tea,
but those who can u(cept this fiddling
xvith the classics I think will enjoy the
record. Certainly I can't imagine' the
musical uletvnurphusis being more deftly
or musically managed, and Colombia has
provided some really scrumptious sound.

"Conchetta." Connie

Stevens. Warner

Bros. \V 1208, $3.98 (LP).
Time, and a little more experience, will
work wonders for this new young singer.
At the moment, her assets area pert and
clear voice, a sort of breathless wonderstruck way of singing a song, and a
charming personality, which comes off the
record quite vividly. She doesn't appear
ready to handle slow ballads like Too
Young or more sophisticated songs like
Spring Is Here. But she does Gershwin s

-

rJ

intertaìnmen

Looking for a Bote with great charm, and
Judy Garland's property, The Trolley
Song, almost as well as Judy used to.

Flappers and Flasks." Joe
Glover and His Collegians. Epic LN
349:3, $3.98 ( LP).
Unless my memory is playing tricks, this
is exactly how dance music really sounded in the boyish-bob, rolled -stocking era.
For one thing, Jae Glover never attempts
to "poke" things up. Ile remembers that
we did waltz and do a slow fox trot. even
in those days, and has not overloaded his
program with East, zippy numbers. Ile
sticks closely to the tempos used by all
bands of the time and adds some vocals
in proper Twenties' style, to produce as
authentic a re- creation as have vet encountered. It may possibly wen a little
taupe compared to some recent records
de\oted to the music of the period, but if
yinCre Princeton '25, or Vassar '26, or
were just around in those exciting days,
you should get quite ;t charge out of this.
"Flames,

" \Iy

\tan." Mary Lou Hressmr Sv Shaffer and His Orchestra. West]] instcr \\'P
6081, $:3.98 (LP).
It may be a little premature to label \Lary
Lou Brewer "'l'he New Queen of the lied
Hot \lamas," but there can be no question that Miss Brewer has the potentialities to take over Miss Tucker's throne. If
anything, she is a more varied singer
than Sophie; her really excellent .\lad
About the Boy and a touching Can't help
Lorin' Dat Van are numbers which I
think Sophie would never consider, and
in the'l'uckcr style, Mary Lou is certainly
at ease in Some of These Days and A
Goad Ilan Is hard To Find. Considerate
and extremely helpful support from the
Sy Shaffer gang, recorded in superb Westminster sound.

I

"Good Music To Have Fan \Vith." Boston
Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler, (und,
1,1').
ll( Victor L \I 22:35, S:3.98
Had ;sty fuu with Ride of the \'alkttrics
or the Overture to (>la uun Miel? (Vial
the Scherzo from the Elmira hilarious, or
The Flight of the Bumbh. Bee rib tickling? Probably not, yet all four items are
included in this cnriunsl titled record.
Quibbles over wards aside, though, these
Performances of sine fairly shunt selections of good tunsic, stunningly played
and recorded in realb xcellent sound,
will alh,nl much pleasure.
1

"The Immortal Al Jolson." Al Jolson; Or(bostra and Chorus. Decca DL 9063,
s4.98 (LI').
Thsc previously unissued recordings
were taken from a broadcast performance
of the Kraft Music Hall, a radio program
Jolson presided over briefly in 1948. 'l'hey
are a vivid reminder of his vitality and
of his ability to sell a song, almost any
song, whether it fitted him well or not.
\list of this program is typical Jolson material, from Rork -a -bye Your Baby to
For Me and lftt Cal, but it is surprising
to find him singing a ballad like the
English A Tree in the .Meadow and doing
it so well. Jolson reveled in an audience,
and the audience here is quite obviously
enjoying him. The record on both sides
conveys this feeling of complete and genuine pleasure. It should certainly delight
all Jolson fans.

"Swing Softly." Johnny Mathis. Orchestra,
Piny Faith. cond. Columbia CL 1165,

s;.uti t1.I').
Hen's a distinct change of pace for the
popular young singer. A dozen easy
swinging standard, replace the moody
ballads and moving spirituals that have
been the Mathis stunk in trade over the
past yea. It's it neat and extremely successful witch, which finds Mathis capable of swinging these songs as well as
anyone in the bnsiuoss IOd;ty. Ile has the
benefit of sonic fine Percy Faith arrangements, and the orchestra's suiiI hacking
plays a big part in the success of the record.

"Terribly Sophisticated Songs; A Collection of Unpopular Songs for Popular
People." \Varner Bros. B 1210, $4.98

(LI').

The banal, uninspired lyrics of most of
today's popular songs make them fair
game for the sort of inspired ribbing they
get in this collection of decidedly wacky
mailers. Even funnier is the devastating
parody of the musical styles of, among
others, Sammy Kaye, Lombardo, Lawrence Welk, Vaughn Monroe. and Tony
Martin. This is clearly a case of musical
Irse- naajcsté, and it is unfair that its
perpetrators have been allowed to remain anonymous. They deserve full
credit and thanks for a most anmsing
recording.
"There I Sing /Swing It Again." Vaughn
Monroe and Mis Orchestra. RCA Victor LI' \I 1799, $3.98 (LP).
These new recordings of songs that propelled the singer to the top of the heap
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years ago disclose that the Monroe voice
has lost little of its muscular power. If
you thrilled to his Racing with the Moon,
There, l're Said It Again, or Ballerina
his is still (lie best version of that song)
you can possibly recapture the feeling all
over again.
Vrankie Laine: Orchestra,
Frank Comstock, coed. Columbia CL
1176, $3918 1L1'1.
Tho smul(lrriug emotion that Frankie
Laine turns un those tsselve standard
laments is in striking contrast lu the electrifying, (1suberaut sllo he las cultivated
of late _yea's. -l'hure is a sort of repressed
charge throughout the entire disc that
reminds one of his first big record That's
.\lp Desire. Th;uiks lo sors,' wonderful
support from tin COinslock baud and his
oswn quiet feeling for the moods of these
songs, this is certainly one of the better
JOHN F. Ixix:Ox
Laine issues.

"Torchin'."

The Best of the Stan Frcherg Shows.
CAPITOL- \\'BO 10:35, S I 1.96 ( "l'svo LP 1.
In the summer of 1957, CBS prated
(Le., the show \vas unsponsored ) sic
million weekly listeners to fifteen half
hours of Stan the \lot (Freberg, not
\Instal ). For those who heard the
show, this four -sided album of the manysided Freberg will serve as a nostalgic
reminder; for those who missed the program, it offers an ittrodmcthin to one of
radio's add -tiute comic geniuses.
Freberg is probably the greatest young
(I can't think of any better older ones,
either) satirists in the country and. like
all great satirists, he holds no subject
sacred. I -he Freberg needle flashes in all
()directions, but the most significant point
about the Freberg humor is its timeliness.
Despite the fact that these programs are
over a year old, they still keep their
freshness. Take lihIt'rht Alen Rit'cr, Frrberg's version of Old Alan Ricer -sung
as the ever -present TV securit officer
would prefer it -or I'arc tilt humnir.c, in
\s'bich a panel of comic -strip everts
\Ieet the Press, and each other. And
perhaps most inspired of all is I mchh'ut
at Los't'oraees, a science- ficliun skit that
takes up most of One record side.
The phut concerns two Los \'oraces
night clubs, the El Sodom and the
Rancho Gomorrah, which get really carried ;May itt their competition for customers. The Sodom builds the hugest
swimming pool in the world and stages
a spectacular publicity strut in which
Florence Chadwick attempts' to swim the
length; the Cumorrdt cumns back by
booking the 1960 Presidential Inauguration. Eventually, the Sodom flies in, by
continuous airlift, three -quarters of a
toile of the Gaza strip and books a full scale \fiddle Eastern war uu stage.
l'he Rancho Gomorrah again counters,
coming up with the biggest show of the
century: "For One Time Only -THE
H- 130 \IB!" This ends the competition.
Los Voraces, and Side 2 of The Best of
Stan Freberg.
Done straight and with the Freberg
touch, this is mordant stuff -as is the
whole album. Don't miss it.
11. II, Hooves, Jn.

Foreign Flavor
"Brazil." Lniz Amnia l'ars and His Orchestra. Capitol T 10137, 83.98 (LI').
Capitol's annotation hails Conductor Lriz Arruda l'ars as the Jackie Gleason of
Brazil. lacs COnld sur. In spite of mer lush arrangements, his versions of these
lovely tunes possess a dn'iviue, rhythm.
Here' are Brazil, Tire' -Tiro, and Bahia
aluns; with less well- knOW11 but equally
winsome pieces- Alaria, Copacabana, Ris(Hu'. One regrets Maestro Pats' propensity
for nauseating embroidery, both vocal and
instrumental. but the songs survive and
the sound is splendid.
"Canciones Y Ritmos Espatioles." Luis
Aradut' and Ilis Orchestra, Toreador T
520, S2,98 (LP).
Handsomely performed and well recorded, these pasodobles and boleros shape
have heard
Ole most attractist' offering
to date On \Iuntilla's cut -rate label. Pepe
\lires anise-smooth baritone, supplemented ils a group called Los 'l'rovadurts (1e
Espana, shapes the vocal line. Easy, undemanding listening,
1

"Retiato Carosone!" Renato Carosone and
Sestet. Capitol T 10163, S:3.98
I lis

(LI').
lieuato Cauosnu('s unique. mocking way
ss'itli a song has made his discs top sellers
in sirlual- e\ur nation in I':nrop(. And
in his native Italy. Otte' sees his image
grinning from the winless of every recur! shop in ()very city. This disc, his
third album for Capitol, reaffirms his title
to such outrageous popularity. Sumo of
Ole songs Ill. has ( linsen are richly humor-

ous, for esamplc Torero and C:iuranne
Cu 'A Chitarra (Young Alan with a Guitar). Capitol provides no lests. no translations-hut it's almost \ortb hiring nu iu-

trpreter.

rope. Their light voices lend a fragile
beauty to a collection of folk and folk like Cerman songs. Conductor Ober schelp s firm hand is manifest in the way
the chorus scorns vocal pyrotechnics in
favor of a firm, sweet melodic line. Both
ballads and choir profit in consequence.

"Hebrew and Yiddish Songs." Cantor
Sholont Katz, tenor; Abc Ellstein, piano ;and ur'gAn. Westminster X \\'N
1872s.

s.

L')8

wing'

t

1.1't.

po,e,es

a pure, if limited,
In' enipluys with old -fash-

Cantor Katz
5111101

ioned 11u1111stw, Ili" .(.1ugs here are both
Yiddish and ilebres\. Loth traditional and
composed. Ile is clearly [note at home
with yiddish songs, sncb as the heartbreaking Raisins and .\lotnndc, than wall
the synthetic enthiisiustns of Greetings,
Israel and To tlir ¡)'srrl,

"London: Its Sounds and People." Capitol
'I' 10151), 5:3.98 ( LP).
London." \Vally
" \music of the City
Stott and lüs Orchestra. with the
Sill nds
Columbia CL 1170,

...

5:3.98

(LI')

" \lidnight in

London." Eddie Thompson

a -ill Ilis '('rio and Quintet. \'ox \'N
25660, S3.98 (LP).
Three ;turd evocations of London by as
many labels-with all three missing- the
[nark. Capitols catalogue of sound, ranging from the roar of an Austin-Mealy tu
dn. Bolls tif l'orkmiuster. is ins( plain

cluttered. Reggie Brooks tries for
sion with an intelligent narration. but he
is the victim of the material--which includes thunder. the sttndr roar's of line's.
leopards and elephats, and a .with,
pub cotnersalion that probably represeuu s
lite nadir of the recurliug art. One lu guiling items, hnsveser. is furnished ;t\
London's Buskers. or street musicians.
Columbia's portrait is at (east saure
musical if no outre imaginative, Mere swr
find the image of Loudon in Oranges and
Lenems. Knightsbridge \lareh, Landau
Pride, 1111. \Vally Stud's un -the -scree musicians canary little enthusiasm: London
.

"Germany's Famous Bielefelder I' inderchor." Friedrich Obcrschelp, cond. Capitol 'l' 111119, S:3.9S LI' I.
0n tilt. e'videuc of titis dise, the Bielefeld Children's Choir is clearly one of the
(

finest of the many such grumps in !:u-

clea' old hat tu (heur and nothing to
get esci(etl about. Still. the program is
bettor than ils performance. and :\ngluphiles sliomld gist. it a Lettrine_.
VOV's Eddie Thompson Cns(1rs nmCL
Of OW .;rue- musical ground: in fact, fise
of his selections overlap with Stott's.
Thompson plays ;ut 11(1.1 11111111 11171 piauu
uxl Lis .1(1(11111111 neatly piece out the fabric. butt their small- scale, syncopated
Luudtnn ¡list doesn't couac alive. And,
one feels. even if it (lid it would be only
is

a

caricature.

"Los Xey'." 1.0. Sep: Or1luesta Iberia and
the \lat'inchi 'Gtp;tiu. Toreador '1' 509,
$2.98 (LI').
Lin; Xev are a thorntghly competent
quartet whose work On this disc is aimed
squarely at Spanish -speaking audiences.
However. one item is of more than ruutirr interest ira Stn Fermi, a short
medley of songs popular at the annual
fiesta in Pamplona. Those, among the
most vivid of Spain's regional songs, have
been incomprehensibly neglected by re-

-\

Carosone: he's outrageously popular.

Continued

On

page 98
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GOODMANS
BEST BY

P ROOF
POSI11VE!

FRS

GOODMANS
AXIOM 450: New twin diaphragm, extra
wide range 12" speaker. Handles ire.
quencies from 20 to 16,000 cycles with
a preciseness and efficiency never before
attained in a 12" speaker. Goodmans
unique "RIGIDFLEX" cone has a corn.
pletely flexible free-floating cone rim
and completely rigid cone center to provide pure piston action. Continuous
power handling capacity 45 watts. Price,
$89.00 (AXIOM 350: same as 450 in re.
sponse and performance: power handling
capacity, 35 wats. Price, $68.50.)

SPEAKERS
ARE

INCONTESTABLY
The response curve charts below reveal the basic
quality of all Goodmans loudspeakers: smooth,

THE FINEST

undistorted frequency response over the audio
spectrum. This is impressive and important.
When you translate these curves into musical
terms, you'll find that a Goodmans speaker
displays no false projection or overpowering
brilliance; that it simply reproduces recorded
or live sound with proper balance, clarity and
realism. Given a good program source, you will hear
a fine separation of instruments, peak-free highs
and clean, well- defined bass. Test any Goodmans
loudspeaker against the competition. You'll
discover that Goodmans sounds more natural,
more musical -giving you the kind of sound you
must have for true stereo.

DUAXIOM 800: Esclusive 10" twin diaphragm speaker featuring free edge
cone suspension resulting in low free
air resonance of 20 cycles. Extremely
smooth response 20 to 20.000 cycles.
Most efficient 10" free cone speaker
available. Will handle up to 15 watts.

Price, $59.50.

All new Goodmans speakers are available in

handsome. superbly designed. acoustically
matched enclosures featuring the famous ARU
units. These Acoustical Resistance Units, an
exclusive Goodmans feature, enable you to
achieve superior performance and response in an
enclosure only 2/3 to ? the size normally used.

_.
`

rll-->er

_

.

AXIETTE

entire audio spectrum.

loudspeaker values in

TREBAX 50: High frequency pressure
driver with built -in elliptical horn for
silky, peak -free highs from 2500 cycles
to beyond range of human ear. Perfect
match in 2- and 3 -way speaker systems.
Handles 50 watts with 5 000 c -s cross.
over. Price, $32.50. (TREBAX 35: Same
as Trebel 50 in construction and perform.
ance. Handles 35 watts in 2- and 3 -way

-

1

Goodmans Axiom 450

8: Exceptionally fine, smooth

performance and efficiency. Heavy duty
8" extra wide range speaker with
RIGIDFI.Ex hyperbolic free edge cone
suspension. Price, $27.00.

?+--.,
-_'`,.....----'---:1----------4,-....f.,'-'
-r..... ,.-i-1:,..-::,' . . -:;.;-;,,..."
1

..

11

response over

One of the great

systems. Price, $24.50.)

(Solid Line)

CONSTANT TEST CONDITIONS: Microphone 18- on axis. Anechoic conditions.
Infinite baffle for Axiom tests. Input V3 watts at 400 cycles in all tests.
.....;__s_;
u
i

....--

--r __.__

I

474

7,4

IC 714/4

IS

11777

174

H -750: Handles frequencies with
utmost precision from 400 to 13,000
cycles, with suggested crossover of 750
cps. Compression type driver, custom assembled to jewel -like tolerances. With
its matched flared exponential horn, will
handle 50 watts in multi. channel speaker
systems. Price, $58.50. (MIDAX H -9S0)
Same as H -750 n design and performance; crossover point at 950 cycles. Overall frequency range 650 to 13,000 cycles.
Price, $48.50.1

-

re

Goodmans Axiette II 8 (solid
Graph at top shows test results of Goodmans Axiom 450 (solid
line) as compared with three leading competitive speakers. Note
overall smoothness of Goodmans performance in this graph, as
well as in one below, which shows Goodmans Axiette II 8 (solid
line) compared with three leading speakers in its class.

Iwo

MIOAX

.

Line)

American Sales Representative for
Goodmans Industries and other
fine companies.
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n

For full information on the complete
Goodmans line write to SPEAKERS. Dept.
HF -I1 Rockbar Corp., Mamaroneck, N.Y.

SPECTACULAR
SOUND FROM
WARNER BROS.
RECORDS
Ira Ironstrings
Plays:
MUSIC

FOR PEOPLE

WITH $3.98
WS 1204

M 1204

cording companies, even in their native
land. In any event, here is a selection
of theist, and at a bargain price. Adequate, somewhat thick sound.
"1\lexunxe Gallego." Orquesta de Camara
de Madrid, Jost': Luis Lloret, Cancl.;
Cnrss Iria FLtvia, Fernando Navarete,
dir. Montilla FM 127, $4.98 (LI' 1,
Mountainous Galicia in northwest Spain
possesses al strong spirit of independence
as well as a pride of cultural heritage.
The flushing, yet moody, traditional nteludics of the Callegans have furnished
Montilla with the ram Material fur a regional paean. Chorus and orchestra alternate with selections, between them
weaving a musical tapestry of singular

beauty.

"Music of the City

FOR WHOM

THE BELL TOLLS
as performed

by Heindorf
B 1201
BS 1201
SOUSA IN STEREO

SOUSA IN STEREO

Warner Bros.

Military Band

-

Henry Mancini,

Conductor
B 1209

BS 1209

CONTO

CONTINENTAL VISA

NENTAL

VISA

orchestra conducted
by Raoul Meynard
BS 1215
B 1215

Et`B°uNCI!'

j

SPELLBOUND
as performed by

Heindorf
B

1213

BS

1213

WALTZING DOWN
BROADWAY

orchestra
conducted by

You'll want to be among the first to hear
these other hits from Warner Bros.:
HAVE ORGAN,

WILL SWING
Buddy Cole at the
Hammond Organ
W 1211
WS 1211

SMART SET

orchestra conducted
by Ralph Carmichael
with The Guitars, Inc.
B

1203

BS

SOPHISTICATED SONGS
I

Warren Barker and
his orchestra
W 1205 WS 1205

collection of
Unpopular Songs for
Popular People
B 1210
BS 1210

a

All recorded in Vitaphonic Stereo or
regular long play.

Warner Bros. Records
Burbank, California
the first name
in sound

instrumentalists; Orchestra and
Choir, Tank Bulut, cond. Tura HI?
ist;

5801, $5.95

(LP).

The curvaceous delights of singer -dancer
Nejla Ates-pictured in four colors on the
:distills cover -arc not the only charms of
this release. :'utnally it is an unevenly
uth.is of present -day Turkengineered
ish music, including folk, classical, and
popular. :\ particularly arresting item is
The Charge of the Horsemen, an atavistic
drum solo I,y Kara-Vila]] which evokes
images of wild Ottoman cavalry sweeping
out of the Asiatic plains. 'l'he bands vary
widely in quality of sound: some are brilliant. others art afflicted with surface
crackle, tape hiss, and unskillful splices.

,

"Yodel in Hi -Fig" sIarieluise Tichv with
the Two Rudis. Vox \'X 25760, $3.98

(L1').
'l':tis

is the kind of listening that soon separates the amateurs from the addicts. The

ócpt r -dear soprano of \laricluise Tichy
tual the throatier harmonies of the Two
Ruth. etch a series of Alpine songs -including one in French -that are, for the
most part, bracketed in piercing yodels.
No one can quarrel \nits those expert performances, but even the addicts will take
exception to Vox's brassy, overreverberant sou od.
O. B. BHC\t]t ia,L

FI MAN'S FANCY

a farouda? The Polka Kings tootle
their way thruuglt this progr:un of polka., isaltie..:and obereks \sits a toe -tapping cuntagiun that makes Pules and
wedding guests of us all.

"Around the World on a Carillon." John
Klein at the "Carillon Americana."
Columbia \VL 1:35, $4.98 (LP).
'fhc Carillon Americana is unlike anything which the initial word may bring to

such

101.>I..$3,98 (LP).
l'ourcel's string -dominated Paris is a series of hvilight- tinted vignettes of rain on
butts hanks of (h Sein'. 'l'hc maestro's
forces play atmospherically enough, with
at kind of all- imbuing liquescence to carry
the theme. Capitol's engineers have provided a full -range sonic umbrella.

1203

TERRIBLY

"The Turkish Delight." Nella Ates, vocal-

"A Polish Wedding." The Polka Kings.
Epic LX 3495, $3.98 (LI').
Distilled gaiety, a tares of nostalgia,
and brilliant sound. \ \'his could miss with

"Rainy Night in Paris." Franck Poured
mad Ills French Strings. Capitol 'i'

Warren Barker
B 1218 BS 1218

THE KING AND

...

Amsterdam," Jos
Cleber, His Orchestra, Chorus and Soloists, with Sounds of Amsterdam. Columbia CL 1169, 83.98 (LP).
Amsterdam hasn't fared too %cell at the
hands of its would -be portrayers. Capitol's effort (T 1013 :3) was an aggionuratinn of traffic noises that would gladden
the heart of a motor tycoon -and uuhady
else. Now Colombia gets into the act,
Rualso unsuccessfully. Here we hits
manian and Spanish un'ludies to suggest
the cosmopolitan character of Amsterdam
and a brace of provincial tunes to mirror
the bedazzlement of visiting rnstics: just
how all tisis is suppascd to spell Atitsterclant eludes me. In between are More effective evocations, but Jos Clelur's musical bits and pieces sever quite add up
to a Mosaic.

tact. StuCc for Ives Robert, who is just
not at home in this idiom, the supporting
artists perform valiantly and successfully.

"Songs of Kurt \Neill." Catherine Sauvage, Christiane Legrand, Yves Robert, Let Quatre Barbus; Orchestra,
Franck Au.ssnuan, conci. Epic LC :3489,
$3.98 (LP).
The sole criticism one can level at tisis
fine record is, unfortunately, disabling:
Catherine Sausage, who carries the chief
vocal ball, i. not Lotte Lesiva. \Ille.
Sauvage, singing in French, tous the flexibility Weill demands of sis interpreters;
she can be big -voiced, intimate, cynical,
wistful. And, in the songs Weill wrote
for sis one French musical, ,Marie Galante, she is probably definitive. But the
sulk of the remaining songs were written
for Lenya and her suzerainty remains in-

mind. This fantastic instrument, played
like ass organ, has a two-manual keyboard, a full pedal clavier, and snore
than fifty .tap tablets: at his fingertips
the opertar ha, too peculiar sounds of
ten dillerent types of sells, from which
he can call forth just about any combination of boll harmonics that se desires.
)Ir. Klein demonstrates the versatility of
tisis unigm' instrument, as well as Isis own
skill at the console, with sixteen pieces
which include Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, Dark Estes, and Lili Marlene-all unlikely carillon numbers, but somehow
convincing.

Ili -Fi." \lishcl Piastro and Ilis
Concert Orchestra. Deceit DL 8777,

"Ballet

8:3.98

(

LI').

Rummaging among ballet scores, Piastro
found nine of the proper length and set
about recording one of the most delightful collections of light works in many a
month. The orchestra sounds as though
its members were having fun; the disc is
full of spirit and sparkles with gaiety.
Furthermore, Deccti s fidelity is open,

Continued on page 100
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consummate stereo
realism

-

This is the JBL Ranger- Paragon, through which the ultimate promise of stereophonic reproduction
dimensional
is consummated. To the incomparable excellence of JBL theater precision transducers James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,

-

-

has added radiant dispersion acknowledged by leading acoustics authorities to be the one meaningful
contribution to stereo made by a loudspeaker manufacturer. A curved surface refracts the energy radiated by a pair of
horn -loaded JBL 375 drivers to fill a large area in the room with true stereo. The two sources are fused so that the reproduced
sonic image is proportional to the original. A solo voice comes from a single point; an instrumental ensemble is
spread out in realistic panorama. Write for new folder that describes the JBL Ranger- Paragon in detail.

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC.
NovI

3249 casitas avenue, los angeles 39, california

IBEB 1958
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crystal clear, beautifully blended, and
pure in every detail.

:.

Christmas Time
is

MEuS TIME!`

"En Avant -Marche!" Band of La Garde
Rípublicainc ( Paris ), François- Julien
Brun, cond. Angel 35507, $4.98 (or
$3.98) (LP).
Here are fourteen spiritedly played
French military marches, performed by
a 110 -year -old organization of eighty -five
nmsicians which has absolutely no connection with the French military. The
Angel recording takes a rather (listant
vantage point and thereby achieves a
homogenous blending but sacrifices instrumental separation in the process.
Grofé: Grand Canyon, Suite; Mississippi
Suite. Eastman -Rochester Symphony
Orchestra, Howard Ilanson, cond.
Mercury MG 50049, $3.98 (LP).
The Grand Canyon part of this recording
is a tribute to Mercury supremely wide
dynamic range. If only the orchestral balance could have been as well preserved
But it isn't, and loud cymbals drown
out much of the music in Grofë s "Cloudburst." On the other hand, the J1ississippi
Suite is beautifully balanced, and the
disc is well worth purchase for this section alone.

...
CHRISTMAS

with
MELIS
CELP 423

"Overtures in Ili -Fi." Paris Conservatory
Orchestra, Albert Wolff, cond. London

TONIGHT

with
JOSE MELIS

CELP 411

CS 6015, $4.98 (SD).
Let's call this overtures in higher fi. Hérold's Zanlpu and Nicolafs The .ferry
Wives of Windsor arc welcome additions
to a stereo overture collection, and all
six pieces are performed in pleasant
enough style. The (lise is exceptionally
transparent, and directionality appears to
be more in evidence than is usual in

London recordings. Although not a stereo
extravaganza to end all attempts, this will
please most listeners.

Ili -Fi " Warner Brothers Military Band, Henry Mancini, cond.
Warner Bros. B 1209, $4.98 ( LP);
\Varner Bros. BS 1209, $5.98 (SD).
Had John Philip Sousa foreseen recordings of his marches made expressly for
the hi -fi market, it is doubtful that he
could have done much to his scores to
make them mote fitting demonstrators of
what many have come to regard as high fidelity sounds. It is also doubtful that
there exists a more raising, thunderous,
exuberant recording of Sousa's best than
this. The monophonic dise is sensational
in its own right, but the stereo disc is
head and shoulders above any stereo recording of band music I've yet heard.
"Sousa in

*
MELIS AT

MIDNIGHT
CELP 414

VMNYt/Vt/ t/t /t/Vt/4/t/t/t/t/tingVtRtlt/4/tc
And 4 more

to

fill your

wonderful albums
Xmas Stocking.

CELP 416 Paris 1900
'CELP 417 La Plata Sextette Swings for You
CELP 418 Great Band Themes go Latin
*CELP 425 Modern Art of Jazz -Tony Scott

t?i/r .4/i/iAilii/ / /4lrhRl didta iit/rAd1/7AAit
only on

at 5398

*These albums available on STEREO as well as Monaural.
For the high fidelity connoisseur who demands that
his equipment operate at its fullest potential... Seeco
Records are a must.
IF NOT AT YOUR DEALERS. WRITE:
SEECO RECORDS, DEPT.HF, 39 WEST 60 STREET, N. Y.

"Tinkle, Clang, Ring and Chime." The
\Vorld's Rarest Music Boxes in High
Fidelity. Columbia \VL 134, $4.98
(

LP).

This is an intriguing collection of sounds
from nineteen different music boxes in
the world- famous collection in Utrecht,
Holland. The boxes range from tiny
waistcoat -pocket instruments that emit
tiny musical tinkles to the giant street organ (n:.med "The Arab ") with its thundering chords. The recording has been
extremely well executed, and the result
is a totally fascinating documentary.
PIIILIP C. CEISACI

WORLD OF JAZZ
JULIAN ADDERLEY QUINTET: Portrait of Cannonball
RIVERSIDE

12269.

LP.

$4.98.

Adderley, an alto saxophonist, pours out
his music with the same surging flow as
Sidney Bechet, although their styles are
quite different. Adderleys enormous gusto is expressed in long, looping, tremendously forceful lines but they seem to sail
hack and forth over the same ground with
none of the shading that might convey a
sense of movement or development. This
one- dimensional quality characterizes
most of Adderley's playing on this disc,
hut it easily can be forgiven because of
the inclusion of two relatively gently
paced selections, Straight Life and Narrlis, which reveal a warmer, deeper Adderly. His group includes pianist Bill
Evans and Blue Mitchell, a new trumpeter
whose playing is clean and generally to
the point.
IIARRY BELAFONTE: Belafonte Sings
the Blues

RCA

\'Kren LOP

1006.

LP.

$3.98.

Belafonte brings to the blues the same
intensity and strength of projection that
he has shown on other types of folk music. One has the feeling, too, that there is
a bit more below the dramatically compelling surface when he sings these
songs. The blues he has chosen are current
creations, three by Ray Charles, a present day master of the idiom; and Belafonte
sings them with a rare appreciation of the
nuances of blues delivery. 'There is, of
course, the suggestion of sophistication
implied in a highly polished presentation,
but this surface sheen does nothing to discount the moving performances. The accompaniment, spare and often biting, is
extremely effective.

DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: In Europe
COLUMBIA

CL 1168.

LP.

$3.98.

It's no longer news when the once ponderous Brubeck Quartet produces a light
and airy performnce, but an entire LP
of lightness and air is still a Brubeckian
rarity. This is almost that rarity-a near
miss. The disc is a recording of a concert
by the Quartet in Copenhagen, and one
gathers that Brubeck left his sledge
hammer at home. The acq '. 'tion of
Gene Wright on bass in place of Norman Bates ( Joe Benjamin has succeeded
\Vright since the Quartet returned to the
United States) complements Brubeck's
earlier coup in getting Joe Morello as
drummer. 'With this rhythmic foundation,
the quartet almost has to swing, no matter what. And it sloes swing here, even
though Paul Desmond plays only adequate (by his past standards) alto saxophone while Brubeck keeps himself coziContinued on page 102
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A CHOICE
YOU'LL BE PROUD OF
FOR YOUR PERSONAL
STEREOPHONIC SYSTEM

ql=
FA -680 Stereo FM & AM Tuner & SM-245 Stereo Preanzp & Control Amplifier
Nine newly -designed, modern Pilot components form
the basis for planning several superb stereophonic systems. There is one perfectly tailored to your needs.
And whichever you select, your choice of Pilot equipment will give you every reason for pride in your system:
appearance, performance and trouble -proof reliability.
An increasingly popular choice is the illustrated combination of FA -680 and the SM -245.
The FA -680 is a true sterco tuner. The FM and AM
sections tune independently. Two professional type
tuning meters are used
null- center type for FM and
maximum swing type for AM. In addition to separate
outputs for FM and AM sections enabling FM -AM
stereo, the FA -680 also has terminals for multiplex
FM -FM stereo, if and when adopted.
Through the use of a gold grid cascode RF amplifier, the 680 achieves

-a

1

microvolt FM sensitivity.Extreme

wide -band detectors, and other advanced designs are used to assure

lowest possible distortion on AM and FM.
The SM -245 is a stereo (dual -matched) preampamplifier with virtually immeasurable noise and hum.
There are stereo inputs for the 680 tuner as well as
inputs with equalization for stereo and monaural records, stereo tape heads and recorders, and dual microphones. And there are special outputs for making stereo
and monaural tape recordings.
The stereo power amplifier built into the 245 has a
total, dual -channel power output of 40 watts for music
waveforms (80 watts transient peak). Harmonic distortion is less than 1% at full rated output.
The FA -680 is priced at $ 199.50, and the SM-245
at $ 189.50. Both are supplied complete with enclosures,
attractively finished in vinyl black
and gold. Other Pilot components offer
you a wide choice of stereo system
combinations. See and hear them, at
your Pilot dealer, or write for complete details and specifications.

N1o1

RADIO CORPORATION
37.02 36th Street, Long Island City 1, New York

Electronics manufacturer for more than 39 years
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prices slightly higher in West

ly in rein. The one dull track is Morello's
long drum solo of tiresome music.

CHARLIE BYRD: Blues for Night People
SAVOY

12116.

LP.

$4.98.

The unamplified Spanish guitar, plucked
in classical style, entered jazz a year or
so ago on an impressive EmArcy recording by Bill Harris. Byrd plays the saune
instrument in the sanie way, but his performances on this record are a decided
advance over those bv Harris. The depths
of Byrd's wreathe resources and his well
of melodic invention an strikingly illustrated in the title select ii of the disc, a
three -part suite which takes up one sicle
of the LP. For a guitarist to extemporize at this length accompanied only by
bass (Keeter Betts) and drums ( Gus
Johnson) without the slightest letdown
in interest is an car- opening display of
virtuosity. Byrd carries this off with no
sense of strain, as he limes out a -probing series of blues variations compounded of root ideas and highly sophisticated
technique. On the other side he plays
sonie short pieces in a variety of 11101Gls
and is particularly impressive in a spirited

romp through This Can't Be Love, in
which his flowing lines mingle elements
of Django Reinhardt and Charlie Christian.

EDDIE CHAMBLEE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Doodlin'
EmAnca 36131. LI'.

$3.98.

The appearance of Eddie Chamblee's
unpretentious little jump band serves as
a reminder that this once prolific species
has, for the must part, been absorbed and
twisted by rock 'n' roll. Chamblee's group
is more polished and versatile than the
jump band of old, and this disc, the
band's second, demonstrates its wide
range -covering, aside from its jumping
efforts, a gently conceived Solitde, a
strongly woven blues and, in one extreme
instance, a brief display of what Elvis
Presley might sound like on a saxophone.

EDDIE COSTA QUARTET: Guys and
Dolls Like Vibes
Count. 57230. LP.

$3.98.

The Eddie Costa Quartet includes two
of the most dependably rewarding of the
younger jazz pianists -Costa and Bill Ev-

ans. Only Evans is heard on piano on
this dise, however; Costa concentrates on
vibes, which he plays so well that one
hesitates to designate it as his second instrument. There is an interesting contrast
between Costa at the piano, where he is
fond of making stirring forays into the
lower register, and on the vibes, on
which he' is more apt to be light and
Glancing. Ile dances sure-footedly through

this disc while Evans, who shares some
Piano ch irawteristics with Costa, provides
a spare prodding contrast. Unfortunately,
the selections-siw tunes from Guys and
Dolls -arc generally kept going too long
to be sustained by only two soloists.

THE

EDDIE

"LOCKJAW"

COOKBOOK
PltEsrloE 7141.

LP.

DAVIS

$4.98.

Well-played examples of some basic jazz
forms -slow blues, ballad, medium riff,
Nord faut riff -in swhieh Davis, a sturdy,
strung -toned tenor saxophonist with an
urgent attack, tempers leis ferocity to the
needs of the moment. Organist Shirley
Scott backs him up with jabbing accent

Continued on page 104

Jazz, Pop, Concert Styles, by Arranger Manny Albani
the relatively small coterie of musicians who %erite arrangements for
jazz recording sessions on a free lance basis, \I:
y Alban) has gradually emerged
as an extraordinarily effective writer and
conductor. About ten years ago he began
writing for Charlie Barnet, Count Basic,
\Voocly Merman, and other bands -after
serving an apprenticeship as a baritone
saxophonist in various big hands in the
Forties. During Jack Lewis' two -year tenure as jazz a Zs r man at BCA Victor,
Albans produced the bulk of the arrangements for Lewis' recording sessions.
When Lewis left Victor, Alban) moved
his locus to Coral, wwherr he did similar
behind -tie- scenes chores 111101 he was
given his own recording sessions with a
topnotch studio band billed as his "Jazz
Greats." After producing two notable
If Ps with this group and creating one of
the most valid jazz versions of a Broadway show score, his West Side Story, Alban] had obviously established a firm
foundation for a recording career.
Five discs released within the past
month display his stature, stressing his
virtuosity and creative range. They reveal his willingness to travel unexplored
roads as well as his ability to iieipnn a on
those already well worn. The latter category would fit Jazz New Turk and Albam s contributions to Down Beat Jazz
Concert. On both dises he is writing
jazz arrangements for a big -jazz band,
a field in which he excels because he has
the ability to write in terms that can be
translated into a loose., swinging performance as well as the patience to create
Or

strong-lined ensembles and sturdy supporting frameworks for his soloists.
His Jazz New York consists, in the
main, of refreshingly relaxed, well- filledout big -band performances which ride on
a deeply flowing pulse. His exploratory

turn of mind also provides a lovely and
unusual big -band arrangement of Bix
Beiderbecke's piano solo, In a Mist,
which Albruee turns into a gentle jazz
tone poem. I lis band swings with ready
warmth to iee again on Dorm Beat Jazz
Concert, a 'miscellaneously organized disc
on which 'Puny Scott spins out a blues
which, after some preliminary low comedy, sears to a fervent level, and Paul
Horn's flute chirrups through Willow
Weep for Joe.
In The Blues Is Everybody's. Business,
Alban has attempted to write an extended piece based on the root influence of
jazz. It is swell constructed in jazz tennis,
but Alban] has run into two of the principal stumbling blocks for jazz writers: a
string section and the need to stretch a
small piece of material too far. The
strings appear in two of thee work's four
sections and, with their inappropriately
soft and dainty quality, succeed in dampening the properly rugged quality of Albam's horns. The remaining two sections
suffer from stretch -out in the ensemble
writing, which good but brief solos by
Phil \\'oods and Al Cohn cannot entirely
save.
Venturing into even deeper water on
A Gallery of Gershwin, Alban lias written orchestral accompaniments for the
First Modern Piano Quartet ( Dick Marx,
Eddie Costa, Hank Jones, Johnny Costa).
Along with Irving Joseph, who scored the
piano parts, Albain has used a melange
of jazz, pop, and concert styles that provides a fitting setting for the Gershwin
tutus which the Quartet plays. This is
several steps removed front the strongly
jazz-based writing he employs on the
three disc's mentioned above, for in this
case the jazz element enters only when
one of the pianists moves out from the
quartet as a soloist. Most of these per-

forntaitces fall within the realm of either
mood music e>r light concert music-but
a very superior brand of both.
Finally, :Mani turns to an essentially
pop sein on .Sophisticated Lady, in which
eleven of Duke Ellingtmi's songs are perforated by chorus and orchestra. Although this has becoune one of the clicleo s of recording, and usually a glutinous one at that, Alban' has made it a
lively and often exciting set by using his
voices, solo and ensemble, ill at variety
of settings, wweilVing them in and out
of instruenental passages, snatching a few
lines of lyrics here or cavalierly tossing
them away there ;and, to give the mixture a rich seasoning, adding an occasional strong instrumental solo. This sort
of inventiveness is not often lavished on
what is usually dismissed as background
music; but baying emerged from behind the scenes, Alban] apparently has
no intention of being relegated to the
background again, no ]tatter what he
may be called on to write.
JonN S. WILSON
ALBAM AND HIS
GREATS: Jazz Nein York
Dorr 9004. LI'. $4.98.

MANNY

JAZZ

DOWN BEAT JAZZ CONCERT
DOT 9003.

LP.

$4.98.

MANNY ALBAM: The Blues Is Everybody's Business
CORAL 59101. LP. $4.98.

THE FIRST MODERN PIANO QUARTET: A Gallery of Gershwin
CORAL

59102.

LP.

$4.98.

MANNY ALBAM, HIS CHORUS AND

ORCHESTRA: Sophisticated Lady
CoiuAL 57231. LP. $3.98.
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you can convert
to stereo

without

a

second woofer
or expensive

network
IF YOUR WOOFER

These four terminals lead to an exclusive
University f eature...THE DUAL VOICE COIL...
two electrically separate voice coils
on a single woofer that provide perfect
bass from both stereo channels, without
the need for expensive or complicated stereo

adapter networks or "control" filters.

How to achieve your University stereo system

Select the stereo adapter speaker(s) that best suits
your budget, decor and space requirements. Each of
University's all.new stereo adapter speakers has
been specially designed to provide a perfect stereo
match by direct connection to your dual voice coil
system. (For systems not having a dual voice coil

woofer, a stereo adapter network is available.?
Stereoflex I is well suited for bookshelf installa.
tions. Stereoflex IL with its narrow silhouette,
makes a fine end table. Model SLC can be affixed to
a wall or "lite- pole," its decorative fibreglass hour
ing blending smartly with modern furnishings.

This means the tonal magnificence of University
stereo adapted speaker systems can be perfectly
matched for stereo with the sole addition of an
inexpensive, compact stereo "add -on" speaker,
or other suitable limited range speaker. This is
possible because stereo effect is created largely
by frequencies above the nominal bass range.

STEREOFLER I: Double horn loaded,
with S' mid +a ge dower and 2000

cps crossover wide -angle tweeter.

Response: IS0 15,000cps.Hardwo d
furniture finis es. 111/2 fl..12 ;r'cr.

.101Yd.

SUM,

Use

net:

Mafwpni;-

Blonc or Walnut -$56.50.

%MUM III.

How University dual voice coil woofers work:

Voice Coil A of the woofer receives the
full bass from one stereo channel. Voice Coil B
receives the full bass from the other channel.
Then...exactly as done in two -woofer
stereo systems...both bass signals are blended

acoustically. Result: authentic, balanced,
full- bodied bass that will give you the enduring
satisfaction of superb stereophonic sound.

t

te

Whether you are investing in a complete stereo
system...or starting with a monaural system for
later conversion...a University speaker system*
featuring a dual voice coil woofer proves once again...
with University it pays to own the very finest!

These illustrations are typical of how any of the University stereo adapter speakers may be used in 2- speaker and
3- speaker stereo ystem combinations. Above, is a Stereoflex II connected to a full -range speaker system. Below,
are two Stereoflex l's used with just a dual voice coil woofer
in a suitable enclosure.

*University 'coolers having dual voice coils are models:
C15W, C12SW, ISNC and C- 1211C. These are employed in
speaker system..: Drbonai, .I2 S4, S.3S; Senior SS, S -SS;
Master S-6, S6S; Dean S -7, S75; Classic S-8, 5.85, S -9,
S -9S;
Ultra Linear S-10,5.105, 5-11, S-IIS; Troubadour S -12, S -12S.
(System models in light t pe are lolly stereo adapted.
S,atem models in bold
prepared /ur stereo with

type

tl Double horn -loaded,
led air column midi
range with heavy duty compression
driver and 3000 cps crossover wideangle tweeter. Built -in R:LL:AMCE
control. Response: ISO cps to be.
yond audibility. Hardwood furniture
STEREOFLEX
using an

Thus, you save the expense and space
of an additional woofer and its enclosure.

finishes. 25K -h. a 10'w. o 1942- d.
User fret: Mahogany
$110.00,
Blond or Walnut- S110Á0.

-

=MO

.MOM

NI

WWill

can be easily and inexpensively
User net: 15.95)

Sig: Sane as Stereolles I,
but with decorator charcoal gr-y
fibreglass housing and gold ans.
dised front grille and adjustable
MODEL

kit SR -I.

tilting sand. tIV, h. 123 "w..
103i- el. User net: 543.50.
STEREO

ADAPTER

NETWORK

-t:

A

Available for use with any brand

LISTEN...

SOUNDS BETTER!

your dealer /or any desired additional in /orma.
lion, or Write to Desk l' -:, Technical Service Department, University Loudspeakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y.
See

Nclvr:mnitat 1958

of speaker system not having a
dual voice cod 'woofer. Not needed
with University speaker systems:
Debonaire.12, Senior, Master, Troubldoe. Dean, Classic, Ultra Linear.
12 or -15. User nett $00.00.
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THE
RECORD
HUNTER

If you are interested in

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

... or would

-

like to learn about

it-

The World's

Largest Selection

of Records

- ii

INVITES YOU TO

OBTAIN A

RECORDS LIST
The R,ecorcl Hunter

xr.

OPERA RECORDS DEPARTMENT

n

507 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, New York

_State

your records will
ound clear as tapes

LEKTROSTAT KIT
the first record cleaner designed
for long -play and stereo records
Something wonderful happens to records
cleaned the Lektrostat way! Music sparkles
with new clarity ... annoying crackles, and
hisses disappear. Get these results every
time you clean with Lektrostat... first record
cleaner designed for monaural and stereo
long -play records! Only Lektrostat has a
non -gumming, anti -static

dealer...

$3.98.

'faking a eue from Jonah Jones's success
at giving show tunes a breezy jazz -accented interpretation, Davis, playing a
Hammond organ and supported by an
exceptionally gout rhythm section, has
produced a set that has much tin. 'ate
appeal

as

Jones's

SIL'ülgi rl'

OSI

Rraadway (Capitol T 963). Davis' playing is generally lean and direct, avoiding any temptation to become either
nterripc or shrill.

$3.98.

On this disc, Miles Davis sheds his past
diffidence to play warm, firmly formed,
assertive lines with all the lyricism his
admirers have long claimed for him. One
hears in his solos here reflections of his
recent work with Gil Evans, a well -defined singing quality that Davis sustains
and fills out in all but One very fast
number. And even here his charging attack has force and accuracy. His group
includes Julian Adderley, alto saxophone,
and John Coltrane, tenor saxophone, who
help Davis create some sparkling ensemble passages but whose solos, in contrast to Davis' own, are relatively empty.

WILBUR DE PARIS: Playa Cole Porter

"sa"-"41

ity

LP.

FREE

SPECIAL OPERA

Please send me free, complete information on eaclu
se First FJiti
Records and free record offer.
'sam
e
Address

detergent PLUS special
groove-cleaning Appli:ator. Buy it at your local
record shop or high fidel-

CAPITOL T 1046.

MILES DAVIS: Milestones
COLUMBIA CL 1193. LP.

COPY OF ITS

OFFER LIMITED -SEND TODAY FOR
INFORMATION ON FREE TRIAL RECORDS
LOUISVILLE PNILII A a.UOXIC SOCIETY

City

JACKIE DAVIS: Most happy Hammond

fresh

this is your opportunity. Nowhere are the
exciting sounds and brilliant techniques of
modern composers reproduced and interpreted
as they are in exclusive FIRST EDITION
RECORDS.
These are first recordings of
newly commissioned symphonic works by the
world's master composers
played superbly
li.fidelity by
and flawlessly retonIt I in
the renowned
LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA
Robert Whitney, Conductor
These 'collector's item' recordings are engi.
neered by Columbia Masterworks technicians.
All are contemporary music, with the composer working closely with the orchestra to
achieve a true and sensitive interpretation.
Available Irons the Society only, they represent a priceless collection of new, exciting
music . . . the finest expressions of living
composers the world over.

:.+ulte 4311.830S. 4t0 Nt., Louisville 3.

chords somewhat in the manner of Jimmy Smith but without the latter's frequent harshness.

,

$too

dexter chemical corporation

ATLANTIC 1288.

LP.

$4.98.

re.
,

stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
elektra stereo sampler
stereo
stereo
12 inch stereo sampler
from

o

dozen distant lands

$2.98 postpaid.
Complete Catalogue on request.

/
ELEKTRA RECORDS
361 Bleecker St., N.Y. 11, N.Y.

845 Edgewater Road, New York 59, N.Y.

The Dc Paris group attacks a clutch of
eminently swingable Porter tunes with a
relentless chomp -chomp beat, but this
fades into the background when Sidney
De Paris is jabbing out his forceful
phrases through a muted cornet, and
Omer Simeon's urgent clarinet is looping
ont solo designs. The band's merits, and
lack of same (Wilbert Kirk's harmonica,
for instance ), are much as they have
been on its earlier Atlantic discs, but in
this case it is working with consistently
worthwhile material.

RED GARLAND TRIO: Manteca
PRESTIGE 71:39.

LP.

84.98.

In an unostentatious way, Garland

has

carved out a solid niche for himself as a
pianist whose imagination, haste, and
swinging strength are extremely consistent. Those qualities are well displayed
on this disc in which his regular trio
l':nd Chambers, bass; Arthur Taylor,
augmented by Ray Barrette) on
Incept for the title selection, in
v lack Barrett() engages in some long
exchanges with Taylor, the conga is used
largely as a helpful and invigorating ensemble accent. Garland is one of the few
pianists who has both the inventiveness
and self- control to remain interesting
throughout two sides of an LP. In this
case, however, some of the edge is taken
dF the performances by stretching them
oat needlessly (there are only five
tracks) with bass and drum solos.

HIGH FIDELITY 'MAGAZINE
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\IARTI

GROSZ AND IIIS IIONORIS
CAUSA JAZZ BAND: lluoray for Rix!

LI'.

RIVERSIDE 12208.

S4.98.

To fanciers of traditiuIi t1 jazz gro\ving
just a bit tired of hearing a rel:tti%ely 11:11"TOW repertory repeated OS er :Ind (Wei- by
bands which play either slicked -up or
ragged versions of what is essentialh (tto
style: Greeting. and good IRAN.! here
is, to use tic nnntradiliou :dish. sign Of
approval. stnnellling else. Grosz. o guitarist who la. gi\ en earlier es ideoee of his
interest in the Chicago lazz of the Twenties, has assembled a rel:nod litth hand
with strong Chicago roots to pl:x some
of the less frequently hoard times associated with Bi\ Beiderbccke (Groin' All
Daft, Lonely .Velu(ly, For No Rea.cun at
at All hi C, etc. ). Though there is more
than a bit of Reiderbeckt in Carl Halthe group as a \\Tole is
ell's cornet
not imitative. TL(ir perlorii antes are
valid creations of their 1155II. uuut in an
style
easygoing
jazz- verging -into -pop
with an ensemble- S- uieing occasionally
reminiscent of Rod Freeman's Summa
Cunt Lamle hand. (:rust's h: ii l inclndos
Tut Soper, a Cllicag pianist 5\ liu is rarely
recorded, and Frank Chace who is beginning to make something of his "wit
out of a clarinet style built on a close
study of Pee \Vec Russell. The disc is
an encouraging indication that there arc
still areas for younger traditional jazzmen to experiment with.

sit.

I

K.C. IN THE 30s
CAerroI. T 1057.

LP.

$3.98.

A collection (Iran\ n from Capitol's back
files of particular interest because it includes four selections by Julia Lee. a
singer whose firm(. dry phrasing gives
routine torch songs a legitimatizing blues
feeling. On three of her songs she has
superb backing from lied Nora). Benny
Carter, aiid Bed Nichols. While nn the
fourth she plays her own organ acc'omp:ulinuut Swills a Basle touch, There is
List) a respec'tahlt s:unpl of Kansas City
.AS iqg by Jay \1cSh:ml's hand and one
of Joshua Johnson's amusingly stylized
laments.

MAINSTREAM 1958
SAVOY 12127.
LI'.

84.98.

\l tinstream"

scarcely IIIscrilR s John
Coltrane, the tenor sayoplluuist, Svhosc
search for a persnmall etpressisi style
has led hint tllriiigli some of the most
tortured, gut- hnstim_ pLiug hcaiti in the
past year. Coltrane is rlbSiousic Loading
out on his own. somewhere. but not into
the jazz mainstream as of 1958. These
recordings were apparently made before
Coltrane began slashing out nab heed loss intensity. Ile is rol:tti\oly relaxed and
\yurnl -tuned much of the thou. with only
sporadic suggestions of the passionate
fury to come. The other horn man in this
quintet, \\illntr harden. plays Iluogelhorn with loping grace and in a pleas antly lyric style that is plainly dim the
middle of the 1958 Elmd. ' lie disc idlers
an interesting cuullast in the paths of de"

11

velopment of two exceptionally promising
young jazznun.

MATTI \IATLOCK AND THE PADUCA11 PATROL: The Dixieland Story
\YA1iNElt linos. 1202. Two Ll'. 87.98.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF

SEXUAL RELATIONS

i'hc new Warner Brothers' label's first
jazz venture is a two -disc set that includes all the more eminent war horses
of the Dixieland repertory from Muskrat
Ramble to The Saints. \latloc'k's Paducah Patrol is more or less the same group
of H Iii \S(od studio Merl With 5'111111 he
has recorded as the Rampart Street
Hamblen for Columbia and fete Kelly's
Big Seven for RCA Victor. The group
have blown hot and cold in the past, but
this time they really have given the
whole Swell -seasoned shebang a lusty, exuberant ride. Trumpeters John Best and
Shorty Sherock lead the ensembles with
brilliant brassiness; Abe Lincoln bursts
out with his agitated trombone attack
from tiul: to time; and Eddie Miller, the
very modtI of a Dixieland tenor saSipóonist, switches quite happily to baritone. \latlock's clarinet is, as might he
(Spcctcd, polished and letter- perfect
y,itllin its limited area. The basic Dixieland territory has been covered numerous times before but this set oilers a con Senieut summary played with precision
:unI spirit.

OCTET: Jazz front
the .North Coast, Vol. 2
Zt :envlt 12013. LP. $3.98.

114:1(8 1'1I.11OFER

The Pilhofer Octet is one more in the
slowly growing number of Minnesota jazz
groups that are finding their way onto
records. And like the others which hast
preceded it on discs -Bob Davis' Quartet
in the modern rein and Doe Evans' band
in traditional -the taste and imagination
of l'ilhufer's group do the state credit.
Pilhofer is a pianist whose playing is attractively dark in texture. lean in firm,
and strong in heat. His arrangements finhis octet (trumpet, trombone, French
horn, two reeds, and rhythm) :UV tight
:111(1 smooth Willi an rternional glimpse of
it Lennie 'l'ristmul influence. . \IlLough
Len Ile is
his ballad treatments sag.
working at medium and fast tempos his
group swings brightly and, on occasion,
even seems to sport a twinkle. "huis is a
very pleasant, relaxed disc on which the
octet manages to suggest it has a point
of \'icy swithoot seeming to be self-gin
sciuus about it.
SS

CLARK TERRY QUARTET: In Orbit
R1sr:nsmt: 12271. LI'. $4.98.
Terry's dazzling facility on the Iluegelhorn olliwel. almost (Very track of this
disc. pa'ticnlarl when he morns into uplenIpos which enable him to show all his
fluency. This normally solemn
(mkRt
sounding horn takes on a is inkling dig in Terra's lands. Ththmiuus \look.
:ytpearing in the unaccustomed rule of
sideman. lacks up 'fern \S trig and
adds solos that are a contrast both to Ter uuntth. singing shie :Ind to the wry
n
brood in which \Inik usually is found.
Here he gallops glibly :long svith Tern,
filling out plmuts with unexpected gcnerusi and jtiuiug freely in the spirit of
sly merriment that Terry engenders.
JO-IX S. \ClI tioN

ni

A Conversation

wllh

DR. THEODOR REIK
On Love -Feeling and Love- Making

..I recommend this record to the mar riage counsel iIr, gynecologist. or other
physician, clergyman. and teacher in a
position to counsel men and women, as
well as to those men and women who
have a sincere desire to help each live
with the other." UK. limn t'. Rt:RICIiu!y
Script enClIsed with rconl
AI your dealer or order

direct

MAIL THIS COUPON

-

HELICON RECORDti
95 wellry Road. New Rochelle. N. Y.

l'lt,'
send
ing of '
K 1:1..

I

ow DR. 'r111!t)DIIK
E

I(INS.''

l'SV(IIUTAI( : \

I

KI:IK'.

record-

SEXI\I.

eneluee $69.5 (cheek or moo

order) in fall VaYment.

n,
1,1n,,,

eiry

7on,

51o1,

The only

complete
accurate
up -to- the -minute
monthly listing
of stereophonic
monophonic
classical
semi -classical
show tunes
Jazz
pop, etc.
long playing
records!
All in
one book!

schwann
LONG PLAYING
RECORD CATALOG

at your record dealer

s
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Exciting New Living Sound

Revere

STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDER
WITH BUILT -IN PRE -AMPLIFIER
Providing true In -Line Hi- Fidelity Stereophonic Sound on tape. these
magnificent instruments enable you to enjoy the true realism and depth of a
full orchestra -feel the impact of percussion instruments on one side of the
room in contrast to soft sounds of string and wood instruments on the other
side. Using two separate In -Line sound channels, the Revere Stereophonic
system enables recording and playing back monaurally on the upper channel,
while the lower channel is designed to plug directly into phono input of your
phonograph. radio or television receiver. No auxiliary pre -amplifier is necessary
as the pre -amp is already built-in. See your authorized Revere dealer for a
demonstration now
tb, /Grill ,,f.;D ;wont

T -1120 -HIGH FIDELITY DUAL SPEED
STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDER
Among the advanced features embodied
in this striking model are: Dual IN LINE
Stereophonic sound channels; balanced
tone (loudness control); real portability
with molded glass and steel case; 360°
sound distribution with two self -contained
speakers; single knob control; precision
index counter; public address system; input switches automatically for mike or
phono; instant stop button; self -adjusting
disc brakes; tape speeds, 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s.
With microphone, 2 reels, tape and cords.
$

199.50

-

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: 75- 13,000 c.o.s. 3db at 7%
i.p.s. (Both Channels); 85 -7,000 c.o.s., 3db at 3''/
i.p.s. Signal to noise ratio greater than 48db at
both speeds. Wow and flutter less than 0.3°% at
both speeds. More than 50db isolation between
stereo channels. NARTB equalization for optimum playback of pre- recorded tapes.

T -1100 Dual -Speed Hi- Fidelity Tape Recorder -Single knob
control. Tape speeds of 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s.; records up to three
hours with new long -play tape. Durable fibre -glass case; two
acoustically matched excursion speakers. With microphone, radio-TV attach. cord, 2 reels (one with tape) and case ..$169.50
TR -1200 -Same with built -in radio
$219.50

SK -707 Stereophonic Kit -Converts all Revere

T -11, T -1100

series and keyboard tape recorders to IN LINE High Fidelity
Stereophonic playback and monaural recording. Simple installation; uses phono amplifier for record channel. Exceptional
specifications....
.$3430
...........
.

REVERE

C A M E R A

CO.

CHICAGO

1

6

,

I
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b Tape
Reviewed by

PAUL AFFELDER

BARTOK: Concerto for Violin and OrYehn(li \leuuhin, violin: \limicapolis
Symphony Orchestra. Antal Dorati. coml.
\liaurnv \IFS 3 -I0. 33 mitt.
$1495.

This tape duplicates \Ierciry \I(: 50140.
mi extremely good disc when played Oyer
a big monophonic system: and unless you
must have the concerto in the finest possible forni. the tape is pretty much .t
luxury. For three times the price of the
disc it does not give a three -tintes- better
y of the score. One problems is an old
une involved in ev(ry stereo recording of
a violin concerto. A violin in a concert
hall is a point source of sound in the
center of things. On this tape Menuhin
utoveS. first to the right. then to the left:
and although he is centered in many
passages. I is never easy to -position.'
when ones oyes are closed. On the
other hand, the separation of soloists and
accompaniment is much more pronounced
than is pnssiltle 11u11i3)houi(ally, and
many of the stereo effects are beneficial to

BIZET: L'Arlésienne: Suite No.

2 -See

the music.
'FIte performance is an excellent ono.
though mut above criticism and not as
fine as the one un the old \lenuhiuFiurhy;ingler dise. II you value this Bartók work very highly, you'll probably
find $14.95 well spent for the tape.
R.C. \I.

BEN- IIAi \I: Suite, Op. 34 ( "Fire Pieces
for Piano ")
12

min.

$6.95.

Although there have been a few Ll's-the
present pieces apparently were included
in the relalisel) obscure Music Library series -this tape is the first stereo representation of the Israeli coniprnor, Paul Ben_
I laint. It also marks the recording debut
of Isabelle B tnan. ;un erstwhile 11 underkind and Satmarofl- Stokowski pupil now
specializing in contemporary mtuic. bur
further novelties. there are the dubiously
valuable faint -voiced title announcements
by the pianist herself and the more substantial one of a "library- edition" reelboxing format which is both distinctively
attractive and coin cnieut.. \Il these hack ground attractions, boscos cr. and even
those of the engaging il lightweight neoitnpressionistic music and \1iú 13ytnaut's
deftly lyrical perf trii tances. are oxershadowed by the technical quality of the
piano recording: the brightest, cleanest.
and most sonically natural that 1 have yet
heard in stereo.
R.D.D.

GERSIl WIN : Rhapsody in Blue
Eutgcne List. piano: Eastman-Rochester
Symphony Orchestra. Howard Hanson,
(und.

\luuccnr

\l \\'S

5 -47. 15

min. $6.95.

with the compaction Concerto in F
taping. cvcn the vivid clarity amt ecUrnuk .vide dynamic rcue_e of tupnutell
stereo adds reltiyelv little to the notable
technical merits of the monophonic version: auul it does still loss to redeem the
lack of Cershsyiniaut e\itbermtee in the
too self consciouis, however skillful. performance itself. Yet the aural satisfactions
:lame may he more than enough for oust
listeners-and to my ears there are even
more of these here. especially in tonal
rutnudness and sulidil), than in the nearby as good stereo disc edition.
R.D.D.
As

GRIEG: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra. in A minor, Op. 16 -See Rachnianinoff: Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini, Op. 4 :3.

GROFE: G

1

ROBERT CHARLES MARSH

PHILIP C. GERACI

Ravel: Boléro.

chestra

Isabelle Bynum. piano.
STt:nt:o ACE C 6.

R. D. DAIiRELL

Deck

Canyon, Suite

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene ()riantly,
cond.
Cot.cycmra J \Ili 2:3.:31 min. 310.95.
l'he pertorntance here. prexionsk issued
in an excellent monophonic disc ,nid an
inellectisi' stereo version. is une which

extracts the final degree of tonal grandeur
from Grote', colorful sketches. .\ 'though
the tape edition exhibits the saune weak
bass that contributed to the stereo disc's
umlisteuahiliht it does so tu a loser degree. In fact, with a little Lass boost to
round ttff the hal:ince, this tap. is one
of the Most thrillingly spectacular sonic
display s of the day.
Y.G.

for the first time on records does full
justice to the kaleidoscopic scoring in superbly ex1)utite and smoothly blended
dual- channel sound- spellbinds nie into
delighted acquiescence even to the most
i(liosxncrati( Stoko\vskian inflections and
phrasing. Certainly for sheer sonie color,
breadth, and drama this elaborate score
has ors or come closer to echoing the leg R.D.D.
cndar -music of the spheres."
RAC11 \IANINOFF:

Rhapsody on a
theme of Paganini, Op. 43
fGrieg: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in :1 minor, Op. 16

Leonard l'ennario, piano: Les Angeles
Philharmonic. Orchestra. Erich Leinsdorf,
coud.
Courut. ZF 85. 48 min. $14.95.
Thanks primarily to the orchestral :mil
engineering cullahoraurs, this reel is a
surprisingly formidable competitor to the
great Rubinsteiit's fine stereo tailings.
l'ianisticully. of course, there is no real
contest: l'eunario indeed plays faster and
more accurately, but he cumunaods neither
the rich poetry nor stiprei ne eclat of the
master. But in every other respect these
are nnirkedl superior tapimgs. Leinsdorf's
beautifully Played orchestral et Ilahorations
-rather than mere accompaniments-not
only far surpass \\'allensloin's in the Grieg
hot also the slrautul subdued Reiner
contributions to the liachittauittolf. The
performances here are much brisker,
scarcely less lyrical if of course loss romantically magical t, :nid acore incisively
dramatic. espe(iall) in the fil ;le of the
Rhapsody. In both works, too, the solo
piauui is far Netter balanced ss th awl integrated in the orchestral tes turcs; and
the narre translucent, braciugI) live recording captures many more scoring details vol places the "unspread'' piano in a
more authentic auditorium ambiance.
1

13.D.D.

HOLST: The Planets, Op. 32
Los Angeles I'Itilharmuntiu Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski. cond.
C.trrrut. "11.' 75. 46 min. $14.95.

Since

first knew this premature symphonic Sputnik in the composer's 78s
and once had the icy of hearing llolst
hinsclf wrestle in rehearsal with the BosI, I et,ufideutly'\Pellet' to
huu Ssit ph.
be Outraged by the liberties Stokowski
has been said Co take with the score. But
though 'tight possibly have resisted this
unarguably un- iiolstian approach in a
monophonic disc, the insidious aural magic of the present stereo version -which
1

1

NovE\lDIn 1938

RAVEL: Boléro
}Bizet: L'Arlésienne: Suite No 2
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Paul Party,
cond.

\Ir :ut :otty

MCS 5 -50. 29 min. $11.95.

Among the innumerable Bolero recordings, now including at least four in stereo
taping.. it would be hard to find more
radically different contrasts tiuut those
between the present version :rid that by
Schercheu for \ \'cstutinster. Parity's is
the fastest ( 13.13 vs. Scherchen's 14.41)
atcl most nernuusly intense reading I
know -so much so indeed that even in

107
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ONLY

SOUNDCRAFT
dares prove its
superior quality!

the huge dynamic range of the sharply
focused but excessively dry Mercury recording the final "explosion" seems some what anticlimactic. And the difference
between the sonies ( over -all as well as
of the ostinato sidcdrums, for which
uses
Tambours
Schercltem
snareless
Basques instead of the crisper usual snaredrums) is ('coil more pronounced. For
MC, Scherchcn's remains the more satisfying as well as distinctively individual
edition, but for other listeners Party's
may make the more immediately exciting
effect. It gains little, however. from its
incongruous encore. which is far more
heavy- handed aux) vehement than Paray's
earlier taping of the first Ar/Mienne Suite.

with B:a'hirulli wielding the snappiest of
ringmasters' whips and the Hallé players
whirling with slam-bang vivacity, the
strictly musical interests are minimal here,
except perhaps in the rare quiet moments
of the Jolly Robbers and Beautiful Gala But there are fascinating technological comparisons to Be macle between
the \nuricwi -c\ en if recorded on location in EugLmd- storco characteristics
( high ntcxt Ltiuu le\ c'Is. dramatic breadth
and weight, brilliantly spotlighted brass
and percussion and the smoother, richer
sonic blends, heard as from well back in
pity British stereo ideals
the hall, which
in Krips's English Columbia "stereosonic"
Suppí program.
B.D.D.
thett.

:

i

t

R.D.D.

RESPIGIII: Fontane di Roma; Pini di
Ronco

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy,
conci.

Col.cwus

l \113 25.

30 min.

$15.95.

TCII. IKO\'SKY: The Sleeping Beauty,
Op. 66 (excerpts)

London

Symphony

Pierre

Orchestra,

llonteux, conci.
RCA \'ICron GCS

151.

42 min.

$1595.

Fycn with the recent stereo (list versions
'still fresh in illy mind, I dared not trust
illy initial impression that the taping%
disclose new tonal charms in the Philadelphi;u
playing, added weight and spaciousness in the ultrahrilliant nginccring,
and men a shade more I\ rici.ni in Orma tcly's still prosaic reaclinc..
.etticd down
to point-by-point :
comparisons and
found that there indeed are snic differences %%Lich. even though extremely
subtle. imperceptibly produce a distinct
change in o\cr -all effect. Such comparisons art, at (cast, challcmginc tests of audiophile acuity (and ci¡pnuut response I. III he lintel) iutcrestcd to learn
houv noun' other listeners agree' that,
technically fine as the stereo disc nw be
(and ignoring for once its marked econotltJe athantages i, there still is a tiny but
significant superiority, above all in sonic
lucidit), in the tape edition.
11.1)_D.

\.l

HEAR IT FOR YOUR-

SELF... in "SWEET
MOODS OF

JAll

IN

STEREO"

featuring Coleman

Hawkins, "Red"

Allen, Marty Napoleon and other jazz
greats in interpretations of "Summertime," "Tea for Two,"
"Stormy Weather"

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein. cond.
Col,uMuu.v 1\113 24. 35 min. $15.95.

and other favorites.
YOURS FOR JUST

$1.00 EXTRA...when you buy

SOUNOCRAFT'S New PREMIUM PACK
containing two reels of Soundcraft tape with
"Sweet Moods of Jazz in Stereo" recorded
on one of the reels.
This is Soundcraft's way of demonstrating
the markedly superior quality of Soundcraft
Tape...the only tape Micropolished to preserve your "highs "...and Uni -level coated
with plasticizer -free oxide formulation for
greater uniformity and stability! Insist on
Soundcraft Tape in the new PREMIUM PACK!
ask about these other
SOUNOCRAFT PROMOTIONAL RECORDINGS

"Sounds of Christmas " -traditional Christmas melodies (monaural only)
"Dixieland Jamfest in Stereo "-a jazz classic

SOUNDCRAFT

In making stereo tape

compari-

vs. disc

sons, occasionally I feel, rather than am
certain, that this Sarre has slightly round-

two 7" reels of tape in

REEVES

I

CORP.

Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Connecticut
West Coast: 342 N. LaBrea, Los Angeles 36, Calif.
Canada: 700 Weston Road, Toronto 9, Ont.
ass

er and deeper tonal qualities in the tape
and a shade more high -frequency brilliance in the disc.. but more often I can
identify the median for sure only by the
(list's slight surface noise in loss' -level
passag's..0 any rate, both versions confirm with every repetition my first impressions of Bernstein', demoniacal vitality
strength. In certain passages, the
:\ 'olden taping seems more poignant and
magical than ever. but I'm forced to eon eed that in over -all sonic warmth, resolution of detail, and above all punch, it is
easily surpassed here.
11.D.D.

Once a leading conductor of ballet, \lonteux seems to have forgotten some of his
experience in that department. Many of
his tempos are u%'ay off, too fast or too
SLOW fur either dancing or listening. The
sound on the LP disc ( RCA Victor L\I
21771 was well focused. despite an occasional imbalance between choirs, The
stereo tape imparts more spaciousness and
grandeur to the orchestral tone and improves a few of ti e balances. On the
debit side, however, are some tape hiss
and the omission of about ten minutes*
worth of music from Act I.
P.A.

More Briefly Noted
The following brief reviews are also of

stereophonic tapes.

Bartok: Four Dirge's. Stereo Age C -9, 8
min., S6.95.
Althongli immature and stylistically uncongealed, those fragmentary piano pieces
-planed here Iry Isaln'lle Hyman -have
moments nt conccntrted power that make
one %vish that Barlok haul been able to
incorporate these ideas into a work on a
larger scale.

Carroll: "Percussion in Hi -Fi."
\lercury NIDS 2 -:37, 32 min., 51205.

D:n'id

A stereo remake of

a onetime LP display
program featuring glittering recording of
multipercussinn novelty arrangement, of
lightweight dance-band materials, plis the
umtsic:dl no -less -naïve Discussion in Percussion and Spanish Symphonique (sic!).

Herman Clebauoff: "Songs from Great
Films." Mercury \IDS 2 -35, 35

Halte' Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, cond.
S8.95.
MERCURY MS 5-48. 20

S12.95.
These CinemaScopie apotheoses of hit film theme tunes call for continent no
more critical Ilkin ;tit awestruck, "Deluscious, ludir But this juice -drip)'
reel warrants special note for its inclusion

A wholly extroverted super -circus display,

Continued on page 110

SUPPE: Overtures: Leichte Kavallerie;
Banditenstreiche; Die Schöne Calothée
.
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NEW J4 1Ì PRICES
LOW
on all RCA VICTOR stereo tapes!
Including these best-sellers
ar.r eonnopeenir TAPE RECORDING
STRAVINSKY

P,

FIREBIRD SUITE
PIERRE MONTEUX

rr P

eaeree-em,ep

-TAPE RECORDING]

°aero.onnoee.ne.TAPE RECORDING

.

raanoermopbeeoe TAPE RECORDING)

1

AVICToe®

_

TCHAIKOYSKY

v.' \VICTUP

Pr

RCA Victor

ar.r..M

CONCERTO No.
VAN CLIBURN

RODGERS & NAMMERSTEIN'S

Weber

PARIS CONSERVATOIRE ORCH.

1

NIRIL NONORASHIN, Conductor

Invitation
to the
Dance
Reiner

Chicago
Symphony

BCS488 Was $8.95 New

List Price

,ICS 99 Was $6.95

S6

New List Price ST 95

GPS-109 Was $18.95 New

siereo.eoaepnonl< -TAPE RECORDING
40

srer.e- onnopnomc TAPE RECORDING
ANN.

DANCE
THE
THREE
SUNS

`tv

AIM

a

stereaarthopl.antc TAPE RECORDING

RACHMANINOFF

REINER

GAÎTÉ
PARISIENNE

I4r

ECS-187 Was $14.95 New List Price $11.95

CONCERTO No.

OFFENBACH

WITH

yNa;r

Price $15.95

.\

LET'S

SONGS

list

F

gibk

E

RUB] &STEIN

b

ARTHUR FIEDLER
BOSTON POP, ORCHESTRA
.

RPS-83 Was $8.95 New

a

atereo.onnopnon.e

list

Price $6.95

TAPE RECORDING

4;.r.

iah

w

APS.101 Was $6.95 New List Price $4.95

ra

sr.r.eonnopaarne TAPE RECORDING

ECS-IS Was $14 95 New List Price $11.95

a

sl.r.o.onepa,n.e TAPE RECORDING

ECS-19 Was $14.95 New

,,. reo errnepnoeo:.

BRASS & PERCUSSION
MORTON GOULD

TAPE RECORDING
i

LENA

Ravel

s

Lis: Price $11.95

t

BOLERO
Debussy- Prelude to the
Afternoon of a Faun
Boston Symphony

s

HORNE
at the
WALDORF
ASTORIA

,

7

CANADIAN
SUNSET
EDDIE
HEYWOOD

Not Brandwynne
Lennie Hayton

- Cherie. Munch
de

CCS30 Was $10.95 New List Price $8.95

CCS-21

Was $10.95 New List Price $8.95

Manufacturer's Nationally Advertised Prices Shown

CPS-7I

Was $10.95 New List Price $8.95

CPS -76 Was $10.95

New List Price $8.95

- Optional

RCA\/ÌCTOR
TMIne

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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of Mercury's long-promised "Sonic Signals": a 15- second channel -balancing tone
at the beginning; a shorter pulsating tone
at the end of the record program; and a
subsonic beep between selections,

)fr

marked channel differentiation than customary in most of Westminster's symphonic Sonotapes, is both technic-ally and
acoustically superb.

IN Fair Lady and Gigi Selections.
Concertapcs 513..5-in., 14 min., $7.95;
601, 19 min.. $9.95.
If the name of Caesar Ciovannini's "Radiant Velvet Strings" doesn't deter you,
you'll find these occasionally overrich but
generally vivacious salon -orchestral s-cr510115 of favorite hit tunes pleasing enough
in th em sels es, but particularly so for their
expansive and colorful tonics,

Loewe:

Did you know that

tape recordist
is "born" every minute?
a

tape recorder will be
sold -and a new tape recordist will
be "born " -every minute! This surprising fact is based on the latest report of the Magnetic Recording Industry Association. which estimates
that 600.000 tape recorders will be
purchased in 1958- better than one a
minute. 24 hours a day, all year long!
The same report inidcated that
about 500,000 machines were sold
last year -and that 2.000.000 tape
recorders are in use today- Another
industry source places about l'_ million of these in homes. 175.000 in
schools, 75.000 in churches and
250.000 in business. This is indeed a
nhenumenal growth for an industry
that was established less than a
decade ago.
Before that time. the fascinating
WI rld of recorded sou ml was limited
largely to professional audio engineers. for disc recording required
both skill and experience. But with a
modern tape recorder. anybody can
now make sound recordings of ex-

This year.

a

cellent quality.

If you are one of the 600,000 individuals who will acquire a tape recorder this year. you'll be entering a
new world of sound enjoyment. For
that won't
fuse music recordings
wear oui. tape your favorite radio or
TV programs elf- the -air. And if
you're a real Iti -fu fan. stereo tapes
will bring sound alive as never before. The uses of tape recording are
virtually limitless-preserving family
fe- tixilies. providing party fun and
entertainment. "Panned" lied-time
stories for the youngsters. education
and self -improvement. tape correspondence with distant friends. The
list could go un and on, limited only
by your utwo ingenuity.
If you are wondering what make
or model of tape recorder to buy,
you'll want to get the new, free. 24page Tape Recorder Directory. It
gives you condensed performance
data, features and prices on over
300 makes and models of tape recorders- arranged for easy reference
and comparison. The 1958 -59 issue
will be off the press by the end of
September. TO get sour free copy,
write to Audio Devices. Inc., Dept.
Al.'. 444 Madison aye., New York 22.
*one of

a

series

Carmen Dragon: "Fiesta!" and "Noctunue." Capitol ZF 51, 44 min.. and ZF
68, 40 min.. $14.95 each.
Two well -contrasted symphonic -pops programs in characteristically high -powered
or lush). expressive performances by the
Hollywood Bowel Symphony (niaity in
Dragon's own glossy transcriptions) and
opulent stereo sonies. The Iberian and
Latin -American spiced Fir.,(n.' is likely to
be the more widely relishable reel, especially for its notably zestful Chanson
Lehi r. Juda Aragoncsa, and Jamaican
Rumba. Its sentinxntal mood- nutsic companion includes the \lassenet I'.le-gie,
Fibich Paine, Prayer from Ilänsel tad
Gretel, and others of their ilk.

New \Vorld Theatre Orchestra and Hollywood Sound Stage Chorus: South Pacific and The Music Man Selections. Bel
Canto S'I'B 36, 23 min., $9.95; STC 37,
18 min.. 87.95,
Heinrich : \lster's big -ensemble performances are redeemed from the routine by
the ynnthful freshness of his choral and
bolcl brilliance of
markedly differentiated yet well -spread
stcrcoism.
solo voices and the

Carmen Dragon: "Thee Orchestra Sings."
Capitol ZF 83, 38 min.. 814.95.
Instruments deftly enough replace vocalists in this hatch of well -known operatic
solo arias and choral scenes. but in the
compactor's emotional readings of his own
transcriptions the Capitol orchestra orates
rather than sings -in big bold stcrcoism
and rather hard, even if reverberant,
acoustics.
Dvo"rtik: Slacnnie Dance,: Op. 46: No, 2,
in E minor: No. 8, in C minor: Op. 72:
No, 2, in E minor: No, 7, in C. Vanguard \'R'l' 703, 17 min., 86.95.
I haven't yet heard the two -re "l taping
( \'l3T :3013/4) of Mario Rossi's complete
Slarunic Dances with the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, but to judge from the
samplings here they must be far more attractive sonically than the nuntophonic
LP vcrsious. Thu perfnrmaucus are a long
way frunu 'I tlich's and other idiomatically
Czech readings. but the restful music itself certainly assumes new spackle in

stereo.

Ralph Font: "Ti e Peanut Vendor." Westminster S \ \'B 71616, 11 min.. 86.95,
Twa mambas and two rumbas ill bouncily
starring Ariel
danceable performances
Duchcsne's trumpet platy ing) und seductive stercoisut,
(

Skitch Henderson: "On the Bandstand."
RCA Victor CI'S 1II. 27 min., $8.95.
For once the hirsute leader subdues his
propensity for oyerfaucy arrangements
and provides a batch of consistently piquant dance performances, topped by the
jaunty .Ilan on the Street :nul the poetically impressionistic Nostalgia, all purely
recorded in well- differentiated yet also
well -blended stereo sound.

Iferrun: "Kern and Porter Favorites."
Westminster S\\B 71147;8, 7(161, and

Joel

7(169; 12 to 14 nain. each; $0.95 each.

Four short tapings of only finir pieces
cacha, played in routine big -band fashion
\Vitte the leader's unimaginative piano
Playing predominating throughout. However, the recording itself, with more

Jimmy Palmer: "The Palmer Method of
Dancing." Mercury MS 2-21, 21 min.,
88.95.

Three longish dance -set medleys. in unflaggingly bounty style but effectively
nuanced in instrumental coloring -all in
lxautifully bright recording and infectiously danceable.

" \posit of Johann
Johann
Strauss:
Strauss." Mercury \IVS 5 -41, 17 min.,
$7.95.
An abbreviated tape version of the Antal Dorati í \linneapolis Symphony monophonic LP \I(: 50131, presenting only the
Voices of Spring and Roses from the South
Waltzes and the Champagne Polka -all in
overvehemcnt and tense performances, lut
extremely clean and solid (if hard) stereo
sono).
Roger \Vaguer Chorale: "Virtuoso!" Capitol ZF 84, :38 nain., $14.95.
The title is no misnomer: this program is
guaranteed to bring down the bouse both
by the peerless bra, nec of its chord singing I that of its uudr clam iu part ici il:ul
and the tremendous sonority and impact
of its extremely high- lccel, nitrabrilliant,
and stereuistic recording. I xyish ont that
everything in it were as well fitted for
such treatment as the long Praelusio from
Orll -s Cat uili Cambia. but here are vocal
sonies which are surely incomparable for
sheer power and breadth in any kind of
home reproduction.
Paul Wolfe: "Spanish Music of the Sixteenth and Ses ii tecuth Centuries."
Experiences Auuuymes EA 0026, 38
min $14.95.
Six difu reurias (i.e., variations) and other
pieces by Antonio ele' Cabezón; an :austerely cloquent Pasacallcs and Tiento de
Falsas by Juan Cab:unillos; and five other
keyboard works by anonymous or obscure
early Spanish composers -all invaluable in
themselves and played with understanding and relish by \Volfc in clear recordings of a stereoistically enlarged, but
crystal- toned, harpsichord.
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The Newcomb SM -310 is on the way. It is a portable professional stereophonic tape machine for producing stereophonic master tapes from live program material.° Now in one truly portable package are concentrated all of the
devices, controls, refinements, and conveniences that the professional has always hoped for in a machine for
on- location recording. The serious amateur will find in the SM -310 all of the features he has dreamed of having
if he "could only afford a professional machine :' Now he can afford it.
The SM -310 is more than a precision apparatus for producing top quality tapes. You are given a new mastery
over tape movement and recording functions. The SM -310 has been cybernetically engineered for intuitive operation by human beings. The natural thing to do is the right thing to do. Not a thing apart, the machine becomes an
extension of your own will.
It would be rash to decide on any tape machine before becoming familiar with the Newcomb SM -310. Write
now for a place on our priority list. As machines become available in your locality we will put you in touch with
your nearest dealer. In the meantime we will send you an eight -page brochure that will provide rich food for your
brightest dreams.

NEWCOMB

1

BRINGS

CYBERNETICS TO
STEREO TAPE
RECORDING

"The SM -310 not only records stereophonically
from two microphone inputs but w II also mix
recorded and broadcast mterial with
live...will also record monaural half track
...will play back stereo and monaural tapes.

...-..,:_.. , _,.,..,

411111100

90at416611.ta,

a

NEWCOM B
Specialist manufacturer of precision audio equipment sir

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS COMPANY. DEPT. W -11

:937...a brilliant new name in the field of tape rcordinr!

6624 LEXINGTON AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

NOVEMBER 1958
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IS HALF ENOUGH ?

How small can a speaker system be? That depends on your
standards of musical quality. Certainly a small enclosure is desirable in many living rooms -but
there is a point of diminishing returns at which you must make a choice between compactness of
the cabinet and quality of the sound. The laws of physics are stubborn -and so are music- listeners
who insist on musical realism! That is why the Bozaks are built to standards of maximum quality,
not minimum cubage -let the chips fall where they may! The R. T. Bozak Sales Co., Darien, Conn.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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tested in the Home
Equipment reports appearing in this section are prepared by members of Hu:e FIDELITY'S staff, on the basis of actual use in
conjunction with a home music system, and the resulting evaluations of equipment are expressed as the opinions of the reviewer
on!!,. Reports are usually restricted to items of general interest, and no attempt is made to report on items that are obviously
not designed for high -fidelity applications. Each report is sent to the manufacturer before publication; he is free to correct
the specifications paragraph, to add a comment at the end of the report, or to request that it be deferred (pending changes
in his product), or not be published. Ile may nut. however, change the report. Failure of a new product to appear in TITII may mean
either that it has not been submitted for review, or that it was submitted and was found to be unsatisfactory. These reports may
not be quoted or reproduced, in part or in whale, for any purpose whatsoever, without written permission from the publisher.

Fairchild 232 Stereo Cartridge
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacture(: a moving -coil magnetic
stereophonic pickup cartridge. Nominal output: 6 mv per section; 12
mv when connected for monophonic use. Impedance: 600 ohms per
section. Recommended tracking force: 3 to 4 grams. Resistive load:
noncritical; any value over 2,000 ohms. Output connections: 4- terminal
output from isolated coils. Price: $49.50. MANUFACTURER: Fairchild
Recording Equipment Corp., 10 -40 45th Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

As the first stereophonic magnetic pickup we have tested,
this helped to prove a couple of contentions about which I
for one have had some lingering doubts. It proved that a
good stereo pickup is indeed compatible, in that it will
play monophonic discs as well as. and in some instances
better than, a conventional monophonic pickup of comparable quality. It also proved that it is usually necessary
to connect the two halves of a stereo cartridge when play-

ing monophonic discs.
The 232 uses the 0.7 -mil diamond stylus that is the accepted standard size for stereo discs, and operates at a
recommended force of 3 to 4 grains. Both of its coil windings are brought out at two separate pairs of output terminals (to minimize the possibility of hum, clue to so- called
ground loops in the stereo system), and its output. while
very low, is still adequate to drive any good preamplifier
within its tolerable noise limits.
Our sample 232, used stereophonically. proved to be
very clean and free of sonic strain. It tracked the loudest
passages on the stereo discs I tried it with, without any
audible trace of breakup or raggedness. The 232's over -all
sound was very well balanced, its bass was deep, full and
well defined, and its highs were, if anything. a trifle brilliant. Strings were less well reproduced than other instruments in the orchestra, sounding slightly more steel' than
gutty. Transparency and reproduction of sonic detail were
both very good. although the channel separation (isolation of the left and right channels from one another) ryas
subjectively quite inferior to that of the recorded stereo

tape counterparts of the saine recordings. It was impossible
for me to tell whether this loss of channel isolation (loss of
which improves center fill -in and reduces the stereo effects
of directionality and spaciousness) was a function of the
cartridge or the stereo discs themselves, because I have
yet to hear a stereo pickup having significantly more or
significantly less channel separation than the 232.
Possibly because of its very high vertical compliance,
the 232 proved to be the best -sounding Fairchild cartridge
I've heard to elate. particularly with respect to sonic bal-

The 232 moving -coil stereo pickup.

ance and cleanness in loudly- recorded inner grooves. The
232 reproduces monophonic discs with much the saine
quality as it does a stereo disc, which is to say it does a
very good job thereon. It is important, however, that
both signals from the 232 be electrically combined at
some point in the system. so that both outputs from the
pickup are equally divided between both speakers. Most
stereo preamplifiers are equipped with such a combining
switch (usually marked STEREO-MONO), but if this is not
the case, some sort of switching arrangement should be
added (preferably not right at the cartridge) in order to
reduce the rumble and surface noise which represent the

NOyE>rBEll 1958
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stereo pickup's response to vertical stylus motion.
The manufacturer advises that the 232 be handled with
extreme care, since its very high vertical and lateral compliance (both of which are largely responsible for its sonic
quality) tend to make it quite fragile. However, our sample unit has been in constant and dependable use for scv-

eral weeks now, and shows no sign of susceptibility to normal handling. No hum problems were encountered with
the installation of our 232. and the pickup did not show
any tendency to receive inductive hunt interference from
nearby phono motors or power transformers. All in all, a

L.E.E. Trio Speaker System

my opinion, is the most important quality of any speaker
system. and it is a quality that not many systems have,
regardless of price.
Bass and middle-range frequencies are reproduced by
an 8 -inch speaker mounted at the top center of the front
panel. The enclosure is a modified bass reflex; the port
consists of a group of narrow slots in the bottom
They add a resistive component to the cavity radiation

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a corner speaker system
utilizing the resistive -ported bass reflex principle. Contains one 8 -inch
woofer and two 3-inch Sweeten. Frequency range: 50 to 15,000 cps.
Dimensions: 33'. in. high by 19 along each corner wall. Power rating: 20 watts. Price: $119.95. MANUFACTURER: L.E.E., Inc., (Laboratory of Electronic Engineering, Inc.), 625 New York Ave. N.W., Washington 1, D. C.

The Trio is fairly small in size and relatively low in price.
Despite these handicaps to good design, which have so

fine job.-J.G.H.

which damps and smooths lose -frequency response, thus
improving transient performance. High frequencies are handled by a pair of 3 -inch tweeters. one mounted on each
side of the woofer, which are fed through a high -pass
filter. The tweeters are completely sealed on the back
sides, so that highs cavity pressures developed by the woofer
cannot affect them. Although having no panels of large
aura. the enclosure is macle entirely of sturdy -inch plywood. it is exceptionally rigid. Sound coloration from vibrating panels is, accordingly, nil; it is one of the very
few enclosures completely acceptable in this respect.
Response of the system is specified as 50 to 15.000 cycles.
on the low end, at least. this is conservative. found good
fundamental response down to 45 cycles. From this frequency the response was audibly smooth and free of evident peaks all the way up to 8.300 cycles. where there was a
moderate bump extending to 10 kc..-Above that there was
a slow rolloff to 15 kc. The result is fine balance without
shriek or snarl. and a slight erispening of sibilant or per(Issive sounds similar to that produced by some excellent
nuicrophones. Bass is clean and hearty, even though the
very deepest range is missing.
The Trio's efficiency is a bit above average for its type.
In an average room it can produce a nearly deafening
sound level before distortion becomes audible as such, and
it will do this easily with a 20- or 30 -watt amplifier. Finish is quite acceptable. The Trio, in my estimation, deserves a blue ribbon. -R.A.
1

The Trio two -way corner systems.

often proved crippling, the Trio produces clean. comfortable. and agreeably natural sound: sound you can live
with, day after clay, without growing tired of it. That, in

Robins HD -6 Head Demagnetizer
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): an AC- powered demagnetizer for removal of residual DC magnetization from tope recorder
heads. Power supply requirement: 110 volts at 50 or 60 cps. Dimensions: 4'1 in. long by 1'. diameter; 5'i-ft. AC cord and plug attached.
Price: $10.00 list. MANUFACTURER: Robins Industries Corp., 36 -27
Prince St., Flushing 54, N. Y.

One of the most common causes of a tape recorder's failure
to meet its signal noise ratio specification is residual DC
magnetism in the record or playback )head. This Can Occur
as the result of a defective component or can arise from
normal use of the recorder. so any tape recordist xyh( is
interested in maintaining his machine in peak operating
condition will take the trouble to demagnetize its head(s)
at frequent intervals.
A head demagnetizer, such as the Robins HD -6. supplies
a strong source of alternating magnetism which. when applied to a recording head and then slowly diminished in
strength, will remove from it all traces of the D(. magnetization whit -li causes excessive hiss and increased distortion.
To use the 11D -6, you plug it into a 110 -volt AC source,
touch the flattened portion of its tip to the pole pieces of

the head for a few seconds. and then slowly draw it away
From the head surface to create the necessary diminishing
A(: field. That's all there is to it.
Suffice it to say that the 11D -6 works fine. it removes
all traces of DC head magnetization (as evidenced by the
lack of noise Mugu the demagnetized head is tapped with a

The

IID-6 tape herid demagnetizer.

nonmetallic object, with the playback volume turned up to
an advanced setting). The only problem that may be encountered with the 11D -6 involves getting it to the heads
of some recorders in which the heads are encased in a proContinued on page 116
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This Man is Using an Electronic Crystal Ball
The H. H. Scott advance development team must foresee the future. They must
design new products so that they stay current for many years. Hermon Hosmer
Scott insists on this as a protection to your investment.
The new 130 Stereo preamp is an example of the way Scott engineers work ahead.
Engineering of this brand new product was started when stereo was nothing more

than a hobbyist's delight. This allowed time for thorough testing of its many
advanced features.
Careful, long range planning has always made H. H. Scott a top buy. The 330
Stereo AMFM tuner is an example. When the 330 was first marketed in 1955, it
was designed for stereo
it used wide band circuitry - . it was equipped for

multiplex

..

...

.

it included many new engineering advances to keep it current for

years to come.
Every H. H. Scott component is designed to defy obsolescence. Careful planning,
line engineering, exceptional quality mean your investment in the new H. H. Scott
stereo -preamp.... or any H. H. Scott product
is an investment in a component that will still be up -to -date many years from now.

...

3 13

11

12 16

4 8 5

1

8 7 15

17 reasons why you should buy the

New
H. H. Scott
Stereo -

Preamp
H. H. SCOTT. INC..

EXPORT:

lit POWDCRMILL

RD.. MAYNARD. MASS.

MASCO INTERNATIONAL CORP., 36

W.

40M ST..

N. Y. C.

9 6 10 14 2 6
1 Visual signal light display panel shows mode of operation at a glance.
1 Completely separate bass and treble
controls on each channel so that different speakers may be matched. 3 Play stereo from any source
Records, FM -AM Tuner, Tape. 4 Reverse channels instantly, or play monaural from any source through
both channels doubling your power. S Play Trereo
a center channel output lets you use your present
speaker as a middle channel. 6 Special circuitry lets you balance channels quickly and accurately. 7 Re.
verse the phase of one of your channels 180 degrees instantly. Lets you correct for improperly recorded
tapes. I Separate 12db /octave rumble and scratch filters. 9 Complete record equalizer facilities. 10 Use
as an electronic crossover at any time.
11 Two stereo low -level inputs You can connect both a stereo phono
'pickup and stereo tape head. 12 Stereo tape recorder inputs and outputs. 13 Provision for operating
stereo tape heads without external preamps. 14 Quick -set dot controls allow any member of your family
to use equipment. IS Loudness -volume switch. 16 Stereo tape monitor switch. 17 The exceptional
quality. of all H. H. Scott components... PLUS all the features and specifications long associated with
H. H. Scott monaural preamplifiers.

-

-

Sensitivity I t millivolts on tape head input, 3 millivolts on phono for full output.
Hum level 80 db below lull output on high level outputs. Size in accessory case
15!;; w x 5 h x 12! é d. Model 130 price 1169.95 ($172.95, West of Rockies).

'Write for complete technical specifications and new catalog HF-11
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TESTED

I\

THE HOME

As with all head demagnetizers. it is important that the
be used %vial care, to avoid scratching or scoring of
the head's pole pieces. The risk of this is minimized in the
-6 because its contact surface is carefully worked to a
smooth finish. but it is still advisable to cover its tip with a
small piece of cellulose tape to prevent direct metal -to-

HD -6

Continued from page 114
tective loosing, or are shaped in such a way as to prevent
ready access to their pole piece surfaces. The illustration
should shiny whether or not the HD -6 will reach the pole
pieces on the heads in your recorder.

Shure Professional Dynetic Pickup
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a single -stylus moving iron monophonic pickup. Frequency response: rt 2 db, 20 to
20,000 cps. Output: 21 mv. of 10 cm sec at L000 cps. Recommended
load: 27,000 ohms. Lateral compliance: 3 x 10 -" cm dyne. Tracking
force: 3 to 6 grams. Styli: -mil diamond or 3 -mil sapphire. Price:
microgroove Model MSD, $27.50; standard -groove Model M6S, $15.
MANUFACTURER: Shure Bros., Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III.
1

The Shure Studio Dynetic pickup ( "Tested in the Honie,"
Sept. 1957) was the first magnetic pickup we had encountered for which the nlauufachirer recommended a
tracking force of less than 2 grams. It was also one of
the best- sounding cartridges we have heard. but it ryas
limited to use with its own pickup arm. The Professional
Dynetic is fundamentally identical to its predecessor, but
is designed to fit in any conventional record player or
transcription arm. As far as I could determine. the only
other differences between the Professional Dynetic and
the Studio model are in the formers slightly lower compliance and slightly higher styhrs mass-modifications
which better suit the cartridge for use in a noncritical
mil stylus rapickup arm -and a I -mil. rather than a
dius. Therefore the Professional model requires about three
times the tracking force of the Studio Dynetic. but its overall sound is almost identical to that of the Studio unit.

Lafayette Audio Level Meters
SPECIFICATIONS ,furnished by manufacturer): single -face and dual face VU meters for monophonic or stereophonic volume level indication.
MODEL TM -20- single VU meter with calibrating control. Calibration:
0 to 100% primary scale; -20 db to -i -3 db secondary scale. Input
impedance: 10,000 ohms. Sensitivity: 1.4 v required for Zero VU
(100 %) indication. Dimensions: 4 in. wide by 2', high by Pe deep,
over -all. Price: $5.95. MODEL TM-40- dual VU meters with separate
calibrating control and NORMAL /CALIBRATE switch. Calibration: 0
to 100% primary scales; --20 to +3 db secondary scales. Input impedance: 10,000 ohms each side. Sensitivity: 1.4 v required for Zero
VU (100 %) indication. Dimensions: 6'. wide by 3'e high by 13i deep,
over -all. Price: $8.95. DISTRIBUTOR: Lafayette Radio, 165 -08 Liberty
Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.

}ill

metal contact.- J.G.H.

Used in a top -quality arm at 4 grams stylus force. the
Professional Dynetic s balance was superb, and was directly comparable with the sound of live tape. The Pro fessional's high end was silky. detailed, and unusually
transparent. and the pickup's ability to track "strident"
inner -groove passages without breakup was almost equal
to that of the Studio Dynetic (which in this respect was
one of the best cartridges we had heard). The Professional Dynetic s sound is difficult to describe, simply
because it seemed to have practically no inherent coloration at all. It has enough vertical compliance to track

The

Shure

Malefic

Professional
fits

cartridge
any standard pickup

an n.

stereo discs without audible distortion or undue wear,
and this same characteristic probably accounts in large
measure for the Professionals very low needle talk.

-J.G.H.

The meters are true \'U (volume unit) indicators, in
that their inclicating needles are dapped to prevent exc'ssive overshoot or "floppy.. action when subjected to the
complex signals of audio program material. The meter faces

\'l'

teeter (or
Each of these novel devices consists of a
meters) and necessary calibration controls, in a small plastic box. They can be used in practically any low- impedance

lire TM-40 dual

meter.

Oá to 100tí and from -20 clb.
through Zero db (which corresponds to IOW; recording
level). to +3 db. These are the calibrations most contumely used on the meters in professional recording
cquipinent.
The single -meter T \1 -2(1 is for use in any monophonic
system. It can replace the neon bulb or magic -eye indicator on many tape recorders. to provide much more accurate
recording -level indications. or it can monitor the output
volume from a public -address or wired music system. Its
input impedance is 10,000 ohms, which means that it will

are calibrated to read from

The TM-20 single VU meter.
a visual indicator of audio volume
levels -in tape recorders, misers, industrial sound distribution systems, and home music installations.

application calling for

Continued on page 118
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YESTERDAY MEETS TOMORROW
on Hermon Hosmer Scott's Desk...
In this picture, the amplifier on the right was the first complete H. H. Scott ampli
Ur made for the consumer market. II was manufactured I I years ago. The styling
may be old fashioned, but its features are still current
in fact hundreds of
these amplifiers are still in use acress the country.

...

This picture demonstrates how eas'ly this amplifier can be converted to Stereo.
Here it is shown with the new 209 plugged into the H. H. Scott Stereo -Daptor
Model 135,
H. H. Scott components have always been

built for the future

... as this

picture

Shows, you never have to worry abcut obsolescence.

15111010
-4110"

4111.

Ideal for Stereo Conversion...

New
H. H. Scott
36 Watt
Amplifier
$139.95

i

row
91W-11

44.

1Ga

The

36 watt output stage and many versatile feature make the
new 209 outstanding for a new monaural system, or as a second
amplifier to add to your present system for stereo sound.

...

Use the 209 for monaural now
convert later - - This new
H. II. Scott amplifier has a convenient front panel switch to
make conversion instantaneous. Simply add a second amplifier
and the H. H. Scott Stereo -daptor whenever you wish.
Use the 209 for converting your present system to stereo now.
The 209 and the H. H. Scott stereo- daptor make a perfect stereo
conversion kit for use with your present amplifier.

Important Features of the New 209
Rugged output stage, using 6CÁ7 output tubes and heavy -duty transformers insures long trouble free
operating life. Special air -Row cooling principle.

Dual phono cartridge inputs let you select between

a

turntable and record changer or tape deck.

Separate three- position scratch and rumble fillers operate with all inputs.

Front -panel speaker selector switch allows easy control of remote speakers.
New Acoustic Level Control assures proper amplifier operation with all types of loudspeakers.

Extremely low noise and hum levels (80 db below lull power output) is made possible by
of preamplifier tube heaters.

D -C

operation

Amplifier absolutely stable under all operating conditions, even with capacitive loads.

f

Technical specifications include: Frequency response 19 CPS to 35,000 CPS
db; Harmonic dis
tortion less than 0.5'; at full power output; IM distortion less than 0.1',¡ (first order difference tone).
1

Easily panel mounted. Matches all other H. H. Scott components; Size in
accessory case 15)
x 5' x 12)
Price: $139.95 (Ir-est of Rockies $143.95)

f.

M. M. SCOTT. INC.

III

IOWDERMILL RD.. MAYNARD. MASS.

EXPORT: TELESCO INTERNATIONAL CORp. 36 w. 00TH ST.. N. T.

Write for full technical specifications and new catalog HF -1

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 116
operate best %hewn connected across a loudspeaker line or
a low-impedance transmission line. It does not introduce
any measurable or audible distortion into the audio circuit, and it requires only 1.4 volts of input to cause a Zero db indication. The calibrating control gives a reduction of
)p to 20 db in the meter's sensitivity; it allows the meter
to he adjusted to read Zero level when the recording (or
loudspeaker) level readies its normal maximum.
The calibrating control has some effect on the meter's
frequency response. Over most of the control's range the
meter is almost perfectly linear from 20 to 20.000 cycles,
Ina control settings at or near maximum produce a marked
loss of bass response. So for accurate indications, the calibrating ccnitro l should never be advanced mtich beyuud
itssi -up position. Except for this qualification, which applies equally to the stereo Model TM -40, this meter does
its job neatly and effectively.
The dual -meter TM -40 is designed for stereo applica-

Rek -O -Kut Stereo Tone Arm
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a universal stereophonic
transcription pickup arm for records up to 12- or 16 -in. diameter. Pivots:
two ball- bearing races for lateral movement; two ball- and -cup bearings
for vertical movement. Offset angle: 30'. Recommended stylus
overhang: 17,32 in. for 12 -in. arm; 3. in. for 16 -in. arm. Stylus force
adjustment: threaded rear counterweight. Removable cartridge shells
accommodate all standard cartridges. Interconnecting cables: four
conductors, unshielded. Arm height: adjustable from 13. in. to 212 in.
Length: Model S -160, 151/2 in.; Model S -120, 131/2 in., over -all. Prices:
raion kits: SC -16
Model S -160, $30.95. Model S -120, $27.95. C
for Model 160 arm, $19.95; SC.12 for Model 120 arm, $17.95. MANUFACTURER: Rek -O -Kut Co., Inc., 38-19 108th St., Corona 68, N. Y.

The original \lodels 160 and I20 transcription arms were
favorably reported in "Tested in the Ilona." in April 1958.
These stereo models are identical to those units in all respects, including performance, except that their original two
signal leads (and two head- connecting pins and sockets)
h ;nV been replaced by four leads and four heal connectors. A second minor change involves restyling of the rear
counterweight, whose fluted ridges have been changed to
annular ridges, presumably to facilitate visual identification
of the stereo models.
There have been price increases of about one dollar for
each arm-certainly a negligible change -and conversion
kits are available at moderate cost so that owners of the
or 160 arms may "go stereo" evithout having
Model I
to discard their previous models. The conversion is exceed-

2

Gramercy Speaker -Saver
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): a fuse protection system
for loudspeakers. Maximum capacities: fuses blow at 15, 30, 60,
and 100 -watt power levels. Speaker impedance: 4, 8, or 16 ohms.
Dimensions: 4s. in. long by 33. wide by lye high. Price: $4.98. MANUFACTURER: ProSound Corp., 175 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
a fragile or drastically underpowered loudspeaker is
with a high -powered amplifier -one having, sty. more
that) twice the speaker's power rating -there is always the
risk of overloading the speaker to the point where it will
sustain permutent damage. Woofers or single-way full range loudspeakers may have their cones ruptured or deformed if an input plug is inserted or removed while the
amplifier is turned on, or if a selector switch introduces
violent clicks. Tweeters may rupture or burn out if sub-

When
used

tions, although it will serve equally in a non -stereo dualchannel music distribution system. It consists of two separate meter indicators on a single meter face. Each needle has
its own paired scales for per cent and decibels level, and
each is fed by a separate pair of input connecting wires.
There is a separate calibration control for each meter, as
well as a slide switch that selects normal two-channel operation (for visually balancing stereo recording levels or loudspeaker playback levels) or a calibrating position. In the
CALIBRATE position, the left -hand meter is connected to
the right -hand input so that both meters are driven by the
signal that normally feeds only the right -hand indicator.
This position is used for adjusting the calibration controls
to give identical sensitivities for both meters.
Although I ran dubious about the practicability of visual
balancing for stereo playback systems, I can report that
these meters do precisely what they are cla fined to do.
They behave like professonal VU meters, they do not require any power supply connection (two leads to the audio
source are all that are needed). and they are pretty well
foolproof as long as their installation instructions are followed to the letter.-J.G.H.

ingly simple. and takes about 10 mirantes of time using the
tools that are provided with the conversion kits.
Rek- O -Knt's basic pickup arm design lends itself very
well to stereo use, since the unit is relatively light, resonance-free, and of approximately equal mass vertically and

Rek -O -Kays

S -160

stereo tone arm.

horizontally. In short. these afe as good stereophonically
as they are were monophonically -which is to say, excel -

lent.- j.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The stereo- monophonic versions of the
original Rek -OKut A -120 and A -160 series tone arms have undergone
still further important modifications in design. The cartridge shell is now
made from Zamak, increasing its mass substantially. Similarly, the
counterweight is now a larger and heavier chrome -plated brass turning.
The increased mass of the arm insures optimum performance with all
available stereo cartridges.

jected to loud switching c'lic'ks, overly loud cymbal crashes
in program material, or sustained ultrasonic oscillation from
the amplifier.
The power rating of a loudspeaker system is generally
based on the power level of program material that can safely be handled by the system. Since most natural sounds
contain considerably less power at high frequencies than
through the middle- and lower -frequency ranges, a typical
20-watt speaker system may well consist of a 20 -watt
woofer and a Si per -tweeter whose maximum power capacity is. 5 watts or less. Thus. ideal protection for both of the
very fast units comprising such a system will call for
acting fuse on the woofer, and a separate, slower -acting
fuse of considerably less capacity on the tweeter.
as

Continued on page 120
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Now,
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tuners,
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NEW FM -AM STEREO TUNER
SPECIFICATIONS

tuner with a built -in future. The new STr(12 offers tremendous
versatility to the present and prospective high fidelity fan. It brings you
AM-FM stereo broadcasts (available in many cities), and monaural AM or
FM. It also includes built -in provision for adding FM Multiplex stereo
reception -a standard feature in all Bogen FM and FM -AM tuners.
A stereo

Frequency Range: FM88.108 mc, AM520.1640
kc. Sensitivity FM, for 30 db quieting: 1.25
microvolts at 75 ohm input, 2.5 microrolts at
300 ohm input. AM -Loop sensitivity -100
uv meter for 20 db S N, Frequency Response
FM 20 to 18,000 cps ±.5 db, AM 20 to 4.500
cps -3 db. Automatic Volume Control on AM
and FM. Separate tuning.eye indicatcrs and
tuning knobs. Automatic Frequency Control,
with defeat, on FM. Dimensions: 15" wide x
101/2" deep x 452" high excluding knobs and

The versatility of the STfiG2 is suitably complemented by its performance,
and such features as individual AM and FM tuning-eye indicators and a
superb Automatic Frequency Control on FM. Price: only $1)« .50', enclosure
and legs $7.50 °.

ferrite loopstick.

'Slightly higher in the 1t'cst.
David Bogen Co., Paramus, N. J.

A

Division of The Siegler Corporation.

HIogen
GH

FIDELITY

...because it sounds better
MANUFACTURERS

OF

HIGH

FIDELITY COMPONENTS. PUBLIC

ADDRESS

EQUIPMENT AND

NovT: \[13k:1ì 1955

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
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The Gramercy Speaker-Saver is based on the premise
that a loudspeaker rated at a certain power xvill handle
that power over its entire range -not an unreasonable assumption. but one which will not apply in all cases. It
utilizes a single fuse for the entire loudspeaker system, and
offers a choice of fuse values for positive, accurate pro-

The Gramercy loudspeaker fuse box.

tection of speakers of practically any power rating. Two
input terminals on the Speaker -Saver connect to the amplifier output. Of the other four terminals, one (Common)
goes directly to one side of the loudspeaker, while the oth-

Pentron Tape Equipment
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a line of integrated
tope recording and playback components. MODEL TM -4- two -speed
stereo- monophonic recording and playback mechanism. Speeds: 7.5

and 3.75 ips. Frequency range: 40 to 14,000 cps. Signal noise ratio:
50 to 55 db. Flutter: less than 0.4% at 7.5 ips; less than 1% at 3.75 ips.
Controls: motor off on; speed selector (7.5, 3.75); mode selector (fast
forward, reverse, neutral, record /play). Dimensions: 12 in. high by
14 3 wide, over -all, with 7 -inch reels in place; 2'2 in. required above
motor board; 6 in. required below motor board. Price: $109.95. MODEL
CA -11- playback preamplifier. Frequency range: 40 to 14,000 cps.

ers (to the other side of the speaker) pass through fuses of
different current -carrying capacity. Instructions supplied
with the Speaker -Saver list the proper connections for
speakers of different impedances and power ratings.
Since I Have only one fairly fragile loudspeaker on hand,
and was not inclined to risk its destruction. the only tests
I was able to make on this device involved checking the
power level at which each of its fuses let go. It was found
that each fuse would handle slightly more than its rated
power instantaneously-long enough to pass musical transients without opening up -and that as soon as a fuse's
rating was reached on a sustained tone, it opened up. This
will give almost perfect protection for a woofer or widerange speaker, but the Speaker -Saver will not protect a
drastically underpowered tweeter unless connected directly
into the tweeter's circuit and set for its lowest range of
power levels.
The fuses, by the way, introduce a slight amount of series resistance into the speaker circuit. so they may reduce
the damping applied to a loudspeaker by the simplifier.
The resistance that is added ranges from about 1 ohm
(from the lowest- power connection) to 0.1 ohm (from the
highest -power connection).
Not an inexpensive device, in view of the fact that only
one of its fuses will ever be used, but useful nevertheless.
J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: We have taken into account the fact
that a tweeter is connected into the circuit through a crossover network
and an attenuator. The attenuator, in balancing the tweeter's level
against that of the woofer, also limits the amplifier power going to the
tweeter. Our measurements of the power curves of several amplifiers
showed them to be down several db at higher frequencies, with relation
to their mid -range output.
Although only one or two (two are used on stage one) fuses may be
used at any one time, we have allowed for the possibility that the
loudspeaker system may eventually be replaced by another of different
impedance or power rating.

Distortion: 1% harmonic. Signal /noise ratio: 50 to 55 db. Equalization: modified NARTB. Input: low -level high- impedance, from playback head. Controls: combined AC power and volume, hum balance.
Output: high -level high- impedance. Dimensions: 12 in. wide by 5 high

8 deep, over -all. Price: $39.95. MODEL CA -13- record playback
amplifier. Frequency range: 40 to 40,000 cps. Signal noise ratio:
50 to 55 db. Distortion: 2% harmonic. Equalization: modified NARTB.
Inputs: one at low -level high -impedance from microphone, one at high level high- impedance from tuner or phono preamp, one at low -level
high -impedance from tape playback head. Controls: combined AC
power and volume; record play push button and safety lock; hum
balance. VU meter for volume indications. Dimensions: 12 in. wide by 5
high by 8 deep, over -all. Price: $79.95. MODEL CA -15- stereo playback preamplifier. Frequency range: 20 to 20,000 cps. Signal /noise
ratio: 50 to 60 db. Distortion: 1% harmonic. Equalization: variable;
NARTB available. Inputs: two at low -level high- impedance, from playand
and channel 2 volume; channel
back heads. Controls: channel
channel 2 equalization; combined AC power and master volume; hum
balance. Outputs: two high -level high- impedance. Dimensions: 12 in.
wide by 5 high by 8 deep, over -all. Price: $79.95. MODEL CA -14four- channel input miser. Frequency range: 20 to 20,000 cps. Inputs:

by

1

1

two low -level high. impedance from microphones; two low -level or high level high- impedance from microphones or from phono preamps or tuners.
Controls: AC power; channel 1 volume; channel 2 volume; channel 3
volume; channel 4 volume; hum balance. Dimensions: 12 in wide by 5
high by 8 deep, over-all. Price: $39.95. MANUFACTURER: Pentron
Corp., 777 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, III.

Included ill this diverse line of tape recording components
are a two -speed tape deck, a monophonic recording and
playback amplifier, a monophonic playback -only preamplifier, a two- channel stereophonic playback-only amplifier
and a four-channel monophonic input mixer.
The tape deck is equipped with two heads, one for
erasure and one for recording and playback of two -track
stacked stereo, or half -track monophonic tapes. Four unPentron's TM-4 basic tape deck.

Continued on page 122
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THE FISHER

THE

"400"

STEREOPHONIC
MASTER

AUDIO
CONTROL

Your dealer will be happy to demonstrate

THE

"400" for

Eight pairs of stereo inputs, 4 pairs for low level, 4 pairs for high -level.

you. Compare THE FISHER

Seven pairs of permanent connections,

side -by -side with any other stereophonic audio

4

control system, regardless of price. In features, in

construction, and in ease-of- operation,

low-level, 3 high -level.

High -gain microphone preamplifier.
Push -button function and channel selection,

THE FISHER will prove itself to be the best!

Built -in crossover network, with complete use
of the tone controls at all times.
3- position,

lever -type Rumble Filter.

3.position, lever -type Loudness Contour Contro.
Special input for ceramic stereo cartridge.
Channel indicator lamps.

Power-on indicator lamp.
Four auxiliary AC receptacles.
Three cabinet finishes, for any room decor.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

\o\

21 -25

44th DRIVE

1955

LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.
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labeled phono -type receptacles at the rear of the deck connect to the two halves of the stereo head, to the half -track
erase head, and to an unused terminal on an insulated strip
next to the head assembly. A separate wire, connected to
the deck chassis and terminating in a solder lug. serves to
ground the deck to the chassis of the preamplifier it is being
used with, to minimize hum problems.
Speed regulation on our sample unit was fair-acceptable
for any noncritical recording applications. All running
modes are selected by a single control knob, and although
the mechanism handles well and will take extra -thin-base
tapes without any trouble, the mode selector is rather stiff
in operation. I would not have been concerned about this
had the control knob been anchored to its shaft by a set
screw. instead of by the light -duty spring clip that is used.
If the deck is to be used for half-track monophonic playback of commercially recorded tapes, it may be coupled

The CA -13 record /playback amplifier.

to the CA -11 playback amplifier. This provides playback
preamplification and correct equalization for tapes made
on the Pentron deck. The "modified NARTB" equalization
in the preamp made standard NARTB tapes sound thin
and brilliant and, while tone control correction helped to
remedy this, it could not produce an accurate complement
to the NARTB recording curve. Hiss from our sample
CA -11 was quite low, as was distortion, but hum was
faintly audible at average listening volume levels.
For monophonic half -track playback and recording, the
CA -13 play record amplifier is used. This is equipped with
a 3 -inch illuminated Vii meter for recording volume indications- something that is rarely found except in professional
or semi -professional recording equipment. The record push
button is next to a small tab cyhith acts as a safety lock.
When the button is set to PLAY, a little green indicator
strip shows "safe" through a slit on the front panel. The
record button cannot be depressed cyithout first pressing the
safety lock's projecting tab. When this is done, the record
button may be depressed and will lock in place until released by finger pressure. When the amplifier is recording
(and erasing), the only indication that it is doing so is
the tiny red indicator strip behind the slit on the front
panel. The record button does not release automatically
when the tape deck is switched to STOP, SO it is a good idea
to get into the habit of glancing at the indicator strip before

playing any tape.
Tapes made on the Pentron deck, using the CA -13, were
clean, nicely balanced, and quiet. Our sample CA -13 had
extremely low hum and a hiss level that was below that of
all commercial tapes played on it. High- frequency response
from tapes recorded on this setup was excellent, and low frequency response was good but not quite up to that of
professional equipment. NARTB- recorded commercial tapes

had the same brilliant thinness that was observed with the
CA -11 preamp.
A pair of CA -13s may be used together for stereophonic
recording and playback, although since the deck's erase
head is a half-track unit, it will be necessary to use new or
previously erased (as on a bulk eraser) tapes.
The CA -13 stereo playback preamp consists of a pair of
preamplifier -equalizers, with variable equalization and individual volume controls for each channel, together with a
master volume control which varies the volume of both
channels simultaneously. This is the only playback preamplifier in Pentron's line which permits almost perfectly
accurate equalization of NARTB- recorded tapes as well as
tapes made on the Pentron deck and other recorders utilizing nonstandard playback equalization. An excellent feature, although we would have welcomed a couple of
markings on the equalizer knobs indicating their correct settings for the NARTB -IIIAA and Pentron playback curves.
As it turned out, the equalizers on our sample unit gave
flattest response from Pentron -recorded tapes when set at
12 o'clock, whereas the closest approach to the NARTB
characteristic occurred at the 9:30 settings. The ganged
volume control is another welcome convenience; it provides
for adjustment of the over -all volume without upsetting the
volume balance between the stereo speakers. The control
in our sample unit exhibited good tracking between sections, necessitating rebalancing of channel volumes only
when the control was rotated through a very large range of
rotation. Hiss from the CA -13 itself was inaudible under
all conditions of operation. but hum from both stereo channels was evident at high listening levels. Over -all sound
was clean and quite solid.
The CA -14 is a four -channel mixer, permitting individual
volume control of four microphones or two microphones
and two high -level sources. Its gain is adequate for all but
the lowest -level microphones, and its hum and hiss are very,
very low- comparable to some professional mixing systems.
There is some slight interaction between the volume controls, and the unit's high -frequency response varies slightly
with the settings of the controls. It is, however, capable of
handling a wide range of input signal strengths, and of de-

The CA -14 jour-channel input mixer.

livering at low distortion sufficiently high output to drive
fully any tape recorder's high -level input. The CA -14's
high -level inputs, located on the rear chassis apron, bypass
the preamplifier stages and feed directly into the Channel
1 and Channel 2 volume controls.
The instructions supplied with these units are vague, but
most of the necessary information is there; you just have to
hunt for it. All in all, these comprise a nicely thought -out
and well -integrated line of tape components for the hobbyist whose budget or whose individual requirements won't
embrace a professional tape recorder.-J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Current production models of the tope
deck have labels identifying the input and output receptacles as numbers

1

to 4.
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This man
is making

MUSIC!

At FISHER. scientific packaging is as
production. Tuners and receivers
are mounted on heavy plywood bases. Every unit is encased in a heavy
plastic bag. and surrounded by double -thick corrugated hoard. Nylon reinforced tape completes the package, sealing perfection in.
A PACKAGE OF PERFECTION

important

a

function

!

as design and

These methods are your assurance that the FISHER instrument you
purchase will arrive in your home ready to give you years of the same
sterling performance it produced in its factory tests. Open the package,
install the unit. and the world's finest reproduction of sound is yours!
That is why this packer. in his way, is making MUSIC.

THE FISHER 101 -R is the world's only STEREOPHONIC FM-AM
TUNER using the costly Gold Cascode RF amplifier, for maximum
sensitivity. Its outstanding features are listed at the right.

THE FISHER

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

Separate FM and AM circuits.

Separate

MicroRay Tuning Indicators.
Four IF
0.75 microvolt FM sensitivity.

FM and AM

stages.
Automatic FM interstation noise suppression and gain control. Chassis, $229.50
Slightly Higher in the For West

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N.

NOVEMBER 1958

1OI -R

Y.
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now... a Rondine Turntable

FORM!
KIT
IN
for less than the cost of a "high fidelity" changer!

MOUNTS UNIVERSALLY
TO FIT IN

LIMITED SPACE

Just in time for the era of stereo...a revolutionary break -through!
A Rondine Turntable...IN KIT FORM...saves you money...lets
you enjoy stereo at its best -free of vertical rumble! Because you

assemble it, you save. Because it offers the same Rondine engineering, you get accurate, silent operation...for keeps! Mount the
exclusive lathe-turned tapered aluminum turntable (it's mated to
its own self-lubricating bearing -well) to the rugged deckplate.
Fasten the motor to its mounting...add the belt, cover plate and
power switch. You're done in thirty minutes or less...thanks to
the simplicity of Rek -O -Kut design! Styled by noted industrial
designer, George Nelson! Ask your dealer for this new Rondine
from Rek -O- Kut...winner of top test ratings three years in a row
...style leader chosen for display at the Brussels World's Fair!

TURNTABLE

MATE...
AUDAX TONEARM

-

the only stereo tonearm

REK -O -KUT

c

OF NEW RONDINE

I(-33

STEREO TURNTABLE!

Single -speed (33% rpm) Crown -Spindle Belt Drive.
Custom -made endless -woven fabric belt with thickness held to ±.001. Adjustment for belt tension.
Assembly time for mounting: about 30 minutes with
simple tools. Template supplied.
Noise level: -47db.
Motor: 4 -pole induction motor, designed and built to
Rek-O -Kut specifications.
Built -in strobe disc: for checking speed.
Turntable: Heavy Cast Aluminum, lathe -turned.
Tapered for easy disc handling.

Also see the all-new, improved, factory- assembled Rondines at your dealer!

Bases and mounting boards available.
PERFECT

ADVANCED FEATURES

in

kit form!

Assemble in 15 minutes... no mechanical skill needed) A professional tonearm precision. engineered to highest broadcast standards.
You save over 50% simply because you assemble it yourself. Ingeniously simple for foolproof operation, dependable performance.
Takes all stereo cartridges. 12" arm- KT -12-$15.50. 16" arm
KT.16- $18.50.

-

Send for new 1958 Catalog.
HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES

TONEARMS

38 -19 108th Street, Corona 68, New York

ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO - DESIGNED FOR THE HOME
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.

Y. 13

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp. 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto 10, Ontario
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The Accurate Amplifier
by J. Gordon Holt

Which characteristics of a power amplifier are most important?
Which ones can be measured and described by specifications? And
u'hat do these specs mean in terms of listening quality? Read on!

A GOOD AMPLIFIER

is like a good newsman. Either, when
presented tvith a set of facts, will deliver the same set of
facts accurately, completely, and without favor or discrimination. An amplifier, however, is not called upon to convert facts into words; it must simply accept the facts
electrical signals representing audible sounds-and enlarge
them, without adding to or subtracting from them and
without changing their relationship to one another. It must,
in other words, be capable of reproducing on a larger scale
exactly whatever is fed into it. If it doesn't, it will degrade
the audible quality of any reproducing system of which
it is a part.
Most natural sounds, whether those of an orchestra or
a pneumatic drill, are made up of transient tones and sustained tones. Transients are instantaneous impulses, such
as are caused by the initial impact of a piano hammer on
its string. A transient has no repetition rate or frequency;
therefore, it has no pitch. A sound has pitch or frequency
only when it recurs at evenly- spaced intervals. The more
rapidly these air vibrations recur, the higher is the pitch of
the sound; and the more intense arc the vibrations, the
louder is the sound.
A musical sound will often consist of an initial transient,
followed by a sustained tone which may last from a small
fraction of a second (as from castanets) to several seconds
(as from a piano or organ). The nature of the initial transient is part of the characteristic sound of the instrument, as
is the structure of the sustained tone. The latter consists of
a fundamental frequency (which we recognize as the pitch
of the note) phis several partials or overtones, most of
which are mathematically related to the frequency of the
fundamental ( Fig. 1)
An amplifier which upsets the relationships between
fundamental tones and their associated overtones will
change, or color, the sounds passing through it, causing a
loss of realism or fidelity. This an amplifier can do by selectively suppressing or exaggerating certain parts of the
audible frequency spectrum, or by adding overtones or difference tones which were not present in the original sound.
There are certain relationships between musical bass and
treble tones which we recognize as being correct and
proper. If we hear more bass than we are accustomed to
hearing, the sound strikes us as being heavy or ponderous; too little bass makes it sound thin and without founda-

-

tion. An excess of treble will produce shrillness or, if the
excess occurs only at very high frequencies (in the overtone range of most instruments), we will observe a change
in the character of the sounds themselves. They Nvill become overly intimate -sounding. strings xvill take on an exaggerated guttiness or a zii, quality that is "bigger than
life," and the sibilants in the human voice kill be emphasized. On the other hand, if we start to limit the upper
frequency range. the first thing that xvill be noticed is a
loss of sharpness in transient tones, a rounding off, so to
speak, of impulses %which normally occur almost instantaneously. This begins to happen when high -frequency response
is limited to below 30,00(1 cycles. if we restrict the upper
range further, limiting it to, say, 10,000 cycles, there will
be a further loss of transients and sonic detail, and the upper overtones of certain instruments, particularly strings,
will begin to lose their resinous. gutty quality. Further restrictions of high -frequency response cause a rapid deterioration of realism, as transients become increasingly rounded
off and more and more instruments begin to lose their characteristic upper overtones, and by the time the upper range
is limited to about 5,00(1 cycles, the entire sound has beCOMPRESSION
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Fig. I. Adding second harmonic changes ware shape.
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come dull and lifeless. At around 2,000 cycles. parts of the
upper fundamental range of some instruments are lost;
ascending scales get progressively Nveaker with rising pitch,
and certain percussion instruments. most of whose energy
lies above this frequency (triangles. castanets. xvire brushes). almost completely disappear. This is the realm of practically-no-fidelity-at-all.
Restriction of the low -frequency range has less dramatic
effect upon the sound, but is equally detrimental to overall quality. A reproducing system which extends to 20 cycles or below will produce a sensation of profound solidity
and power which, while not musically significant. nonetheless is helpful in producing a convincing illusion of realism. Part of this effect. certainly. is accounted for by the
reproduction of extremely low-frequency noises which all
of its hear in a large auditorium or hall, even though at the
time we may not be aware of them. These noises are caused
by the movement of automobiles and trucks in the street
outside the auditorium, as well as by subways, trains, and
trolley cars in the vicinity. Even tine bellows of an organ
can cause a deep rumbling noise. and its presence in a reproduction of organ music, while not noticed separately by
the listener. does serve to strengthen his conviction that he
is listening to the "real thing."
As low-frequency range is limited, this and similar
subterranean disturbances (such as the eccentricity of 78rpm record grooves) disappear until, at about 35 cycles.
we start cutting into the lower extremities of the musical
range. As bass response is limited to frequencies above 30
cycles, music becomes less substantial- sounding, although
there is not a marked restriction of the musical range until
the low-frequency limit is raised to above 50 cycles. Further reduction in bass range will produce a marked thinning of the sound. and by the time 100 cycles is reached
we have lost almost all of what we consider as real bass
tones. Remember that 100 cycles is little more than an
octave deeper than middle C on the piano.
If an amplifier is to reproduce musical sounds accurately,
it must pass all frequencies in the original sounds, while
maintaining each one's volume or intensity with respect to
all the other tones. The measure of an amplifier's ability to
amplify all frequencies equally is known as its frequency
response characteristic. And, as is usual with such characteristics, there's a logical, technical way of expressing this
on a graph. or as a numerical specification.
An amplifier that is perfect in this respect will. if fed a
tone of varying frequency but unvarying strength, reproduce a stronger varying-frequency tone of unvarying
strength. If the amplifier is deficient in bass, bass tones will
be amplified less than will the rest of the frequency range.
A tendency to exaggerate or boost bass will show up as increased bass output with respect to the rest of the frequency range. We can show all of this quite clearly on a
graph whose horizontal scale is calibrated from left to right
in terms of frequency. and whose height is marked off in
terms of the signal volume coming out of the amplifier.
(The same input intensity for all frequencies is assumed.)
Thus, our perfect amplifier, when its test frequency increases in pitch (from left to right on the graph), will
show absolutely no deviation in output. Its frequency response "curve" will be shown as a perfectly straight, horizontal line extending from one side of the graph to the
other. This is known as a flat response curve, for reasons
which should be self -evident.
Deviations from flat frequency response almost invariably occur at the frequency extremes. For this reason, the
middle range-1.000 cycles, in most cases -is chosen as the
reference point for the amplifier's output, and deviations
from this reference point are expressed in decibels. A decibel is only an arbitrary unit of percentage change in intensity, with respect to a specified reference point or refer-

-

ence level. It doesn't matter what absolute volume the
original signal or reference level has; this is always considered as the zero -decibel intensity level. And any change
in level above or below this intensity is expressed as a certain number of decibels above or below the reference level.
Thus. a signal whose sound intensity is doubled is said
to have been changed to a value of +3 decibels (abbreviated "db"). The decibel scale for changes in volume is
logarithmic. and anyone 'ho doesn't feel like delving into
the mathematical details thereof can simply remember that
a sound intensity of 1 to 2 db is about the smallest detectable by the human ear; 3 db represents a halving or don Ming of sound intensity; and 10 db represents a very obvious increase or decrease of ten times the original intensity.
Since no amplifier is ideal. in this or in any other respect, its frequency response curve Nvill show some deviation at both ends of the spectrum. Thus. a typical amplifier's frequency response curve might look like Fig. 2. The
curve is perfectly flat throughout the middle range and
most of the upper and lower ranges. At the very low end,
it shows a rise of 2 decibels at 16 cycles, indicating a mild
tendency toward low -frequency instability. (See "The
Well-Fed Loudspeaker," September 1958.) Then its response begins to fall off. and is clown 2 db at 10 cycles. At
the high end, the response curve shows no rise at all, but
has fallen to 2 db down at 60,000 cycles -a high frequency
"loss" that Nvill have little or no effect upon the reproduced
sound.
This amplifier's frequency response could be stated factually as ±2 db from 10 to 60.000 cycles. Or, if the manufacturer wanted his published specifications to look a little
better, he could ignore the low- frequency hump and the
losses at both ends of the spectrum and rate his amplifier
as ±0.1 db from 20 to 30,000 cycles. As we can see, a
frequency response specification doesn't always tell the
whole story, and neither sloes a response curve which does
not show considerably more of the frequency spectrum
than the 20- to- 20,000 -cycle range.
If the curve shown on Fig. 2 did not exhibit the low frequency hump, this amplifier's response could be rated as
+0, -2 db from 10 to 50,000 cycles. Or the middle
range could be moved up the scale by i db, and the whole
thing rated as ±1 db from 10 to 60,000 cps.
Fig. 3 shows the response curve of a very poor amplifier.
This one lias a marked exaggeration of the middle-bass
range, and a loss of extreme high frequencies. The amplifier
would sound boomy, and would be deficient in crispness
and reproduction of sonic detail because of its poor transient response.
Continued on page 128
Engineers refer to frequency
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INTRODUCING THE INCOMPARABLE

t

sHURE

PRC1FEf3SIONAL
C
The Shure Stereo Dynetic Cartridge is designed and made
specifically for the listener who appreciates accuracy and
honesty of sound. It separates disc stereo sound channels
with incisive clarity. It is singularly smooth throughout
the normally audible spectrum .. and is without equal

true

-

to- performance mid -range. Completely compatible . .
plays monaural or stereo records. It is manufactured in

A

R

OOG
TR

I

D

G

E

MODEL M3D

.

in the re- creation of clean lows, brilliant highs, and

rE6

)

a note to the technically inclined:

.

limited quantities for the music lover -is available through
responsible high fidelity consultants and dealers at $45.00,
audiophile net,completewith0.7 mil diamond stereo stylus.
Literature available: Dept. 7-K
S H U R E

Shure Stereo Dynetic Cartridges are individually tested and
must meet or exceed the following specifications before being
placed on the market:
Frequency response: 20 to 15.000 cps
Compliance: 4.0 s 10.6 centimeters per dyne
Channel separation: More than 20 db throughout the
critical stereo frequency range.
Recommended Tracking Force: 3 to 6 grams.
The M3D tits all 4-lead and 3 -lead stereo
changers and arms 10 second stylus
replacement.

,
I N C.
Evanston, Illinois

B R O T H E R S

222 Itiartrey Street

SHURE ALSO MANUFACTURES HIGHEST QUALITY PICKUP ARMS, MICROPHONES, MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS
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ACCURATE AMPLIFIER

NOW AVAILABLE

Continued from page 126

REPRINTS
of the famed

AUDIOLAB
REPORTS)

TEST

-the completely objective, pull -nopunches laboratory reports of high

originally
components,
published exclusively in AUDIOCRAFT Magazi ne

fidelity

There'- nothing like these Audiolab Test
Reports anywhere! They are prepared exclusively for \udiocraft Magazine by the
staff of Hir- elrllou.k Laboratories. These are
the people who ru re responsible for the
highly -regarded. original Audio League Re.
porn. well -known for their objectiie, pull no- punches anal -e- 01 high fidelity components. Now. thew report- are mailable
in special reprint form -at only 13. per
copy (any two for 23, t.
Check the list ... complete
moil
the order form
with payment today!

...

Reprint
No.

Equipment

101...McIntosh C -8 Audio Compensator
102...Eico HF 52 Control Amplifier
103 -McIntosh MC -60 Power Amplifier
104. ..Weathers K -730D T
bee and Pickup
105...General Electric PA -20 Amplifier
106 ..Gray 212 Tone Arm
107. ..ESL C -60 Series Cartridge and Dust Bug
108...Thorens Model TD 124 Turntable
109 ..Shure Professional Dynetic Cartridge
110.. Norman-Kardon Solo 11, Model TA -12
111... Sargent- Rayment SR -570 Power Am-

plifier
112...Scott 330C

FM -AM Tuner

113...Morant: 40 -Watt Power Amplifier
114... Gray AM -3 Preomp- Control Unit
115... Maranta Audio Consolette
116... Chapman FM -AM -SW Tuner

117...Scott 3108 FM Tuner
118... Peri -50 Power Amplifier
119. ..Connoisseur Turntable
120... Norelco Magneto -Dynamic Cartridge

r
AUDIOCRAFT Reprint Service
The Publishing (louse
Great Barrington, Mass.

AUDIO LAB TEST REPORTS as checked
here. I have indicated the quantity
of each reprint I want in the space
beside the reprint number.
Payment of 15e per copy, or any two
Please send nie reprints of

for

25c, is enclosed.
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response deviations as "frequency dis-

tortion," but the word "distortion"

is

most commonly used in the high -fidelity field to refer to two other specific forms of sonic degradation: the
production of spurious overtones and
difference tones. The kind of distortion
which adds overtones or harmonics to
the original signal is known, quite logically, as harmonic distortion. The production of beat notes by interaction
of two original frequencies is called
intermodnlation distortion. in both
cases, the effect is much the saine as
that which determines harmonic relationships in music: if the spurious
tones are related in a certain wary to
the original (or fundamental) tones,
they will change the sound of the
tones but will have little other effect.
But it usually happens that some of
the harmonics and most of the difference tones created in an amplifier (or
in any other high -fidelity component)
are dissonant, and thus tend to make
the sound unpleasantly harsh.
Sabjectis ely, harmonic distortion in
an amplifier imparts a harsh or glassy
quality to the reproduced sound, and
tends to mask whatcycr extremely
high frequencies may be present in
the program material. The extent to
which these things occur depends
upon the amount and nature of the
distortion products that are added.
Internlodnlation distortion at its worst
renders bass muddy and indistinct,
and affects the middle and upper
ranges in a strangely contradictory
planner: it slakes the sound sharper
and harsher. yet veils the whole thing
in a shroud of indistinctness.
There are two other puzzling aspects of amplifier distortion which,
while observable, have not as yet been
satisfactorily explained. One of these
is the fact that, although most loudspeakers produce comparatively large
amounts of distortion (compared with
that produced by an average amplifier), they do not seem to mask significantly the distortion which originates in the amplifier. A typical loudspeaker may acid 5% harmonic distortion throughout most of its range, yet
when the harmonic distortion in the
amplifier feeding it is reduced from
11.5`,T to 0.1`X, the improvement can be
noticed immediately.
The second puzzlement here is the
evident difference in the audibility of
distortion with respect to its place of
origin. For example, a reduction in
harmonic distortion from 0.5% to 0.1%
seems to be more evident when the
distortion is occurring in an early
amplifier stage than when it is origi-

hating in the output stage. This is undoubtedly related to the kind of distortion which takes place in different
parts of an amplifying system, but no
one has managed to pin down the relationship as yet. Until someone does
so, we can only generalize.
Audibility of specific amounts of
distortion depends also on the high frequency range and smoothness of
the loudspeaker system. The more extended is the upper range of the system, the lower the amplifier's distortion must be for comfortable listening.
Thus, an amplifier producing 0.5% intermodulation distortion (IM distortion) may simply sound a little veiled
and indistinct through a speaker
whose upper limit occurs at about
7.000 cycles, but the saine amount of
distortion can produce distinct harshness is-hen reproduced through a
loudspeaker which extends to beyond
15,000 cycles.
The best -sounding amplifiers available today produce 0.1`.i or less IM
distortion at normal listening levels,
and never exceed 2% INI on the loudest musical passages. In order for the
latter requirement to be met, the amplifier must have sufficient power output capability to drive its loudspeaker
at full room volume without incurring
overloading. The actual amount of
power necessary to clo this depends
upon the efficiency of the loudspeaker, the size of the listening room, and
the type of program material being
reproduced. Since this is a topic all
to itself, we'll reserve comment on it

for

a future elate.
As a matter of fact, an amplifier's

distortion at low to medium listening
levels is actually much more significant
in terms of listenability than is its distortion at full power output, because
most music -al material may never drive
the amplifier beyond one or hvo watts
of output power. Few amplifier specification sheets list INI distortion at
watt output, but if such a listing is
included, and is found to be below
0.2'T INI, chances are the amplifier will
sound very, very good as long as its
stability is good and its power output
capabilities meet the specific requirements of the installation at hand.
So, assuming a good, wide -range
loudspeaker system, here's what to
expect from a few typical values of
electrical IM distortion. Intermodulation distortion of 0.1% or lower may
or may not be audible at all, under
any conditions. In general, this is considered by perfectionists as the "breaking point," below which it doesn't
really matter what the distortion figure is. Between 0.2 and 0.5% IM, the
amplifier's sound will become increasingly veiled and indistinct, and will
begin to sound shrill on loudly re1
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corded musical passages, giving the
impression that the recording itself or
the pickup cartridge isn't quite \what
it could be. 1M levels between O.5'
and Vi \will add a more aggravating
degree of harshness, and \will exaggerate record groove distortion, FM
tuner distortion. and other forms of
sonic raggedness originating in early
stages in the system. From `* on, the
sound will generally become so poor
as to make it impossible for a normally sensitive ear to tolerate listening
to it for any length of time. By the time
it has reached or passed 3y. the distortion may actually be audible as a
fluttery fluctuation in the intensity of
treble notes occurring in sympathy
\with heavy bass notes, and as a
marked quality of muddiness (in the
bass range) and simultaneous mushiness and harshness in the middle and
tipper ranges.
It must be rei,mphasize(1 that the
preceding subjective descriptions of
the effects of IM distortion apply only
to a wide-range amplifier feeding a
loudspeaker of almost comparable
high -frequency range. If the speaker
has less extended upper range. a given
amount of distortion will generally be
less audible. If the distortion is occurring ill an early preamplifier stage, a
given amount of it is likely to be even
more annoyingly audible than suggested above.
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STREET,

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

GRAY

MODEL 33 -H TURNTABLE

coinpatible °.stereo
RECORD PLAYING EQUIPMENT

Price 79.95

shown here with 212 -SP tone arm
on a 33 -C base

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A HIGH FIDELITY EXPERT to know that
fect pitch turntable is the absolute requirement of a good music system.

a

silent running, per-

Gray applies outstanding techniques in turntable design to its new 33H series. A hysterisissynchronous one speed motor rotates the heavy aluminum turntable with a resilient drive through
an endless composite belt. This eliminates the need for mechanical multi speed linkages assuring
you of years of trouble free operation.

These outstanding features offer you the advantages necessary to play today's high fidelity stereo
records as they should be played...without interference from mechanical imperfection and distortion:
Heavy machine ground aluminum turntable
with center steel shaft rotating in a super
oilite bearing with end thrust guarantees
freedom from vertical movement -a stereo
prerequisite.

Large mounting plate acts as

a

magnetic

shield and stabilizer to eliminate body
resonances.

Wired for monaural or stereo use.

For new literature on
GRAY RECORD
PLAYING EQUIPMENT
write to:

Color coded low loss coaxial cables go directly to amplifier.
Constant speed and magnetic shield maintained by outside rotor of special hysterisissynchronous motor.
Streamlined styling -a tasteful blending of
gold, black, and satin aluminum make for
"easy on the eyes" installation in any decor.

Special molded -in foam turntable mat

ALSO AVAILABLE:
for 33H turn-

33C BASE

table. Beautifully

styled and finished in
blond, mahogany or
net 23.95
walnut

33HS TURNTABLE.
Same as 33H except
for shorter mounting

(127/e ") which allows for installation In
cabinet or on base
with any tone arm.
net 79.95
33CS BASE. Same styl-

plate

ing as 33C except for
larger overall dimensions to accommodate

or 16"
net 29.95

331-IS and any 12

tone arm

provides record cushion and scratch proof
surface.

°

plays both monaural and stereo records

High Fidelity Division
DEPT.
See

H

16 ARBOR STREET, HARTFORD 1, CONN.

page 28 for new GRAY tone arm
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Loudspeaker Connections
Sut:
Is there any particular kind of wire
that should be used for hnulspeaker
leads? \Iv speaker \yill be lueated
about 15 feet from the amplifier, and
I wondered if I should use special wire
to run for this distance.
Also, can I use urdiihtr\ AC -type
plugs und sockets tu make up extension cords su that
can move the
speaker to other puts of the house?
Donald L. Smith
1

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ordinary AC coal. of the type used
for light -duty household lamps and
appliances. is perfectly satisfactory
for loudspeaker interconnecting cables.
as long as the cable i.s not run for
more than about .50 feet. Greater
lengths will cause loss of speaker
damping. a slight loss in power, and
possibly high-frequency instability in
the amplifier.
Under no circumstances should AC
plugs or receptacles be used an loudspeaker cables. No matter how careful
ul
the user is fo "make sure he doesn't
inadvertently plug lois loudspeaker or
amplifier into n 110 -colt AC readl mullet, the possibility of doing so will always exist. It is better to use a type of
interconnecting plug that cannot be
inserted into an AC outlet.
Nearly all manufacturers of electrical connectors stake suitable twoconductor plugs and wall outlets for
audio cables.
Three (or More) Channels
Sin:

What is this three -channel stereo rocording I keep reading about? i note
that practically all stereo tapes are
two channel. vet I am led to believe
that some of these are recorded on
three channels. 1iusy can three stereo
channels be planed through a twochannel system. and what is the advantage of doing this?

Harold Thomas
Los Angeles. Calif.

Three -channel .stereo recording (and
playback) is excluxirrli a professional
technique since-with a possible exception to he noted later-it demands
special. exceedingly complex and expensive equipment and stakes use of

half -inch tape rather than the quarterinch width .standard for commercial
.stereo releases and most studio as well
as

honte

recorders

and

Sound
Talk
by Dr. IF T Fiala
chief

playback

equipment. It is employed for 'lnaster- recordings bi, Mercury. RCA
Victor. and probably n fete other companies. trim do not. however. release
any three- channel tapes to the public,
but "edit- there dawn to two channels
(by "bleeding" the center channel
into the outer tiro) for their commercial stereotape releases. and down to
a single channel (a blend of all three
originals) for LP releases-that is, in
the normal practice of RCA Victor.
Mercury normally makes a separate
single -mike .single -channel "nta.ster,
simultaneously with its three-channel
.stereo -master.At least one company (Manhattan)
goes even further in using eight -channel "master' recordings (and equip ment originally designed for multichannel -information( recording),
which are of course .similarly ''edited"
doten to two clunurels for commercial
stereotope releases.
The main advantages of such multichannel originals i.s obtiously g=reater
case of editing and balancing. but it
is also claimed (often with considerable justification) that il minimizes
the danger of "center- hole.. effect -although the best two-channel-only recordings also can be remarkably successful in titis respect. The disadvantages of course are increased cost and
complexity of the equipment required,
as well U.S the ever- present danger of
inartistic editing.
Solt three or more channel tape
recordings are inaccessible to the general public. which would rarely have
facilities for playing half-inch tapes
in any case. flowerer. we lare just
learned that a neu. company. Novatape, is planning to issue commercial
three -channel recordings in standard
quarter -inch -u ialth forer ithich are
"compatible- with normal two-channel stereo tapes. The notion xeem.s fo
be that until one obtains a three channel quarter -inch playback head
(and adds a third amplifier and
.speaker to one's present stereo system), these tapes can be played by
ordinant .stacked -head two-channel
equipment, since the tracks are .so ar-

Continued on nerf page
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HIGH FREQUENCY HORNS

The high frequency horn is an important
part of any high fidelity speaker system.
it must properly load the driver element,
provide smooth distribution from its lower
frequency limit to beyond the range of the
human ear, offer no interference to the
frequency response of the driver. and he

free from resonances that introduce a
"character" to the reproduced sound.
Horns available for high fidelity reproduction fall into four general types: diffraction horns. ring or circumference radiators.
acoustic lenses and sectoral horns. Of these
four, only one meets all the requirements
for an acceptable high frequency horn.
Diffraction horns provide no distribution
control. At lower frequencies the distribution pattern is unusably wide. At higher
frequencies it becomes progressively narrower. eventually becoming a narrow beam
of sound. Good listening quality can only
be found directly in front of the horn. Even
there, since at lower frequencies the sound
energy is wide -spread while it is concentrated as the beam becomes more direcan un- natural accentuation of
higher frequencies will be experienced.

tional.

The ring radiator. like the diffraction horn.
makes no attempt to control high frequency distribution. It has the additional
fault of phasing holes whenever the distance between the near and far sides of the
radiator equal i/z the wave length of the
frequency being reproduced.

The acoustic lens provides a smooth spherical distribution pattern at all frequencies.
The lens elements used to achieve this distribution, however, act as an acoustic filter
and seriously limit high frequency reproduction. tending to introduce a "character"
to the reproduced sound.
Sectoral horns, when built to a size consistent with their intended lower frequency
limit, provide even distribution control.
The smooth exponential development of
their shape assures natural sound propagation of the full capabilities of the driving
element. They are the only horns that fully
meet all of the requirements for high fidel-

ity reproduction.

We believe that ALTEC LANSING sec toral horns, built of sturdy non -resonant
materials. are the finest available. Listen to
them critically. Compare them with any

other horn. You will find their superior
distribution and frequency characteristics
readily distinguishable: their "characterfree" reproduction noticeably truer.

Write for free catalogue.
ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION,
Dept. I I H -C
1515 S. Manchester Ave..
161

Anaheim, Calif.
Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.
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From
any Point of View,
more Experts choose

AUDIO FORUM
Continued from preceding page

ACROSOUND

ranged that a portion of the center
one (a.s well as a complete outer
track) will be picked up by each of
the present heads. The idea certainly
is ingenious; how it works out in
actual practice remains to be seen.

ULTRA -LINEAR II
60 watt amplifier

Converting to 50 Cycles
SIR:

IIv phonograph

is designed to be used
60 -cycle current. is there
any sway I could convert this for use
nn 120-volt 50 -cycle current?
ßa P. Vo
Minneapolis, Ntinn.
Ira 120 -volt

The combination of patented
ULTRALINEAR circuitry -plus new HYBRID
DESIGN

FEEDBACK principle- VARIABLE DAMPING
control, and ULTRA STABILITY, represents a
new high in the art of amplifier design ... an
example of ACROSOUND'S latest achieve.
ment in AMERICAN Know -How. This superi.
ority of design now enables anyone with or
ic
without any previous knowledge of electrons
to assemble for himself or herself
and
its that easy!) ... the finest of amplifiers
at a most reasonable cost. in only Iwo hours!
AEI

-

The electronic section of your phonograph will operate normally from 50or 60- e)trle current. The only thing
that will r'Iunlgc will be the .speed of
the phono motor, and if this is
equipped with a vernier speed control, you .should be able to obtain the
proper operating .speed.
If the plum() unit does not have a
continuously- variable .speed control, it
will have to be equipped with a speed
step-up sleeve which fits over the motor shaft. Write to the manufacturer
of your turntable and ask if he makes
available such a sleeve.

Mai

PERFORMANCE By listening test, or by Instruments ... second to none in claritA and
frequency response.normal level distortion is
virtually unmeasurable-IM 1% or less at 60
watts, 120 watts peak. Completely stable ...
unaffected by loads. perfect square waves.

1

Warped Tape Reels
Sun:
If a

QUALITY Every part going into the assembly
of critical and even non -critical circuitry is
tested and checked to allow no more than
±14% variation from ACROSOUND'S stand
aids. Specialized test equipment unavailable
commercially was designed in ACROSOUND'S
laboratories to achieve this result. Every
printed circuit board ispleced in trial operautput tubes
a laboratory ampli er,
tión
are matched by trial and double checked.

oñ

COMPONENTS ACRO'S newest TO.600 output transformer with special hybrid winding
separates functions of output circuit and
feedback circuit. Heavy duty. completely
assembled, and thoroughly tested, printed
assures uniformity of perform.
ance. Low distortion EL34 output tubes are
operated well within their ratings ensuring
long tube life and optimum performance.
PRICE In preassembled kit form so that you
may save money, learn while doing, and have
the proud satisfaction you built the best for
only $75.50 net ... or if you feel you would
prefer it laboratory assembled it still repre
sents a bargain at SIOCS0 net.
HEAR IT AT TOUR DEALER NOW!

-

circuird

READY
BE
PRF AMP

ACROSOUND DISTORTIONLESS
DESIGNED FOR THE STEREO PHILE

plastic tape reel is warped to the
extent that it binds against the tape,
is there any sway in which this condition can be corrected?
I have tried placing the empty reel
in hot wader, but when bent back into
shape it would not retain its bend.
Can you suggest any other procedure?
Stanley M. Searles
Mill Valley, Calif.
Plastic reels may be reshaped by .slow ly applying heat (front a candle or a
soldering iron, for instance) to the
bent .section of the flange, bending it
to the desired shape. and then holding or propping it in that position until
it has cooled.
However, in view of the fact that
empty plastic reels are available at a
cost of about 60 cents each, it is simpler and easier to replace warped reels
with new ones.

Impedance Matching

FOR

Experts know why ACRO Is best!
Others ... Learn why! Write to

ACRO PRODUCTS
369 SHURS LANE
PHILA. 28. PA.

SIR:

Could you explain to me the significance of impedance matching between
a speaker system and an amplifier?
What are the consequences of

matching a higher- impedance speaker
system to a lower -impedance output;
for example, an 8 -ohm output
matched to a 16 -ohm speaker, and
vice versa?
What effect does a capacitance -inductance -hype crossover network have
upon the impedance of a multiple speaker system?
Could a speaker system comprised
of an 8 -ohm woofer, an 8 -ohm midrange speaker, a 16 -ohm tweeter. and
a three -way capacitance- inductance
crossover, be properly matched to
the S -ohm tap on the amplifier? If not,
in the absence of any higher-imped-

ance taps, could any auxiliary device
such as a transformer be placed in the
circuit to provide a correct match?
Cordon II. Carlson

Elyria, Ohio
The optimum impedance match between an amplifier and a loudspeaker
is that which produces the maximum
transfer of power from the amplifier
to the .speaker at minimum distortion.
Connecting a loudspeaker to too
high or too low an output impedance
tap will limit the amount of undistorted power that can be delivered to the
speaker. If the amplifier is normally
being run at a .small fraction of its
,maximum power capability, a loudspeaker mismatch will not have r, significant effect upon distortion, hut may
.slightly change the .sound of the .system because of the change in electrical
clamping applied to flu speaker.
The amount by which an amplifier
controls, or damps, the speaker cone
depends upon the amplifier's so-called
source impedance (which is usually a
very small fraction of its rated "nominal" impedance at any given output
tap). Excessive damping will produce
thin bass but will improve low-frequency definition. Insufficient damping will exaggerate deep bass and will
sacrifice low-frequency definition. The
correct amount will produce the best
compromise between bass range and
definition. Since an amplifier's source
impedance is a fixed fraction of its
nominal impedance at any output
tap, it Is pos.sible to change the damping applied to a loudspeaker by connecting it to a higher or lower tap titan
its own impedance rating. If the amplifier ha.s enough reserve power the
only primary effect of doing this trill
be to change (for batter or for worse)
the .system's low- frequency response
and definition.
A properly designed crossover network .should have no adverse effect,
and may have a beneficial effect
upon the impedance characteristics of
a speaker system. If all of the loud-

Continued on page 134
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Speakers That Open

o

a new world of

stereo -sound!

41* u,cS
BIG SPEAKER PERFORMANCE

IN SMALL SPACE..

because Audette Sr. employs all the features of high -fidelity
systems twice its size! It is a two -way speaker system, with
true Ilelmholz construction. It has an extremely wide frequency range (45- 17,000 cps), and an amazing balance of
natural sound. All in a cabinet only 22" wide x 101 " deep
x 27" high, including matching legs!
USE 2 FOR STEREO

I n Mahogany

-

with exclusive circular tweeter

FOR MONAURAL

1

á69.50

COMPASS -1

In Walnut or Blonde 1174410

and exclusive phasing switch
SOUND IN EVERY DIRECTION!

Brilliantly

Uripite, Jn,.

COMPASS -1

designed and engineered,
combines a 12" woofer,

with exclusive circular tweeter, and
front -and -back grilles... to gently enveleliminate "dead spots"
provide highest -fidelity reproduction anywhere in a room! Can be used,
too, as end tables and room dividers!
op you in sound.

and
For Small Space

Without Sacrificing Quality!

USE 2 FOR

Superb two-way speaker performance in a cabinet 11" x
23'!i" x 10 ". Use as a consolette (legs available) or place on
table, bookshelf, anywhere! Richly grained Brown or Blonde
Tan Leatherette covered case. *49.50 (4 brass legs - $5.95)
USE 2 FOR STEREO

-

1

LORENZ -LP -312

TYPE LP -312 -2

12" WIDE -RANGE

WIDE RANGE

LOUDSPEAKER

12" SPEAKER
with twin
bi- axially mounted
TB -2 Tweeter
Combination

Illt

Ili P:,.,

1

FOR

MONAURAL

$149.50

LORENZ -LP -208

8" WIDE -RANGE
LOUDSPEAKER

*19.95

n .,, IIPI

includes

S59.50
exclusive U.S. distributors KINGDOM

-

Wain a) 11154.50

Price:

IN0%-F.\MB4at

31ahogan1l

FOR MONAURAL

$39.50

STEREO

The exclusive phasing switch insures
unison -operation on monaural, and optimum quality on stereo. Frequency
range 20 to 18.11111) cps. Size 22!_" wide
x 15" deep x 20" high.

o,.a

LORENZ LP 65
HORN -TYPE TWEETER

$8.50

..

a

net `r

PRODUCTS, Ltd.

514 Broadway, New York 12, N, Y.

1äJ5

WORTH 6 -0800

113
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THANKS, STEREOPHILES

Continued fron) page 1.32

FOR MAKING POSSIBLE THIS

.speakers in the system have the same

NEW LOW PRICE!

impedance. the crossover network will
match this impedance to the amplifier.
If any of the speakers have different
impedances. their individual impedances wit! be presented to the amplifier throughout their particular operating ranges. Impedance nuach'ng is
most important at the low- frequency
end, so if loudspeakers of different impedanee. can be matched with re'spec't
to efficiency in a multi-way system. it
is best, first. to match the woofer to
the amplifier. Then if it is felt that a
different damping factor value might
be better, the speaker .system may be
tried on a higher- or lower- impedance
tap.
Impedance matching and amplifier

200

STEREOTWIN

the stereo cartridge
by the makers of
MIRACORD XS -200
NOW

damping are discussed in some detail
in Parts 11 and 12 of the High Fidel ill/ Printer, in Huai FIDELITY.

$4450 formerly $59.50

audiophile net
Because you discovered

that

STEREO -

TWIN 200 helped you achieve stereo

sound like none you ever heard before
you bought this perfect cartridge
in great numbers! So many, in fact,
that production savings now permit us
to reduce the price to a low, low $44.50.
If you've been holding off on converting to stereo, now is the time! And,
STEREOTWIN is

perfect for monaural.

SPECIFICATIONS: Variable reluctance cartran.7 mil diamond stylus
sient response within 2 dh front 20 to
instant
no magnetic pull
20.000 cps.
fits all standard tone
stylus replacement
eliminates hum problem
arms

tridge

Tape Recording Amplifier

Sit:
My phono prcamp- control unit has a
prcamp input for a tape playback
head. as well as a tape output connection for recording.
I want to pül'el1aS(' it tape deck so

that I cran record and play tapes. but
i don't know luny to go about connecting this up. I know that the playback head goes into the prcamp input.
but the tape (leek I an considering
oses the same bead for recording :und
playback. so how cran i c'onnec't this
head to both the prcamp input and
tape output connections?
11. Parelli
Brooklyn. N. Y.

The Turntable That Changes Records

MIRACORD XS-200
No other record- player has all these
features: Plays stereo and monaural

heavyweight, professional -type
turntable push- button controlled
Magic Wand spindle automatic manual player automatic record changer
intermixes 10" and 12" plays all 4
speeds free tone arm 4 pole motor
tb

$.6v50
bO audiophile

net

FAR AHEAD) THE FINEST BY FAR

Available at selected dealers.

For Free ratalnnar, plrnar

u

rilr Prpl.

11

AUDIOGERSH CORP.

Phono Cartridge Loading
Stn:

514 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.

WORTH 6 -0800

For plat /lack null/, a tape deck may
be connet'led to the tape head input
on cc preanrp- (outrol unit. For recording, however. you must obtain a special tape amplifier containing an ultrasonic tone generator (for the recording "bias "), and the unique forni of
equalization that is needed for tape
recording.
Since nearby all such tape amplifiers
include their own playback preamplifier as well as m recording amplifier,
the output from this preamplifier may
be connected into a high -level input
(Tuner or Aux or Tape Pre) on the
control unit.
The tape amplifier selected .should
be one made by, or recommended by,
the manufacturer of the tape deck.

`iINiÉ
=

The instructions for my magnetic
cartridge specify using it with a 27,-

000 -oltra) resistor connected across its
terminals. My preamplifier, however,
has a 100,000 -oho) pickup load resistor.
\\ "ill connecting my cartridge to the
100.000 -ohm load make any difference
in its sound? And if s0, how can i go
about correcting for this mismatch?
J. De\'ries
Philadelphia, Pa.
A magnetic pickup cartridge operated

with too high a load resistance may
exhibit n rising high -frequent!/ response. and may be excessively peaky.
Too lots a load resistance will often
product restricted high -frequency response.
Low -impedance cartridges are normally unaffected by the tl /pial range
of load resistance values provided in

preamplifiers.

.so
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a

manufacturer

Airplane Interference
Sut:

Occasionally. %Olen tuned to one of
the weaker FM stations in my vicinity. I will notice a slowly repetitive
"swishing- sound coming from the
speaker. It gradually increases in frettnency. :und eventually disappears.
Cluse visual inspection reveals that
the speaker cone is moving in :und out
over :t considerable distance ( up to
half an inch). At the same time. my
ears invariably tell nec that (lucre is an
airplane approaching. Clearly, it is the
latter which is creating the disturbance. but i would like to know moere.
is this a potential threat to my
loudspeaker?
Does it indicate a fault in either
the tuner or the amplifier?
\\'hat causes this sort of interference, and bow?
Can it be eliminated?
C. M.

Princeton, N. J.

If

the F1l interference caused by
passing aircraft is .sufficiently .severe to
cause a popping .sound from your
speaker (as its voice coil hits bottom),
then it is likely to damage the speaker.
Otherwise, the extreme voice -coil ex-

Illclf

lSI

if

floes not .specify a load resistance
value for his cartridge, any value between 10,000 and .500,000 olunis trill
usually suffice.
If rt cartridge manufacturer does
specify a recommended load. this
should be used if the cartridge's full
performance capabilities are to be realized.
To obtain the correct resistive load
for your cartridge, connect a :36,000ohm !_ -watt resistor across its terminals or [directly mros.s the 100,000 ohm load resistor inside the preamplifier.

FIDELITY MAGAZINE

corsions will not do any harm at all.
This is a perfectly normal plie nomcnon, and does not indicate a defeet or a shortcoming in any of your
components.
The swishing noise that you hear is
caused by fluctuations in the .strength
of the FM .signal arriving at your antenna. The approaching airplane encounters some of the .signal radiating
from the FM transmitting antenna,
and reflects it back toward the ground,
where it reaches your antenna (dong
with the direct .signal from the transmitter. Since there are iwo different
path lengths involved, and since the
moving airplane cla¡ng's the difference between flu's(' path lengths. the
reflected .signal tends to reinforce the
direct signal at one instant and to
cancel it at the next. As a re.sull of
this fluctuation in signal strength, the
FM tuner will produce full quieting
at One instant and practically no quieting at the next instant, causing the
varying .swishing noise that pou observe. The violent motions' of your
.speaker cone are caused het extremely
low -frequency Ina/.ers produced by the
lirniter'.s gating circuit in the finer.
'l'he problem cannot be eliminated,
except by means of Nike rocket missiles, which are costly and difficult to
obtain. A more directional antenna
might help, though.

This

is the

the broadcast studios use.

.40t4acc
209 (Stereo)
212 (Monoegel

IT'S

.

.

,

'

Mr. Kovas writes: "...we have used

Sut:
A little less than a year ago I replaced
my old record changer with a Rck -OKilt L -34 Rondine turntable, which has
just started to give me trouble.
When turned on, the turntable
starts up very sluggishly, and takes
from 8 to 10 minutes to come up to
its proper speed. Once it has cone up
to speed, however, there is no detectable wow or flutter.
Any ideas as to what might be the

matter'

Charles Rousseur

a

The most probable cause of the prolonged warrnnp period in your turntable is thickening or drying of the
oil in the turntable well.
Lubricate the well and shaft as
recommended by Rck -O -Kun, and
while you're at it, clean all idlers and
drive shafts with gasoline, and check
for .slippage of the drive idlers (by
seeing how much drag must be applied by the finger to the turntable to

it).

®.

Grommes212 preamplifier for the past

two years to monitor our broadcasts and
to check our own transmission quality.

The 212's tonal fidelity so closely approaches

theoretical perfection that, for all practical
purposes, the music we hear is the

Mr. Frank Kovas, chief
sound engineer of station
WKFM uses a Groomes
212 in his studio monitor-

music we are transmitting.

ing equipment.

equipment's performance."

We are very pleased with the

Philadelphia, Pa.

.n/,J

A

"No instrument can measure its faithfulness

Creeping Turntable

.stall

Preamplifier

For "Studio quality" in your own high fidelity system,
use

Grommes amplification. No other amplifier, regardless of cost,

¡f

can quite match the Grommes Premiere.
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Write for literature and names
of dealers

in

your area.

DIVISION OF PRECISION ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
in Franklin Park, Illinois
135
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SONGSTERS IN MOTION
Continued from page 46
The stage director can usually afford
to dodge the problem of purely musical balance and position his AI Ostersinger quintet right across the stage
turn the principle of not trying to please
all the people all the time, or who
sits nearest hears loudest) but what is
the recording director to do when
faced syitll five unequal voices and a
vast unseen audience, waiting to
pounce on the first indication of either
faulty positioning or unmusical bal:

=I

ance?
This is the heart of the stereo opera
problem. It is summed up in one questiun :ue people who hm complete operas collecting t oiees or perform
ances? If the ans%ter is perform:utces,
then positions and perspectives matter
(without them, the system is merely an
improvement in sound quality and
nothing else). If voices only. they dai mt.
Mimi s death bed is on the left. Ara beILt enters on the right, Carmen is
stabbed slightly left of center -does it
really matter. tell/ it really matter? I
think it sloes. and with with the best
voices iti the world, I cannot imagine
nue of normal perception enjoying
a stereo recording of To.se l Nvhere the
lade is as close and as central in her
final suicidal leap as she is in her intimate passionate moments. Whoever
heard of a Carmen glued to the fluor
throughout the Ifabunercr.' The atual
medium is crude em nigh, heaven
knows. but it has failed unless it cyan
convey, in terms of directional sound,
the essential visual content of the dranta. All that the production of stereo
opera calls for is imagination; butt, as
in most other mediums. the technical
genius which made stereo discs possible is sometimes reluctant to realize the
artistic potentialities of its offspring.
There are a thousand reasons why it is
not practicable to have voices move
around in stereo opera; but unless they
do, unless this marvel can attain the
courage of its convictions, the future
of complete opera on records is strictly
as you were -a somewhat gloomy
prospect.
Of course there are dangers: it is a
truism that an inexperienced stage director will tend to devise too much distracting action in a misguided attempt
to enliven his work. The same danger
applies to stereo opera; one can devise
all sorts of gymnastics for the singers,
and beyond a certain point these will
be less desirable than an immobile production. Florestan and Fidelio must
stick together in their duet, and at that
moment the stereophonic version will
be identical to the monophonic except
for the vastly improved sound quality.
It is more than likely that while stereo
:

C/3

;u

z

o
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will have its quota of dreary, static,
"nailed -to -the-floor" operas, there will
be many where the singers jump from
here to there like so many cats on so
many hot tin roofs. Between these extremes lies the future of recorded

opera.
The problems of realization are
enormous. To take the simplest example: continuity in space is now a
factor in recording scarcely less relevant than in film production. Madame
X, standing at the stage intersection
of squares B and C, sings an off -pitch
B flat at Bar 387 and is required to
retake. She starts four bars earlier to
facilitate the splice, but either because
she didn't like the earlier result or because she %yams a better view of her
husband in the wings, she now stands
at the intersection of squares F and G.
The result is that at the space of a
quarter note in fast tempo. Madame
X leaps something like eight feet, aurally speaking. lust as a film director
needs to knutc tt o weeks after he shot
a sequence that Nit, B stood at angle
X in relation to the coffee table (which
is where he is picking up the sequence)
so we now need to know that the Merry \widow had her arms round llanilo's
neck at the cue four bars after letter
C; anything less precise is either disaster or an admission that the system
has failed.
Thus it has become necessary to rehearse opera production for records almost as thoroughly as in the theater.
Operas syhich took twelve clays to
make now take three weeks. a great
deal more hair is torn out, and a great
deal more temperament displayed.
Stages are being built in halls syhere
monophonic requirements demanded
no such amenities.
\Vold(' it not be easier, after all, to
record operas directly from the live
stage with stereo equipment? The answer, almost certainly, is no. Short of
ten identical performances (on Bayreuth lines), one simply cannot get the
musical perfection which the record
public demands; and the acoustical
problems of live theater recording usually defeat even the most adventurous
of such projects. Until further notice,
we remain in the studio, equipped with
a technical miracle which portends a
new era of opera on records. Among
so many uncertainties, there are only
two sure things: the first is that the
public alone will decide whether stereo
production techniques are justifiable;
and the second is that whatever we
have clone up to now is no more than
experiment. This is a new medium, and
to make the best of it will take time.
The beginning may be bright; the end
could be brilliant.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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new from Altec-

1p leader in professional stereophonic sound,
ALTEC LANSING, who pioneered and

developed stereophonic sound for
theatres and has more professional

superb

stereo
systems
for

your home!

stereo installations than all other makes
combined, now offers complete
component stereophonic sound systems
designed especially for your home.
These ALTEC home stereo systems are
made with the same precision built into
ALTEC professional stereo systems.
The result-You've got to hear it to
believe it!
And while you're listening- compare
ALTEC with any other sound system for
truth of performance ...for rich, brilliant, undistorted sound.
Can you afford it? ALTEC sells high
fidelity speakers for as low as $31.00.
Complete component stereo systems sell
for as low as $450.00.
Described here is an ALTEC stereo system costing slightly under $2000.00 -it
provides the ultimate in stereo listening for hundreds of dollars less than
some monaural systems!

445A Stereo Preamplifier
Features: Orientation Control -moves
the listening area to give you stereophonic sound anywhere in the room
Contour Control -for low level stereo
listening without loss of extreme high
and low frequencies Master Volume
Control -adjusts volume for both channels simultaneously Channel Switch
-for listening to each speaker singly or

www.americanradiohistory.com

together, or reversing speakers Bass
and Treble Control for each channel 6
paired, push- button controlled inputs
for tape deck, phono, mike, tape machine, radio and spare.

345A Stero Amplifier
Features: 60 Watt stereo

Control for
paralleling both stereo amplifiers into
one speaker Individual Gain Controls
Automatic impedance matching for
speakers.
830A Laguna Speaker Systems
A pair of superlative ALTEC 830A Laguna speaker systems in beautiful
walnut, blond, or mahogany hardwood
cabinets with 30- 22,000 cps range -30
watt power rating -16 ohm impedance.
To complete this stereo system combine with two new ALTEC 307 FM tuners
or your own tape machine or record
changer.

For more about stereo, write:
ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION
u,.:,,
n il -.t
I

Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, Calif.
Sixth Avenue. New York 13, N. Y.

1515 S.
161

ALTE[
LANSING CORPORATION

new...

OLD MET

larbeck

I

Electrostatic

PUSH -PULL!

...with exclusive
"FULL CYCLE

-

FULL CIRCLE"

sound!

No m id -range
speaker needed!

Full Cycle: Reproduces mid- and
high- range frequencies 375 cps to

audibility with practically
unmeasureable distortion, shimmering transparency,silky smoothness throughout entire range.
beyond

Full Circle : 360' dispersion found

in no other electrostatic adds new
depth, unbelievable separation of
instruments eliminates "small"
point- source effect.

-

New thrills of sound reproduction
await you in the new Harbeck Electrostatic Loudspeaker. Superior
transient response completely elimdelivers
inates "hangover

"...

remarkable low -level realism. Peak free frequency response vastly
reduces record scratch ...ends listening fatigue. You enjoy beautifully
clean highs and mids with no color-

ation, no ringing, no breakup.
Exclusive feature- 4 -8 -16 ohm
impedence taps for perfect woofer

matching. And two make beautiful
stereo together!

Gracefully styled ... available in
Walnut, Mahogany and Korina finishes. Size -23"W x 12 "H x 7 "D.
Audiophile net... $125.00 (Slightly
higher in West)
Individually tested. Radiators guaranteed one year!

HARBECK
A "sound" investment in listening
enjoyment . . . at dealers everywhere!
Write for more info:
Electrocoustic Corporation,

1790 First Avenue,
N. Y. 28, N. Y.

Continued from page
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members have access to this imposing
room with its musicians' gallery. giant
fireplace. and \'eneti:ur chandeliers,
and to the adjoining omnibus box on
the string side of the orchestra. They
are known affectionately as "The Peuguins" because of their insistence on
fall chess at certain performances. Airs.
roving P. Seery and Mrs. Joseph A.
Cilium, both of whose husbands are
Members, are regular intermission
guests in the club roost. Fans recognize these ladies as :Starlit Jeritza, still
tall, blond, and beautiful, and Licht
Albanese.
Facing the club box is the Metropolitan Opera Guild's box. Across the
hall is the Guild's club room. Hidden
in an anteroom of these quarters is the
most beautiful work of art in the house,
a mask in colored wax by Malvisa
Hoffman of Anna Pavlova. Not mans
people know that the incomparable
Pavlova was a member of the company
for two seasons. Unlike the present day
Russian visitors, Pavlova had no hard
words for the splinters and holes in the
old floor. The finest painting in the
house is the enormous Sargent -like portrait of Emma Eames by her first husband, Julian Story. It lias to compete
%vith the aggressively crimson walls of
Sherry's, of which Mr. Bind s secretary.
When she sas' them the first time, exclaimed. "I hope they don't get its the
name of Metropolitan Opera House of
Ill- Fame!"
Until 1940 the grand tier %vas a level
of boxes. These were rented. in distinction from the parterre boxes. which
were owned by the stockholders of the
real estate company. The general manager's box %vas there. So was Box 44,
from which Geraldine Farrar broadcast during the season she served as
intermission
commentator.
Milton
Cross still holds forth from a glassed -in
booth in the center of the grand tier.
Both the balcony and the grand tier
have their own refreshment bars ( for
soft drinks only), gay affairs with
red and white striped awnings. On the
top level there is a bust of Caruso in
solid silver. On very nearly every level
of the house there is some memorial
to this unforgotten, unforgettable
tenor.
From the front of the house to backstage there is only one door, on the
Thirty -ninth Street side. As long as
anyone can remember, this has been
the men's side, from ballet and chorus
to top principals. The ladies dress
across the way. None of the company's
money has been thrown away on outfitting these Spartan quarters. The furnishings on both sides are reminiscent
of inexpensive rooming houses.

Only two artists in the Met's three quarters of a century have had their
own dressing rooms, Geraldine Farrar
and Kirsten Flagstad. Down the hall
from the prima donnas' room is a
smaller. airless cubicle which Miss
Farrar chose and asked to have as her
own. She was given the key and nobody else used it as long as she was a
member of the company. Flagstad had
the saine privilege and space. \\'hat
memories here!
The Guild brightened up the two
musicians' rooms off the pit. Here the
men can enjoy a cup of coffee and a
bite or a quick hand at cards during
intermission. The Guild also-and this
was only recently- installed showers
for the ballet, a necessity after operas
like Aida or Samson %%here the (lancers
have to use body make -up. Now stipulated in the ballet contracts on tour:
no showers, no body paint. What did
they do before? There is a story, perhaps apocryphal, that some of the
thrifty foreigners slept in their skin tints.
Those %'ho saw the movie The Phantom of the Opera remember in their
nightmares the tunnels under the
Opíra which lead right down to the
sewers of Paris. The lowest a person
can go at the Metropolitan is two levels
under the stage. The upper of these,
of course, is geared with a vast system
of traps and platforms, to shoot Jerry
Hines into Faust's study or to whisk
George London from view in Tales of
Hoffman.
The highest one can climb above
the stage is the catwalk from roof -stage
to roof- stage, but for the traveler's protection this is encased in metal. Not
much can be seen of the stage below.
The next level down is vastly more
interesting. This is the paint bridge
(the Metropolitan has its own scenery studio) and most emphatically is
not for victims of acrophobia. Ninety
feet below, the performers make
strange and sometimes beautiful patterns, but what 'ou hear is more
breath- taking than the height. Sound,
like heat, rises and there are effects
never to be gotten from "out front."
These are the peaks from which to
hear Wagner or Mussorgsky. Deems

Taylor swears he once saw a stagehand on the rigging loft weeping.
Boris, czar of all the Russias, ill and
crazed with guilt, was dying. Yes, it
was Chaliapin.
If your appetite for adventure is still
unsatisfied, there is the proscenium itself. It takes some climbing and the
ascent is pretty grimy, but you can go
right up behind the serried rank of
composers' names. (How many can
you recall ?) Here you follow the history of electrical wiring, probably more
detailed and authentic than anything
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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to be seen at Consolidated Edison.
(;:u, of course. was the first illumination in the house. but soon wiring to
ignite the bracket. with a spark of
static electricit 's ;s introduced. Ten
thousand bulbs lighted up the 1593
reopening after the (:real Dire. The
house had been closed for a sea'.
Since you have gone this far. 'un
oast)- as \yell perse\erc to the highest
point fusille the hunsc. abu\e the giant
hanlelier. \'isiturs alien .t k ho\\ the
light bulbs :ITV changed. Very simple.
Yon just go up there. 'there is also
soute direct lighting of the stage from
this strategic point.
.although the house's days our 1101111beret!, the nlan,agrnlrnl :old directors
still are stalking inq>rovenunts. This
year there 'viii he a Ile \t. pre.. oilier.
Soule of the cloakroom space in the
Thirty-ninth Street lu1h, the ..carriage trade- entrance, Iras been appropriated. but checking sers ice will
NOT he curtailed. In fact. it kill Ix eepedited. There '\jtl be a counter the
width Of the lobby instead of the t¡uy
congested syiudusyS of yore. 'Ille old
press office just inside the e\ecntive
altier cutrauue las Incu taken u er for
some touch needed espansinn fur the
c

adutinistrati\e .tall.
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Stereo. One side has a diamond stylus for Stereo and is compatible for
LP. The other side features a sapphire point for either LP or standard
records. It can be used for all turntables or record changers with Ih"
standard mounting.

RG745.3S0

With diamond stylus for
stereo and monaural LP's and
sapphire stylus for 78RPM.

RG745.150

With diamond stylus for
stereo and monaural LP's and
sapphire stylus for LP's.

Giving faithful reproduction and full
range symphonic channel separation,
this new Stereo cartridge truly lives
up to the high standard of quality
set by Recoton- Goldring cartridges!

Audiophile Net $29.95
Ask your nearest dealer or write to

RECOTON CORPORATION

52 -35 Barnett Ave., Long Island City 4, N. Y.

professional performance at popular prices
NOW YOU CAN RECORD STEREO, TOO!
Pentron's totally new TM -4 Stereo Tape Deck is the
ideal addition to your custom high fidelity system:
records and ploys stereo ... 4 -track as well as 2 -track
tape, records and plays monaural and has all the
exclusive Pentron stereo features which assure you
matchless performance of a professional quality never
before possible at popular prices.
Pentron tape mechanisms are precision engineered
with full -range frequency response, Azmur -X head
azimuth adjustment, single Finger -Flite rotary control,
easy dual -speed control lever, four outputs plus two
AC convenience outlets, self- energized braking, stereo
or monaural erase, designed to operate at any mounting angle.
The Pentron TM -4 is priced of $109.95 net and is
available at professional high fidelity showrooms. For
detailed information on Pentron high fidelity tape
recorders, amplifiers, pre -amps, mike mixers, tape
decks, and stereo conversion kits, write Dept. F -II or
see your yellow pages.

CORPORATION
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the house's anachronisms, its
ueful inadequacies, itS almost htun:ut
obduracy, sve are all thrice familiar.
It has been hammered in at every fund
drive. The most casual visitor to Nesv
York on a Saturday .afternoon has been
dumbfounded by the goat slabs of
scenery stacked un Seventh :\\rune in
rain and sleet and slimy waiting tu
come in fur the night shiny. There is
no storage space :old hardly room on
the stage for une prntlnetjun at a tithe.
On the first page of his history of
the Metropolitan. Ir\inq huludin condemns the house as ".t relic of another
dat's thinking. no longer suitable for
the purpose it sets es. and vastly more
costly to maint.till for that reason...
Yet the \letropulit.tn inspires a loyalty
\\crlel again any church slight
nvy. Miracles occasionally happen
here. The faithful not only remember;
tile\ eagerly hope for recurrences.
. \thy moment the lightning of the gods
may strike.
In the front rosy at every SatnrdaY
matinee are two ladies s\Iw occupy
the identical seats their family held
when the horse first opened. They are
by no tocans isolated case.. :\ couple
of years ago a subscriber suffered it
light heart attack during a performance. \ \'hen she gut honte. she sent a
check loir 85,009 in appreciation of the
treatment she had received at the
holds of the house physician. A fey
'weeks later she had another attack.

1
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CANADA, Atlas Rodio Ltd., Toronto

EXPORT,

SEE THE

THE

NEW PENTRON EMPEROR
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ONLY COMPLETE POPULAR -PRICED
STEREO RECORDING SYSTEM

777 South Tripp Avenue. Chicago 24, Illinois
Ravthon Manufacturing Company, Wolthom, Massachusetts
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your city

HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOWS
and hear the latest in HIGH FIDELITY froru leading
high fidclitr manufacturers
Sec

Don't miss these public showings of Hi -Fi Equipment
from the most economical units for the budget minded to spectacular home music theatres
compare
and enjoy them all. Components and complete systems

...

will be displayed.
1958 -1959 HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOW SCHEDULE
OMAHA, NEBR.
November

-

SEATTLE, WASH.
.

-.

..

r

Paxton Hotel

March

New Washington Hotel

-

.

lcamington Hotel

16, 17, 18, 1959

COLO.- Cosmopolitan Hotel

6, 7, 8, 1959

BALTIMORE, MD.- lord Baltimore Hotel

21, 22, 23, 1958

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
January

DENVER,

7, 8, 9, 1958

21, 22, 1959

-,.

PITTSBURGH, PA.- -Penn- Sheraton Hotel
April 3, 4, 5, 1959

BUFFALO, N. Y. Stotler Hotel
April 10, u, 12, 1959

She kept right on coming. Several people on both sides of the footlights
have died in the house. (So far no
births are recorded.) With no trace
of disrespect whatever, One may inquire if they could have died more
happily. The Late Sir Louis Sterling
On his way to the London premiere
of My Fair Lady with a high fever
quipped, "I would rather die at an
opening than any place I know'."
Neither to have said this nor to repeat
it is being morbid.
There are offices in the old place
like this reporter's -without benefit of
light of clay or outside air (it used to
be a libretto storeroom, a dungeon),
yet it is safe to venture that not one
of the Met's seven hundred employees,
ten thousand -odd subscribers millions
of radio listeners will take leave of the
house without a tug at the heart, a
lump in the throat, and perhaps a
blurted eye.

-

-

Rigo Enterprises, Inc.
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doors, each
sliding doors, each
17" deep
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WEIGHT: 50 lbs.

FRONT PANELING

fer MPLIFIERS
awl TUNERS

are sanded satin smooth, ready to be cus
tom finished in their natural state.
Just apply lacquer, wax or varnish
they'll compare with the most expensive
finished cabinets on the market
with
the complete bottom half for record
storage or speaker systems. Yes, here is
your low- priced admission to the
wonderful world of high fidelity.
.

...

Send Check or Money Order Now to;

included

ALFRAN DISTRIBUTORS

F.O.B. Factory at
Chicago, III.

Suite 900, 22 W. Madison St.
CHICAGO 2, ILL.

or

Philadelphia, Po.

the musical show more than any composer in its history- brought to it, indeed, the forbidden gesture of the
lmodrrit- composer. There are pas sages in the particularly adventurous
\1-rnl Side Story that could have been
written by Stravinsky; and theater
audiences take in their stride a dissonant, pup l'!i thmic texture that
might yen' wrll put to flight their presumably more sophisticated cousins at
the opera house. With its fall- blown
contemporary score and its realistic
subject matter. West Side Story may,
in spite of a here -and -there nod to
Broadway commercialism, one day be
seen as a more significant cuntribution
to the American lyric theater than a
number of the essentially middlebrow operas now attracting high -brow
attention.

These rich, luxurious looking cabinets
Fits ALL

-14

Street, Chicago 10, Illinois

Iu looking over the record of recent
American operas, one finds it both confusing and a little appalling to read
the list of those that have been cussed
out of perfurinaulcc solely because of
"impossible or "bade librettos. Composers and laymen, critics and musicologists pontificate about what a
libretto should not be. But the poor
composer looking for instruction is
sunk, because be will find as many
different formulas for success as he
will formulators. A short opera of my
own, for one, was assailed beyond the
normal excesses of journalistic dentin-
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Continued fron, page 140
ciation by a Nc\v York newspaper
critic who was nl.\o a composer, because, it was explained, no one in his
right mind would tackle such a stun
But this same critic had an opera. tun.
and it was first performed in New
York not long ago to a shriek in unison
from the press that, in effect, the composer must have been in a trance while
selecting such an "unoperatic' text.
This turnabout alight have pmvide(1
the perfect opportunity for vengeful
glee on my part; but it Was, in fact.
rather sobering. It left nn wondering
more than ever why all of us are prepared to denigrate new American
w'or'ks on the basis of questionable librettos while we accept as minor
masterpieces operas of other eras with
admittedly idiotic librettos and with
music, Cont':u'iw'ISC, transcendently
beautiful.
Reflection of this sort brings to mind
Aaron Copland's The Tender Land.
the most recent case of all opera where
the music is heavenh', the hook wanting. It was, in any event, given the
full critical treatment -again on the
basis of the libretto-when it was produced by the New York City Opera
Company in 1954. For myself. I question that the .cakness of the text justifies the operas failure. I know, though,
on the other hand, that when I first
encountered the work I would have
vowed it slid. By about the fourth
hearing, however, I'd quite forgotten
the solecisms of the libretto; Cop l:nul's score. which is among his most
\Ira\,ig;uttiy lyrical, had diverted me
from them entirely.
For another example, take Tale For
n Deaf Liar, by the young American,
Marc Bueci. It eontained stretches of
music quite as lovely as any heard
(hiring the City Operas spring season. The libretto, however, was so
generally detested that Bncci's nlnsic
Was scarcely noticed by most commentators. Carlyle Floyd's Susannah,
on the other hand, lias a powerful,
high -pitched, supertheatrical libretto
and, for all this young composer's
promise, has no more than a half hour
or so of genuinely sustained musical
composition. The libretto, the music?
The happy proportion, the perfect
veiling: these are, of course, the
components of masterpieces. But what
is to become of those operas that are
less -or even far less -than masterpieces? \ \'hich works are most to be
cherished in consideration of the unassailable fact that opera, before anything else, is musical expression?
In any opinion Douglas Moore's
The Ballad of Baby Doc strikes the
.
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DYNACO -B 6&
PHONO PICKUP
FOR MONOPHONIC
DISCS
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Ili-Fi dealers everywhere. Descriptive brochure available on reyue+l.
'Slightly higher in West
At/tilt/We ¡rent leading

DYNACO INC.
Dept. HF, 617 N. 41s1 St., Philo. 4, Pa.
Export Division: 25 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y.

Several months ago, our Chief
Engineer" made one of his
infrequent pilgrimages to the
sales office. On such occasions,
there is a notable tendency for
all hands to assume a slightly
defensive attitude; the white
shirt with three drafting pencils and pocket
slide rule simply doesn't seen to fit in with
the assembled array of Ivy League. crew-cuts
and horn -rimmed glasses. The discomfiture
of both sides is further compounded by the
presence of a communication problem which
is best illustrated by the elemental process of

eavesdropping:

"Gentlemen;' gnoth Engineering's Finest.
"here are the final lab reports on the new
tape deck. The wow and flutter is less than
0.18% in the handpass range 0.5 to 300 cycles
using a 3 KC reference signal. The timing
accuracy is better than 0.2%. Frequency
response from an NAB equ alized pre -recorded
tape into an NAB de-emphasized amplifier
is 40 to 15.000 CPS plus or minus 2 db.
Signal to noise ratio at the heads is 60 dl,
or better, and the interchannel isolation
exceeds 40 db. Naturally, the stereo heads
are stacked, not staggered,

and..:

"Hold it!" screamed the
Manager. "What's all
this routine on 'wow' and
'flutter'? And 'signal to noise
ratio'? Are you talking about
the show at the Latin Quarter,
and hone you can hear the
hand over the tinkle of ice in the glasses?
Please, if you don't mind, say it in English.
This other lingo is hysterical :'
"Not hysterical, my dear sir, hysteresfchysteresis-synchronnns; that's the kind of
Motor we use to pros idi' such except' as
instantaneous and ling -term speed stability
in the face of random line voltage fluctuation
and reel -to-reel load variation:'
Sales

The Sales Manager spoke
41y. "Look;'
he said, "let's knock off the kidding. All this
stuff about timing accuracy leaves me cold.
You didn't even say whether you were talking Greenwich Mean Tirade, Pacific Daylight
or Central Standard. Talk to one about sales
features! \11' people have to know about
things like mar handsome, professional styling; al t the fool- proof, interlocked operat-

ing controls; about our tape index counter..:
"The three -unit digital rotary type; interjected the C. E.

"Now there you co again! Sure, lad. and if
me shellaighleh were in Mc hand 't is your
head I'd be sondin' across the mom!"
It is to he noted that our Sales Manager's
Gaelic ancestry sometimes el
Is an otherwise amiable temper; nlenl and that the head
destined ,or clobbering was the Chief Engineer's. not the stacked stereo unit with half track erase found on the STARLIGHT "120:'
At any rate. recognizing the eonununicaproblem' for what it seas, amt the
M.'s clenched fist for what it could he, the
Chief Engineer departed for his ,
diggings, not to be seen in Sales again for many
a mom. And we Nl ail son As enue types it
Advertising can only tell sou that the STARLIGHT "I2(1" is the hest tape deck available
for both monaural and .stereo recording and
playback. We strongly suggest that you plunk
down $180.50 at f -our hi -fi dealer's and enjoy
one soon. And don't forget to feast your eyes
on our stereo turntables, too.
I1o11

S.

i

STARLIGHT "120 "
who

-

$189.50

really a good looking lad when he's
seen his barber.
which could be solved if everyone spoke
is

Sanskrit.

METZNER ENGINEERING
1041 NO, SYCAMORE

LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF.
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HARTLEY
CRASHES THE

"NATURAL SOUND"

BARRIER...
With

a

Superb, New

Speaker Concept

HARTLEY -LUTH

"HOLTON"
SYSTEM
!I-CONVERTS UNDISTORTED
UNDISTORTED SOUND
thin

...

-

..

w"afer
strongest, most

rigid cone material known
.. cannot fold or buckle.

-

!

Molded
CONE DESIGN
CONto
scientifically predetermined shape to provide
optimum response at all frequencies.
Mode
CONE BASKET
of special non -resonant
material
amorphous
non-magnetic
Chemically inert.

New

-

New!

a
New
guarantee

.

- Reciprocal Equalizing snubbers
VOICE COIL

constant force of excursion, both front and rear.
And .. A Great NEW Enclosure
Concept that matches... and surpasses the unwieldy and expensive
"big" systems. It's the Hartley -Lush
"HOLTON" system that offers "big"
system performance without unnec, woofers and cumessary t
bersome "cross-overs". The HOLTON
-sized
and beautifully
is sensibly
styled in simplicity and good taste.
Compare the HOLTON with the
you'll agree with
"big" systems
the experts
you'll hear "big"
at a sensystem performance
sible price.

...

t

...

PRODUCTS COMPAN
521 East 162

I..

Street, New York,

KIT

1,

II

N.

West Coast Rep.: PAUL F. WILEY CO.
Calif.
1p61vQ, }

that many a more mature composer
might envy for originality and talent.
\ \'itlt such young men as Lee Hoiby,
Ned Rorem, Russell Smith, Stanley
Hollingsworth, and Marvin Levy we
have further evidence of a generation
that seems to regard opera as a medium that is here to stay.
But even this additional list of
names scarcely gives a reasonably
complete picture of the number. ur
quality. of American operas both recently composed and in the making.
This is the best news yet. For it stgests that a new movement in American opera is no longer a daydream
but a kind of chaotic reality. Operas
are being composed in so many styles,
by so many composers, and in such
number that it is the work of a leg man
to keep pace %yitln their productions
in the New York area alne.
But within the frame of all this activity, we are full face to the issue
such fecundity raises: Is American
opera, after all, to be only a glib reConlinucd on next page

_..;

7U

1

II

l`

!'TfChUM

,1

+.

ris_
$12.00 List

GIBSON GIRLS

ACCESSORY

KIT

better
Everything you need for

ing. William Bergsnta's The Wife of
Martin Corm' and Jack 13eeson's The
Sweet Bye and l3!le are both operas

OUTPUT INTO
MATERIALL.

happy medium of text and music as
nearly dead center as any recent piece
I've heard in New York. In Baby Doc,
\loore has given us a bona fide piece
of Americana. an opera that may not
be "important." but that is a fair riot
of regional color. nostalgic as can be,
and awfully pretty as musical expression. Its bumptious Western background, its sense of American tradition, its feeling for panorama make it
as likely a candidate for immediate
and recurrent popularity as any I can
think of.
Yet, with the American operatic
renaissance fast approaching frei iv
(at least so far as composers are concerned). who. indeed, can offer an
unchallenged opinion on %'hat is the
best candidate for repertory or, for
that matter. oblivion? The field HOW
is a %vide one. and any individual commentator is limited by consideration
of what he likes most or. on the other
hand, by %%hat he dislikes but believes to be important. What. then, of
such composers as Vittorio Giannin,
Peggy Glanville- Ilicks, Otto Limning,
or the late Hobert Kurka -all of w hum
have composed operas of solid merit
or unusual interest?
Our younger composers, similarly,
are a fascinating lot. They compose
operas at a faster pace. with more ;RIvetltlll'OIISI1eSS and more plain nerve
than their elders; they do this. I assume, because they are young and because they have nutre time for clads
and less reputation to lose if their
operas lay eggs. Lots of them do just
that; lots more are mightily promis-

TAPE RECORDING
and EDITING
*

FOR MORE PLEASURE!

*
*

RESULTS!
GET PROFESSIONAL
FOR BETTER RECORDINGS!

the

KIT contains
ROBINS' ACCESSORY
SPLICER,
famous GIBSON GIRL TAPE

THREADER, HEAD
CLOTH, TAPE
NEW TAPE
CLIPS, REEL LABELS and
EDITING BOOK:

SPLICING

CLEANER,

TAPE,
TAPE

TAPE

CLEANER

TAPE EDITING AND SPLICING

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
AND AMATEUR TAPE RECORDIST

by N. M.

24 Pages

HAYNES

-illus.... 25,,,

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE!

ROBINS'
Write for FREE Catalog of
Phono and Tape Accessories!

}

r_

ROBINS

INDUSTRIES CORP.

FLUSHING 54

NEW YORK

1.13
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AMERICAN OPERA

TRADER'S MARKETPLACE

Continue(' front preceding page
s'is'al of the nineteenth-centur European form, or will it find its usvn Way

its ovn terms:' \ViII it. to put it
another seas', be a form both reassuring and cus', Or will it bc One that is
brave aiicl fresh -a truly Hess' and exciting kind of theater'.'
lit either case. I sun all for almost
manifestation Of the new vitality.
It is mood for the American composer.
It has. for one thing. taken his eye
from the obsessive sight of Carnegie
Hall. Symphony hall. and the Acadciny of \Insic and directed it toward
a medium whose fashion runs higher
anti higher in this country and in the
process, refuses institutionalization under the roof of the \letr ipolitan, or
any other opera house. It is also a
medium that -taken in its widest context from the progressive Broadyay
musical to grand opera -promises One
clay to be our principal form of musical
expression. Those of our composers
who lutve committed themselves to the
lyric stage are in rare luck; the field
is open and it widens clay by (lily.
On

THE W II II la ll' S
MOST WANTED
LO

1

IISI'1:ANI:lt

Hie Ot \ I) lull Range Eleclrolatic Lmidspeaker. introduced
lo an e\peelani public al the
Loudun \who Fair, April 1936,
inunedialel became the world's
mord desired piece of audio
.11 ipotent.
I'a ere person is ho has heard
ils cumplelel
di-lortionless.
natural music reprodnetion has
%%aided to own il. hundreds
have been delisered in England.
for use in small :uni large roosts
its moderate size being important for home Use, lull
peeially for stereo.
It is the first loudspeaker lo
briog to actuality the classic
ideal of the "'Isinduw mn the
orchestra" Driven hs the super-II Ol \I) II amplifier (also
ailahle separalels). il has a
Ilatne._ user the range and a
lack tf coloration that is eonlplelels lu l lent.

-

(::u'efulls -elected dealers
moss

or soon

swill

be able

to

audililul for you the Ol \11
Loudspeaker, the (,)l Al) II
\m illilier. ami the QV \I) PM
Tuner. Address cour inquiries
lu the personal attention of
1.

M. Fried.

LECTItON ICS
OV

1'ITl' LINE

Ili :WE:IL

Inc.

City Line .tscalm
Philadelphia :31, Pa.

7611

"WHERE ONLY THE FINEST IS SOLD"

American Opera on Records
Barber, Samuel: Vanessa. RCA Victor
L \1 6138; also available in stereo as
LSC 61:38.
Beeson, jack: hello Out There, Columbia NIL 5265.
Bergsuta. William: The Wife of ,Martin Guerre (excerpts). Composers
Recordings CRI 10.5
Bernstein, Le(nua d: Trouble in Tahiti,
3646; Candide (Musical Comedy), Columbia OL .520:3;
Next Side Stan/ (Musical Comec ),
Columbia OL 5203.
B1itzstein, Niue(: Regina, to be released by Columbia Records in
1959.
CIallin- Avery: I,a grande brelrlehe,
Composers Recordings (11I 105X.
Foss, Lukas: The Jumping brag of
Calaeeras County, Lyriclurd i i.
Gershwin, George: Porgy and Bess,
Columbia OSL 162; Bethlehem

\.

\I-G\

E \LP

1.

Menotti, Gi:ut- Carlu: :mall and the
Night Visitors, R(::\ Victor LM
1701; Amelia al hallo, Angel 35140;
The Consul, Decca DX 101; The
Medium and The Telephone, Columbia OSL 154; The Saint of
Bleecker Street, RCA Victor LM
6032.
Moore, Douglas: The Devil and Daniel Webster, Westminster 11032.
Thomson, Virgil: Four Saints in Three
Acts (abridged), RCA Victor LCT
1139.
\Veisgall, Hugo: The Stronger, Columbia ML 5106.

Ilere's the place for individuals to buy.
swap, or sell used audio equipment and
records. Rates are mtly 4.5r a word (nn
charge for name and address and your
advertisement will reach well oser 100,000 music listeners. Remittance must accompany copy and insertion instruction..
Copy must he received by 5th of 2nd
t

mouth preceding publication.

KITS CUSTOM built and tested. Write for quotations.
J. Parrott, 618 Plus St., Novato, Calif.

ELECTRO -VOICE 630 high impedance, dynamic microphone. Perfect S19. Electro -Voice 21D stereo
cartridge, used one hour 510. R. De Gaetano, 2300
Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn 33, N. Y.

HIGH

FIDELITY,

1

-67. Some Bound. S35 plus ship-

ping. W. J. Hicks, Physics Dept., Washington Univ.,
St. Louis 5, Missouri.

YOU SUPPLY the kit, materials or money. We'll sup.
ply the construction. John D. Genet, Jr., Box 86,
RD

#1, Aliquippa, Pa.

ARENSKY Violin Concerto on

MWl (Russian) Zabel
needed to complete collection. Will rent, borrow,
buy, copy on tape, etc. O. Po
Doria, College
Station, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.
HIGH FIDELITY, 1.35. Just like new. Cash or used
equipment. W. R. Porter, 1580 Ansel Rd., Cleveland
6, Ohio.

ELECTRONIC KITWIRING. Outstations, Lyle
brook, 1312 First St. N., Nampa, Idaho.

Esta-

SALE:

78
R.P.M.
RECORDINGS. Send stamped
add
d envelope for first list. Rarities. Ellie
Hirschmann, P. O. Box 155, Verona, N. J.

SACRIFICE, Newcomb "2500" amplifier, Jensen mid.
range and tweeter kits. B. Hahn, 4220 Dewey Ave.,
St. Louis 16, Mo.

KITS BUILT and tested. Several years experience.
Work guaranteed. W. G. Brill, 1.1 Ross -Ade Drive,
West Lafayette, Indiana.

FOR SALE: DeJur GRUNDIG

recorder TK920 50 cycle.
Excellent. Bargain 5232. Karlson 115" Enclosure
Mahogany, highest bidder. Allan Bryant, 301 North
17th, K
City, Kansas.

-

DYNACO Mark 11 assembled with Biases 575.00.
Knight preassembled Preamplifier 525.00. John S.
Anderson, M.D., 1704 West Second St., Grand
Island, Nebraska.

C O R R

E

C T I

O N

t

\Ve had a silly
po in the September issue's aderti,entcnt for
Lectt'unic, ul (:its Line Center,
Inc. -falkctl altnnt the -outfit- of
the Quad : \tngslifier! Should have
been, of course, ocrec-r.
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DEL MONACO

For Advanced Stereo

Continued from page 41
So far, the recorded

s
DG_'t 2

ucrcu.upti)icrpr,.uup

or Compact Monaural

RBI15F.11/d.1f::.0 r-.:»:pü¡icr

Terminal Recommends
These

Bogen

Units

BOG1ì. \' DB212 St,

Control Center and
Dual Amplifier (at top). With this single
unit you can precisely control all your stereo
sources -tape, FM -AM broadcasts, discs. Feed
them through the self- contained dual 12 -watt
amplifiers to your stereo speakers. (2.1 watt
output when used monaurally.) New speaker

phasing switch eliminates "hole-in -themiddle" effect that sometimes occurs in
stereo. Harmonic distortion 0.5"x. Response
20- 20,000 cycles ± 1db. Low noise level.
i, S and 16 ohm outputs. RIAA phono &
NARTB tape equalization. Volume, bass and
treble controls, scratch and rumble filter

switches. Channel reversing switch. Only
S115Á0, has enclosure. Enclosure, S7.50.

BOGEN' R13115 (monaural) Combines
FM /AM Tuner, 15 -watt Power Amplifier
and Complete Control Preamplifier on a
single, compact chassis. Rare combination of
sensitivity and selectivity on both AM and
FM! Inputs for tape recorder, phonograph
and other sources. Response 211- 2(1,000 cps
1db. Power output 15 watts at less than
distortion. FM sensitivity 3.5 microvolts
3
for 30db quieting. Tuning, volume, bass &
treble controls. Input selector switch includes
3 equalization positions. Scratch filter, rumble
filter, loudness control on -off, and speaker selector switches. Only $149.50, less enclo-

r

sure. Pearl gray enclosure, $7.50.

Terminal

has these units and

everything in
Bogen's extensive line in stock, on our
shelves, for immediate delivery. Come in,
see for yourself, and pick up your free copy
of our new audio catalog.

TERMINAL
RADIO CORPORATION
85 CORTLANDT ST.
phone WORTH

4 -3311

llel

Monaco
repertory includes Carall(ria rustieana, Pagliacci, Rigoletto, II Trorolor(, La Forza ciel destina, :lino,
Otcllu, Mama Lescaut, Turad(lot, La
Gioconda, and Andrea Clu-uirr, all
contplete and all on tige Lon(lon label.
\ !.a for London he has made four
lo operatic LPs and a collection of
duets with '1'ebaldi. Ilis next two
London releases, either late this year
or early next, will lw a complete
Norma with Anita Cer(luetti and a
Ciel of Mr Golden West with Tebaldi.
London, which holds an cxcInsive
contract with him through 1962, lent
him to RCA Victor last April for a reeurding, svith Rise Stevens and the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra under
Faust() Cleva, of excerpts from Saint Sai'ns's Samson et Dalila.
Samson represents Del Monaco's
first LP venture into non -Italian territory. If he had his way, he might
stray even further from the reservation, for this epitome of Italian tenors
harbors a curious but (frite sincere
desire to sing Wagner.
.,I have no one favorite pari." he
said, "but right nosy I am in love with
Lohengrin." Ile explained to the astonished interviewer that he had been
invited tu appeau at Bayreuth in the
summer of I95)' bat svgs prevented
from doing so by other bookings.
"But next year I am really to go,"
lie said, -and I suant to sing 11'niküre,
too." If the Bayreuth trip grumes off,
19.59 will be a busy year for Del \ Ion am, for he is committed to a spring
visit to the Soviet Union. and is preparing, in Russian, :rias from Pique
Dame and Sadko.
Del \Iumen likes to play records

well as tu make them. His New
York apartment has an elaborate high fidelils s\stetti of sshich 1)cl \loo.tto.
syhus teeltd1lu irai ins erests Asti eti
compass sports cars four anti c:ncras (tssrlyr1 is quite proud.
"I like loud," he said with satisfaction. "hut she"-indicating his wife
"(luesn.t.
like to be immersed in the
nulsic...
" \\'hat kind of records do yon
:t5

-

I

GRADO
";Tru l y

the

world's

finest..."

STEREO CARTRIDGE $49.50
COMPATIBLE WITH=
Monaural Leiterai Vertical
Minter
Stereo
Westrex

.

STEREO TONE ARM $29.95
Finest Walnut Wood
4

Wires and Shield

"111

111."

tx.

i

-

1

listen to ?" he was asked.
"Beethoven. Beethoven symphonies
-the Pastor(d, the Seventh. wonderful. The Emperor Concerto. the \lendelssuhn Concerto. . .
And he began tu sing the solo violin line of the Mendelssohn as if he

4614 7th Avenue Brooklyn 20 New York

longed for

Export- Simontrice, 25 Warren St., N.Y.C.

tenor transcription.
"Don't you ever play any opera
a

GRADO
tABBRATa%IS.tNC

records ?"

NEW YORK 7

cable TERMRADIO

Continued on next page
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I)EL MONACO

Attention

RCA Sound Tape

all
two-eared
music lovers!
you will need a minimum of two loudspeakers. And when you decide on
that extra expenditure, you will insist
on the most for the least. That's
where the N O R E LC O speaker line
comes in. Engineered by Philips of the
Netherlands, N O R E L C O speakers
are the only units in their price range
with that subtle "imported" sound
suave, undistorted, unexaggerated.
What's more, the entire line of 5" to
12" speakers now comes with the new,
improved 4PCsORIK0.7111II alloy magnets. (Means more gauss per ounce,
man!) For further details, write to

-

I

"Load- Easy" reels
for fast
tape threading!

e.. on

High Fidelity Products Division,
Dept. 3B11, North American Philips
Company, Inc., 230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, L.I., N.Y:
W

of 5" to r:"

Y

speakers and
acoustically
u,pinecred
enclosures

W
a

hiph- fidelity

Now available wherever superior -quality magnetic tape is sold. On 5" and 7"
Load -Easy Reels for fast, simplified
threading. Excellent for low- noise, extended -range recording and playback!

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

o

NORELCO

JI1+1!

Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. Ir

a11i11g-

Germany's foremost manufacturer of high quality speakers presents:

CHANNEL TWO

The ISOPHON III
speaker 3 channel combination)
with the reliable frequency curve.
Superb sound and styling to complement any room
(a 4

¡-

nnnI1Inn1I

r/111?I
mumum11nn11
Nummummm11
:111

decor, consisting of: the powerful P 30/37 bass
speaker, one mid-range folded horn compression
speaker, two 4" high frequency tweeters.
Utmost compensation and balance of the four speakers at all intensity levels
thru multi -matching universal transformer and special d'vider network.
Clear reproduction of highs over great variety of listening positions thru two

-

high frequency tweeters set at a wide angle; excellent dispersion.
Finest response of midrange with least distortion thru carefully dimensioned
folded horn compression speaker.
Power, softness and richness in reflecting bass register are identified with
precision engineered ISOPHON bass speaker.
For monophonic and stereo application. Cabinet made of finest West Indian
mahogany in various finishes.
Also available as utility unit with non-acoustical baffle board.
This is just one of many ISOPHON models.
Write for beautifully illustrated catalog.

ISOPHON SPEAKER DIVISION, Arnhold Ceramics, Inc.
1

\n. I cannot relax with opera."
"Not even 'our own records ?"
"No, no. I play my own records for
defects. I beard m' Andrea Chénier.
Did YOU hear it? Yes? What did you
think ? -No. I "ill tell you first. I will
make my own criticism for you. I an
u sorry about the duet of the second
.0 -t 'Ora, soave. sublime ora d'amore.
It is not soft like I did the last time I
sing it at the Metropolitan Opera and
the way I can do it now. I only found
later I could do it like that."
Del Monaco has rigged up for himself one of the world's handiest low fidelity systems by making a few adjustments in a portable Dictaphone
intended for office use. His wife takes
it with her to all his rehearsals. Afteryards the two of them come home
and play it back, sternly listening for
passages that need improvement. He
demonstrated its usefulness On the
spot. by playing a snatch of Die \\-alküre, With Ludwig Suthaus singing
Siegmund. He listens to Suthans, Le
explained, in the interest of his own
German pronunciation and style.
"I heard myself sing for the first
time in my life in Rio de Janeiro in
I946." said Del Monaco. "1 made my
Own records on the stage with a wire
recorder. It was Trovatore. I listen
later and I say to m' wife: 'Who is
this singing? 1 an so bad and the
impresario) pay me so much ?'
"That was the beginning. when I
try to improve. Then I keep making
recording, and t)- all over again.
"My trouble is too much voice. It is
too much to handle, the big voice. It
is liard. But nut'. after eighteen years.
1 begin to) feel I can handle it. I begin now to sing . . . not well, but
good enough."
"

!'tereo is here to stay. Sooner or later,

A romplete line

Continued from preceding page

East 57th Street, New York 22,

N. Y.

Continued from page 49
sirable in the event that the two stereo
channels are crossed in making the
original connections. but also may be
used to correct for the positioning of
the pickup microphones used in stereo
broadcasts by different radio stations
and for special effects. as may be desired by the individual operator. And
finally, most stereo adapters also have
provision for connecting both stereo
channels in parallel when the system
is used for the reproduction of singlechannel program material.
Stereo adapters are relatively inex-

Continued

on page 148
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Save yourself time and trouble by ordering your
books directly from us. Just fill in the coupon
below and mail it to us with your remittance.

RECORDS IN REVIEW -1958

Special Prepublication Offer

The Fourth High Fidelity Annual
Until November

15

After November

15

- $4.95
- $5.95

The standard reference for the intelligent purchase of LPs and tapes
Nearly 900 reviews of records :old stereophonic tapes,
arranged alphabetically and by musical category for con-

Contain.; reviews of classical and semiclassical music, and
the spoken word, that appeared in Hum Fnn :Lary Magazine from July 1957 through June 1958.
Reviews cover the merits oÍ the performance and the quality of the recording. They also make comparative evaluations With releases of previous years.
Written by sonic of this country's most knowledgeable

critics.

Order Today

Hie/,rh

-

S1.95

1956 ANNUAL

1.SO

201

edited by Roland Gelatt

RECORDS IN REVIEW -1957

Griffiths

Sí.95

257

-

edited by loan

the on11 ,sties of their kind, contains
of these b. r,rl,
reviews of classical and semiclassical music, and the spoken
word, that appeared in Hum norm y Magazine for the twelve
months July through June inclusive -- preceding their date
of publication. The reviews discuss performances, interpretations, and sound qualities; in addition they compare recordings
with earlier versions. Reviewers include some of the most
distinguished contemporary music critics.

-

Book Department
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

A Bibliography of Sound Reproduction
Foreword bt' G. A. Briggs
Compiled by K. I. Spencer
This new book, imported in a limited quantity T0111 England
and AVAilahle in this country only through the publishers of
Hum Floral r% Magazine, is a Volume hose %alto to everyone
seriously interested in high fidelity need not be outlined.
It contains approximately 2,60) entries that represent the Whole
field of published inlornlation and research on high -quality
sound reproduction, from the subject's very early days up to
271
$6.00
and including June 1957.

for which please send nie, postpaid, the books
enclose $
indicated by the circled numbers below. INo C.O.Ds or charge orders,
please.) Foreign orders sent at buyer's risk. Add 55$ per book for postage
on foreign orders esrrpf Cnnndinn.
Unmarked binders $2.75 each
I

HIGH FIDELITY RECORD REVIEW INDEXES
1955
1956
1954

Two mar paperbacks by HIGH Ftnut_I IN reviewers
THE COLLECTOR'S BACH

-

BY

.

\'a /bad )under

Every a%.tilable up to time of publication*: recording of Bach's
music on 1.P records is discussed and rated: vocal, keyboard,
chamber music, and orchestral compositions. A hrie( biography
highlights Bach's major compositions and achievements.
THE COLLECTOR'S

Great Barrington, Mass.

ADDRESS

Includes index of performers.
Sturdily bound and attractively jacketed.

%%

Each

NAME.

the previous

HIGH FIDELITY

edited by RoInn/ Gelatt

237

as in

compilation.

Use Convenient Coupon Below

Pidelilj' Record Annuals

1955 ANNUAL
S

-

venient use.
Almost three times as many tape reviews

JAZZ

-

Paper, $1.25
11p

272

lobo S. Irittou

This complete disrographc and guide to LP records analyzes
jazz styles up to World War II and pro% ides a succinct history of
Paper. $1.45
273
jazz up to the great swing hand cat.
The Wyeth Press

Great Barrington, Mass.
for which please send me, postpaid,
enclose $
copies of RECORDS IN REVIEW -1958 of the special prepublication price
of $4.95 per copy. (No C.O.Da or charge orders, please.)

-50e

each
1957

I

201

271

237

272

257

273

NAME
ADDRESS
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LUXURY EQUIPMENT CONSOLE

F :%SII. Y

HI -I

CHANNEL TWO

the incomparable

Continued from page 146

er1v rap

"MASTERPIECE"

the

$345.00

ACCOMMODATES THE MOST ELABORATE
SIC SYSTEMS. INCLUDING STEREO.
F IN BEAUTY AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

III

I

EMI!

I

o

F'sI

N;Ilte

"Boulevard"

EQUIPMENT CONSOLE

$164.50

i
6146th

HANDSOME DECORATOR STYLING WITH
GESER01 S HI -FI COMPONENT ACCOMMODATION.
Write for literature de.eribine entire line.

E. and R. SCHEELER
1630 West Granville Ave.
CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

THE INCOMPARABLE

_UJ

UU

3- SPEAKER SYSTEM

For Stereo or Monaural, this superb speaker
system achieves a
w dimension of natural

reproduction

without coloration I

Mode

under the some laboratory procedures as the
famous PREMIERE 500, the X -100 combines two 12" United Woofers and 5" cone
Tweeter for furl- range, distortion -free
sound. Walnut, Birch or Mahogany -5109.50 net.
Send for complete literature

192 WILLIAM ST.

EAST ORANGE, N. J.

pensive and are available both factory-built and as easy -to -assemble
conslrnc'tion kits. Many of the larger
manufacturers have introduced adapters designed specifically for their tun plifiers. brit most kill work with any
pair of amplifiers (or preamp-poxver
:amplifier units) having standard input zinc! output jacks. Before buying,
thorigh, check with your dealer to
make sine the adapter you plan to
bin' will work in your setup.
Itcturning to the front end of the
stereo installation, there are three
pieces of input equipment to be considered: the radio ttmcrIsl, the record player, and the tape deck.
Nianv older A \I -F \I timers are designed for either A \I or F \1 reception.
As a result, these tuners cannot be
used :dune for the reception of stereo
radio broadcasts made over separate
stem
A \I and F \I channels. If our
includes such a tinier. you have a
choice of adding either an A \I or an
F \1 toner if von wish to receive these
stereo broadcasts. Your Lest choice, in
this case. is a new F \I tinier designed
for easy adaptation to multiplex F \I
stcreu.
Whether or not vain rcc'crrd player
ctul be converted TO handle stereo
disc's will depend. to a large extent,
upon the finality of your present
system. In general. your transcription
turntable and pickup arm should be of
very good to excellent duality. your
record changer of excellent to top

quality.
The pickup arm itself is very important. There sham! be some provision for adjusting arm weight. If the
arm is balanced on a single pivot.
there should be no tendency for the
arm to tilt SidewilyS (tu osc a nautical
expression. the arm should not roll).
On the assumption that your record plaing equipment is of good quality,
its conversion to stereo is :t relatively
simple operation. Simply replace the
original cartridge Stith a new stereo
cartridge of yolrr cl ioice. adding an additional shielded lead :Ls is necessary
to complete the second channel connection. (S (tille cl Langer and tone arm
manufacturers have conversion kits for
that purpose.) Then. readjust the
tracking pressure to that recommended by the cartridge manufacturer
(generally from two to six grams).
This last step is extremely important.
Stereo cartridges. like single channel units, are available in a \vide variety of models. and at an equally
wide variety of prices. Your choice
here may be based on your personal
preferences: ceramic or magnetic.,

ml

tape recorders
Ferrograph Stereo equipment is designed to meet traditionally exacting high
quality standards.
Two superb models are available:
The Ferrograph Stereo 88 is designed
for both recording and playback of stereo
tapes. Professional quality twin- recording

and playback pre- amplifiers
are inbuilt. Monaural recording /playback
on both tracks is also possible.

amplifiers

The Ferrograph Stereo 3S is designed for
the playback of stereo tapes and also
offers all the features monaurally of the
popular Ferrograph 3A Series. While it is
possible to employ auxiliary amplifiers,

the Ferrograph "Steve -ad" unit offers the
ultimate in matched amplifiers resulting
in superb stereo reproduction.

Limited production and heavy demand.,'
will delay delivery. See your local dealer
and place your order now!

ERCONA CORPORATION
(Electronic Division)
"n,tI, I4I,t. !11. Ntw 1,11, :;6, N.

16 W. -It,

Astral Electric. Co. Ltd.
Danforth Road, Toronto 73

1n Canada:
44

The Biggest Ever!

New 1959 Catalog of

HIGH FIDELITY
RADIO, TV, AMATEUR AND

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
rct

FREE!
Write today ...
388 pages
packed
from cover
to cover
with the
newest
and
finest

equipment
in the industry.
For prompt, efficient
Service and low price, write

.. .

Your One Point Source for Electroni0
Equipment.

II

t.-/ V

ZEMLy

ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dept. HF -11 -223 W. Madison, Chicago 6, III.

Dept. HF -11 -4141 Century, Inglewood, Calif.

HicEE

Ftnr.t.rrr MAG \7.IXli

Y.

LP -only or turnover. and so on. Get the
hest cartridge you can afford -diamond stylus, of course.
You'll find that stereo cartridges
are available \yith either three (common ground) or four (scparal(
ground) terminals. depending nn ntannfacturer and model. A four-terminal
cartridge generally gives least limn if
you're planning to use separate pre amp-Central units for the two stereo
channels. If you have an integrated
stereo preamp, or a single -suit stereo
preamp- amplifier. it probably won't
make much difference whether the
cartridge has three or four terminals.
The final step in converting your
record -placing eclnipment is to connect the t\\o shielded leads from your
record player to the proper input terminals of your preamplifiers. If you
used a magnetic cartridge in your
original installation and have switched
to a cer:unie cartridge for stereo, or
vice versa, you'll have to shift input

FOR BEST

?

tape
recorder
PERFORMANCE
_

-

WplScO

Kleen-Tape
cleans your tape recorder
head in 2 minutes without
removing head cover
Super tough tape impregnated with
special formula cleaner keeps your
tape recorder head clean, a must for
fine performance. No tools
.
no
swabbing
no need to take your
tape recorder apart. Just put the reel
on the machine as you would a tape
. play it through
rewind
and the head has been cleaned and
dried! Can be used over and over. See

...

...

.

at your hi -fi dealer.

it

Model No. 335, with 100 foot plastic

reel, $2.95 List Price.
WALSCO ELECTRONICS MFG. CO
Division of Textron Inc.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
A

A

SUPERIOR TAPE FOR

BEGINNERS, EXPERTS, PROFESSIONALS

¡:arks.

Your present tape deck. like your
record pla(i. may or may not be
suitable for Conversion to stereo, depending on the make and model of
the lustrtunent. \lost of the better
oils con he converted to stereo by
changing the pla\back head and add ilig .t preamplifier and or equalizing
neh\urk. Here. your hest but is to
cheek \yitlt the manufacturer or the
local distributor of your instrument,
to see if a suitable conversion kit is
available. \lake sure that the conversion will he for stacked (rather than
staggered tapes and, preferably, for
both old and the newer four -track
stereo recordings. If no kit is available, or if the ooh practical conversion is to staggered tapes. \ou'd (h)
well to forget conversion and plan on
eventual replacement of the machine
\vith a later model.
The
sical interconnections of the
equipment components ( like those in
a monophonic s stem) are made with
single conductor shielded cable. But
Iii
cure to avoid multiple ground
IirII) c'onmcction.s between differHI pieces of equipment. Such multiple grounds produce "ground loops w1ic11 can introduce mans motor boating (lw frequency oscillation),
and other hard -to- eliminate troubles.
The remaining items to consider
are the choice of a (second) loudspeaker system and the placement Of
the hvo speakers in the room.
Ideally, the two loudspeaker systems used in a stereo installation, like
the amplifiers. should be identical.
But since h)W frequencies contribute
little to the directional qualities of
sound, the woofer of the second channel need not have quite as good bass
Continued on next page

"

A

HI-FI+
FM+
AM

WIDE LATITUDE RECORDING TAPES
IN THE PERMANENT PLASTIC CASE

Completely distortion free, regardless
of input level; lowest noise recordings;
matchless reproduction on any make
recorder; lifetime lubrication eliminates
squeal, adhesion, head deposits; longer
lasting; highly resistance to abrasion,
print through and cupping.

FREE TAPE -TIME RULER
(tells at a glance,
time and tape left
on reel) -write to:
IM.tlzl

4/Raine.d CORPORATION
LODI, NEW JERSEY

..w
A

EMBER

,

195S

oo

-

BLAUPUNKT
Europe's most
popular

CAR RADIO
The first car radios with Hi -Fi FM + AM.
Easily installed on American and European
cars. Special model for Volkswagen. For
folder, full information and name of nearest dealer write Dept. 1'-3.

ROBERT BOSCH CORPORATION
Car Radio Division
Long Island City, N.Y.
San Francisco, Calif.

NEW!
KEEP YOUR REELS FROM UNRAVELING

USE

I

SONORAMI

RIDE WITHH

REEL -NEAT
TAPE CLIPS

;pot. pend.)

REMEMBER:

No More Tape Mess -No More Tape
Spill

s'

t' Precision

Engineered of High
Quality Polished Stainless Steel

An Inexpensive Clip Designed to keep
Your Reels of Tape Neatly 'Nound
s' The Only Clip of Its Kiid
Just
Snap Ont
s Satisfaction Guaranteed
s

.

-

MAIL COUPON TODAY
TOYCO PRODUCTS

AUDIO DIVISION
1712 W. Florence Ave., Los Angeles 47, Cal.
Please rush my package of 5
REEL -NEAT tape clips for $1.00.
I
enclose check or Money Order.

NAME

-_

ADDRESS

CITY

_ -

ST

AT E

1

oo

_
1-19
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PURCH ASING
A HI -FI
SYST EM?
PARTIAL LIST
OF BRANDS

Send Us

IN STOCK
Alter Lansing
Eleclrovoice

Your

WON'T

Bell G.E.
Weathers
Harman Kordon
Eico Pilot
Sherwood
Acr
und
Fishera
Bogen Leak

Increase
In

Ampro

VM

Challenger
Wollensack
Garrard

brawl urw. factory fresh & guarnurrvl.
is

Miracord
Glaser- Steers
Rek -O -Kot
Components
Norelco
Fairchild
Pickering Gray
Audio Tape

AIREX
RADIO

Full Line of

Cabinets

CORPORATION
64 -HF Cortland? St., N. Y. 7,

CO 7-21?7

stereophonic

taper cording to your Ampex (A- model) machine for
as little as 575 with exciting new conversion kit, or

new (900 series) unit at last year's
own
960 series is also available for recording
complete
price. aAnew
stereo as well as playback. Ampex 4 -track head shift
is the most advanced design today, capable of playing either present 2- channel or new 4- channel stereo
also plays them at either
at the flick of a lever
7)-r or 33a inches per second tape speed. It's the
recorder of the future and it's yours today.
.

c

S. yin 9 s

On

Revere

tiuerrll:uulisr

\

\A'I P1

First in Stereo For the Home
Now you can add sensational 4 -track

75I

Pentron

UNDERSOLD!
II

At No

You Get Finer Performance for

D ynak it
H. H. Scott

BE

STEREO

Price!

Hadley
University
Acoustic Research
Janssen
Wharfedale
Karlson
Viking
Concertone

Components
For A
Package
Quotation
WE

Great New
AMPEX ¡4e

Jensen

List Of

4 -TRACK

lea!

a
times as
-track unrttiun
murk s and -there a e trice a many
tracks. out hall the speed. You ruse ,
the amount of tape for the same amount
of music.
icro preciNew 4- channel head with
sion gap provides the performance at
3l, inches per second you would n

4

.

n

Tope Costs

Higher
Performance

-

nrally

expect

at

7.

,

inches

per

sound.

Simple, Economical to Convert

Our skilled engineers will transform your present
Ampex (model A) into the most advanced recorder on
the market today for as little as S75. For full details
and FREE brochure, write us today.
We specialize in Trode -Ins. Highest Allowances

B

OYNTON

Studio

Dept. HF
Tuckahoe, N. Y.
10 Pennsylvania Ave.
Tel.: SP 9 -5278

Now brings Stereo in line with your budget. Here
are just two examples of the big savings you can

CHANNEL TWO
Continued from preceding page
response as the corresponding unit in
the original thannel. A fem speaker
manufacturers even recommend using
only one woofer. The midrange and
high-frequency response of both systems. however. should be as nearly
alike as you can slake them.
The realistic positioning of sound
sources depends on establishing t\vo
points of reference. 'therefore the
loudspeaker s stems used should not,
in theinsel\es, consist of broad sources.
In this respect. nrul experimenters
have found that coaxial or triaxial
lui vlspeakers provide more realistic
clleets than multi -Inuit loudspeaker
s\ stems, \vherein the individual units
Making- up the s stela :ur spread out
across a fairly larget enclosure. A
multi-unit speaker scstem can give
excellent results, hom ever. if the individual speakers in each enclosure
are mounted reasonably close to-

gether.

IF YOU

are planning a completely
new stereo installation. rather than
converting all existing single- channel
system, you have in many respects an
easier ro\ to hoe. At the beginning,
yott can purchase identical pream'

Now Available

1957

enjoy on Hi -Fi systems at Custom Audio.

High Fidelity
RECORD REVIEW

Luxury Stereo System
at a Price You Can Afford
Pickering 371 D Stanton 45 x 45
Fluxvalve Cartridge
$ 29.85
54.50
Garrard RC 88 Record Changer
4.95
Base for Garrard Changer
Bell 3030 Stereo Amplifier
169.95
Two (2) Electro Voice "Regal 1A"
Speaker systems
@ $103.00 each
_.
$206.00
Total Audiophile Net
$465.25
A

Our Price Only

Visit any of our convenient showrooms for an
no obligation of
expert demonstration
.

.

.

course:

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

848 Huron Rd.
Corner Easl 9th

262 Stutter St.

MAin 12816

(Delivered FOB Cleveland)

202 Michigan Ave.
in Sheraton Cadillac Hotel

Our Price Only

INDEX
$

()Wool( 7.0472
CHICAGO
201 North La Salle

CEntral 62165

all (-tar Oral,
.emicla.uical, jazz, and spoken

42.50
4.95

A complete index to

19.50

word record

99.95
120.00
$286.90
$229.90

reviews

which

ap-

peared in Hlcu FIDELITY Nfagazine in 195 7.

Arranged alphabetically by composer or by collection- title, with
the issue and page or which you
will find the rrriru you wish.

ONLY 50¢ EACH
1954, 1955 and 1956 Indexes also
available at 500 per copy.

$312.90

AUDIO
CUSTOM
Division of Discount Records, Inc.

DETROIT

Special Stereo Hi -Fi Budget Buy
Garrard RC -121 Record Changer
Base for Garrard Changer
Electro -Voice EV 210 Stereo Cartridge
Harmon Kardon A 224 Stereo Amplifier
Two (2) Weathers Fiesta Speaker
systems @ $60.00 each
Total Audiophile Net

Custom Audio, Division of
Discount Records, Inc.
12 Warren St. New York 17, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Please send me more complete FREE information on the Hi -Fi systems advertised by you in Hi- Fidelity magazine.

HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

Gnat Barrington, Mass.
Enclosed find

NAME

Name

ADDRESS

Address

Please send me
copies of the 1954 index
copies of the 1955 Index
copies of the 1956 Index
copies of the 1957 Index

NO OBLIGATION OF COURSE:

No C.O.D.s or charge orders pleas*

WOodward 1 -2107

IIIGII FIDELITY MAGAZINE

1.50

www.americanradiohistory.com

PROFESSIONAL

plifiers, power amplifiers, and loudspeaker systems; and an A \1 F \I
stereo tuner as well as record playing
equipment and a tape deck designed
specifically for stereo.
Recently
several
manufacturers
have introduced single -unit stereo pre amps and audio amplifiers designed especially for stereo installation. The latter combine both preamplifiers, both
power amplifiers, a common power
supply. and the control functions of ,I
stereo adapter in a single case. Most
are designed to serve either as monophonic amplifiers, delivering twice the
rated output power of a single channel,
or as stereo units, depending on circuit
connections and control switch settings. They are ideal, too, for anyone
buying a new single -channel audio system with intent of eventual conversion

HIGH- FIDELITY HOUSE
Most complete stock of Audio
components in the West
Phone: RYan

TAPE RECORDERS
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

HI -FI COMPONENTS

-8171

NATIONAL BRANDS
1,

Calif.

CARSTON

RECORDS from YOUR TAPES
Spectrofonic ®

-

ORecorded
1540.1568 Pierce

A

,

Camden

S,

N. J.

ELECTRONICS, INC.

65 Cortland) St., New York 7, N. Y.

I

S.

171

61111

9181
1211(1

11151
241111

Ft. 7" Keel
Ft. 7" Reel
Ft. In" Kral

45111 Fi

4

I
4

51

F,.

" IC,rl
" Reel

I
I
I

III

I

ape Splicer

AUDION

DELITY

Ammo(

, V 1'l.11'1l:1t,

Hi-Fi HQ
234

E.

46th St., N. Y. C.

L.I.,N.Y.

ENJOY
PLEASANT
SURPRISES?

HIGH FI-

I

$22.50

2057 Caney

1rónd k.e. 81elrn 20. N.

Y.

COMPLETE SYSTEM

STEREO

- MONAURAL

REG. 5248.25

POST PAID

Now

$179.00

i.,qe. Eire. (.0-7 Stereo -Its :mnnnl
5t3 I,
Barman Kanto. A -224 Uhl:d 11 scan,
u'.s's:.
Garrard 8('121 /II with Hase
47. t:,
Two Jem,-n S'' Spkrs with Two Finished
Baffles 17' H.. I(ï' W.. I11,
L.
76111

ORDER

(

alors. Wet. I(Is

Just )'lug In and Play

oo'd,nnbtr
110

HIGH FIDELITY INC.

5245.25

BRYCE FOR PRICE.
West 40 St.. N.Y.C.
HR -9 -4050
mchem/hr skipped rolhy( K(Rft. N.T.5 '
J.5% ¡upend Required

.s

RICO

KEY ELECTRONICS CO.
120 Liberty Street
N Y. 6, N. Y.
EVe. green 4 -6071

on rrger..'r.

PUERTO RICO

ORIGINAL B. J. ARM

Write us your hi -fi needs
now, you'll be glad you
did. Ask loo, for our
I free audio catalog.

It 15 ERSKITSA1.1.
BRAND NEW NITIt FACTORY GI'.11tAN'l'E:E:. Prompt
In-etork service Free + lrrbu
mnflahlr
and MnnMnp hundlrl

TREVOR PECK CO. LIMITED
1498 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, Que.

YU 6-5060

Road

C.

the boiler high tid,hts components at
net prir,.s. Alen a wide aeleetiun of Equipment Cabinets and Speaker Enclosures.

SALES

Specialized equipment built to order
AKG Microphones -ALTEC Consoles

.III:. NIONAURAL
l'l'lt.l'AH1.1:9
sl' I:Al:l.lt.:TAPE: RE-

STERRO

6.50

Sound Reinforcement and Television
Systems for the discriminating

Ts are sa) lug upon re(eiv-

prier sheets on our larat

S

CUSTOM
R'B.A RENTALS
PROFESSIONAL acamc sire..... SERVICE

with

Massapequa,

I

for 0 3.95
for S 5.26
for 516.95
for S 4.20
for 5 6.85
for 510.68
for 6.56.50

satiga.tion absolutely guaranties! Of your molter
rrfloule,l. Add I Sr per reel for laquage.
EI.ORMAN & BABB, INC:.
68 W. 45th Street, N. Y. .56, N. Y.

Featuring

25 HF Oxford

YEAR BASE

7" keel
lu" keel

NCH Ahunimlm

before buying HI Fl components

.wr

N. Y.

6S.

ROCK-BOTTOM PRICKS
.50 -15000 CPS -HI- Fidelity
Guaranteed Highest Onsilty
PLASTIC BASE
Ft. 5" If eel
.1 for f 2.115
Pt. 5" Keel
I f,.r S 3.40

Does Not

l'h+t's what unr rLLsh

st.. Ilu.hing

HOME INSTALLATIONS

Rich Purple People Ester

'ld
i,

audiA

Values
Free Vanden

SOU NDTASTIC!

FOR HIGH FIDELITY

Ponce, Puerto

ORESSNFR, 69-02

241515

o

l.nnsudl

I

9111 FI
1/01111-',

Only

re rdlug

MAGNETIC TAPE

FOR THE TOPS IN VALUE
AND THE BEST TRADE -IN ON
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Check with Arrow.'

.411

Box 767

hlxl ,0n11r)

Inla. In tsars

NEW YORK

ARROW

Accessories

I.

r

Publications Laboratories

(

PECK'S

O,rI,,

Tapes

MERITA PE

Write for Free Folder

913 ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
1133 -37 NADDON AV., CAMDEN, N.J.
201 CALHOUN ST., TRENTON, N.J.
4401 VENTNOR AV., ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
1122 FRENCH ST., WILMINGTON, DEL.
550 MARKLEY ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
317 PARK HEIGHTS AV., SALISBURY, MD.

CASH
WITH

HI-F1

Your tapes transferred by our skilled engineers
using top professional equipment: Ampex 300's
-Grampian Feed -Back Cutters- Thermo Stylus

SERVING THE ENTIRE DELAWARE VALLEY AREA

THE

TAPE RECORDERS
Components

Dlgby 9 -4730

IT'S

NEWS YORK 28, N. Y.

HIGH FIDELITY

525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.
Pioneer 6 -8686

.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

NEW JERSEY

5:1111110' 1{- 11)1(1 CO.

.

1

536 5. Fair Oaks, Pasadena

PENNSYLVANIA

.

....

it's free!

The operation of a stereo system is
only slightly more complex than that
of a monophonic system. While the
Equalizer, Rolloff, Bass, Treble, and
other controls may be duplicated in
systems employing separate preamplifiers, these controls are likely to be
ganged in single -chassis amplifiers. In
any case, usual practice is to set the
controls to identical settings if similar
speakers are employed. If different
speakers are used, you may have to
experiment -using both your ears!

IN MONTREAL

NEW YORK

send for famous Bulletin G

to stereo.

CANADA

DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA

NOVEMBER 1958

"BUCK STRETCHER"
HI -FI VALUES!
Expand the buying power
.f your Ili -Fi dollar at
Suu Radio un new and fully guaranteed staune brand
IIi.I
cunq,unents:
i

for our special price quotations and of r Hi -Fi package
specials!
Dept. l8
Send

SUN

Radio 8 Electronics (e., Inc.

650 6th Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
Phone: ORegon 5 -8600

151
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ADVERTISING INDEX

TRADE IN
YOUR PRESENT HI -FI
EQUIPMENT for
the new

Key
No.

1.... Acoustic

Research, Inc.
Products
Radio Corp.

19

I'P

...Acro
3....Airex
4....Alfran Distributors
5....Allied Radio
6....Almo Radio
2

7,

Bogen
RE 115 RECEIVER

$1495°

Easily adapted to Stereo
High Styling
AM -FM Tuner
High sensitivity on both AM & FM

Flexible Control
15 watt power amplifier

4

150
140
9. 24
151

Altec Lansing
Corp.
89, 131, 137
8.... Ampex Audio Inc.
20
54. 88
9.... Angel Records
146
10....Arnhold Ceramics
151
11....Arrow Electronics
110
12.... Audio Devices, Inc.
13....Audio Exchange
152
14.... Audio Fidelity Records ...67 -72
15.... Audiolah Test Report Reprint 128
151
16.... Audio World
17....Aucliogcrsh Corp.
134
18.... Aud
151
19.... Bell Sound Systems
85
20.... Blaupunkt Car Radio
149
21.... Bogen. David, Inc.
119
22.... Book -of-the -Month Club
5
20.... Bosch, Robert, Corp.
149
150
23.... Boynton Studio
24.... Bozak, R. T., Co.
112
25.... British Industries Corp.
34
26.... Bryce Audio
151
27....Capitol Records, Inc. 61. 73. 87
28.... Carstou Studios, Inc.
151
29.... Collaro
50
30....Columbia LP Records
7
.... Columbia Records
63
:32....Conrac, Inc.
94
:33....Custom Audio
150
:34.... Dexter Chemical Corp.
104
35.... Dressner
151
:36.... Duotone Co.
76
:37....Du Pont " \Mar"
14, 15
:38.... Dyer- Bennet
74
'39
Dvnaco Inc.
142
, ,

.

3 1

BUY

BOGEN AT

AUDIO EXCHANGE AND
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
AUDIO EXCHANGE'S UNIQUE
SERVICES SUCH AS

-Hi-Fi Bargains
We specialize in trading by mail

40....EICO

TIME PAYMENT PLAN
(Metropolitan N. Y. Customers Only)

43.... Elektra
44.... Emma

FABULOUS TRADE-INS

El

Page

EXPERIENCED AND SPECIALIZED
HI -FI CONSULTANTS

FAMED SERVICE DEPARTMENT

(only for equipment bought from us)

EJ

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS BY EXPERTS

U

HI -FI IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Write Dept. HFB for our unique Trade -Back
plan, Trading information and catalog.

audio
exchange
A

THE HI-FI TRADING

AXtel 1.1577
Branch stores et:
367 Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
WHite Ploins 8-3380
Y

Parking of all stores

104
148

Corp.
45....Fairchild Recording Eqpt.,
Corp.
46....Ferrodynamics Corp.
44.... Ferrograph

22
149
148

47.... Fidelitone
78
48.... Fisher Radio Corp..... 121. 123
94
32.... Fleetwood Televis'
49.... Flwrman and Babb
151
25.... Garrard Sales
34
50.... General Electric Co...21, 23 25
51.... Glaser- Steers Corp.
Inside Front Cover
52.... Goodnsan's Loudspeakers
97
53.... Grado Laboratories, Inc..... 145
86
54.... Grand Award Records
55.... Cray Manufacturing Co. 28, 130
135
56.... Grommes
60.... Helicon

15919 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N.Y.

CLOSED MONDAYS.

Records

57....11arman- Kardon, Inc.
58.... Hartley Products Co.
39....11eath Co.

ORGANIZATION

836 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn 22, N
BUckminster 2 -5300

11

.... Eleetroc

138
tic Corp.
42.... Electro -Voice Inc. ..Back Cover

41

Records
Headquarters
62....11igh Fidelity (louse
63....11igh Fidelity Inc.
64....Iligh Fidelity Recordings
65.... Internat al Designers
Croup
61

....11i -Fi

52
143
29 -33
105
151
151
151

...79
141

66....JansZess
67.... Jenifer I louse

91
141

68.... Jensen \Ifg. Co.
69....Kapp

1

Records

70.... Key Electronics
71.... Kingdom Products,

83, 84

Inc

li'

151
133

Key
No.

Page

72.... Lafayette Radio
4
73.... Lansing, James B.,
Sound, Inc.
99
25.... Leak Amplifier
34
74.... Lectronie Laboratories ....14I
144
75.... Lectronics, Inc.
76.... Leslie Creations
141
77. ... Liberty Records, Inc.
78. . ..London Records

79.... Louisville

92
75

Philharmonic

Society

105

80....\Iclntosh Laboratories
Inc.

17, 18

59
81.... Mercury Record Co.
82.... Metzner
142
83.... Miller International
81
84.... Minnesota \lining and
!Manufacturing Co.....26, 27
85.... Music Box
92
86.... Music Listener's Bookshop ..147
91
66.... Neshaminy Electric Corp.
148
87... Newark Electric Co.
88.... Newcomb Audio Products
11
Co.
89.... North American Philips Co. 146
151
90.... Peck, Trevor, Co., Ltd.
1

91....Pentron Corp.
92....Pickering A Co., Inc.

139
2

93....Pilot

101
Radio Corp.
56.... Precis' Electronics Inc.... 135
151
Professional Directory
146
Tape
94.... RCA
95.... RCA Victor Division ....65, 109
Inside Back Cover
104
96....Record 1lunter
141
Record Market
150
97....Record Review Index
98.... Recorded Publications Inc 151
76
99.... Records in Review
139
100 .... Recoton Corp.
108
101.... Reeves Soundcraft Corp
8, 124
102....Rek -O -Kut Co.. lnc
106
1(13.... Revere Camera Co.
140
104.... Rigo Enterprises, Inc.
34
25.... R -J Enclosures
143
105.... Robins Industries
50
29....Rockhar Corp.
97
52.... Rockbar Corp.

106....Scheller, E. &
107....Schwann,W.

108.... Scott,

R.

I Iermon

148
104

hlosmer,

Inc.

109....Secco Records
110....Sherwood Electronic

115, 117
100

Laboratories Inc.

93

111.... Shure Bros.. nc.
I12....Smith, II. Royer, Co.

127
141
6
141

1

113....Sonotone Corp.

114.... Storms

Co.

115....Stereo Age

116.... Stromberg- Carlson

64
12, 13

117....Sun Radio and Electronics ..151
145
118 ....Terminal Radio
10
119....Thorens Co.

120.... Toyco

Products
Trader's Marketplace
121 .... United Audio

149
144

129, 136

....United Speaker Systems ....148
123.... University Loudspeakers,
122

103
82

Inc.

124.... Urania Recordings
125.... Vanguard Recording

Society,
Inc.
77
90
126.... Vox Productions, Inc.
127.... \Valsco Electronics Mfg. Co. 149

128....Warner

Bros.

I29.... Webster Electric
130.... \Vestminster Recording
25.... \Vharfeclale

Co.

98
16
57
34
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www.americanradiohistory.com

HIGH -FIDELITY "FEAST" FROM RCA VICTOR!
RODGERS& HAMMERSTEIN'S A,AMC,

,p®

r5ti.

RCAVICTOR

RCAVICTOR

LISBON AT TWILIGHT

GEORGE MELACHRINO

BILLY.,

-''

MURE'S

SUPER
SONIC
GUITARS
The rich sounds of this original movie soundtrack bring new beauty to the score. LOC 1032'

red-hot display of dazzling guitar technique, de.
signed to delight the exacting hi -fi fan. LPM 1694
A

STRAUSS
WALTZES
THE MELACHRINO
ORCHESTRA
GEORGE
MELACHR(NO

The heart and the heartbreak of romantic
gal, captured in authentic music
LPM

Portu
1762'

RCAVICTOR

DILO

jf

OTHER

UGH!

WORLDS

PEREZ

OTHER
SOUNDS

PRADO

ESQUIVEL

featuring

PATRICIA

AND ORCH.

6
melodies, richly styled by Melachrino. An
exciting album for Strauss fans.
LPM 1757
Gay

n

Esquivel's extraordinary musical arrangements
come brilliantly alive in hi-fi.
LPM 1753'

The rich rhythm of Patricia and other big numbers makes this an adventure in sound. LPM 1883

IN LONDON WITH

Hartley
The Trembling
of a

GEORGE
FEVER
MEMORIES

RCAVICTOR

THE COLDSTREAM GUARDS

Leaf

OF

VIENNESE
OPERETTAS

George Feyer creates sparkling musical magic at

the keyboard in

a

truly terrific album. LPM 1862'

All recorded

Enchanting piano treatments including, the pul.
sating beauty of The Sound of the Sea. LPM 1659

e RCAmcTOR e

in New Orthophonie

Sound.Also available

on RCA

The world's greatest military band in a parade
of spirited marches Astounding sound! LPM 1674

Victor Living Stereo records.
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